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ABSTRACT 

ABSTRACT 

Global Software Development (GSD) and Agile are two popular software development 

trends that are gaining in popularity. In addition, more and more organisations are now 

seeking to engage in agile software development within the GSD context to reap the 

benefits of both ventures and achieve project success. Hence, agile methodologies 

adapted to fit the GSD context are commonly termed Global Agile Software Development 

(GASD) methodologies. However, because of geographical, temporal, and cultural 

challenges, collaboration is not easily realized in the GASD context. In addition, this work 

context is characterized by multiple overlapping fields of practice, which further hinder 

collaboration, and give rise to social challenges. Given the existence of these social 

challenges, there is a need to further investigate the human-centred aspect of 

collaboration during GASD. 

Following an extensive literature review on the application of Scrum and other agile 

methodologies in GASD between 2006 and 2011, it was noted that there is a lack of 

understanding of the social conditions giving rise to the social challenges experienced 

during GASD. It was noted that past studies have instead sought to describe these social 

challenges and to provide mitigating strategies in the form of best-practices, without 

detailing and theorising about the social conditions under which these social challenges 

emerge. 

One of the objective of the study was thus to investigate the use of Scrum during GASD. 

In particular, the Scrum process breakdowns experienced during and after Scrum's sprint 

planning and retrospective meetings were identified. The social conditions under which 

these breakdowns emerged were investigated in the light of Bourdieu's Theory of 

Practice. Scrum Process breakdowns were defined as any deviation from an ideal Scrum 

process (as per the Scrum methodology's guidelines) which yields to the emergence of 

social challenges, conflict or disagreements in the GASD team. 

The study was empirical and qualitative in nature and followed the positivist research 

paradigm. Two case studies, in line with Bonoma (1985)'s "drift" and "design" stages of 

case study deSign, were undertaken to investigate the phenomena of interest and answer 

the research questions. The first case focused on a distributed agile team executing a 
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software project across South Africa (Cape Town) and Brazil (Sao Paulo) while the 

second case focused on a team executing an agile software project across India (Pune) 

and South Africa (Durban). The site selection was carefully thought out and the results 

from the first case informed the second case in order to add more richness in the data 

being gathered. In both case studies, data was collected through semi-structured 

interviews, documentation, field notes and direct observation. The underlying theoretical 

framework employed for the study was the Theory of Practice (Bourdieu, 1990). 

The study has identified various forms of Scrum process breakdowns occurring during 

and after sprint planning and retrospective meetings: 

• Different perceptions about task urgency at the software development sites 

• Disagreements on the suitability of software engineering practices 

• Low level of communication openness during meetings involving the whole GASD 

team compared to internal meetings at the sites 

• Impromptu changes to user stories' content and priorities 

• Product Owner's low level of authority 

• Disagreements on estimation mechanisms 

• Number of User Stories to be completed during the Sprint Is imposed on the team 

• Decisions on Scrum process updates not made by the development team 

• Selective invitation to retrospective meetings 

In addition, various social conditions were identified as possibly leading to the emergence 

of these Scrum process breakdowns in the GASD context: 

• GASD project stakeholders' low level of capital in the joint field 

• Different beliefs and values because of multiple fields 

Two theoretical propositions were derived to describe the social conditions and the 

corresponding Scrum process breakdowns which are likely to emerge under these 

conditions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background to Research Problem 

Software development practices are constantly evolving and Global Software 

Development (GSD) is among one of the growing trends (Asp ray, Mayadas, & Vardi, 

2006). GSD can be defined as a network of interactions between people, organisation 

and technology, engaged in the development of software projects across various 

countries. It involves a variety of human and social issues, such as relationships of 

people, teams, organisations, and nations with different backgrounds, languages and 

working styles (Herbsleb & Mockus, 2003). GSD can be implemented through both 

outsourcing and distributed teams spread across different countries (Herbsleb & Mockus, 

2003). Organisations embracing this concept aim for cost reductions, access to more 

sophisticated skills and labour markets, improved operational performance, flexibility and 

efficiency of operation, as well as strategic advantage in the marketplace (Aron & Singh, 

2005; Dibbern, Goles, Hirschheim, & Jayatilaka, 2004; Krishna, Sahay, & Walsham, 

2004; Tas & Sunder, 2004; Gopal, Mukhopadhyay, & Krishman, 2002). 

Another current trend in the software development industry is the adoption of light

weight and agile software development methodologies as espoused by the Agile Alliance. 

The aim of agile software development methodologies is to limit risks by developing 

software in short time-boxes called iterations. These short iterations typically last one to 

four weeks at the end of which, potential shippable increments are. (Agile Alliance, 

2001). Furthermore, by emphasising the importance of individuals and interactions over 

processes and tools, working software over comprehensive documentation, customer 

collaboration over contract negotiation, and responding to change over following a plan 

(Agile Alliance, 2001), agile software development strives to overcome common 

challenges to software development (e.g. excessive time taken to understand the user 

requirements, user requirements not being met, inappropriate software being developed) 

(Abrahamson, Salo, Ronkainen, & Warsta, 2002). According to agile precepts, members 

of an agile team should be empowered and trust each other, should acknowledge change 

and promote constant feedback (Schuh, 2005, p. 2). 

Agile principles, which are at the basis of the various agile software development 

methodologies, have emerged in response to constantly changing and volatile business 

requirements (Sone, 2008), which is also a recurring phenomenon in GSD (Damian & 
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Zowghi, 2003). It is therefore not surprising that many GSD organisations are turning to 

agile methodologies to address GSD challenges (VersionOne, 2012). However, due to 

temporal, geographical, and socio-cultural distance prevailing in GSD (Herbsleb & MOitra, 

2001), it is challenging to realise agile methodologies in that context (Maurer & Martel, 

2002; Kirscher, Jain, Corsaro, & Levine, 2001). Such is the case since agile 

methodologies rely on high levels of interactions among team members (Agile Alliance, 

2001) and these interactions are mostly realised via informal communication which is not 

achieved in GSD. (Ibarra & Andrews, 1993). 

Informal communication relates to spontaneous, interactive and rich forms of 

interpersonal communication. Whilst not relying on any pre-specification, information is 

often exchanged interactively through meetings and "corridor" conversations (Kraut, 

Fish, Root, & Chalfonte, 1990). Informal communication can be perceived as being more 

effective than formal channels, as participants in the conversation elaborate or modify 

what they have to say in order to deal with someone else's objections or 

misunderstandings (e.g. Kraut, Lewis, & Swezey, 1982). Through these informal 

encounters, people get to know each other, thus creating a common context and 

perspective to support planning and coordination in group work (Kraut et al., 1990). 

Some researchers (e.g. Conboy & Fitzgerald, 2004; Maurer & Martel, 2002) argue that 

the use of agile software development methodologies might even mitigate the negative 

impact of distance during GSD. These agile methodologies, adapted to fit the GSD 

context, are commonly termed Global Agile Software Development (GASD) 

methodologies (e.g. (Ngo-The, Hoang, Nguyen, & Mai, 2005; Kirscher et al., 2001; 

Repenning, Ioannidou, Pay ton, Wenming, & Roschelle, 2001). 

1.2 Problem Statement 

The use of agile methodologies in the GASD setting is difficult to realise (Paasivaara, 

Durasiewicz, & Lassenius, 2008). Based on agile principles, participants are expected to 

collaborate but collaboration under such conditions is harder to realise because of 

multiple and overlapping fields of practice related to the multi-country context (Levina & 

Vaast, 2008; Hinds & Bailey, 2003). 

As is the case for any large-scale software development projects, collaboration in GASD 

involves team members engaged in joint work (Levina & Vaast, 2008) and occurs at 

various levels. For instance Scrum, an agile software development methodology often 
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employed in the GASD context, requires participants to collaborate while they engage in 

various types of activities. This study particularly focuses on two Scrum activities: sprint 

planning meetings and retrospective meetings. Breakdowns experienced when GASD 

team members collaborate during these activities, or when decisions made during these 

activities are overruled during the sprint, are also investigated. The study posits that 

breakdowns occur when the process followed by the GASD team deviates from an ideal 

Scrum (as specified by the Scrum methodology), thus leading to social challenges. The 

Oxford Dictionary defines a breakdown as "a failure of a relationship or system" 

(OxfordDictionary, 2013). In this study, these breakdowns have been specifically termed 

as Scrum Process Breakdowns. In light of Oxford Dictionary's definition of a breakdown, 

the thesis proposes the following definition for a Scrum Process Breakdown: 

Any deviation from an ideal Scrum process (as per the Scrum methodology's 

guidelines) which leads to social challenges, conflict or disagreements in the GASD 

team. 

The study particularly focuses on sprint planning and retrospective meetings because of 

the rich collaboration, and the types of Scrum process breakdowns which are likely to 

occur between the participants during these activities. In particular, during Sprint 

planning meetings, stakeholders negotiate for the amount of requirements to be taken 

on board for a particular iteration (commonly known as a sprint). During a sprint 

planning meeting, business stake holders would typically push for more requirements to 

be included in the sprint while software developers would negotiate to only include those 

requirements to which they can commit to successfully complete, based on team 

members' competencies and the complexity of the task at hand (Schuh, 2005). 

During Retrospective meetings, team members report on issues experienced throughout 

the sprint, as well as what they believe went well and what they would like to continue 

doing. During these meetings, the team members also propose measures to improve the 

overall Scrum process and prevent these issues from occurring in the next sprint. This 

requires all team members' and stakeholders' participation, and they should all have the 

power to "voice-out" their opinion, without fear of retribution, and be listened to (Schuh, 

2005). 
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Effective collaboration is said to be established under the following two circumstances: 

(1) When the differences between the participants are leveraged to allow for the 

emergence of synergized and innovative solutions (Hardy, Lawrence, & Grant, 

2005; Levina & Vaast, 2008). 

(2) When the concerns of the various participants are addressed and balanced out 

(Hardy et al., 2005; Levina & Vaast, 2008). 

However, effective collaboration is not easily achieved during GASD and social challenges 

are encountered while engaging in the above-mentioned work practices (e.g. Paasivaara 

et al., 2008; Ramesh, Cao, Mohan, & Xu, 2006; Bj0rn & Ngwenyama, 2009). For 

example, during sprint planning meetings, some GASD team members have difficulty or 

are unable to engage in debates (Summers, 2008) and it is at times hard for them to 

establish good levels of interactions amongst each other (Danait, 2005; Smits & 

Pshigoda, 2007). GASD teams also have difficulty in being self-organised (as 

recommended by the agile principles (Koch, 2005)) and to negotiate (Batra, Xia, Van der 

Meer, & Dutta, 2010) during retrospective meetings. The social challenges reported are 

often attributed to differences in culture and lack of cultural understanding (Drummond & 

Unson, 2008; Summers, 2008; Paasivaara et al., 2008). 

Collaboration within a GASD team can be investigated from either a human-centered 

(social) or a technical perspective. The social perspective requires the investigation of 

group dynamics whereas the technical perspective relates to a focus on the 

communication technologies required to allow for collaboration in this context. The 

presence of social challenges alludes to the fact that human-centred aspects of 

collaboration are exacerbated during GASD (Abbattista, Calefato, Gendarmi, & Lanubile, 

2008). Indeed, it has been pOinted out in Information Systems (IS) research that actions 

within an organisation are social in nature (Lyytinen & Ngwenyama, 1992; Ngwenyama & 

Lee, 1997; Ngwenyama, 1998) and coupled with the fact that agile methodologies 

integrate behavioural and social concerns into software development (Whitworth & 

Biddle, 2007), this pOints to the need for a better understanding of the social dynamics 

present during GASD. 

1.3 Purpose of the Research 

It has been established that various forms of social challenges occur during sprint 

planning and retrospective meetings within the GASD context (e.g. Summers, 2008; 
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Danait, 2005; Smits & Pshigoda, 2007; Young & Terashima, 2008; Batra et al., 2010). 

This study adopts the stance Scrum process breakdowns occur when the Scrum work 

practices followed by GASD teams deviate from the Scrum methodology's best practices 

(ideal Scrum). This leads to the occurrence of social challenges which induce conflict and 

disagreements between the team members. 

For this study, the Scrum process breakdowns experienced during the sprint planning 

and the retrospective meetings will be identified. In addition, the Scrum process 

breakdowns experienced after these meetings, i.e. later on during the sprint when the 

decisions made during these meetings are overruled will also be investigated and 

reported. The study particularly focuses on spring planning and retrospective meetings as 

it has been reported in the literature that social challenges are often experienced when 

these two ceremonies are conducted during GASD (e.g. Drummond & Unson, 2008; 

Summers, 2008). 

The study will also describe the social conditions under which these Scrum process 

breakdowns may occur during GASD. The particular stance adopted for investigating 

these Scrum process breakdowns are rooted in the notion that GASD team members 

collaborate in a context with overlapping fields of practice. In doing so, a better 

theoretical understanding of the social dynamics at play, giving rise to these Scrum 

process breakdowns within the GASD context, will be provided. 

Scrum was considered relevant for this study because of its high popularity and usage 

rate. In particular, Scrum is one of the most popular agile software development 

methodology currently being employed in industry (Begel & Nagappan, 2007). For 

instance, in the state of agile development survey undertaken by VersionOne in 2012, 

Scrum was voted as the most· employed methodology with 54% of the votes 

(VersionOne, 2012). 

In this study, it is anticipated that a thorough understanding of the Scrum work practices 

followed by the GASD team members, particularly during the sprint planning and 

retrospective meetings should be obtained, in order to uncover the social conditions 

under which the Scrum process breakdowns occur. Schultze and Boland (2000) propose 

that in order to understand work practices, their circuit of reproduction should be 

investigated. They define the circuit of reproduction as the "reciprocal, cyclical 

relationships through which practice creates and recreates the objectified structures and 
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the conditions in which it occurs" (Schultze & Boland, 2000, p. 195). This study thus 

seeks to understand work practices relevant to the sprint planning meetings and 

retrospective meetings, by adopting this perspective. In particular, it will be 

demonstrated that by uncovering the social conditions under which practice creates and 

recreates the objectified structures, the social dynamics at play will be revealed. 

Bourdieu's Theory of Practice will be used as a lens to understand the above-mentioned 

GASD practices' circuit of reproduction. At the end of this study, a level 4 (Llewelyn, 

2003), mid-range, descriptive theory (Gregor, 2006) will be proposed to describe the 

social conditions under which Scrum process breakdowns occur in GASD. 

1.4 Research Objectives 

The objectives of this study are: 

a. To identify the forms of Scrum process breakdown which GASD teams may 

experience during and after sprint planning meetings 

b. To identify the forms of Scrum process breakdown which GASD teams may 

experience during and after retrospective meetings 

c. To describe the social conditions which may lead to Scrum process breakdowns 

during and after sprint planning meetings 

d. To describe the social conditions which may lead to Scrum process breakdowns 

during and after retrospective meetings 

1.5 Research Questions 

The core research question is: 

• What forms of Scrum process breakdown may GASD teams experience during and 

after sprint planning and retrospective meetings, and what social conditions may 

lead to these Scrum process breakdowns? 

A number of secondary research questions have also been derived from the primary 

question, as specified below: 

• What forms of Scrum process breakdown may GASD teams experience during and 

after sprint planning meetings? 

• What forms of Scrum process breakdown may GASD teams experience during and 

after retrospective meetings? 
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• What social conditions may lead to Scrum process breakdowns during and after 

sprint planning meetings? 

• What social conditions may lead to Scrum process breakdowns during and after 

retrospective meetings? 

1.6 Importance of the Research 

In an attempt to enhance GASD project success rate and team effectiveness in delivering 

high quality service, industry experts and researchers alike have to date focused most of 

their research endeavours on reporting lessons learnt on how to engage in GASD to 

achieve project and collaboration success, and on proposing mitigating strategies for the 

social challenges. Their aim has thus often been to propose sets of "best-practices" on 

how to engage in GASD work practices. As will be demonstrated in the literature review, 

the best-practice approach mostly acknowledges the existence of social challenges and is 

usually geared towards proposing solutions to these challenges, by reporting on the work 

practices which seemed to yield project success in GASD teams. Few studies have sought 

to understand the underlying social conditions giving rise to these challenges. 

While the proposed "best-practices" are no doubt valuable to GASD, the social dynamics 

at play between the GASD team members while they engage in these work practices are 

yet to be understood. This study attempts to bridge this gap by providing a better 

understanding of the social conditions leading to breakdown in the Scrum process while 

engaging in GASD. In doing so, it is hoped that the assumptions made by the best 

practice approach will be highlighted, which could allow for more theoretically informed 

best-practices to be formulated in the future. An overview of how some of the current 

best practices could be adapted to avoid the breakdowns, by taking into consideration 

the social conditions under which they are implemented, Is proposed in the conclusion. 

The study is also important from a theoretical perspective. The current literature on 

GASD (both industry reports and academic papers) does provide Insightful information on 

challenges experienced and best-practices required during GASD. However, as will be 

demonstrated in the literature review, the degree and quality of theorization requires 

improvement. Gregor (2006) posits that while formulating theory, it is Important to be 

careful of the language being used, particularly while "differentiating between generality 

and predictive power, in defining the scope of a theory, and in the wording of the 

propositions" (Gregor, 2006, p. 634). The study seeks to improve on the degree of 

theorization currently being made in GASD literature and thus contributes to the GASD 
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1.8 Research Context 

The research was undertaken in two GASD organisations employing Scrum as agile 

software development methodology to implement their software development projects. 

In both cases, the project was distributed across two sites In two different countries. This 

is further elaborated in the methodology and case description chapters. 

1.9 Organisation of the Thesis 

This thesis is organised into nine chapters. A comprehensive analysis of past literature on 

GASD is provided in Chapter Two. The Theory of Practice (Bourdieu, 1990), which form 

the theoretical basis for the study, is described in Chapter Three. Chapter Four then 

details the research methodology employed in the study. Chapters Five and Six detail the 

circuit of reproduction for the work practices identified in the first and second case 

studies respectively, while Chapter Seven is dedicated to the description of the identified 

Scrum process breakdowns and their proposed explanations. A theoretical discussion on 

the findings is further provided in Chapter Eight and the thesis is concluded in Chapter 

Nine. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The purpose of this study is to describe the social conditions under which Scrum process 

breakdowns occur during and after sprint planning and retrospective meetings, in GASD. 

This research objective is motivated by the claim that there is a lack of understanding 

and theorisation on the social dynamics induced by overlapping fields of practice 

characterising the GASD context. 

The purpose of this literature review is to validate this research motivation. Firstly, it will 

be demonstrated that even though past studies report on particular forms of social 

challenges occurring in GASD, there is a lack of understanding of the social conditions 

giving rise to them. It will be demonstrated that instead, most research efforts in the 

field of GASD have been geared towards identifying "best-practices" to overcome these 

social challenges. It will also be demonstrated that even though the current literature on 

GASD provides insightful information on challenges experienced and best practices 

required during GASD, the degree and quality of theorization requires improvement. 

A systematic review of the literature on GASD between 2006 and 2011 has been 

undertaken. In particular, the literature was surveyed to identify the social challenges 

experienced: (1) while following Agile principles in the GASD setting, (2) while engaging 

in Scrum work practices in the GASD setting, and (3) while following GASD work 

practices. This allowed for the identification of particular forms of social challenges from 

the literature, which emerge from Scrum process breakdowns. The proposed mitigating 

strategies to these social challenges have also been reported. In addition, the forms of 

theorisation proposed in each paper was evaluated using Gregor (2006)'s and Llewelyn 

(2003)'s theory classification schemes. A summary of these classification schemes has 

been provided in Appendices 9 and 10 respectively. 

The literature review was conducted using Brereton, Kitchenham, Budgen, Turner, and 

Khalil (2007)'s guidelines on how to conduct a systematic literature review in the domain 

of software engineering. A manual search of conference proceedings, journal papers, and 

industry reports was conducted, resulting in the identification of fortY-Six papers from the 

following databases: 
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• ACM Digital Library 

• Ebsco Host 

• Emerald 

• Google scholar 

• IEEEXplore 

• Compendex El 

• Wiley InterScience 

• Elsevier Science Direct 

• AIS eLibrary 

• SpringerLink 

The search terms employed included Scrum, Agile, Distributed Scrum, Globally 

Distributed Scrum, Global Agile Software Development, Global Scrum, Challenges during 

Distributed Scrum, Distributed Scrum work practices, and Global Agile Practices. In 

addition, whenever a relevant article was identified, the reference list was reviewed to 

identify secondary sources. A summary of the references for these forty-six papers is 

provided in Appendix 1. 

2.1. Literature Review Structure 

An overview of the agile principles followed by an in-depth description of Scrum work 

practices are presented in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. This serves not only to· 

provide a background description of the research context, but also to identify from 

literature, what ideal sprint planning and retrospective meetings should be, both in terms 

of the meeting's structure and outcome. Any deviation from an ideal sprint planning and 

retrospective meeting yielding to the emergence of social challenges, conflict, and 

disagreements between the team members, pOints to a Scrum process breakdown. 

Sections 2.4 to 2.6 describe the social challenges experienced while applying agile 

principles, Scrum work practices, and common GSD work practices in the GASD context, 

as well as the corresponding mitigating best-practices proposed in literature. The 

literature on GSD and GASD being similar in terms of the challenges and best-practices 

proposed, this literature review only focused on GASD. This also served to retain the 

focus on the Agile context. The gaps in the literature and the resulting research questions 

are presented in Sections 2.7 and 2.8 respectively. 
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2.2. The Agile Principles 

Agile principles are not absolutely novel developments. Instead, they are derived from 

incremental and iterative software development paradigms which have been practised 

since the 1950s (Larman, 2004; Larman & Basili, 2003). The year 2001 witnessed the 

dawn of the "Agile Movement" in the software development industry (Beck, et al., 2001; 

Cockburn, 2002). As part of that "Agile Movement", an experienced group of software 

development practitioners formulated the Agile Manifesto (Agile Alliance, 2001), which 

described the agile principles forming the basis of agile methodologies. 

Agile software development is based on practices which emphasise communication and 

soft skills as determinants of project success (Lindstrom & Jeffries, 2004). A development 

methodology is said to be agile when it is incremental (small software releases, with 

rapid cycles), cooperative (customer and developers working constantly together with 

close communication), straightforward (the methodology is easy to learn, to modify and 

is well documented), and adaptive (able to make last moment changes) (Ambler, 2002; 

Highsmith & Cockburn, 2001). Conboy (2009, p. 330) provided a different perspective on 

agility and defined it as "the readiness of a systems development methodology to rapidly 

or inherently create change, proactively or reactively embrace change, and learn from 

change while contributing to perceived customer value (economy, quality, and 

simplicity), through its components and relationships with its environment". The focal 

values (Agile Alliance, 2001) presented by the "agilists" are preferences for: 

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools 

Working software over comprehensive documentation 

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation 

Responding to change over following a plan 

Agile software development is based on a set of 12 principles. Each principle relates to 

one of the agile values and represents the furthest that the supporters of various agile 

methodologies were able to agree upon (Cockburn, 2002; Ambler, 2005). The principles 

are (Koch, 2005, p. 5): 

1. "Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and 

support needed, and trust them to get the job done" 

2. "The best a rchitectu res, reqUirements, and designs emerge from self

organising teams" 
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3. "The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and 

within a development team is face-to-face conversation" 

4. "Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers, 

and users should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely" 

5. "The highest priority during the software project development is to satisfy the 

customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable software" 

6. "Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of 

months, with a preference to shorter timescales" 

7. "Working software is the primary measure of progress" 

8. "Business people and developers should work together daily throughout the 

project" 

9. "Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes 

harness change for the customer's competitive advantage" 

10. "Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances 

agility" 

11. "Simplicity - the art of maximising the amount of work not done - is essential" 

12. "At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then 

tunes and adjusts its behaviour accordingly" 

2.3. Scrum 

Scrum is an agile methodology which focuses on software project management (Larman, 

2004). The methodology is useful in guiding software development under circumstances 

where different participants have conflicting interests and where reqUirements frequently 

change (Schuh, 2005). Scrum as a whole seeks to achieve energy, focus, clarity, and 

transparency during software development and within the team (Phalnikar, Deshpande, & 

Joshi, 2008; Sutherland, Viktorov, Blount, & Puntikov, 2007). 

Scrum has been designed to leverage development speed, institute a performance driven 

culture, promote alignment of Individual and organisational objectives, support 

shareholder value creation, and achieve consistent communication and performance 

(Sutherland et al., 2007). The constituents of the artefacts, roles, and work practices of 

Scrum are described in the following sub-sections. 

2.3.1. Scrum Artefacts 

During a sprint, team members self-organise, self-direct and might even change the 

functionality to be delivered within the sprint, so that the sprint goal is achieved (Schuh, 
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2005). In order to assist these team members in this task, Scrum proposes five main 

artefacts: the product backlog, the sprint backlog, the user story, the task board, and the 

burn-down chart (Cervone, 2010; Cocco, Mannaro, Concas G, & Marchesi, 2011). 

The product backlog relates to an overall list of product requirements or features which 

still need to be completed for the project (Schuh, 2005). The purpose of the product 

backlog is to keep track of all work which remains to be done on the project as well as 

bug fixes. These product requirements are organised in order of priority. The product 

backlog can be considered as a road map for the development team (Schwaber & Beedle, 

2002). 

At the beginning of a sprint, the development team identifies a subset of the product 

backlog that will be completed during that iteration. The sprint backlog thus refers to that 

subset of the product backlog (Schuh, 2005). This subset of requirements is a more 

refined version of what is available from the product backlog (Cervone, 2010; Cocco et 

ai, 2011). In addition, requirements are usually incorporated in the sprint backlog if they 

have been categorised as being of high priority in the product backlog (Schwaber & 

Beedle, 2002). The sprint backlog items are often represented as User Stories which are 

the predominant way for Scrum teams to express features. User stories are short, simple 

descriptions of the desired functionality told from the perspective of the user. For 

example: 'As a shopper, I can review the items in my shopping cart before checking out 

so that I can see what I've already selected' (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). Once 

incorporated in the sprint backlog, user stories should not drastically change throughout 

the sprint to avoid negative impacts on the team's productivity rate and morale 

(Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). Only minor changes are allowed to the user stories provided 

that the sprint goal is still achieved. 

The task board is a tool used by the Scrum development team to track all the work to be 

completed during a sprint and can be composed of several columns including: Task, To 

Do, In Process, To Verify, Done (Schwaber & Beedle, Agile Software Development with 

Scrum, 2002). Each task is moved from one column to the next throughout the sprint 

until it is fully completed and moved to the "Done" column (Schuh, 2005). Tasks are 

identified by breaking down specific features from the sprint backlog into more refined 

steps which could relate to analysis tasks, design tasks, coding or testing tasks, among 

others (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). The task board is continuously updated throughout 

the sprint. 
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• E 

Tablg 2·1 - Summ~ry of Scrum Artefacts 

2.3.2. Roles within the Snum Methodology 

Schwaber ~ nd 8eecile (2002) identified six role5 In a Scrum le~ m, namely: Scrum 

Master, Product Owner, jevelopment team, customers, m~nagement, ~nd uSerS. The 

role5 ~ re ,ummariseci in Table 7.7. The Scrum M~sLer i, the team leader and 15 

re5ponsible for li ~ i,ing and facilit~ting C[lmmunic~ t ion between the customer, Prociuct 

Owner, management ~nj the development team (Schw~ber & Beedle, 2002). The Scrum 

M~ ,ter also ensure5 th~t Scrum work pr~ ctices are fo:lowed and th~t v~lues behind 

Scrum drive the process (Koch, 2()()5). One of the v~ lues behind Scrum 'IS that team 

members Me expecled to be autonomous, implying lh ~ t "pe[)ple - proce,ses" should be 

se If-organi 5ing. 
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e nd of lt1e ,vint 
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Table 2·2 _ Scrum Roles ~nd Responsibilities (Source: Schwaber & Beedle, 2002) 

Management is responsible for giving lime and space t o tea.m Inembers to orga nise 

t hemselves, as il is said that indiv idua ls are more inc lined to ta ke responsi bility l or l a5ks 

w hen they persorlillly reil li se thilt pilrt iculM tasks have to be cOlnplet ed (Schwaber &. 

f>eedle, 2002). The SenSe of respcHls ibility is al50 fU lt her boosted when teilm mf'mbers 

Me g iven part icular goals arid obj ectives that t hey believe in. 

The Product Owr.e r is responsi ble for t he product backlog (Schwa ber &. Beed le, 2002). 

Althoug h ~II stakeholders are allowed to add tasks t o the product b~cklog. orll y the 

Product Owner is al lowed to pr iori t ise the t~s k s. 

ihe Scru m development t eam comp ris es mem bers who Me reslXlnsible for deli ve ri ng the 

system (programmers, testers, analysts and technical w ri te rs) rhe deve lopment te~m 

commi ts t o achieving a sprint (orle itf' ra ti on) goal, and " is accorded full author it y t o do 

whatever it jf'Ci jes is necessary t o achieve the goal" (Schwabe r & flef'd lf' , 2002, p. 3 5 ). 

Ihis levei of autonomy is foreig rl t o m~rly org~rlisiltions. 

Cust omf' rS Cil n exert pressure on the proj ect only at the end of the sprint. Du,-',ng the 

sprinT', Cllstomers ~re not il llowed to interfere and the dev elopment team is i1llowed 

enough lime, cl ea rance arl j trust t o perfo rm the w ork. Any issues re lXlrted by the 

cus to mers at the end of a sprint are ~djressed in the next sprint (Schwaber &. Beedle, 

1002) At the beginning of a sprint. the object ives or purlXlse of th~t iterilt ion Me cleMly 

deA rled Cust omers are also allowed to regula rly inspect t he pro juct whIle m~intaining 

little vMiances f roln the obj f'Ctives initiillly stated. Users are t he indivi dual human be ings 

m~k'lng use of t he software application. 
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2.3.3. Scrum Work Practices 

This section will describe the various work practices proposed by the Scrum 

methodology. In particular, an ideal sprint planning meeting, daily Scrum meeting, sprint 

review meeting and retrospective meeting will be described. 

2.3.3.1. The Sprint Planning Meeting 

At the beginning of a sprint, a sprint planning meeting is held where the Product Owner 

and the development team negotiate the features which will be tackled during that 

iteration. These features are selected from the product backlog and the development 

team should only select requirements which they can commit to complete during that 

sprint (Schuh, 2005). The sprint planning meeting can be divided into two individual 

meetings namely sprint planning meeting 1 and sprint planning meeting 2. 

In the sprint planning meeting 1, the sprint schedule (start date and end date) is defined 

and the product backlog is reviewed and reprioritised to negotiate on what features will 

be developed during the sprint, and compose the sprint backlog (Schuh, 2005) The sprint 

goal is also agreed during that meeting, and relate to a summary of the purpose of the 

sprint (Beedle, Coplien, Sutherland, 0stergaard, Aguiar, & Schwaber, 2010). The 

negotiation process pertaining to user story selection is based on the current content of 

the product backlog, information about the latest product increment obtained from the 

customer, the team capacity and performance (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). It is 

important for the development team and the Product Owner to engage in the following 

activities during sprint planning meeting 1 (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002): 

The Product Owner identifies items of high priority from the product backlog which 

he/she would like to have completed during the upcoming sprint 

The development team and the Product Owner go through each item methodically 

to ensure that they understand the product requirement. 

• In particular the Product Owner explains the feature from a functional perspective 

The development team acquires as much information about each task by asking 

questions in order to establish how the feature should work. 

Estimation is an important activity which the development team needs to engage in while 

determining which tasks to include in the sprint. During the estimation process, the 

development team assesses the size of a user story. This can involve determining the 

amount of effort required to complete that story (complexity), or the costs involved 
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(Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). This is often achieved during estimation games. Scrum 

specifies that the entire development team should engage in the estimation process and 

each team member should be given the chance to express their opinion on the tasks' 

complexity. Scrum does not prescribe a specific way for teams to classify the stories 

while undertaking the estimation process but common schemes include (1) numeric 

sizing (2) T-shirts sizes (XS, 5, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL) (3) the Fibonacci sequence 

(Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). 

Development teams can also play games like the Planning Poker Game to encourage 

participation from all team members during the estimation process and make the process 

faster and more accurate. The outcome of this process should be a common agreement 

on the features to be included in the sprint backlog and a thorough and accurate 

understanding of what the feature entails (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). This agreement 

should be realistic and should satisfy everyone. It is expected that the requirements' 

content and priorities should not change drastically during the sprint. This implies that no 

changes in requirements, which go against the sprint goal, should be requested by the 

customers as any major change could be detrimental to the team performance and 

morale (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). 

Once that the development team and the Product Owner have agreed on the sprint 

backlog items, the sprint planning meeting 2 is held to determine how each story will be 

completed. In particular, during this meeting, each user story is broken down into 

individual tasks, making sure that all work required to complete that story is accounted 

for (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). For example, individual tasks could relate to analysis 

tasks, design tasks, coding, testing, code reviews etc. The development team also 

estimates the duration of each task, either in days or in hours. These individual tasks are 

also included in the task board and tracked throughout the sprint (Schwaber & Beedle, 

2002). 

2.3.3.2. The Daily Scrum Meeting 

In Scrum, communication is facilitated through daily Scrum meetings held between the 

Scrum Master, the Product Owner and the development team for them to synchronise. 

This ensures that all parties are aware of the project progress and any 

roadblocks/impediments which might arise. The daily Scrum meetings last for about 

fifteen minutes during which team members are expected to answer three questions as 
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shown below (Schuh, 2005) and any impediments should be resolved within 24 hours of 

being raised or notice. 

(1) What have you done yesterday? 

(2) What will you do today? 

(3) What got in your way of doing your work? 

2.3.3.3. The Sprint Review Meeting 

Each sprint ends with a potentially shippable product increment (Schuh, 2005) and is 

followed by a sprint review meeting. The meeting provides a picture of the progress 

made and lays the foundation for the next sprint planning meeting (Schuh, 2005). The 

aim of the sprint review meeting is to allow the Scrum team to discuss about what has 

been achieved during the previous sprint and to obtain feedback on the product or 

prototype. The feedback obtained from that meeting allows the development team and 

the Product Owner to update the product backlog and decide on the necessary 

requirements to be completed for the next sprint. The meeting is informal and can take 

the form of a demo where the development team showcases the work done and answers 

questions. Either prototypes and/or potential shippable product increments could be 

demoed during these meetings (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). 

2.3.3.4. The Retrospective Meeting 

A separate sprint retrospective is also held after the sprint review meeting. During this 

meeting, which can last for three hours, the Scrum Master encourages the development 

team to reflect on their current work practices and to revise them accordingly. The aim is 

to make the Scrum process more enjoyable and effective in the next sprint (Schwaber & 

Beedle, 2002). 

In particular, during that reflection the development team should identify and prioritise 

what went well, what they could have done better and should be doing differently, and 

what they should continue doing (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). The development team is 

expected to focus on the people, relationships, process and tools. For instance, they 

could inspect their actual Scrum team composition, their meeting arrangements, tools, 

methods of communication and practices employed to turn a sprint backlog item into a 

shippable increment. Upon completing a retrospective meeting, the development team 

should have identified a list of actionable sets of measures to be followed to improve the 

Scrum process for the next sprint (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). The Scrum process is 

illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
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2.4. Social Challenges Experienced while Following Agile Principles During 

GASD 

The 12 agile principles which form the foundation of agile methodologies were described 

in Section 2.2. Upon reviewing the literature, it was found that seven of these twelve 

principles could be impacted by various forms of social challenges in the GASD context. 

These are further described in the following sub-sections. 

2.4.1. Motivated Team Members (Principle #1) 

The first agile principle states that projects should be built around motivated individuals 

and that these individuals should be given the support to get the job done (Koch, 2005). 

Past studies have found that when GASD is implemented in an onshore/offshore setup, 

motivation cannot be easily controlled and enhanced at the offshore site(s) (Batra, 2009; 

Batra, Xia, Van der Meer, & Dutta, 2010). Often, the lack of motivation at the offshore 

site was attributed to geographical distance between the team members (Batra, 2009; 

Batra, Xia, Van der Meer, & Dutta, 2010). However Phalnikar et al., (2008) found that, it 

was a lack of interpersonal relationships, more than geographical distance, that 

accounted for low motivation. 

The use of short iterations, frequent builds, and continuous integration was proposed as 

a solution to the lack of motivation issue (Dullemond, van Gamaren, & van Solingen, 

2009). This argument was built on the premise that through the use of short iterations 

and frequent builds, team members would be able to visualise progress and obtain 

feedback on their work, which would contribute to motivating them (Dullemond et al., 

2009). 

2.4.2. Self-Organising Teams (Principle #2) 

The second principle states that "the best architectures, requirements, and designs 

emerge from self-organising teams" (Koch, 2005, p. 5). Self-organisation Implies that 

there is no appointed leader or manager in the team. As mentioned by Hundermark 

(2009, p. 6), self-organised teams "are given full autonomy and carry '" greater 

responsibility for delivery according to their own commitments .... They are encouraged to 

take reasonable risks and to learn through failure and self-reflection". Past studies have 

shown that self-organised teams might not always be possible due to cultural disparities 

between project stakeholders (Batra, 2009), hence the emergence of social challenges. 

The development team was at times also found to misunderstand the concept of "self

organising team" in that context, leading to an "abuse [of] freedom" (Batra, et al., 
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2010). Coupled with the fact that the relationship between the development team and 

the customers often remained rather formal (Batra et al., 2010), self-organisation was 

reported to be harder to establish within the GASD context. 

Various practices have been put forward as a solution to that issue. For instance, it was 

suggested that self-organisation could be enhanced if meetings were recorded and 

replayed later during the sprint (Danait, 2005). The support of management towards the 

team's effort to self-organise, along with some degree of gUidance, was also found to be 

important (Berczuk, 2007). The guidance could be provided through the use of a 

facilitator who would assist and empower the team to solve their own problems 

(Therrien, 2008). 

2.4.3. Face-to-Face Conversations (Principle #3) 

According to the third principle, face-to-face conversation is the most efficient and 

effective method of conveying information to and within a development team (Koch, 

2005). However, because of geographical and temporal distance, this form of 

communication was found to be difficult in GASD. As open communication is crucial in a 

distributed agile project and since the distributed team might not physically meet 

regularly, it was suggested that project-related information could be passed on via 

communication technology (Phalnikar et al., 2008). Team members would thus make use 

of communication and collaboration tools to simulate the open-communication process 

(Batra, 2009; Hossain, et al., 2011; Ramesh, et al., 2006). The lack of face-to-face 

communication was also said to be improved through synchronised work hours, balanced 

coordination, constant communication and the use of informal communication through 

formal channels (Ramesh et al., 2006). 

Thanks to technological advancements, there are now a wide range of options to 

effectively mimic face-to-face experience while operating in a distributed setup. A 

summary of these tools and their purpose is provided in Table 2.3. 
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~--- ----- ----_. 
Purpose ---
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mgetings (R"",esh, 9t aI., 2006) 
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(Danalt, 200S; 
Used to ur,decstand antl chalk o~t (lesign, 
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prow i>mrr"r.q and 
'''''alk-tl'"",,'iC', pair 
kick off meetings 

~ __ .. ____ . ____ -'",.,-,-,-" •.•. ".,.;,J'-_ 
Table 2·3· Purpose of Communication Tools 

However, the u,e 01 these tools was l ound to only filcilitate business communication and 

not organisational communication (Batra, 2009), Business communicaLion mcludes 

form~1 and planned rn.'5' dges a, represented in em~ils, memos, reports, Web sites etc 

Orqanisdl ional communication re lates to business communicaLion bul dlso in forma l ddy

to-d ~y interactions between stilkeholders (Batr~ , 2009) The use of documentation 

(Rdmesh eL ai" 2006) dnd blags (Abbdl islo el dl" 2008) wds propos"d to ,olv" th" 

inlormal communication chilllenges_ The introduction of a new team me mbe, to a 

di'p"rs"d team was al50 lound to b" probl"matic without la ce-to-I~c" inter~ct ion ilnd 

Oa rM il (2005) propo,ed the use of web conference tools to lacililale lhis process (OanaiL, 

2005)_ 

As means to reduce the neg~t'lve imp~ct 01 dist~llCe during the requirement5 gathering 

5tage 01 1I1" proj"d, it was rKommended lhat the person repre,,,nLing lh" cu,tom"r 

should be defined up front This person 5hould b" abl" to make decisions pertilining to 

proj"cl lundionaliLy and scope, should be readily aVdildble and SllOUld have a stronq 

'Interest ',n th" project (Ldymdn, Williams, O~mian, & Bures, 2006). 

According to 5hrivastav ~ and Oilte (2010) the agile prerept of h~ving rontinuous code 

'InLegrdlion is an important mechanism to enhance the degree and effectiveness of 

communiciltion between lh" disLribuLed team members. Communication is enhanced 

b"c~ us" it"ralive sO(lware developmenl and conlinuous code integration allow all team 

members to dev"lop a Common short t"rm goal. 

2.4.4. Working Software (Principle #7) 

Accocding Lo past studie" the ,evenlll agile principle which states that ·working software 

is th" prjmMy measure of progre,s" (Koch, 2005), al,o appeared to be imparted by 
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social challenges in GASD. For instance, Danait (2005) reported that working software 

and stable build at the end of every work day can be established and maintained through 

collective ownership of code. If collective code ownership is established, team members 

would not "point fingers" during code break and would instead collectively focus on 

maintaining a stable build. However, collective ownership is harder to establish in a 

GASD setting because of possible cultural values which might clash with this principle 

(Dullemond et al., 2009). For instance Berteig (2007) reported that the idea of collective 

code ownership was perceived by participants of an agile development course as being 

similar to communism. 

2.4.5. Close Collaboration between Developers and Customers (Principle #8) 

Past studies reported that social challenges were also experienced while implementing 

the eighth agile principle, which states that "business people and developers should work 

together daily throughout the project" (Koch, 2005, p.S). In GASD, the need to closely 

work together is especially important during the requirements definition stage and while 

negotiating acceptable levels of quality (Ramesh et al., 2006). This agile principle relies 

heavily on social interactions and is not easily implementable in the GASD setting. In 

particular, because of limited ability to control the activities of the remote teams, GASD 

often tends to rely on fixed, upfront commitments on quality requirements as opposed to 

being able to negotiate (Ramesh et al., 2006). For example, Andrzeevski (2007) reported 

that they experienced issues pertaining to collaboration with the customer in the GASD 

setting. These issues occurred while: (1) undertaking planning game with the remote 

customer, and (2) providing daily feedback. To resolve these challenges, it was 

suggested that customer visits should be organised during the planning games to 

produce clearer requirements, more optimistic estimations and less rework during the 

iterations (Andrzeevski, 2007). 

2.4.6. Welcoming Changes in Requirements (Principle #9) 

Past studies have reported social challenges while implementing the ninth principle in the 

GASD setting. This principle states that changes in the requirements should be 

welcomed, even late in the development process (Koch, 2005). For instance, in one 

specific project investigated by Batra et al., (2010), it was found that contract could not 

be easily negotiated to accommodate for late changes to requirements. It was also found 

that because of geographical distance, the high communication rate required to manage 

the requirements change process properly was not easily achievable (Paasivaara & 

Lassenius, 2006). 
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2.4.7. Reflection to Improve Team Effectiveness (Principle #12) 

The twelfth agile principle states that agile team members should regularly reflect on 

how to become more effective and should adjust their behaviour accordingly (Koch, 

2005). Past studies have identified some forms of social challenges while applying this 

principle in the GASD context. For instance, Batra (2009) stated that this practice is not 

always feasible because of organisational culture. It was also stated that because of 

geographical distance and some particular team structures, there could be an imbalance 

of power between the distributed agile team members which might lead to feelings of 

frustration. The power might be skewed towards the site where the Product Owner and 

the Scrum Master reside. 

Therrien (2008) proposed that in order to overcome this issue, offshore team members 

should be empowered and should be encouraged to fully participate in the process 

(Therrien, 2008). It was also proposed that decision making should be decentralised. In 

particular, part of the decision making should be performed by the developers while 

management is expected to remove impediments hindering developers from getting the 

job done (Dullemond et al., 2009). However, it has been acknowledged that 

decentralised decision making is hard to establish in the GASD setting because people 

can have different attitudes towards hierarchy and also because the developer sitting at a 

remote site might not have all the information required to make an informed decision 

(Dullemond et al., 2009). Appendix 3 summarises the social challenges experienced while 

applying Agile principles in the GASD context as well as the corresponding mitigating 

strategy, as identified from literature. 

2.5. Social Challenges Experienced while Using Scrum Work Practices in GASD 

As with all agile methodologies, Scrum relies on strong social ties which are not easily 

produced and maintained in the GASD setting (Sutherland et al., 2007). The business 

environment is changing rapidly and, coupled with distribution, the use of Scrum 

becomes problematic (Berczuk, 2007). According to current literature, the Scrum work 

practices in which social challenges were commonly experienced in GASD are sprint 

planning meetings, daily stand-up meetings, retrospective meetings, and sprint reviews. 

2.5.1. Sprint Planning Meetings 

Past studies have reported that social challenges are experienced during the sprint 

planning meetings in GASD. For instance, cultural and language differences at times 
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caused GASD participants to remain silent and not fully participate in the sprint planning 

meetings. It was also reported that GASD participants found it difficult to recognise 

speakers during conference calls when not seeing their faces (Paasivaara, Durasiewicz, & 

Lassenius, 2008). Studies have also shown that some GASD team members found it 

difficult to engage in debates and were not able to challenge customers who requested a 

large number of requirements to be completed during the sprint. 

These social challenges are often attributed to culture (Summers, 2008) and a lack of 

understanding of cultural norms across the sites, and are seen to introduce feelings of 

frustration among the GASD team members. For instance, Drummond and Unson (2008) 

reported on a situation where offshore team members were requested to attend late 

sprint planning meetings in timeslots during which they would normally be spending time 

with their families. This was seen to lead to strong feelings of frustration in the team. 

Hossain, Bannerman and Jeffery (2011) reported that in order to avoid such feelings of 

frustrations, various holidays at the diverse sites should be taken into account during the 

sprint planning meetings. 

Studies have also found that sprint planning or kick off meetings could be hard to 

undertake in the GASD setting as the systems analyst might not be present with the 

development team as it is not a defined Scrum role (Danait, 2005). It can also become 

more difficult to facilitate the interaction between the Product Owner and the distributed 

team under these conditions. For example, the situation was seen to become more 

complex if for a large project, there are several Product Owners at different sites, each 

responsible for different project components (Smits & Pshigoda, 2007). 

Danait (2005) further stated that this type of social challenge occurs because of 

"geographical distance" between the Product Owner and the development team. The use 

of web-conferencing tools during kick-off meetings was thus proposed to bridge the 

physical distance between these project participants (Danait, 2005). In Danait (2005)'s 

study, the meetings were recorded and replayed as a means of eliminating the need for 

the systems analyst to be constantly physically present. 

It has also been proposed that participants from the dispersed sites should be brought 

together during early project stages (e.g. release planning meetings). For example, 

Smits and Pshigoda (2007) report that in their project, the GASD participants used this 
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time spent together to bond and create a team spirit and work through questions and 

issues. 

Estimation Is an important aspect of the sprint planning meeting and studies have found 

that GASD team members might not have enough experience with conducting estimation 

games across shores (Summers, 2008). Under such circumstances, Summers (2008) 

propose that a facilitator could be present at both sites to help with the process 

(Summers, 2008). Summers (2008) found that as the team became more experienced, 

the facilitator was no longer needed (Summers, 2008). 

2.5.2. Daily Stand-Up Meetings 

Past studies have found that social challenges are experienced when GASD participants 

engage in daily stand-up meetings. For instance, because of cultural differences, some 

participants may find it difficult to report on impediments that they experience 

(Paasivaara et al., 2008). There might also be information overload during these 

meetings (Young & Terashima, 2008). In order to reduce information overload Young and 

Terashima (2008) suggest that, at the beginning of each meeting, there should be a 

small "greeting period", during which each GASD team member would discuss ordinary 

topics like the weather, the people's well ness, and by showing the environment in which 

they are working via the webcam (Paasivaara et al., 2008; Sutherland et al., 2007). 

Summers (2008) also suggested the use of user stories to increase communication. For 

example, when the communication was found to be ineffective in the GASD context, the 

use of user stories was seen to encourage dispersed team members to seek further 

clarifications. This further leveraged communication and contributed to a correct 

understanding of the requirements. These conversations also further helped improve the 

relationship between the offshore team members and the business (Summers, 2008). 

2.5.3. Retrospective and Sprint Review Meetings 

The retrospective meeting also appears to be harder to implement during GASD because 

of social challenges. Drummond and Unson (2008) reported a case where retrospective 

meetings did not successfully reveal team frustration which had occurred because of 

socio-cultural distance. Instead, these feelings of frustration were revealed through one

on-one informal conversation with the Scrum coach. Summers (2008) reported a similar 

situation whereby even though team members reported on what went well and what 
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went wrong during the retrospective meetings, they did not however engage in activities 

to drive that process forward. 

On the other hand, Shrivastava and Date (2010) reported that sprint reviews could have 

a positive impact on the effectiveness of communication between the GASD team 

members. They posit that, through the use of sprint reviews, communication could be 

improved as GASD team members would be enticed to openly discuss the features and 

requirements dependencies for the project (Shrivastava & Date, 2010). In this case, the 

practice of having sprint reviews was perceived as having a positive impact on 

communication effectiveness, whereby whenever sprint reviews were held 

communication was enhanced. Appendix 2 summarises the social challenges experienced 

while engaging in Scrum work practices in the GASD context as identified from literature. 

2.6. Social Challenges Experienced while Following Common GSD Work 

Practices 

The following subsections describe the social challenges encountered while following 

widely used GASD work practices as reported from past literature. 

2.6.1. Communication Practices 

Communication is important to software development as a whole (Curtis, Krasner & 

Iscoe, 1988) but because of geographical, temporal, and socio-cultural distance, it has 

often been described as a crucial aspect of GASD in need of careful management 

(Phalnikar et al., 2009). As a consequence of socio-cultural distance, it was reported that 

GASD participants might have varying attitudes toward hierarchy, sense of time, 

communication style, need for structure (Holmstrom, Fitzgerald, Agerfalk, & 6. Conchuir, 

2006; Sutherland, Schoonheim, Rustenburg, & Rijk, 2008), and work styles (Sutherland 

et al., 2007). Hence, there is a risk that GASD participants might misunderstand each 

other, thus leading to communication breakdown (Holmstrom et al., 2006). Furthermore, 

the communication breakdown and the delays in obtaining responses can cause 

frustration among team members (Holmstrom, et al., 2006). 

Bj0rn and Ngwenyama (2009) attribute this communication breakdown to a lack of 

shared meaning between the participants. Shared meaning helps team members make 

sense of each other's actions and is built over time and via face-to-face interactions. 

Shared meaning is more difficult to create In the GASD context as participants mostly 

communicate through communication technology. Bj0rn and Ngwenyama (2009) posit 
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that there can be three levels of shared meaning at which communication breakdown can 

occur: lifeworld, organisation, and work practice. 

Various GASD practices were proposed to mitigate the communication breakdown. For 

instance, Layman et al. (2006) proposed that key team members from one site should be 

physically located with the other team members at the other dispersed site(s) to facilitate 

and enhance the communication conduit. Layman et al., (2006) also recommend prompt, 

useful and conclusive responses to emails in situations where face-to-face and 

synchronous forms of communication are not feasible. Bj0rn and Ngwenyama (2009) 

however challenge this statement by affirming that the use of emails is not enough in 

that context. 

It has also been proposed that to prevent misunderstanding and language issues, there 

should only be one point of contact between the team members and the customer 

(Andrzeevski, 2007). That key person could be 'the voice of the team' (Therrien, 2008). 

Sutherland et al., (2008) also pointed out that the Scrum Masters should promote a 

culture of openness and direct communication in the team. 

Other mechanisms proposed to increase communication effectiveness in the GASD 

setting include reducing time differences through the use of flexitime, addressing 

language barriers, developing trusted relationships, increasing effective formal 

communication, and increasing effective informal communication (Dorairaj, Noble, & 

Malik, 2011). Vax and Michaud (2008) also propose that in the event of the use of 

flexitime, daily scrum meetings can be reduced to only three times weekly in order to 

reduce the strain of late nights/early mornings every day. Longer overlaps can only 

happen on days where flexitime occurs. Communication tools can also be employed to 

minimise distance and maximise visibility on who is available in the office and who is not. 

The use of technology also allows for project visibility whereby information can be 

available to all about tasks, individuals, and the team, across the sites (Dullemond et al., 

2009). 

2.6.2. Coordination Practices 

The process of coordination consists of splitting tasks into subtasks, allocating tasks to 

team members, ordering of the subtasks over time, and combining or integrating the 

results of the subtasks (Mockus & Herbsleb, 2001). Various forms of social challenges 

during coordination have been reported in past literature. For instance, because of 
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geographical distance, it was noted that GASD team members might not have enough 

informal contact, which could lead to a lack of task awareness, which in turn hinders 

coordination (Holmstrom et al., 2006). 

Also, client nuances and priorities are not easily communicated to dispersed team 

members (Sutherland et al., 2008) and it is harder to convey a common vision and 

strategy across the sites (Holmstrom et al., 2006). There can also be a lack of shared 

context and knowledge across the dispersed sites (Si mons, 2002). These might result in 

forms of implicit assumptions on the part of the development team which might not be 

identified as fast as in a collocated environment (Paasivaara & Lassenius, 2006). 

Miscommunication and lack of clarity can also occur while sending reports and updates 

among the team members (Robarts, 2008) and cultural differences might lead to 

inconsistent work practices across the dispersed sites which could in turn impinge on 

effective coordination (Holmstrom et al., 2006). 

In order to mitigate the negative impact of these challenges, it has been proposed that 

work can be divided into modules which can be developed Independently at the various 

sites to minimise communication between stakeholders (Paasivaara & Lassenius, 2006). 

These modules can then be Integrated incrementally (Paasivaara & Lassenius, 2006). 

Alternatively, in order to create a common understanding of the work context and task 

priorities, regular travel, always-on Skype connections, and the use of project news 

gazette can be promoted (Sutherland et al., 2008). The use of unit tests has also been 

proposed to communicate the status of the project to the entire team (Berczuk, 2007). 

Robarts (2008) proposed a different perspective on how to mitigate coordination issues, 

which takes into consideration an important social element, i.e. motivation. In particular, 

Robarts (2008) suggests that to introduce more clarity while writing reports for the 

dispersed team members, it is important to understand the recipient's motivation for 

reading the report. 

2.6.3. Team Cohesion Practices 

In a study undertaken by Whitworth and Biddle (2007) on the sodo-psychological 

experience of agile teams, it was reported that team cohesion is an important 

requirement for agile environments. Various social challenges have been identified while 

seeking to achieve and maintain team cohesion in GASD teams. For example, It was 

reported that it is hard to establish a feeling of trust and "teamness" among the 
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dispersed team members even though "cross-site relationship" might be established 

(Holmstrom et al., 2006; Ramesh et al., 2006). In particular, remote team members find 

it hard to trust or have faith in the good intentions of their remote colleagues (Dullemond 

et al., 2008). GASD participants might also feel that they could lose their jobs or be 

relocated to other sites (Holmstrom et al., 2006). This situation, attributed to 

geographical distance and the time spent without seeing the dispersed team members for 

many months, further reduces motivation, team velocity, and work quality (Andrzeevski, 

2007). 

Because of cultural differences, GSD partiCipants might also have different perceptions on 

issues around authority and hierarchy which could in turn undermine team morale 

(Holmstrom et al., 2006). In particular, the introduction of agile methodologies might 

disturb the current pattern of command and control at the various sites (Paasivaara & 

Lassenius, 2006). Some sites might have more hierarchical management structures in 

comparison to others with flatter structures, and this could further introduce managerial 

and social issues (Sutherland et al., 2008). Distributed team members can also have 

limited understanding of the importance of teamwork (Dorairaj et al., 2011) and when a 

feeling of "camaraderie" is established among the developers, it might be due to the high 

degree of collectivism in that culture (Sison & Yang, 2007). 

Various practices have been put forward to promote trust among the GASD team 

members. For instance, it was proposed that in order to establish a sense of shared 

purpose and common objectives throughout the dispersed teams, frequent visits of 

distributed partners and sponsor should be organised and efforts should be made to build 

a cohesive team culture (Cottmeyer, 2008; Ramesh et al., 2006; Sutherland et al., 

2008). It was also said that during these visits each partner should spend time listening 

to each other, communicating their goals and business model, as well as getting to know 

each other's leadership style (Cottmeyer, 2008). Visits have been reported to be 

particularly important during project kick-offs (Dorairaj et al., 2010) and for quarterly 

release planning meetings (Drummond & Unson, 2008). 

Even when not meeting face-to-face, each individual should be reassured that all team 

members share the same team goal and are aware of the team activity. Feedback and 

awareness should be elicited from the whole team as opposed to individually or through 

partial team communication (Whitworth & Biddle, 2007). In addition, Urdangarin, 
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Fernandes, Avritzer, and Paulish (2008) report that eXtreme Programming (XP) can also 

be used to enhance trust. 

A less expensive option than site visits which has been proposed is the use of social 

network profiles to develop digital identities, establish connections and build trust. This 

can even help· in establishing a common culture among the project stakeholders 

(Abbatista et al., 2008). Dorairaj et al., (2010) propose that the use of video 

conferencing is even more useful to improve trust than email or wikis as it conveys 

information about body language. However, it has been reported that that even though 

technologically mediated forms of communication are useful in the GASD context, it 

hinders the team maturity process (Drummond & Unson, 2008). In addition, Bj0rn and 

Ngwenyama (2009) state that face-to-face communication can also induce 

communication breakdown, since it is during co-located events that major discontinuities 

at the lifeworld level become salient. 

Trust was also fostered in GASD when team members respected and supported each 

other. For example, it was shown that when some team members were willing to adjust 

their working hours to maintain an open communication line across the sites, trust was 

established (Vax & Michaud, 2008). Treating offshore team members in the same 

manner as full team members was also found to promote trust in the dispersed team 

(Cottmeyer, 2008). 

Past studies have also shown that team members should also work towards maintaining 

the trust that has already been established. For instance, Cottemeyer (2008) reported on 

a particular case where onshore team members were aware of the "harsh" measures 

which would be taken towards offshore team members if issues were escalated to their 

upper management, and thus did not escalate these issues unless absolutely necessary. 

They rather focused on maintaining the trust and establishing a safe working 

environment for their offshore team members. 

Another important aspect of team management which needs to be taken into 

consideration in the GASD setting is the introduction of new team member, as this 

situation could create uncertainties for the existing team members. These uncertainties 

relate to how the new person will catch up with the rest of the group or how he or she 

will contribute to the project (Young & Terashima, 2008). Young and Terashima (2008) 

report that under these circumstances, an introductory video conference session can be 
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held to introduce the person to the coding standards, programming practices, 

documentation, and testing expectations. The new team member can also describe his or 

her personal skills to the rest of the team. According to Uy and Ioannou (2008), team 

cohesion and performance could be achieved by tackling the following social challenges: 

absence of trust, fear of conflict, lack of commitment, avoidance of accountability, and 

inattention to results. 

2.6.4. Knowledge Sharing Practices 

In the GASD setting, knowledge sharing of the team members' experiences, skills, and 

methods used, is not easily achieved because of various forms of distance. And yet, 

knowledge sharing is an important procedure to improve development process 

effectiveness, in particular to improve cost reduction and the execution of redundant 

work (Shrivastava & Date, 2010). Studies to date do not appear to report on specific 

social challenges that hinder knowledge sharing. Instead they propose several mitigating 

strategies to enhance this process. 

For instance, it has been mentioned that knowledge sharing can be facilitated through 

the use of a product/process repository to store contents from various sources like emails 

and online discussion threads (Shrivastava & Date, 2010). Carefully planned rotation of 

team members across the sites could also allow them to meet and learn from senior 

team members (Cottmeyer, 2008). Appendix 4 summarises the social challenges 

experienced while employing GASD work practices and the proposed mitigating practices. 

2.7. Gaps in the Literature 

Appendix 5 provides a visual representation of the various angles through which GASD 

has been studied from 2006 to 2011. The figure shows that the papers reviewed focused 

on two main aspects of GASD: 

(1) Identifying social challenges experienced while engaging in GASD. 

(2) Identifying the social challenges, the papers proposed mitigating strategies to 

reduce their possible negative impact. 

It appears that few studies sought to identify how breakdowns in the social interactions 

between the GASD participants lead to these social challenges and Scrum process 

breakdowns. These social challenges appeared to be reported (1) directly observable 

phenomena and as (2) consequences of geographical, cultural, and temporal distances. 
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Thus, there is a need for a deeper understanding of the social conditions giving rise to 

these challenges and ultimately, Scrum process breakdowns. 

Most of the papers reporting evidence of social challenges and corresponding mitigating 

strategies were industry reports which were written as application descriptions, in line 

with Benbasat, Goldstein, and Mead (1987). (See Appendix 8) Application descriptions 

are accounts written by practitioners to describe their experiences while implementing an 

application. In doing so, most of the time they focus on successful projects and conclude 

by proposing a list of "Do's" and "Don'ts" to be used by other practitioners wishing to 

implement a similar application (Benbasat, Goldstein, & Mead, 1987). These industry 

reports often provided interesting insights, thus calling for scientific investigations to 

validate these claims. 

The review of the relevant papers also assessed their level of theorisation based on the 

guidelines from Gregor (2006) and Llewelyn (2003). Gregor (2006) proposes that 

theories can be classified into five types: AnalysiS, Explanation, Prediction, Explanation 

and Prediction, Design and Action. Llewelyn (2003) proposes five forms of theorizing: 

Metaphor Theories (Level 1), Differentiation Theories (Level 2), Concepts Theories (Level 

3), Theorizing Settings (Level 4), and Theorizing Structures (Level 5). Each classification 

scheme has been summarized in Appendices 6 and 7. 

Gaps pertaining to the degree of theorisation were also identified from the literature 

review. Firstly, a large proportion of the papers reviewed were at the analysis level (15 

out of 46 as shown in Appendix Nine) according to the Gregor (2006) categorisation 

schemes and some could not even be classified into any of Llewelyn's categories because 

of their poor level of abstraction and generalizability (12 out of 46 as shown in Appendix 

Ten). Those formulated at the explanation (14 out of 46), prediction (3 out of 46), 

explanation and prediction (4 out of 46), and design and action (16 out of 46) levels 

(Gregor, 2006) or at Levels one (lout of 46), Two (2 out of 46), Three (10 out of 46), 

and four (21 out of 46) (Llewelyn, 2003) were not always correctly phrased. In 

particular, even though it was possible to get a general sense of what the theory was 

about, constructs were not clearly defined In the statements of relationships. When 

represented graphically, the relationship between the constructs was not described in 

words. In addition, the scope was almost never mentioned, which makes It difficult to 

define the theories' relevance boundary. Given the gaps identified in the literature, the 

research questions described in the following sub-section were formulated. 
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• What forms of Scrum process breakdown may GASD teams experience during and 

after sprint planning and retrospective meetings, and what social conditions may 

lead to these Scrum process breakdowns? 

A number of secondary research questions have also been derived, as specified below. 

• What forms of Scrum process breakdown may GASD teams experience during and 

after sprint planning meetings? 

• What forms of Scrum process breakdown may GASD teams experience during and 

after retrospective meetings? 

• What social conditions may lead to Scrum process breakdowns during and after 

sprint planning meetings? 

• What social conditions may lead to Scrum process breakdowns during and after 

retrospective meetings? 

2.9. Chapter Summary 

The purpose of the literature review was to validate the research motivation, by 

demonstrating that while past studies have identified various forms of social challenges 

impacting the use of Scrum work practices, agile principles, and work practices in GASD 

and while they have proposed numerous mitigating strategies, not enough studies have 

to date sought to identify the social conditions leading to the emergence of these 

challenges. This literature review has also shown that the degree of theorisation on the 

topic of distributed agile software development is in need of improvement, despite the 

fact it provides insightful information on how to best conduct distributed agile software 

development. 
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3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

The study seeks to understand GASD as a practice and focuses on the work practices of 

sprint planning and retrospective meetings in globally distributed Scrum. In particular, 

the study attempts to investigate Scrum process breakdowns which occur when team 

members engage in such meetings in the GASD context. This study employs a practice 

perspective, and Bourdieu's Theory of Practice is used to identify and describe the social 

conditions leading to these Scrum process breakdowns. This chapter elaborates on the 

theoretical foundation for this study. The chapter justifies a practice perspective to 

understand the Scrum process breakdowns, as well as the appropriateness of Bourdleu's 

Theory of Practice. Furthermore, an explanation of how relevant concepts from the 

Theory of Practice could be applied to explain the Scrum process breakdowns is 

proposed. 

3.1. The Justification for a Practice Perspective 

The literature review established that Scrum process breakdowns occur while GASD 

participants engage in specific work practices. Schultze and Boland (2000) state that the 

term "practice" is commonly used to distinguish the abstract from the real (as in theory 

versus practice) through rehearsed and repeated actions. Consequently, whilst studying 

work practices, one seeks to understand what people do (Singer, Lethbrldge, Vinson, & 

Anquetll, 2010). 

A practice perspective postulates that agents behave and Interpret the world in certain 

ways because of shared "practices" which both constrain and enable them (Reckwitz, 

2002). Understanding Scrum process breakdown from a practice perspective is 

particularly useful for this study, as this perspective allows for an understanding of local 

habits, tacit knowledge and assumptions of social groups (Turner, 1994). A practice 

perspective was also deemed relevant for this study as it allows for the identification of 

strategic activities the actors undertake over time while they interact in an organisational 

context (Corradi, Gherardi, & Verzelloni, 2008). 

Also, a practice perspective would allow for an exploration of the complex situation in 

which work practices are undertaken and the tracing of network of roles within a work 

setting (Corradi et al., 2008). The unit of analysis then becomes the "practice", making it 
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possible to demonstrate how any action undertaken by agents is subject to constraints 

present to the situation, thus leading to Scrum process breakdowns. 

3.2. The Justification for Bourdieu's Theory of Practice 

Studies adopting a practice perspective have investigated their phenomena of interest 

using various theoretical lenses like Giddens' structuration theory (e.g. (Orlikowski, 

2000», Activity Theory (e.g. (Nardi, 1996; Kuutti, 1996», the Communities-of-Practice 

perspective (Wenger, 1998), or Bourdieu's Theory of Practice (e.g. (Levina, 2006; Levina 

& Vaast, 2008». This study employs Bourdieu's Theory of Practice. 

Boudieu's Theory of practice was deemed useful to understand Scrum process breakdown 

as: 

(i) It allows us to understand what people do in their daily lives by theorizing 

about practice 

(ii) It highlights the differences among agents and explains how these arise and 

are negotiated (Levina & Vaast, 2005). 

(iii) These breakdowns occur because the GASD team's Scrum work practices 

deviate from Scrum's best practices. It is thus important to study the actual 

practices followed by the GASD teams to identify them, implying that the 

conceptual infrastructure is one of practice. 

It is anticipated that the Scrum process breakdowns could be explained by the existence 

and negotiation of particular differences among the agents. Section 3.4 explains in more 

detail how concepts from Bourdieu's Theory of Practice can be used to explain the Scrum 

process breakdowns. 

3.3. Theory of Practice 

The Theory of Practice, as posited by Bourdieu (1990), is based on the notion that 

knowledge is constructed as opposed to being recorded. The Theory of Practice 

challenges the divide between objectively and subjectively driven social research, by 

incorporating both objectivity and subjectivity to present a theory that represents the 

practices and experiences of a social group. Bourdleu's approach rests on the premise 

that objectivism often employs subjective observations which are not explicitly stated 

while subjectivism often neglects to take into account objective structures and social 

conditions that contribute to subjective decision-making (Bourdieu, 1992). 
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Bourdieu posits that the actions of social groups cannot be explained by combining 

individual behaviours. Instead, these actions are influenced by cultures, traditions, and 

objective structures within the society (Jenkins, 2002). Bourdieu's work uses the 

concepts of field, capital, practice and habitus to explain interactions within the social 

world. These concepts are next outlined and the relationship between them discussed. 

3.3.1. Fields 

According to Bourdieu (1998), social space can be described as both fields of forces 

(whose necessity is Imposed on agents who engage in It) and fields of struggles (within 

which agents confront each other according to their position in the structure of the field). 

It is simultaneously a space of conflict and a space of competition (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 

1992). The set of objectives, historical relations between positions anchored in certain 

forms of power (or capital), and relational configuration inherent to the field, are imposed 

on agents who enter it (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992, pp. 16-17). As mentioned by 

Bourdieu (1993, pp. 72-73), "in order for a field to function, there have to be stakes and 

people prepared to play the game, endowed with the habitus that implies knowledge and 

recognition of the immanent laws of the field". 

A field can only exist if the agents within the fields have the dispositions that are 

necessary to constitute that field and give meaning to it. By participating in the field, 

agents incorporate into their habitus the proper know how that will allow them to 

constitute the field (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992). Agents within such a social formation 

manoeuvre, confront each other, and struggle, according to their positions in the 

structure, in pursuit of desirable resources (e.g. cultural goods, housing, intellectual 

distinction, social class prestige) (Bourdieu, 1992). These struggles contribute to either 

conserve or transform the fields's structure (Bourdieu, 1998, pp.32). 

3.3.1.1. Fields and Sub-fields 

A field can be composed of several sub-fields (or nested fields). An example could be the 

sub-division of organizations into several departments (sub-fields). Sub-fields have 

virtual boundaries which define, through specific constraints, whether one can or cannot 

assume positions within the fields (Hanks, 2005). For instance, a developer can only be 

employed within a department provided that he is certified (constraint). For this study, a 

field could relate to the software development project being undertaken, and sub-fields 

could relate to the different dispersed sites involved in the project. 
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When agents from various fields engage in collaborative practices such as in GASD 

project, a joint field of practice often emerges. This joint field emerges as under these 

circumstances, agents are often in pursuit of common organisational interests (levina & 

Vaast, 2005). In addition, according to Abbott (1995), fields of practice may also overlap 

according to changing practices of agents and the resources they acquire in the process. 

The GASD context is likely to be characterised by overlapping fields because of the 

diverse national and organisational contexts separating the team members (levina & 

Vaast, 2005). 

As mentioned by Hanks (2005), the relationships between the sub-fields are referred to 

as homology since they share some form of similarity. Homology is both a resemblance 

between fields or sub-fields and the degree of difference between them (Bourdieu & 

Wacquant, 1992). Homology occurs because of two reasons (Jenkins, 2002, p. 86): 

(1) "It is a reflection of certain commonalities between habitus and practice as they 

are translated within the differing logics of certain fields" 

(2) "It is a consequence of the power of dominant fields, particularly the field of 

power, to impinge upon weaker fields and structure what occurs within them" 

3.3.1.2. Degree of Autonomy of Fields 

Fields can also have some degree of autonomy, which varies from one period to another, 

from one field to another, and from one national institution to another (Bourdieu, 1993). 

A field has a high degree of autonomy when it "generates its own values and behavioural 

imperatives that are relatively independent from forces emerging from the economic and 

political fields" (Naidoo, 2004, p. 458). However, the boundaries of these fields are 

shifting and imprecise. In that context, a boundary refers to the specific point at which a 

field no longer impacts on practice (Jenkins, 2002). 

3.3.1.3. Field Transformation 

People act within the field and thus produce effects upon it (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 

1992). A field therefore cannot be considered as static. It changes as practices or power 

dynamics challenge the field and its boundaries. The dynamics of the field arises out of 

the struggle of social actors trying to occupy the dominant positions within the field 

(Bourdieu, 1993). As Bourdieu (1998) puts it "structure is not immutable and the 

topology that describes a state of the social positions permits a dynamic analysis of the 
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conservation and transformation of the structure of the active properties' distribution and 

thus of the social space itself" (Bourdieu, 1998). 

A field can be transformed, however, this transformation process is not homogeneous 

and consistent. Some pockets or sub-sections of the field might be transformed, while 

others remain unchanged (Webb et al., 2002). In these cases, the field is filled with 

disagreements over which sub-parts or pockets represent the fields' values. 

3.3.2. Habitus 

Habitus is a Latin word which refers to habitual or typical conditions particularly to the 

body (Jenkins, 2002). Habitus relates to the tendencies and pre-dispositions that shape 

people's conduct, thoughts, feelings and judgments (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992). 

Habitus is internalised in the minds and bodies of agents and further imposes socially 

accepted behaviour (Hanks, 2005). However as Bourdieu (1990, p.s3) pOSits, habitus is 

objectively 'regulated' and 'regular' and is not in any way the product of obedience to 

rules. It can also be collectively orchestrated without being the "product of the organising 

action of a conductor" (Bourdieu, 1990, p.s3). Such is the case as, according to 

Bourdieu, in any specific situation, rules fail to explain the "messy and strategic nature of 

social practice" (Sewchurran, 2008). 

Thus, there is a relationship between the body and the habitus (Jenkins, 2002). This 

relationship lies in the embodiment of dispositions in real human beings. This 

embodiment appears to have three meanings: 

(1) Habitus exists inside the mind of actors 

(2) Habitus exists because actors engage in practices, interact with each other and 

their environment 

(3) Habitus is inculcated by experience and implicit or explicit learning (Bourdieu, 

1993). 

Bourdieu also describes habitus as "the generative basis of structured, objectively unified 

practices" (Bourdieu, 1990, p. vii). Through habitus, schemes which can be objectively 

consistent with the objective interests of the agents whose habitus it is, can however be 

generated without having been designed to that end (Bourdieu, 1993, p.76). In 

particular, practice can be adapted through habitus, to attain certain outcomes without 
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the agents having a conscious aim of achieving that outcome and without them having a 

mastery of the operations necessary to attain these outcomes (Bourdieu, 1990, p.s3). 

Habitus can be perceived as being formed out of history, past experiences, and 

socialisation processes and includes the embodied and embrained knowledge which 

agents have acquired (Jarwitz, 2007). The anticipations of habitus (practical hypothesis 

based on past experience) give a disproportionate weight to early experiences and, 

unlike sCientific estimations, are not corrected after each experiment according to 

rigorous rules of calculations (Bourdieu, 1990). Past experiences are thus actively 

present and tend to guarantee 'correctness' of practices and consistancy over time 

(Bourdieu, 1990). 

Habitus constructs the way agents understand the world, their beliefs and their values 

(Webb, Schirato, & Danaher, 2002). The habitus would then produce individual and 

collective practices, in accordance with schemes engendered by history (Bourdieu, 1990). 

Hence, the past survives in the present and, by existing in practices which are structured 

according to its principles, also perpetuates itself into the future (Bourdieu, 1990). The 

effect of history is felt through the "objectiflcation in bodies and objectification in 

institutions" (Bourdieu, 1990, p.s7) implying that the history of experience, through 

practice, is incorporated into both individuals (as habitus) and within institutions (as 

fields). 

Dispositions are durable and transposable (Webb et al., 2002). They are transposable as 

they can be relevant to other fields or social contexts than the ones in which they were 

originally created. The durability of dispositions arises because they have been founded 

in learning from the early years of life. They are also habitual and adjustable to objective 

conditions of existence (Webb et al., 2002). Habitus is constituted when a set of 

dispositions meets a particular problem, choice or context. This is known as 'moments of 

practice' (Webb et al., 2002). 

Through habitus, culture is established and communication practices are shaped; these 

might include gestures, manner of speech, and other verbal and non-verbal embodied 

actions (Hanks, 2005). As stated by Bourdieu (1993), habitus is a result of the 

interaction between individuals and the field and it generates and regulates the practices 

that make up social life. 
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Strategies engendered by dispositions not only manipulate the established order, but also 

preserve it by constituting the field (Acclaioli, 1981). However, habitus is not the sharing 

of a common culture. Instead, each individual disposition (habitus) structurally varies 

from all the other habitus engendering social interaction (Kelly, 1951). Because of their 

habitus, agents respond to rules within contexts in various ways. Hence habitus allows 

for improvisations. However, the responses which emerge are largely determined by 

where (and who) the agents have been in the culture (Webb et al., 2002). 

3.3.2.1. The Arbitrariness of Habitus 

Bourdieu sees the practical world as a world of already realised ends (procedures to 

follow, paths to take) because of the relationship with the habitus (Bourdieu, 1990). In 

particular, he does not see stimuli as "conditional, conventional triggers acting on 

condition that they encounter agents conditioned to recognise them" (Bourdleu, 1990, 

p.53). Also, in contrast to what is regularly observed, agents' aspirations are not directly 

correlated to the sCientifically constructed objective probabilities. Agents do not adjust 

their aspirations based on their chances of success. In fact, possibilities, impossibilities, 

freedoms and necessities, opportunities and prohibitions inscribed In the objective 

conditions inculcate dispositions objectively compatible with these conditions and in a 

sense pre-adapted to their demands (Bourdieu, 1990). The question of intention, while 

deciphering the production of practices, can thus be seen as superfluous (Bourdieu, 

1990). 

Habitus thus operates at a partly conscious level and is entirely arbitrary. Such is the 

case because whatever values are held by an agent, or whatever practices the agent 

engages in, are not essential or natural (Webb et al., 2002). But for habitus to function 

smoothly, the options that the agent chooses from must feel like common sense or 

inevitable. Habitus (systems, rules, laws, and categories) can only function effectively if 

the agent forgets about the specific sociocultural contexts of their production. Bourdieu 

calls this "the forgetting of history which history itself produces" (Bourdieu, 1990). 

Habitus is both imposed and imposing (Acciaioli, 1981). Habitus is imposed when 

individuals or groups feel that no other way of behaving or of achieving diverse tasks is 

possible other than those prescribed by standards. Other options or the most improbable 

practices are ruled out (without violence, art or argument) because the agent would see 

them as unthinkable as they would be incompatible with the objective condition 

(Bourdieu, 1990). Agents submit to order and refuse what Is anyway denied and will the 
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inevitable (Bourdieu, 1990). In essence, "the conditions in which the individual lives 

generate dispositions compatible with these conditions (including tastes in art, literature, 

food, and music)" (Bourdieu, 1990, p. ix). The rules of habitus are thus inscribed on and 

in agents as if they were human nature. When other rules which are not inscribed in the 

agents are forced upon them, these are perceived as absurd or even barbaric (Webb et 

al., 2002). 

However, Bourdieu also mentions that, in addition to the practical mode constituted by 

habitus, there also exists a conscious mode (Lahire, 2011). More specifically, Bourdieu 

mentions that "it is, of course, never ruled out that the responses of the habitus may be 

accompanied by a strategic calculation tending to perform in a conscious mode the 

operation that the habitus performs quite differently, namely an estimation of chances 

presupposing transformation of the past effect into an expected objective" (Bourdieu, 

1990, p. 53). Without being based on any form of calculation, these responses are 

defined in relation to the objective possibilities inscribed in the present (things to do or 

not to do, things to say or not to say) in relation to a probable future. Bourdieu uses the 

term second-order or double-meaning strategies to describe these calculations. Double

meaning strategies occur when ways are employed to make behaviour appear as solely 

motivated by pure, disinterested respect for the rules by "ostentatiously honouring the 

values the group honours" (Bourdieu, 1990). In reality, actors might be pursuing values 

dictated by their economic and political interests (Acciaioli, 1981). 

3.3.2.2. Habitus at Collective and Individual Levels 

Habitus is embodied at both individual and collective levels (group or class habitus). At 

the individual level, habitus is acquired through experience and early life socialisation. As 

the actor proceeds through life and engages in social experiences, there is an adjustment 

between the habitus and the objective reality. 

When the habitus of individuals are exposed to the same fields and the same "logic of 

action" over an extended period of time (homogeneity of conditions of existence), 

practices are generated which are "mutually intelligible and immediately adjusted to the 

structures" without any direct interaction (between agents) or explicit coordination 

(Bourdieu, 1990, p.58). This gives rise to a class or collective habitus which "enables 

practices to be objectively harmonised without calculations or conscious reference to a 

norm" and "without any direct intervention or ... explicit coordination" (Bourdieu, 1990, 
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p.58). In a differentiated society, the practices of members of the same group are always 

more and better harmonised than the agents are aware of (Bourdieu, 1990). 

However, Bourdieu concedes that class habitus allows for individual difference. Each 

individual system of disposition contains structural variations and travels along a unique 

social trajectory. This "brings about a unique integration ... of the experiences statistically 

common to members of the same class" (Bourdieu, 1990, p. 60). "Personal style", the 

stamp that marks all practices generated by the same habitus is never more than a 

deviation in relation to the style of the class. "It relates back to the common style not 

only by its conformity but also by the difference that makes the 'manner"'. (Bourdieu, 

1990, p.60). 

However, the individual habitus defends itself against the threat of dramatic change by 

"rejecting information capable of calling into question its accumulated information ... and 

... by avoiding exposure to it" (Bourdieu, 1990, p. 60). Habitus would thus favour 

experiences which would most likely reinforce it. Through unconscious avoidance 

strategies, it provides itself with a milieu to which it is as pre-adapted as possible and 

within which the dispositions are reinforced (Bourdieu, 1990). In particular, these 

avoidance strategies are unconscious. 

3.3.3. Capital 

Bourdieu (1986) views capital as the specific cultural or social assets that are considered 

valuable in the field. Based on their respective capital, and their position within the field, 

actors might have differing levels of power within the field (Webb et al., 2002). 

Furthermore, by being in a position of power, actors can determine what 'authentic 

capital' is (Bourdieu, 1999). 

3.3.3.1. Forms of Capital 

The different forms of capital within a field are symbolic, cultural, and economic 

(Bourdieu, 1999; Swartz, 1997). Symbolic capital is a particular form of capital which 

pertains to prestige, honour, or the right to be listened to. Bourdieu (1993) refers to 

symbolic capital as some form of tacit power that an actor possesses and functions as an 

authoritative embodiment of cultural value. Cultural capital refers to knowledge, skills, 

education, and advantages that an agent possesses, thus giving him higher status in 

society. For instance, children receive cultural capital from their parents who transmit to 

them the relevant attitude and knowledge required to succeed in the educational system 
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(Bourdieu, 1986). Economic capital relates to the degree of command that an agent 

possesses over economic resources (e.g. cash or assets) (Bourdieu, 1986). 

3.3.3.2. Fields' Reproduction and Transformation through Capital Distribution 

The different forms of capital within the social field can be termed as resources. Capital 

allows for the transfer and transactions of power (Naidoo, 2004). Capital may be 

confined to a field, or overlap across fields (Webb et al., 2002). Examples of capital 

possessed by actors in the dispersed agile software development field could be a Scrum 

Master certification, or the level of experience of a programmer. 

Participants within the field "vie to establish monopoly over the species of capital 

effective in it" (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992, p.17). In order to alter the structure of the 

field, it is crucial to modify the distribution and relative weight of the relevant forms of 

capital within it (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992). Conflict can thus be derived from the 

struggles between agents who attempt to either conserve or transform the social space 

based on their relative positions within the field (Bourdieu, 1990). 

The position of agents in the field (either of domination, subordination or equivalence) is 

based on the effect of the field, the amount of resources they own, and the results of 

efforts of the agents within that field. Some agents are better players than others within 

certain field because they already possessed quantities of relevant capital during the 

process of habitus formation (Grenfell & James, 1998). Conversely, others are 

disadvantaged. 

Upon being aware of their limited amount of capital, new-coming agents to a field often 

strategize to retain or acquire more capital to improve or preserve their positions in the 

field (Jenkins, 2002). However, these strategies are limited by the field (Bourdieu, 1993). 

Such is the case because the field is protected against major disturbances and 

challenges, which in turn is because these agents would have invested time and effort 

whilst entering the field according to the fields' own rules (Bourdieu, 1993). 

In turn, agents who possess a sufficient amount of relevant capital within a field can 

dominate that field, whose struggles intensify whenever the relative value of the different 

kinds of capital is questioned by new-coming agents (Jawitz, 2008). Older members will 

"try to defend the monopoly and keep out competition" (Bourdieu, 1993, p.72). As 

pOinted out by Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992, p. 98) "it is one and the same thing to 
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determine what the field is ... and to determine the species of capital that are active in 

it". A field thus provides the frame of analysis for the study of any aspect of social life. 

3.3.3.3. Symbolic Violence and Mlsrecognition 

Bourdieu posits that there are two modes of domination. In the first one, power relations 

are "mediated by objective institutionalised mechanisms" of which the agents are not 

consciously aware of. In this form of social formation, agents do not have to endlessly 

create and restore social relations (e.g. in the education system). In the second mode, 

dominance relationships are made, unmade and remade through personal interactions. 

This form of social formation does not inherently contain the mechanisms for its own 

reproduction and the agents are responsible for its continuous creation (Bourdieu, 1990). 

Symbolic violence, in the form of personal authority, relates to the second form of social 

formation where there is an absence of an "officially declared and institutionally 

guaranteed delegation" (Boudieu, 1990, p. 129). Under these circumstances, agents with 

high amount of relevant capital can only sustain their personal authority through actions 

that reassert this authority through "compliance with values recognised by the group" 

(Bourdieu, 1990, p. 129). In doing so, their conditions of domination are continuously 

produced and reproduced and the systems the agents dominate are not allowed to follow 

their own course. 

Agents with relatively high symbolic capital can apply the power against other agents 

who hold less. In doing so, the holders of high symbolic capital impose their symbolisms 

and meanings with the purpose of altering the actions of other agents (Jenkins, 2002). 

Such a process is known as symbolic violence. Symbolic violence occurs when overt 

violence is collectively disapproved within the field. In this case, symbolic violence, gentle 

and invisible violence, is then perceived and employed as the only possible way to 

exercise domination and exploitation (Bourdieu, 1990). 

According to Bourdieu, misrecognition occurs when agents are victims of symbolic 

violence with their own accord or complicity. In essence, when agents are being affected 

by symbolic violence, they perceive it as legitimate and perceive it as the natural order of 

things (Bourdieu, 1992; Webb et al., 2002). For instance, an abusive husband with 

financial and cultural capital might apply symbolic violence on his wife, and she might 

perceive this as normal. Because the action appears legitimate, the power relations from 

which it emerges remain hidden (Jenkins, 2002). 
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Through misrecognition, one can also make sense of the behaviour of some leaders in 

the field who employ double-meaning strategies claiming that they are behaving In the 

interest of the field, while in reality they are trying to pursue their own agenda and 

impose their own values in the field (Webb et al., 2002). 

Bourdieu (2000) uses the term reproduction of symbolic domination to explain the 

struggle for capital within a field. In essence, based on their position in the field, agents 

adjust their expectations of the amount of capital that they are likely to gain. Their 

position in the field (because of their educational background, social connection, class 

etc.) imposes on them practical limitations. Consequently, through symbolic domination, 

agents with less capital tend to have less ambition pertaining to the amount of capital 

which they can further gain (Bourdieu, 2000). 

3.3.4. Practice 

Field and habitus are reciprocally constructive and interact under given concrete 

situations, resulting in the emergence of practices (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992; Schultze 

& Boland, 2000). Habitus orchestrates practice by both harmonising interests and by 

ensuring that all agents share and adhere to a common consensus on the meaning of the 

practice (Acciaioli, 1981). It is achieved by a less than conscious process of adjustment 

of the habitus and the practices of agents to the constraints of the field or social world 

(Jenkins, 2002). 

The link between habitus and practice is not mechanical or deterministic. Because of the 

habitus, actors are disposed to act in a certain way. Habitus thus provides a basis for 

practice. Practice is produced because of the encounter between habitus and its 

disposition, as well as the constraints, demands and opportunities of the social field in 

which the actor is moving (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992). 

3.3.4.1. Practical Logic 

Practice is neither composed of wholly consciously orchestrated actions, nor of random 

actions. It is a mixture of both. Because social life is not accomplished on a set of rules, 

practice has some degree of improvisation. This is termed as practical logic (Bourdieu, 

1992). Bourdieu describes practical logic as "a practical mastery of the logic or the 

imminent necessity of a game - a mastery acquired by mastery of the game, and one 

which works outside conscious control and discourse" (Bourdieu, 1990, p. 61). 
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The notion of practical logic is related to the fact that practice is also located in time and 

space. Whilst analysing practice, it is important to recognise the temporality of its nature 

because it is emerged in the current time (Jenkins, 2002). One cannot make sense of 

practice by only looking at the present condition which may seem to have generated it. 

Nor can one only consider the past conditions which have generated the habitus from 

which it emerged. Instead, the past social conditions in which the habitus was generated 

must be related to the present social condition to which it is implemented (Bourdieu, 

1990). 

Urgency is another property of practice. It is the "product of playing the game and the 

presence of the future it implies" (Bourdieu, 1990, p. 82). If one stands outside the game 

as an observer, the urgency, the appeals, and the really lived-in world Is swept away 

(Bourdieu, 1990). 

Through the conceptualisation of habitus, Bourdieu attempts not to consider practice as 

overly deterministic and rather seeks to understand It as "regulated improvisation" 

(Bourdieu, 1990, p.57). Bourdieu (1992) posits that most actors do not choose to 

improvise their way in life, but they do not have any other choice. Such improvised 

actions are in response to the dialectical relationship between a specific situation in a 

field and habitus (Bourdieu, 1973). Practices are generated by dynamically combining 

past experience, present situation, and the anticipation of the future consequences of 

these actions. Practices are not recognised by agents as explicit principles. Instead, they 

are "embodied corporeally in postures and attitudes and interactionally in the style of 

strategies whose implementation constitutes practice" (Acclaioli, 1981, p. 31). 

The logic of Practice is not that of a logician. By asking more logic from it than what it 

can give, one would condemn oneself either to extract incoherencies out of it or to 

enforce coherence upon it (Bourdieu, 1990). 

3.3.4.2. Decision-Making 

Habitus is the result of an organising action (i.e. a set of outcomes which Bourdieu 

describes as approximating to structure), a way of being or a habitual state, and a 

tendency, propensity or inclination (Bourdieu, 1977). Consequently, decision-making 

appears to be either a reflection of what habitus is doing, an option which emerges from 

the different possibilities put forward by the habitus, or an illuSion, since the principles of 

its operations are constrained by and derived from the habitus (Jenkins, 2002). 
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When people engage in decision making about socially competent performances, they do 

so without making reference to sets of rules. They are incapable of explaining why they 

decide to behave in certain ways, i.e. habitus derives from the thoughtlessness of habit 

and habituation (Webb et al., 2002). However, habitus would also operate in relation to 

the social field. This implies that the same habitus can generate different practices based 

on the field in which it operates (Jenkins, 2002). 

3.3.4.3. Strategies 

Habitus generates a series of moves which are objectively organised as strategies but 

which are not however produced by genuine strategic intention (Bourdieu, 1977). 

Bourdieu states that even when strategies produced by habitus (to cope with unforeseen 

and constantly changing situations) appear to be employed to meet some specific ends, 

they are only apparently determined by the future (Bourdieu, 1977). As stated by 

Bourdieu (1990), strategies tend to reproduce the structures which produced them. 

The manifestations of these strategies can also be to enable agents to improve or defend 

their positions in relation to other "occupants" of the fields (Naidoo, 2004). This is termed 

as position taking. "These position-takings are inseparable from the objective positions 

occupied by the agent as a result of their possessions of a determined quantity of specific 

capital" (Naidoo, 2004, p. 459). 

Consequently, strategies can function as "double-plays" and are objectively organised in 

such a way that they allow for both the reproduction of the objective structure of "social 

space" that produced them and for the accumulation of the field specific capital 

(Bourdieu, 1993). Bourdieu (1973) describes the Theory of Practice as having a dominant 

circular path where habitus generates practices and practices reproduce the structure 

(Schultze & Boland, 2000). In this causal loop of generation and reproduction, actors 

internalise the structure of a field as habitus (see Figure 3.1). Habitus, in turn, generates 

practices, and practices serve to reproduce and reinforce the structure of the field. 
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Conflicts can also arise within a field of practice when agents compete for capital 

(Bourdieu, 1990). In addition to being part of several overlapping fields, GASD 

participants also belong to a common joint field when they engage in a common GASD 

project. Specific forms of symbolic, economic, social, and cultural capital are deemed 

relevant within this joint GASD field. That field also has specific forms of habitus through 

which the laws of the field are recognized. It is anticipated that Scrum process 

breakdowns occurring during and after sprint planning and retrospective meetings can be 

explained by the internal conflict occurring within the GASD project field while 

participants compete for capital within the joint field. 

The purpose of a retrospective meeting is to enhance the practices being followed during 

a sprint, based on the team's ideas on how to resolve the issues experienced during the 

previous iteration (Schuh, 2005). Based on the agile principles, the Scrum team should 

be empowered to propose and implement such ideas (Koch, 2005). However, agents 

share specific positions and possess specific capital within the fields, and improvement 

suggested by team members could be perceived as schemes to enhance their positions 

within the overlapping, joint and nested fields. Not all participants would be inclined to 

change the process, and failed retrospective meetings could be attributed to inability to , 
transform the field. Bourdieu (1990) states that conflict arises when agents attempt to 

transform or conserve the sOGj~~pace based on their relative positions in the field. A 

Scrum process breakdown experh~n'c:ed during and after retrospective meeting could thus 

be attributed to the struggles between the agents in the fields and their attempts to 

maintain or enhance their positions. 

3.5. Chapter Summary 

The purpose of this chapter was to rationalise the need for a practice perspective in order 

to answer the proposed research questions. In addition, the use of Bourdieu's Theory of 

Practice to explain the forms of social challenges experienced while engaging in GASD 

using Scrum was warranted. A detailed overview of Bourdieu's theory was also provided 

along with a description of how Bourdieu's various concepts could be useful to interpret 

the data and answer the research questions in order to make a valid contribution to 

practice and knowledge. 
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4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter presents the methodology employed to undertake this research study given 

the primary and secondary research questions. First, the case design section in which 

discussions on the selection of the relevant empirical situations, the unit of analysis, the 

selection of informants and other data sources, and how validity and reliability was 

ensured, are provided. The two case studies are then described with particular focus on 

where, when, and how the data was collected in each case. The projects investigated 

during the case studies are also presented in this section. A detailed account of the data 

analysis process is also provided. The final section handles issues of access, privacy, 

confidentiality and ethics. The study is empirical, positivist and qualitative in nature. 

4.1. The Case Study Research Method 

This study employed a case study research method. Empirical in nature, this method is 

used to investigate contemporary phenomena within real-life contexts, especially when 

the boundaries between the phenomena and the context are not clearly evident (Yin, 

2003). Case study research method thus serves to capture, document, and theorise 

about practitioners' knowledge and experiences (Benbasat et al., 1987). The choice of 

the case study method also particularly suits the format of the research question being 

posed in this study, namely "what", allowing for an understanding of the complexities of 

the processes being followed (Benbasat et al., 1987). 

4.1.1. Case Study for Theory Building 

As previously mentioned (see Chapter One), the purpose of this study is to propose a 

level 4 (Llewelyn, 2003), mid-range, descriptive theory (Gregor, 2006), to describe the 

social conditions under which Scrum process breakdowns are experienced by GASD team 

members during and after sprint planning and retrospective meeting. Case study 

research was found useful to fulfil this purpose as the method has proved to be 

particularly suited for theory building (Van de Ven, 1989). In particular, as recommended 

by Voss, Tsikriktsls and Frohlich (2002), while seeking to theorise about the Scrum 

process breakdowns during GASD, the case study has been directed at: 

• Identifying and describing the key variables for the theory 

• Identifying how the variables are related to each other 

• Identifying why these relationships exist 
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4.2. Case Study Design 

The case study was designed and executed to gather rich data and uncover local habits, 

tacit knowledge of the social group under study, and other forms of assumption (Turner, 

1994). In addition, the case study design follows the recommendations of Voss et al. 

(2002) who suggest the following steps: 

(1) Identification of the research framework, constructs, and questions 

(2) Case selection 

(3) Developing research instruments and protocols 

(4) Conducting the field research 

(5) Ensuring reliability and validity in case research 

(6) Data analysis 

4.2.1. STEP 1: Identification of the Research Framework, Constructs, and 

Questions 

In line with Voss et al. (2002), the first step in designing a case study was to identify the 

research question. An initial conceptual framework (see Figure 3.1) was also employed to 

provide an initial view and "force the researcher to think carefully and selectively about 

the constructs and variables to be included in the study" (Voss et al., 2002, p. 199) 

4.2.2. STEP 2: Case Selection 

The following three important aspects of case study design were considered in the case 

selection: (1) the number of cases to be included, (2) the unit of analysis, and (3) the 

case(s) selection and sampling. These are further elaborated below. 

4.2.2.1. Decision on the Number of Cases 

Ethnographic case studies are ideal for obtaining a deep understanding of a research 

question and often take the form of longitudinal studies (Voss et al., 2002). A single In

depth case study would have been ideal to answer the research questions. However, due 

to resource limitations (time and financial constraints), it was not possible to conduct a 

single case study; Instead the research opted for multiple case studies of shorter time 

frames. This goes in line with Voss et al. (2002)'s recommendation to use multiple case 

studies when resources are constrained as a means to leverage external validity and 

prevent observer bias. Benbasat et al. (1987) further confirm that multiple case studies 

can be used for theory building, which suits the purpose of the study. 
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Bonoma (1985) proposed a four-stage process for the application of case study research. 

The four stages are "drift", "design", "prediction", and "disconfirmation" (Bonoma, 1985, 

p. 204). The case studies conducted for this research are in line with the "drift" and 

"design" stages. The "prediction" and "disconfirmation" stages were not executed due to 

time and financial constraints. However, discussion on how these stages should be 

applied to further validate the theory being formulated at the end of the study has been 

provided in Sections 9.4.3 and 9.6. 

During the first case study, the researcher focused on learning about concepts, context, 

and jargon of the phenomenon of interest, i.e. distributed Scrum as it occurred during 

GASD. This case study, allowed for further reflection on and refinement of the interview 

questions (Bonoma, 1985). After analysis of the empirical data obtained from the first 

case study, preliminary descriptions of the social conditions under which the Scrum 

process breakdowns were seen to occur was also proposed. 

The empirical data obtained from the second case study served to confirm the Scrum 

process breakdowns identified in the first case. It also served to assess and refine the 

description of the social conditions under which they were seen to occur. This was in line 

with Bonoma (1985)'s "design" stage. This stage requires the researcher to go back to 

the "drift" stage thinking mode if the early forms of conceptualisation identified in the 

first case study are not confirmed by the new data or if better forms of 

conceptualisations are identified (Bonoma, 1985). 

Both the "prediction" and "disconfirmation" stages were not executed but are crucial 

steps to fully test the generalizability of a theory. It is thus proposed that these stages be 

undertaken as future research (see Section 9.6). 

4.2.2.2. The Case(s) Selection and Sampling 

The selection of cases is an important but difficult aspect of case study research (Yin, 

2003; Benbasat et al., 1987). A mixture of opportunistic and purposeful sampling was 

employed in this study. The cases were partly selected based on convenience as well as 

the GASD project team's availability and Willingness to participate in the study. However, 

care was taken to ensure that the characteristics of these GASD project teams were 

appropriate to answer the research questions In a credible way. This was achieved 

through purposeful sampling. Appendix 11 summarises the purposeful sampling 

dimensions chosen for this study. These dimensions, chosen based on the definitions of 
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specific theoretical constructs from the Theory of Practice relevant to the study, 

pertained to: 

• Number of software development sites 

• Degree of cultural diversity at various sites 

• Agile methodology employed 

• Past software development methodology used by the team 

• GASD format (e.g. offshore development, outsourcing) 

• Management structure 

• Level of experience of team members with software project 

• Team members' / stakeholders' monetary investment in the project 

• Level of experience of team members with Scrum 

• Level of experience of team members with various communities of practice within 

the software development industry 

The second case was selected to achieve literal replication (Miles & Huberman, 1994) as 

it allowed for patterns to be replicated across both cases (pattern matching), thus 

confirming the relationship between the constructs and increasing validity (Stuart, 

McCutcheon, Handfield, McLachlin, & Samson, 2002). The use of literal replication also 

matched the two stages of case study design (Bonoma, 1985) employed in this study, 

i.e. drift and design stages. Further details on how the respondents were selected are 

provided in Section 4.5.3. 

• Identification of the Organisation for Case 1 

Identifying appropriate cases was difficult. In SA, organisations employing agile 

methodologies were mostly collocated and were thus inappropriate for the study. 

Fortunately, the researcher was introduced to a certified Scrum trainer for the SA region 

who provided the name of an organisation involved in GASD. During the preliminary 

negotiations with the organisation, the researcher ascertained that the GASD team to be 

investigated matched the criteria specified in Appendix 11. A formal request was then 

made to the organisation's CEO to undertake the case study. The aim and purpose of the 

research were clearly explained to the CEO, along with the proposed time frame for the 

study. He also requested access to the main interview questions in order to review them. 

A memorandum of understanding was signed to formally guarantee that no information 

provided would be divulged to any external party. 
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Prior to beginning the first case study, the researcher attended the Scrum Master 

Certification course provided the Scrum trainer who recommended the organisation for 

Case 1. Some team members from the GASD team to be studied in Case 1 also attended 

the same course with the same Scrum trainer. Hence, by attending this course, the 

researcher obtained an insight on the views and perceptions shared by these GASD team 

members on agile methodologies and Scrum. At the end of the course, the researcher 

undertook an examination and obtained a Certified Scrum Master title from the Scrum 

Alliance Group. Eventually, the researcher was introduced to the GASD team, both on the 

SA and the Brazilian side, and the first case study could begin. 

• Identification of the Organisation for Case 2 

The second organisation case study was identified through the Cape IT Initiative (CiTi), a 

non-governmental organisation whose aim is to promote the IT industry in Cape Town. 

Since the director of CiTi collaborated with various international IT organisations, she was 

in contact with one of the directors of an Indian software and services organisation which 

acted as an IT service provider to various South African companies. This organisation 

employed distributed Scrum to manage their software development projects. 

Having been given the contact details of the organisation's director in India, the 

researcher started negotiating access to the organisation and to one of its GASD teams in 

India. Similarly to Cl, she ensured that the team possessed the adequate characteristics 

as described in Appendix 11. In addition to several email communications, a tele

conference session was held with the director to ascertain that the nature of the GASD 

team was appropriate and to negotiate the dates during which the case study would be 

conducted in India. Care was taken to ensure that the case study would last an entire 

sprint. A memorandum of understanding was also signed to guarantee that no 

information would be divulged to any external party. 

4.2.3. STEP 3: Research Instruments and Protocol for Data Collection 

voss et al. (2002) recommended that the case study protocol not only include 

information about the research instruments, but also from whom and from where the 

different types of information was sought, as well as the subject covered and core 

research questions posed during the interview. Hence, details about how these specific 

elements, which were employed in the study, are provided below. 
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To provide a wider scope of coverage and a fuller picture of the phenomena being studied 

(Bonoma, 1985), data was collected through semi-structured interviews, direct 

observation, documentation and field notes. This was particularly useful for triangulation 

across the various data sources. This was beneficial since It provided multiple 

perspectives on issues around Scrum process breakdowns experienced by the GASD 

participants, supplied more information on emerging concepts, allowed for cross

checking, and yielded stronger substantiation of constructs (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). In 

line with Voss et al. (2002) triangulation was achieved by identifying discrepancies in the 

responses of the various GASD participants, what was being observed during the 

meetings and daily interactions, and/or the documentations, and by seeking clarification 

on these. It is acknowledged that the respondent sample size was small. Hence, in order 

to compensate for this limitation, efforts were made to gather as much information as 

possible from all the data sources. 

4.2.3.1. Semi-Structured Interviews 

Semi-structured interviews were the primary source of information for this study. A 

version of the interview protocol employed during the case studies is given in Appendix 

12. The list of questions in the protocol does not represent the finite set of questions 

which were asked during the case studies. More detailed questions were asked based on 

the responses obtained from the partiCipants. In addition, through the field notes which 

were taken on a daily basis (details provided in subsequent sub-sections), gaps in the 

researcher'S understanding of the GASD team members' work practices were identified 

and interview questions were formulated to further investigate them. Thus, the interview 

protocol only served as a general guide for the conversation. 

The questions presented in Appendix 12 were not asked In a systematic and sequential 

manner. Based on their roles in the team, participants were asked questions which they 

were more likely to provide useful and informed answers. For instance, team 

management-related questions were mostly posed to participants having a management 

related role, or questions on testing were mostly posed to testers. However, other 

partiCipants were also questioned (to a lesser extent) on these topics in order to 

consolidate the information obtained from the other respondents. 

Semi-structured interviews allowed for access to the participants' interpretation 

regarding the actions and events which had taken or were taking place (Walsham, 

2002b). Interviews were open-ended and assumed a conversational manner. Each 
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respondent was interviewed for at least an hour and care was taken to retain the balance 

between excessive passivity and over-direction. Furthermore, by not being excessively 

passive, an interest in the respondent's answers was demonstrated (Walsham, 2002b). 

The previous responses from the other respondents were also kept in mind while 

conducting the interviews and the researcher was also "aware of the significance of what 

[was] left unsaid as well as what [was] said" (Voss et al., 2002, p. 207). This allowed for 

information that might have already been obtained to be corroborated. Special care was 

taken to elicit the respondent's views and experiences in his or her own terms rather 

than to collect data that was simply a choice among pre-established response categories 

(Kaplan & Maxwell, 1994). 

The gathering of information in an organisational setting is challenging due to 

confidentiality issues. Also, since the researcher and the interviewees did not know each 

other prior to the interview sessions, some trust concerns could have impacted on the 

data collection process. Such a situation would have hindered the respondents from 

being open in their responses and might even interfere with their usual behaviour (Webb, 

Campbell, Schwartz, & Sechrest, 1966). As such, care was taken while formulating the 

questions ~o ensure that they were as non-personal as possible. Also, since formal 

approval from management and the CEOs was obtained, the respondents felt more at 

ease talking without fear of divulging confidential information. 

To capture everything that was said and to spot salient pOints while transcribing, a tape 

recorder was used. However, it was not taken as a substitute for listening closely 

throughout the course of the interview (Vin, 2003). Notes were taken during the 

interviews about important pOints on which further discussion was required. 

All interviews were conducted in English. Language being sometimes ambiguous 

(Fontana &'Frey, 2000), it was at times difficult to convey the right meaning while asking 

a question. The same applied while obtaining responses from the interviewee. This was 

particularly felt while interviewing the Brazilian and Indian partiCipants. In these 

situations, the use of a recording device was useful. It allowed the researcher to go over 

the responses several times to better grasp the Idea being put forward by the 

respondents. 

Table 4.1 details the interviews conducted during the case studies. A total of 16 

individual interviews and one group interview were conducted. The case number, site, 
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job title, duration and mode of interview have been provided. As can be seen in Table 

4.1, the respondents were firstly selected according to their job titles and levels of 

experience within the teams in anticipation that they would provide varying perspectives 

on the work practice of the team. Secondly, the respondents were selected according to 

the key roles within the Scrum team as it was anticipated that the various roles would 

have different goals and interests within the Scrum process and engage in varying work 

practices. Thirdly, snowballing was employed, whereby whenever one respondent 

mentioned that one particular team member or stakeholder had key knowledge on a 

specific topic, that person was also interviewed. 

As can be seen in Table 4.1, in the second case all the respondents belonged to the 

offshore site. This is the case as the organisation explicitly requested, for confidentiality 

reasons, that the researcher has no contact with the customers at the other remote site. 

It is acknowledged that the data for the second case could have been biased. However, 

care was taken to limit the negative impact of the situation. For instance, during 

observation sessions of the meetings between the offshore and onshore team members, 

the researcher carefully noted down her impressions of the behaviour and responses of 

the onshore participants. The nature of the interactions between the onshore and 

offshore team members during these meetings was an invaluable source of information 

on the social dynamics taking place within that particular GASD Team. The field notes 

were also further corroborated by comments made by the Indian team members during 

interviews. These team members were also thoroughly questioned on the roles and 

behaviour of onshore team members. Their responses were corroborated and gave an 

indication of where these remote participants fitted in the development process. The 

researcher also attended a focus group with several agile developers from other teams 

during the second case study, to discuss their distributed agile software development. 

Details about when the case studies were conducted and how long they lasted will be 

provided in the case study description sub-sections. 
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Case Site 

'0. 

Cape Town, 

" , Cape Tow n, 

5' 
Cape Town, 

5' , ,..ape Town, 

5' , ,..ape Town, 

" 
Sao P~ulo, 

Br""il , Sao Paulo, 

llra7il 

Pune, India 

, Pune, India 

, Pune, India 

Pune, India 

, Pune, India 

2 Pune, l ndia 

2 Pune, Indl ~ 

2 Pune, India , Pune, India 

2 rune,ln c! la 

Rf-S f- AHC ~ M to T~ C!D0~OC;Y 

Job Title Interview Level of 

Duration Experience in 

team 

COO 1 hour ··-ryellrs 

Product Owner 1 hour 10 1 year 3 month~ 

mlns 

Scrum Ma<;ter 1 hour 15 1 year (; months 

mlns 

Technic"l 50 mln~ 3 mont hs 

Architect 

ceo 1 hour 10 3 years 

mln~ 

Lead lechnical 4:' mins 2 y e ~rs 

Architect 

Front End :'0 n,ins 1 year 8 month~ 

Developer 

Project 1'1anager 1 hour N/A 

+ Delivery Unit 

Head I CFO 

Projecl Man~ger 1 hour 5 2 ye~rs (; months 

mlns 
(5 years with the 
orgar..!5 ~tj on) 

Delivery Unil 1 hour 5 years (wi t h 

Head 
rxganis~ t ion ~s a 
whole) 

Technical 1 hour 9 monthS 

Speci~list " mln~ 
Developer " mins 2 years 

Te~m Le~der 1 hour 2. years (; months 

(Development) 10 Inin~ 

Tester 1 hour 2 years 6 mont hs 

Tester <0 mlns <6 months 

Junior Developer " mlns 1 year 

Developer 55 mln~ ;> weeks 

Table 4-1 -Interviews Sessions 
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Mode of 

Interview 

F~ce-to- Fa,:I' 

F~ce-to- Face 

F~ce-to-Face 

Face-to-Face 

Face-to-Face 

Conference c~ 11 

Video 

Conference 

Group 

int erview 

Face to-face 

F~ce··to f~ce 

F~ce-to-F~ce 

F~ce-to-Face 

Face-to- Face 

F~ce to-Face 

F~ce-to- Face 

Face-to- Face 

F ~ce-to-FM:e 



~------ ~--------

4.2.3.2. Direct Observation 

Direct observa t ion invalves, as much as P055ible, the formul at ion of ii thoughtful, 

objective and precise rcco rd of group interact ions and behaviours ( Babbie, 1992), 

through "see ing" and " listen ing" (Taylar-Pawell & Steele, 1996) Care Wa5 t aken no t t o 

be canfined i D looking al prc-sct items, and instead lo sCC things w ithin the pMt ici pant"s 

context. Specia l attention was placed on "w hat was flot happ"'ning" as well as all 'what 

W~5 h~ppen ing". In ~dd itio n la th<= Sprint p l ~nn i n g and ,<=lro5peclive meetings, da ily 

scrum meeti ng s, as wd l as the gene ral day-to-day of activi ties of the tc~rn ",.""bers 

were al50 observed, ~s ~ means to c~ptLJ re ev idence of COIl5eqLJences of the Scrum 

pmc"ss breakdown. A tOlal of 28 Scrum meetings, sprint pl ~ nning, ~nd retmspec live 

m eet ings were Qb5eNed as shQWIl in 'Iable ~ _2 

case No Meeting Type 

.--~ , Scrum meeting 

, Sp'-" t Planning , , Sprint Planning , , Rerospec~\'e .neetiflg 

, Pre-Scrum meeting 

, Meeting !o discuss way 

torward to.- !earn , Sprint Planning , , Sp'-illt Plilll t'\ ing , , Scrum meeting 

Number of 

observ~tions 

S 
._ -

, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
W 

Table 4·2· Observation Sessions 

4.2.3.3. Documentation 

The documents reviewed dur ing the c~se sl ud ies inCl ude user stories, task bOMds, bug 

repnts , specification5, bu rn down charts, and emails excha nged between the te~m 

mcrnbcrs and the cust omers. Access to the documents was grallted by the COO (ill Cl) 

~nd the projcel m anager (ill (2). The docurnents were either stored ill central 

repositQries (e.g. w iki) Or email dalabascs. 
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The documents were primarily used to augment evidence from other sources. If the 

documentary evidence was contradictory rather than corroboratory, the topic was further 

investigated. All required documents were looked at in a systematic way. 

4.2.3.4. Field Notes 

Field notes are defined as "running commentaries" about the events unfolding during a 

case study (Elsenhardt, 1989). Field notes were recorded into a notebook computer on a 

daily basis including contextual data, personal comments and immediate interpretation of 

events (Kirk & Miller, 1986). Relevant information gathered during informal conversations 

with team members was also described in narrative descriptions. 

The field notes were written during the day while the researcher was sitting in the office 

with the other team members. These field notes were further examined during the 

evenings and formed the basis of further investigation (interviews, further observation or 

documentation) on the next day. A sample field note is provided in Appendix 13. 

Validation is a key step during any research and was ensured by limiting the bias and the 

researcher's influence on the environmental setting. In essence, bias is Introduced as the 

researcher may see what he or she wants to see (Taylor-Powell & Steele, 1996). In 

addition, even though passive observers do not partiCipate in the group they are 

studying, they still need to be aware of what influences the act of observing might have 

on the participants' behaviour (Montgomery & Duck, 1991). Therefore, while recording 

the field notes, care was taken to ensure that the partiCipants did not feel uncomfortable 

by the fact that they were being observed and subsequently modified their behaviour. 

During the observation of the various meetings, the researcher always sat in an 

undisruptive spot and allowed the participants to engage in their usual meeting routine. 

These meetings were also recorded and later transcribed to corroborate the field notes. 

Prior permission to observe these meetings were also obtained. 

4.2.4. STEP 4: Ensuring Reliability and Validity of the Case Study 

While conducting case study research, one needs to pay particular attention to reliability 

and validity related issues. Construct Validity and Internal Validity are the two 

dimensions of validity. 
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Construct validity refers to the degree to which correct operational measures are 

established for a concept (Voss et al., 2002). Given Voss et at. (2002)'s recommendation, 

care was taken to achieve construct validity in this study by: 

• Confirming whatever relationships predicted between constructs through further 

observations within and across the cases. 

• Gathering data through multiple sources, including semi-structured interviews, 

direct observations, documentations, and field notes 

• Checking if constructs can be differentiated from each other 

The tactics to ensure construct validity were employed during the data collection phase. 

Internal validity was achieved during data analysis. Internal validity relates to the extent 

to which causal relationships between constructs can be identified (as distinguished from 

spurious relationships) (Yin, 2003). The techniques employed to achieve internal validity 

will be described in the data analysis subsection (Section 4.8). 

Reliability refers to the extent to which the operations undertaken during the case study 

can be replicated and will yield the same results (Yin, 2003). This has been achieved 

through a careful description of the case study protocol. In the following subsections, 

contextual information is provided about the three case studies conducted during this 

study. 

4.3. Case Study 1: SA and Brazil 

Data for the first case study was collected over a period of four weeks between March 

2009 and April 2009 in Cape Town. When data collection started, two sprints had already 

been completed. During the first week of data collection, the team was in a transition 

phase between the second and the third sprint. The data collection lasted throughout the 

duration of the third sprint; this allowed the researcher to observe the sprint planning 

meetings, daily Scrum meetings and retrospective meetings. During the first week, the 

researcher undertook interviews, observed and familiarised herself with the GASD team's 

work environment and practices on a daily basis to be better prepared for in-depth 

observations when the sprint started. A summary of the details about the first case study 

is provided in Table 4.3. 
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St~rt d~te March 2009 

End d~te April 2009 

C~se study dur"tion Four Week" 

~pri"t <1ur",i"" Three Weeks 

Number of meeHngs observed 11 

Number of interviews conducted 7 

Number of working d"ys spent in the 19 

field with the te"m members 

Project MKX Knowledge I~aro.gemer;: Sc"tware 

Application 

Table 4-3 . Summary of Case Study 1 

The first c~se study (Cl) was undertaken in one GASD team wit'lin an IT organisation, 

The organisation formed part of a group of media companies (H1M Gcoup) dispersed aff 

ovec the world. The 1111'1 group's business strategy w~s centred on Cleating media 

content, building bcand names acound it, and managing the platforms distributing the 

content The organi~ational activities revolved around re~earch and media p:'odllct 

development, All the subsidiaries in t'le group worked in silos ~nd were often in 

competition with each other. Hence, the o,ganisation wa~ striving to create synergie~ 

among~t the subsidiaries through the evangelisation 01 the adoption of knowledge 

management practices in the grollp. For instance, the organisation was promoting 

software ~pplication sharing, in~tead of re· inventing the wheel by re-writing similar 

software applications lor diflerent sllbsidiarie~ in the grollp, 

4.3.1. The Cl Team 

The team within which the case study wa~ conducted can be de~cribed a~ a mlllti

disciplinary global product development team. The team wa~ comp'ised of lntel[let 

an~lysts, product specialists and software engineers and described ',tself as "" think t""k 

and executio,~ arm of the I,~tempt divisi()n withlll till' gmupK. The team w~s split across 

two countries: SA and Brazil. Brazil (Sao Paulo) was chosen a~ one of the sites 10' the 

team becallse of the high project workload demand at thi~ location. SA (Cape Town) was 

C'losen as a site as it i~ physically centrally located in celation to the time Lone. 

At the time of the case study, the team was composed of three members located in Sao 

Paulo and fOliC memlJer~ in Cape Town, and operated under the leadership of the Chief 
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Ex~cuti v ~ Officer (CEO) an d the Ch id Op!Crat ions Officer (COO). A backg round 

descrip t ion of each r,,~pond<cnt in te rm , of gender. posi t ion in th" t eam, yeMS of serv ic", 

and locat ion is provided in T~ b l e 4 .4. 

Th~ t~am ' s compo, iti on w~s ,.~ ther lIn stab l~ at th ~ time of the study. As can b~ s.een in 

Table 4.4, the CEO was th~ only re'pondent who had be~" part of the team sin~e it s 

i"c~ pti on. According to the CLO, the fluct uation in th~ te ~ m's composition wa~ ma inly 

due t o h ig h proj en workload a"d staff shortag e So ftware dev"lo p ~ r~ were thus shifted 

acro~s proj~ct «Cam s b~ ,ed Ofl workload de mand~ and staff ~ vail ~ b ili ty 

Orl'-' d~v~loper ~ t t he South Afr ica n site and on~ I"acl cI"velope r at t he fl ra zilian sit" w" ,." 

flo t inteNiewed . The SOftWM~ d~v~lo p ~ r in Cape lown was not in«C rvi "w~d ~ s he w~ s flot 

icl~nti li ~d ~ s a key in form~ flt by any o f his fe llow t~am m" mbers duri ng the s"owballing 

procedure. Th is could be b<c caus~ h" h ~ d onl y been pMt of t he team fo r on~ week at t he 

lime. Th~ I~ ad d~v~lope r ~ t the fl r~ z',r, ~ n site , even though h ~ would h ~ve bee n an 

int"re,ting i nform~ nt, was not i"terviewecl as h~ w~ s oftefl not in the o Wi c~ cluring th ~ 

rimes 01 th" l i~l d visits clu~ to t ime zones diffe rence between Sao Paulo afld C~ p e Tow" . 

Seve r~ 1 ~ ttempts had been made to ~ch~clul~ video con fe rence sessions wi th h im but it 

prov ~ d unfruitful. I nstead, in format ion abou t h'" rol" and purpose was ~ou ght fr om hi' 

coll eagues , Th ough not id~ a l, this process mi tigated the limitations o f not h ~ ving 

interviewed h im t o some extent 

Rf'~p_ Gf'nrl ... 

P5 .. udo. 

~ M~ I .. 

Cl.R2 Male 

1.'-] Male 

Cl.R4 I~a l . 

OR; Mil ie 

Cl,R6 ;~~, ~ 

eln F~m ill" 

. -_. -
Job Title Yeilrs of servic .. with 

Teilm 

COO 2 y~M! 

PrMuc! O',"m ~- ~ mo~t~s 

Scrum M~,tG C I \'Qa, ~ month, 

TEChr>cdi Arcr,r.ec\ 2 , ~ ITlL,n,h, 

,eo S. ~,e :T1e ~r .~n"" of 

the team (3 ye~,,) 

Leod T~'~~"ol , ye", ~ moott>s 

Archit ect 

Front EnD Develope. 1 yeM 8 mo~th, 
~ 

Table 4·4 _ Description of C1 R ... ~pondents 

PhD Th~ $iS 

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 

lOClltion 

':~I'" Town, " 
~ape ': O\' .. ~, 0, 
Cape lo l'i~.' <;/1, • Cape TOI'in, " 
~~~o TOt".'f., 5 ... 

Sao ~a'-'Io, 5,~" 

S.,." f>~uk, r;'~ lJ 



Figure 4.1 ouliines the GASD te ~ m i1t (1. 

4.3.2. 

! 

R. . qun.ru~'" 

- - - ----

HU 
End U . er" P~rticip"nto 
of Global C OI>ference 

'\IKX - Knowledge 

mmagem..,t 

.. ppliCitiOll 

) 

. (SaoPaulo) 

• 

J 
""' Teobnio&! 
A1<:.h.itect 

C1 R6 

Front End 

D~nlop<£ 

C1 R7 

Figure 4·1· Globally Distributed Team at C1 

The Cl Project 

In l'lne with the vi5ion of knowledge sharing acrOSS the group, the te~m W~5 'Involved in 

lhe development or a knowledge manilgement tool (MKX) aimed at leveragin9 the extent 

t o which individll~ls in the group communicale w ith each other l'he pilrticipants 

explained that the applic~tron WilS jniti~lly developed using the Waterfall approach, which 

pmved in~dequ~te for the project n ~ lure amI setling. Consequent ly, t he Scrum 

methodology WilS ~dopted The MKX application was mainly developed using PHP. The 

~IKX application was already operalional. However, the project w~s Still on gOing Since 

new fealure, were i1dded whenever the need i1m, e. Det ~ ils about the project are 

provided in T~ble 4.5. 

._.- ._----=---
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------ . 
Project N~me 

project purpose 

Project Initiator 

Project St"rt O"te 

Methodoklgy emploved 

Te"m composition 

MKX K~Q\':ledge Management Software ".pp~,atllm Pn)]ect 

I-acilitate and enhance knowle1;e Cl"earllln, (apb'·"g. 

representabon, sharing and ,f"'\I-,~uttQ" between the 

employees of the HI~1 ,Iroup_ Throug'l the lIse of ,h~ MKX 

application, ~rnployeeo of the group can form net',-;orko anti 

ouiJ-comI11unit'es. The appl>cabon aiso aims to facilitate 

communication and (oi:atlordtion b~tw~~n members of 

tneo~ networks especially prior an1 durin~ evento like 

conferelxes orgar,ised by ':he HIM group. 

C<C 

February 200A 

V .... aterfall Approach- I- EiJruary 2008 - Decembe'- 200[; 

Se.".'m ]alluary 2009 - time of Cilse otu<ly 

GI'.5D Team composition had hi~h fluctuation ra: .. 5111ce 

beg;r,r,;lg of project 

Progr"mming L~ ngu~ ge Fror,~-en 1 ]avasCflpt 

Bd(k-~M "HP 

Architect"re MOj~1 View Controller (MVC; L;;;.;;;=;""'_"';;;;;';'; _ .. __ ~ __ ~~~~m~·"': 

Table 4-5 - MKX Application Project Description 

4.3.3. Th@!Cl Work Setting 

To describe the work setting of the Cl GASD Team, Ule "~lage" an~logy prOPOSed by 

Myers and r~ewm~n (2007) h~5 bee" used_ In particular, Myers and Newman (2007) 

posit that it is important to carefully describe Ulis 5tage a~ part of the research process. 

The over~11 office in Cape Town w~s composed of four rooms l he first alod largest one 

coul1 fit ~bout ten people It was a common office space where the team engaged ir, 

their daily development tasks. The second and third rOOmS were per~on~1 office~ for the 

CEO and COO. The side orfices were closed by glas~ p~nes; tile te~m members, the (FO 

and tlw COO could ~II see e~ch other. A coffee m~chine wa~ aV<lil<lble a"d employees 

could go ror coffee breaks at ~ ny time. The fourth room was the conference room_ All 

interview~ were conducted in the conference room The conferelKe room was spacious 

and had ~ large fl~t screen TV for video conferences. A large oval ta~e w~s M the centre 

of the room with chairs around it. The VenUe was not r,ecessarily tidy ~nd conveyed a 

rather casual ~tmosphere. A tele-conference phone w~s pl<lce1 <It the centre of the table 
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1IS "'ell as a Nmtendo Wii ..... On the Willl, there was a large 'ram ed p,ct\lre 01 a Brallll"" 

Carnival d"rKer wearing a pink outfit. There were whrte boards on the ..... alls wIth UnIfied 

Modelling language (UML) diagrams s ~ et<:hed on them as W<.;II as ",formiltlon deYiling 

some of the requirem ent,. 

" .4 . C'!Ii;e Study 2: India and SA 

Dale co ll ~'(t l o fl for the second c~se study lasted four weeb and WdS un derta ken bdw~,<:n 

~1 i1 Y 2010 ilnd lune 1010 in Pllfle (Ind.i!I). AI the t ime of t he ca5e study, thC GASD t eilm 

WilS working on thc migratIon of an onllne gilming appliC2l l lo!l 10 a new pli'ltform (Colin 

Appl,C8uon PrOJect) arn:l eight sprints had alr~"ildy been completed The case study lasled 

throughout the duration of the n"'th Sprint during which the rcSearcher observed t he 

sprtnt planning meeting', daily sc",m meetings, and a retro'pectlve meeting, along With 

the dally ilctivilies of the GASD t~ ... m members. The researcher entered the Ilcld Ihree 

da ys prior t o Ul e beg irming of the sprint "nd e ~;ted th ree d~vs anet the end of the SP'int 

A Stlmmary or the dclails abou t the second ca~ study is provided in Tilb le 4.6 . 

--_.- ---
St ert dete 

End dMe 

(~S~ ~tudy duriltion 

Sprint duretio .. 

Num ber 01 n.e"linQs obser ved 

NlJrnber o f interviews conduded 

Numbe r o f working d a y s " I"'!nl in Ih. ) 1i<;ld 

ProjeCI 

T~bl0.(--6 · Summary of Case Study 2 

May 2010 

June 2010 

Fe." ·,'I'ee.:t 

Th,~ ~ \'/ dO: S 

" 
" 
" 

--
The orga niSilt ion for the second case 5tudy (C2 ) w~s a branch of a glOl"lil1 softwa re and 

se rvi ces organ isiltiOIl operating in 13 countries around the world including India, Uni ted 

States ( I)S). United Kingdom (UK), Germany, Sweden, SfI, ~nd Singaporc. Th~' branch 

locatcd In ]ndia deli vered ~ervlces for mission·uitiC<l I a pplicetlons, enterprise 

IIpplIC;ll\lons, e- business, and Business ProtE-.Ss Oulsourcing (BPO) serVICes. With iI 

C;lIpilblllty ~laturily Model (CM~l) LevelS certifica t ion, it provided expertise thilt spanned 

ilcrOSS RE-la.1 and Disl ribul:1on, Ba! lkulg. Fi ll;llncl81 Services and Insu rance. Healthcare, 

and Ufe Soena..-s, ManufactUring. Energy and UtIlities. The customer bas..: lor 02 was 

c.omposo..'<I o( over 400 d lents with ",horn they h~d long term rela ti onShIps. On ilverage 

02 ret Oll"led it s wstome f"5 for about five YC9rs . Some customef'i ev en . tilyed on boa l·d fo r 

over 12 years. 01 had over 5000 employecs. 
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As illustrated in Figure 42, the organisation was organised into three units: Practice, 

S ~ le5 ~ nd Delivery, whereby c~ch Delivery Unit met the need of one specific customer A 

Delivery Unit was dedicated to one customer and could execute several projects fOf that 

specific customer over time. The Sales Unit in teracted with both the C1JstofTlcrs ~ nd the 

Delivery Units The Practice Unit was responsible for deciding which services should be 

solei to the customers. The decisions were based on feedback from the Sales Uni t 011 

what the customers were asking for. The Practice Unit interacted with both the sales ami 

the Delivery Units. The P,,,ctice Unit w~s also responsible for observing industry e'perts 

like Gartncr in ofclcr to determine the trends in the IT inclus t ry (e.g. agilc or cloucl 

computmgj These t rends were then proposed to the cust omers "s service offerings. 

bMnples of servicc offerings might havc bccn the crcation of an application for" ret"il 

cllstomer or the mi,.,ntenance of an online application for a bank. Consequentl'{, the 

Practice Uni t cre"ted solutions "nd thcse solutions wCrC proposed to the customers. 

Whcn t he customers placed orders, these orders were executed by the Uelivery Uni ts 

(See figure 4.2). 

/ 
OHIWRY· 

fx,>(ution of 
ordpr 

, 

PRACTICE
Creation of 
Solutions 

CUSTOMERS -
Place order 

SALES -
Proposing of 
solutions to 
customers 

/ 

Figure 4·2 - Modus Opemndo for 02 

4.4.1. The C2 Team 

lhe C2 team oper~ted in Pune "nd Durban. Thc Punc team members bclongcd t o a 

Delivery unit and the SA te"m members were Customers of C2. The project w~s thus 

--- -- --- ---;;0--
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"xecut~d by t he Delivery Uni t and th~ Custom<o'rs who COrls<o'qu""Uy outsourc"d pMt of 

th" rll've lopml' 1l1 work o f lhf'ir projf'ct 10 lnrlia In C2, the t erm ~ "team m e mbers" or 

"team " r~fer to the wh ole d"v"lopm~nt tea m spr,,'ad across India and Soulh Mr ic" , 

All team members we re high ly quali fied and comprised an on-~i t~ coordinator, a project 

m " " " 91"r / Scrum M~st~r.' " I ,, ~ d t~sif' r, l .. ,tf''', ~ busilll'ss analyst! Product Owner, a 

technical Scrum Mast"r, a team l~adN, ~oftwar,,' d"yelop~r~, Cl t~ chn ical ~p"ci"list " "d a 

projl'ct manager ri gu ,-" 4.3 illu'trates th" (flst ribution of t ea m mem bers across th~ silt's. 

Indi~ {Pune ) 

Denlop.,-l 

t 
-'~ 
&\-~fbW 

" , 

Te.m L.,de1 

Te chnic,; 

Speci. ;;" 

Proj e ct 

M;m.~.,-

i 
Tester 2 

- --_/ 

Sof:,,-.,. . Projoc, 

/ : outhAfric~ (DUr~ 

t 
P"oj e r: 

\!"nog'" 
SCTum 

" L1!:eT 

t 
Om". 

Coo,.d,n"or 

• 
T -

L~,d T. ","· 

• 
I t Ilum::e" 

.; n, ;),,! / 

Pm d uct T,,", u 'i 

O,,-nu • 
• 1 I 

Te"el' ~ 
Techruc, 1 

Sc!~ ~l~"e~ 

Figure 4-3 - Globally Distributed Team at C2 

The on-5' tl' cooo'dinilt m WIlS rl'sponsibl" l or !'Ilci!itllt ing th~ d,,'ploym,,'nt 01 r,,'I~ Il ~"'s at th,,· 

SA ~ 'Ite. He al~o fil(ilitatl'd t he communica Uon and collaboration b!' lw...,n the d ispl'rsed 

t,,' am m"mtx'rs. H i ~ was of I ndian nationali ty ilnd he was ~e l ected for the posi t ion 

becIlusl' of h is cullural affiliation w it h both tlw SA and the I ndian t ea m m emb€rs. The 

team ml'mbl' rs at C2 '- I't~ in l'd th" job titl" which th,,·y h~ld prior lO th~ impl"m~ntation of 

Scrum with in the team. 
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A b"ckgrounG Gescription of e~ch respondent in term ~ of gender, position in the te~m 

anG year~ of service in t ile team are proviGeG in T"ble 4,7, RespOnGent C2.R9 in Table 

4.7 IMS not been represented in F'lgu re 4 ,3 ~s he w~s the Delivery Uni t He"d and rlOl pMt 

of lhe C2 te~m 

----=-- _ .. ---- - . 
Resp. Gender Job Title 

Pseudo 
--- ----- -- - - ---. 

C2.1<1 F e'-T1~le Tester 

C2.R2 Male Tester 

C2.R3 ~1 a l e Team Le"Ger 

C2,R4 :,1ale Ce','eiopcr 

C2,RS Mal., Junieor Dcv.dop~r 

C2,R6 r.jalc Tcchn ic al Specialist 

C2,R7 F ',';Tlal~ Developer 

C2,R8 Male Project Manager 

[C2'R~. __ Hale 

. . -- - - _. 
Yedr~ of Service with 

Te" m 

~~~-< 6 months 

2 y~ar5 a" d (, ",,,,"ths 

7 y~,,,, and 6 months 

2 YEars 

1 ,'ear 

9 months 

2 w~ek5 

21''''-''56 ;TICof'lth5 (5 years 

'ili :h orgdfllsation) 

Not par~ of tedm (S yeil" 

with org2nlsiltion) 

Table 4-7 - Description of C2 Respondents 

4.4.2. The C2 Project 

The online g~ming software application on which tile team w~s working w~s Ini t iJll y 

developed by ~ n lsr~ eli comp~ ny. The SA organiS~tion fo r which 02 wa~ act'lng as a 

~e rvice provider, hJd init iJlly ou t sourced the developmcnt of t he applic~tion to the lsr"eli 

comp~ny who deve loped it from scratcll. The project had two PMtS: ( 1) ~ "skeleton" 

applica t ion to be used by the casino afhliatcs ~nG (2) ~ " c~spe r" ~pp lic~ lion to be u,eG 

fo r the m~ nagement of lhe c ~s ino " ffiliatc s by the operators (i, ", onlin " c~ ~in o eowners)_ 

V,hen t he contr~ct between the SA ~nd the lsraeli organisa t ions was termin ~ tc d , th e 

cli ent org a ni ~a tion ~ ign ed a new contract w it h 02, who then took over s oftw~re 

development t~s ks On lhe ~pp lic" tions in FebruMY 2008. Th" te~m w~~ then using the 

Watcl"f,,11 methodology to Gevelop these ~pplicMieon proj e ct~ _ 

In Apr il 2009, ~ new project w~s ini ti ~ ted by the Project Manager in Durban t o migr~te 

the "casper" application to a new pla tform. T llis project was called the "Col in" ~pp lic~ti on, 

The "c~spcr" "pplicat ion softw~re, i nit i ~ lly developed in Cl! w ithin the DotNe t 1 5 
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platform, was bcing migrated to lhc DolNct 3.5 platform to enh~ nce it s m~lIltainability 

and managealJility 1 he "Col in" ~Plllication project ~Iso involvcd tllC cdd;tion of new 

funclionalilics. Thc nCw requirements wCre obt ~ ined from the c~sino opep·ators. -I he SA 

te~m members were in const~nt contact with five opcralors located in Europe. The 

requiremen ts were tllen p ~ ssed on to t he Indi~n te~m members by th e Project Manager 

in SA. The Scrum methodology w~s chosen lo man~ge lhis project. A summary of t hc 

Colin Applic~tion project is pmvided in T~ble 4.8. 

Project N'o;;;;m"~----

Proj"ct Purpose 

Project Start Pate 

M"thoriol"'lY ~P11ploy~ri 

Te~rn composition 

' Colinw ApplKaIlon Project 

The ' Colin" appication project primarily rwol"d the 

miQratiDll of :he 'c,;lWJll," arplicabon. initially developed in 

C,. ';Ithln :!',e DotN <lt L, rl3tiorm, to thil potN~t 35 

platform, 

The C2 tealT, had to enSU'E ,hat a~ :he func:ion3Iilie" of the 

" (~'P~C" aprlocajon had ~een co'rectly migrated a nd that 

tl,e,e f,.mchon a ~ tles worked Slmilar1y in thc new ,·cr,ion, 

The C2 le3m al·;o Incorporated ne w fUncllonalitles irto the 

app ~ "tion, ba'EJ on the rEqUirement<; beJl1g put for ",'a rJ 

by:he ope'a:ors, 

l'ro, ec'M:>r,age r 

.'-,friea (Cus:om Ed 

April 2009 

o;ounl Ma,'ler 10catcJ 11 , UlIrb".-, 'eolith 

I'i~t e p fa ll '-.pproach: Fe hpu ar y 700F - lanuary 7009 

Sep'.Jm : April 2009 - Irn e of ca ;e "tuJy - For Coli" 

App ication Proj eet 

Project Managers / Scrum ~'aster, Product Owner, onsite 

Coord,n3tor, and some TEste" iocated "' D'.Jrban, Soutll 

Africa 

software DEvelopers, Techr'cal Specialist, "rojece Manager, 

aid Tester" located in I'ulie, Inu" 

progr~rnrnlng l~ngu~ge C~ and D.Q,tN"lt 3 ,5 platf or m 

Arddtect"rp "'Toj~1 V"~\y ::ct1!rc~~r \1-1\.'::) 

Tablu 4-8 - "Coljn" AJ>IllicatJon Project de,"criptjon 
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4.4.3. The C2 Work Setting 

The interviews and observations were undertaken at the office premises in India. On the 

first day of the case study, the team was located in a smaller office while their new office 

space was being renovated. The team moved to new offices on the second day. 

The smaller office space in the initial offices was not conducive to inter-team 

communication. The desks were separated by dividers which limited ease of 

communication. Team members always stood up and looked over the dividers to talk to 

each other. 

The new office, called "agile lab", was more spacious than the previous one and was 

designed to accommodate several agile teams. The team was seated in one section of 

the room across a long oval table. The desks were not separated by dividers and hence, 

communication was not hindered. There were white boards across the walls and 

provisions had been made for agile artifacts to be displayed. An XP team was also based 

in the same office space at the time of the study. The Project Manager's office cubicle 

was located in the same office space, but rather far from the Scrum team. 

The meeting room was smaller than the central office space, but was still located in the 

Agile Lab. The only furniture in the room was a rectangular table surrounded by seven 

chairs. There was a white board on one side of the wall, on which tasks and their status 

were jotted down. A phone was also available for the daily Scrum meeting phone calls. 

The phone was not suited for conference calls, and the team members simply placed it 

on speaker phone for everyone to hear the conversations. 

At some point during data collection, the Project Manager decided to install a desktop 

computer with a webcam and Skype options to facilitate the daily Scrum meeting phone 

calls. However, the desktop computer was never utilised. The team members claimed the 

non-utilisation was due to limited bandwidth. 

Video conferences with team members from the customer site were held in a different 

room located just outside the Agile Lab. The room was equipped with a large flat TV 

screen, on which stood a video conference camera. A V-shaped table was located in the 

centre of the room and a conference call phone was placed on the table. The room was 

equipped with comfortable chairs and top-of-the range telecommunication eqUipment. 
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4.5. Data Analysis 

Data analysis was guided by the hermeneutics principle (Radnitzky, 1970). Hermeneutics 

suggests a way for understanding textual data by ascribing meaning to it (Radnitzky, 

1970). It is the dialectic between the understanding of the text as a whole and the 

interpretation of its parts in which descriptions are guided by anticipated explanations 

(Gadamer, 1976). As mentioned by Taylor (1976), from the hermeneutics perspective, 

interpretation is an attempt to make sense of the data. Hermeneutics was deemed 

appropriate as it attempts to make sense of the whole, and the relationship between 

people, the organisation and information technology. This is useful as in an organisation, 

people have confused, incomplete, cloudy and contradictory views on many issues. 

Through hermeneutics, interpretation which consists of "deciphering the hidden meaning 

in the apparent meaning, in unfolding the levels of meaning implied in the literal 

meaning" (Ricoeur, 2004, p. xiv) can be achieved. However, concepts were labelled with 

care as individuals often impart preconceived meanings to terms. ThiS, in turn, might 

lead readers to deviate from the originally intended meaning ascribed to the concept by 

the narrator. 

Based on what was experienced during the field visits, the researcher also internalised 

important information which proved useful during analysis. This information might not 

have been explicitly captured as field notes or during the interview seSSions, but was 

nevertheless internalised and provided a general feel about the teams and why 

participants behaved in certain ways. 

The data analysis was divided into four stages, namely: 

• STAGE 1 - Thematic Analysis to identify Scrum process breakdowns during and 

after Sprint planning and retrospective meetings in Cl 

• STAGE 2 - Analysis towards understanding the work practices at Cl and the social 

conditions leading to the Scrum process breakdowns through the lens of 

Bourdieu's Theory of Practice 

• STAGE 3 - Thematic Analysis to identify Scrum process breakdowns during and 

after sprint planning and retrospective meetings at C2. 

• STAGE 4 - Analysis towards understanding the work practices at C2 and the social 

conditions leading to the Scrum process breakdowns through the lens of 

Bourdieu's Theory of Practice 
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The flow of activities relevant to each data analysis phase has been depicted in 

Appendices 14, 15, 16 and 17. Some of the steps in the data analysis might have 

occurred in conjunction with other data analysis activities, but were depicted sequentially 

to simplify the diagrams. In the following sub-sections, the various stages of the analysis 

and the steps undertaken during these stages are described. The sub-sections provide 

minimal information on the findings, and are instead geared towards providing clear 

insights on the analytical processes followed. In-depth descriptions of the findings are 

later provided in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. 

4.5.1. STAGE 1: Analysis to Identify Scrum Process Breakdowns at Cl 

Stage 1 used thematic analysis to identify the Scrum process breakdowns occurring 

during and after sprint planning and retrospective meetings. Thematic analysis required a 

high degree of involvement and interpretation from the researcher because it involved 

more than just counting words or phrases from the interview transcripts and field notes 

(Guest, MacQueen, & Namey, 2011). 

Due to the degree of interpretation required in thematic analysis, the issue of reliability is 

often raised when researchers claim to employ this method (Guest et al., 2011). To 

ensure a systematic approach in identifying the Scrum process breakdowns, and 

reliability of the results, the study proposed a preliminary definition of what is meant by 

the term "Scrum process breakdown". This served to ensure that consistent categorical 

decisions were being made over time (Weber, 1985). 

As previously mentioned, a Scrum process breakdown refers to any form of deviation 

from the ideal Scrum process as speCified by the methodology guidelines. In addition, 

these deviations should lead to some forms of social challenge, conflict or disagreement 

between team members and/or stakeholders, in order for them to be considered as 

breakdowns. Appendix 18 describes particular forms of interaction which should occur 

during an ideal sprint planning and retrospective meeting, and examples of possible 

deviations which could lead to Scrum process breakdowns. These examples only served 

as a guideline to the analysis process and the researcher was open to any other forms of 

deviation appearing from the data. Reliability of the results was also ensured through a 

detailed description of the analysiS process, to demonstrate a link between the data and 

the results (Polit & Beck, 2004). Data analysis was facilitated by NVivo 8 qualitative 

analysis tool. All interview transcripts, field notes and meeting recordings were uploaded 

in NVivo 8. The steps outlined in Appendix 14 are further described below. 
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The first step in Stage One of the analysis process was the identification of themes 

around specific instances of Scrum Process breakdowns (see Appendix 14). The interview 

transcripts were first analysed using information provided in Appendix 18 as a basis to 

identify the Scrum process breakdowns from the empirical data. Strauss and Corbin 

(1998) called this process "open coding" as It requires the researcher to be "open to the 

data" (Patton, 2002, p. 454). 

As the coding process proceeded, empirical data from more Interview transcripts were 

analysed. In doing so, the analysiS progressed to Step Two, where constant comparison 

between the accounts of the different respondents was made. For example, when two 

respondents reported a similar Scrum process breakdown incident, the researcher 

compared the two accounts to identify the extent of their relationship and similarity. The 

analytical categorisation process also began at this stage, whereby themes on Scrum 

process breakdowns which were found to be similar were regrouped into the same 

category (Bitner, Booms, & Tetreault, 1990). The categories were labelled based on the 

nature of the similarity between the themes (Bitner et al., 1990). An example of a 

category along with extracts of some interview statements from Cl matching that 

category is provided in Appendix 19. 

Seemingly divergent accounts were also compared, to identify the extent to which they 

differed. This process was useful in identifying whether to assign a particular theme to an 

existing category or whether to create a new category for that theme in order to reflect 

as many nuances in the data as possible. This further served to strengthen the reliability 

of the findings by ensuring that the researcher was consistently assigning themes to the 

right categories (Gremler, 2004). 

Scrum process breakdowns reported in the interviews were also compared to what had 

been noted in the field notes and the minutes of previous meetings, as well as to meeting 

recordings for further validation. This process was invaluable as it allowed the researcher 

to obtain a preliminary understanding of the social conditions under which these Scrum 

process breakdowns occurred. Any Scrum process breakdowns which were not 

corroborated across the various sources of empirical data were discarded (Step Three). 

For a theme to be valid, it had to be corroborated in at least two sources of evidence. As 

this rule was systematically applied while deciding on how to discard an incident, 

systematisation was achieved (Gremler, 2004). 
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As the analysis proceeded, the relevance of certain categories emerged. A category was 

deemed relevant if it encompassed (1) several themes grounded in data, or (2) few 

themes, but each theme having several extracts of empirical data to support its 

relevance. Categories which did not comply with these rules were discarded in order to 

achieve systematisation (Gremler, 2004). In Step Four, a code book on the Scrum 

process breakdowns was created and updated for later use during the analysis of the 

data from the second case study (see Appendix 20). The Four steps were iterative until 

no more empirical data was available for analysis. A summary of the Scrum process 

breakdown categories and the concepts belonging to these categories are provided in 

Appendix 21. 

4.5.2. STAGE 2: Analysis to Understand the Work Practices and Scrum 

Process Breakdowns at Cl 

The second stage of the analysis was dedicated to the understanding of the work 

practices at Cl and the social conditions leading to the Scrum process breakdowns 

through the lens of Bourdieu's Theory of Practice. Preliminary definitions of each of the 

concepts were proposed to facilitate their identification in the data and was summarised 

in a code book (see Appendix 22). Even though a code book was employed, the definition 

of the concepts was kept as loose as possible to allow all the richness of the 

interpretation to emerge from the data. 

Step One of the coding process began with the identification of specific themes around 

the main concepts provided in the code book (Braun & Clarke, 2006). For example, when 

looking for themes around the concept of Symbolic Capital, the researcher constantly 

reverted back to the definition of that concept in the code book. Given this definition, 

evidence of various forms of Symbolic Capital was sought in the empirical data. Themes 

around the concept were extracted from the empirical data, iteratively and reflexively 

compared and contrasted to each other and categorised based on the degree of similarity 

between them. The categories were grouped according to the specific Theory of Practice 

concept which they represented. In essence, the same principles described in Stage One, 

to identify and categorise themes and ensure reliability and validity of the findings, were 

followed during this stage of the data analysis. 

The concepts from the Theory of Practice are so interconnected and mutually reinforcing 

of each other, that they could not be identified in isolation, as shown in Appendix 15. For 
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example, in order to have a correct understanding of the positions in the field, the 

habitus which these positions internalised had to be considered. Furthermore, habitus 

could not be identified without investigating the practices of the GASD participants. 

Practices themselves could only be considered by relating the social conditions in which 

the habitus that generated them was constituted, to the social conditions in which it was 

implemented. The various forms of capital which an agent possessed also served to 

identify the position which a GASD participant might hold in the field and by investigating 

this relationship more closely, it became possible to identify the various strategies which 

these participants employed to defend their positions. While investigating the themes 

around the concepts of field, position in the field, habitus, practices and capital, the 

researcher was constantly reflecting on the forms of misrecognition, double-meaning 

strategies and symbolic violence occurring in the data. Themes around these concepts 

were also developed and categorised. 

This stage of the analysis required deep reflection and several iterations. Themes and 

categories were consistently compared to each other as their relevance and validity could 

only be ascertained if they could all be related to each other harmoniously. At this stage, 

the researcher was still unable to visualise whether this form of harmony had been 

achieved, even though all the data sources had been analysed. The circuits of 

reproduction of the work practices were drawn to ascertain the validity of the relationship 

between the various categories belonging to each concept. The researcher reflected on 

these visual representations of the work practices and refined them, by revisiting the 

themes and their categorisation if required. An example of such a circuit of reproduction 

is provided in Figure 4.4. When the work practices' circuit of reproduction could no longer 

be refined, the researcher proceeded to the second step of Stage Two. 

Step Two was the identification of the social conditions under which the Scrum process 

breakdowns occurred. By immersing herself in the identification of the Theory of practice 

concepts from the empirical data, the researcher had already acquired insights on 

possible explanations for the Scrum process breakdowns. It was thus not a top-down 

approach from Step One to Step Two as depicted In Appendix 15. A summary of the 

meta-categories, categories and concepts identified while analysing the circuits of 

reproduction of the practices are summarised in Appendix 23. 
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Habitus 

It is important to IIlIintain the 
usefulness and standlWd of 
functionalities of the MKX 
application 

Is Enacted by 

• Final Decision on User Stories made by CEO 
• Testing and Keeping up' to date with MKX 

apprlCation deployment progress 

Figure 4-4 - Example of a circuit of reproduction of some work practices in C1 

Step One was systematically reviewed to investigate: 

(1) The symbolic, economic and cultural capital of the GASD participants experiencing 

or causing the Scrum process breakdowns in their various overlapping, joint and 

nested fields. 

(2) Whether double-meaning strategies were being employed when these Scrum 

process breakdowns were occurring and why 

(3) Whether symbolic violence occurred when these Scrum process breakdowns were 

experienced 

(4) Whether misrecognition occurred when these Scrum process breakdowns were 

experienced 

(5) The habitus of the GASD participants experiencing or causing the Scrum process 

breakdowns in their respective overlapping, jOint and nested fields. 

Given that all the concepts had already been identified in Step One while the circuits of 

reproduction were being unravelled, Step Two only focused on an interpretation of the 

empirical findings from Step One. It required that the researcher be highly reflective and 

attentive to the circumstances under which the Scrum process breakdowns occurred as 
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seen in the empirical data. Appendix 24 summarises the Scrum process breakdowns 

during and after the sprint planning and retrospective meetings and the social conditions 

under which they were seen to occur in Case 1. These further served to assist in the 

analysis of the empirical data in Case 2. Stage Three of the analysis process began once 

that this Was completed. 

4.5.3. STAGE 3: Analysis to Identify Scrum Process Breakdowns at C2 

Stage Three of the analysis focused on identifying Scrum Process breakdowns at C2. The 

steps undertaken during Stage Three are illustrated in Appendix 16. This was achieved 

by corroborating in C2 the Scrum process breakdown instances identified in Cl (Step 1). 

This served to assess the validity and authenticity of these Scrum process breakdowns 

identified in Cl (Patton, 2002). The code book created at the end of Stage One of the 

data analysis was employed for this purpose. This code book contained a high-level 

definition of the various categories of breakdown which were identified in Cl. 

In particular, each source of empirical data was analysed to identify themes matching the 

categories provided in the code book. For example, when investigating the category 

Decisions on Scrum Process Update not made by the Development Team, the researcher 

scrutinised the empirical data for evidence of incidents matching this category's 

definition. New themes matching this category were extracted and iteratively and 

reflexively compared and contrasted to each other, to form sub-categories of the 

Decisions on Scrum Process Update not made by the Development Team category. The 

same prinCiples, previously described to achieve reliability and validity of the categories, 

were employed. 

However, the researcher also ensured that she remained open to the emergence of new 

themes relative to Scrum process breakdowns relevant to C2. This required some form of 

thematic analysis similar to the process which has been described in Section 4.5.1. 

Step Two particularly involved constant comparison of the themes which emerged across 

the interview transcripts, field notes and observation recordings. Even though in 

Appendix 16 this step was depicted as a separate process to the identification of themes 

on Scrum process breakdowns, it was undertaken in conjunction with Step 1 as the 

analysis progressed. As new themes emerged, they were compared and contrasted to 

existing ones to achieve internal homogeneity (the extent to which a theme belonged to 

a category) and external heterogeneity (the extent to which the differences between 
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categories are clear) (Patton, 2002). In Step Three, any theme identified from the 

empirical data from C2 which could not be corroborated across the various data sources 

(using the same criteria described in Section 4.5.1) was discarded. 

In Step Three, any Scrum process breakdown category identified in Cl which could not 

be identified in C2, or which was identified in C2 but not in Cl, was carefully recorded for 

later investigation during Stage Four of the data analysis process. Again, step Four was 

depicted as a separate process for clarity purposes, but happened in conjunction with all 

the other data analysis steps. Stage Three progressed until no more empirical data 

sources were available, after which Stage Four began. A summary of the Scrum process 

breakdown categories and the concepts belonging to these categories are provided in 

Appendix 25. A detailed comparison of the Scrum process breakdowns identified in Cl 

and C2 will be provided in Chapter Seven. 

4.5.4. STAGE 4: Analysis to Understand the Work Practices and Scrum 

Process Breakdowns at C2 

Stage Four of the data analysis involved understanding the work practices at C2 and 

identifying the social conditions under which the Scrum process breakdowns identified in 

Stage Three occurred .. This stage of the data analysis has been depicted in Appendix 17. 

In Step One, the analysis focused on the identification of various concepts from the 

Theory of Practice in the empirical data, as a means to understand the logic of the work 

practices in the various overlapping, joint and nested fields. The same analytical 

processes employed in the analysis of the empirical data from Cl and described in 

Section 4.5.2 were used. A summary of the categories and concepts identified while 

determining the circuit of reproduction of the work practices at C2 have been provided in 

Appendix 26. 

Step One provided the researcher with a deep understanding of the various overlapping, 

joint and nested fields, and the circuit of reproduction of the work practices within these 

fields. The researcher could then reflect on how the social conditions inherent in these 

fields could lead to Scrum process breakdowns (Step Two). At the end of Stage Two (see 

Section 4.5.2), a tables summarising the social conditions leading to Scrum process 

breakdowns in Cl were presented (Appendix 24). These tables were used as a means to 

guide this particular step in the data analysis. While reflecting on the Scrum process 

breakdowns identified in C2, the researcher sought to identify whether similar SOCial 

conditions to Cl could be perceived in C2. A similar process to what was identified in 
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Section 4.5.2 was employed. Any social condition which was seen to lead to a Scrum 

process breakdown in C2 was compared to those identified in Cl for the same breakdown 

to enhance the reliability and validity of the results. The researcher systematically 

investigated each Scrum process breakdown for C2. When a social condition leading to a 

particular Scrum process breakdown was corroborated in both Cl and C2, this condition 

was confirmed and was later used in the formulation of theoretical propositions around 

the Scrum process breakdown phenomenon. 

In Appendix 17, it can be seen that Step Three involved examining the deviant cases 

(Patton, 2002) whereby the researcher sought to investigate why: 

(1) Social conditions which were seen to lead to Scrum process breakdowns in C2 

were not found in Cl 

(2) Social conditions which were seen to lead to Scrum process breakdowns in Cl 

were not found in C2 

(3) Scrum process breakdowns were identified in Cl but not in C2 

(4) Scrum process breakdowns were identified In C2 but not in Cl 

This was not a mechanical process but instead required a high degree of reflection and 

creativity on the part of the researcher (Patton, 2002). After having examined all the 

deviant cases, some form of coherence could be perceived in the data, following which 

the theoretical propositions were formulated. A decision table was used to facilitate the 

formulation of the theoretical propositions, as shown in Appendix 27. 

This section has only provided an account of the analytical processes employed to make 

sense of the empirical data gathered throughout the case studies. Chapters Five and Six 

will detail the various overlapping, joint and nested field fields and their corresponding 

work practices as derived from this analysis process. The Scrum process breakdowns and 

the social conditions leading to them are described in Chapter Seven. 
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5. EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR DRIFT CASE (CASE 1) 
The first case study (Cl) is in line with Bonoma (1985),s "drift" stage of case study 

design. This chapter details the findings arising from the analysis of the data, and focuses 

particularly on the work practices at play within Cl. The work practices of C2, the 

description of the Scrum process breakdowns and the social conditions leading to them 

are provided in Chapters Six and Seven respectively. 

The chapter is structured in six sections. Section 5.1 presents an overview of the various 

overlapping, joint and nested (sub-fields) fields identified for Cl as well as the 

relationships between them. The overlapping, joint and nested fields are described in the 

Sections 5.2 to 5.6, paying attention to the positions, habitus, work practices, and the 

forms of cultural, symbolic and economic capital relevant to each of them. 

Individuals in a field occupy social positions and these positions are structured into a 

system which constitutes the field (Jenkins, 2002). Again, a field is internally structured 

according to power relations. In particular, given their degree of access to various forms 

of capital, positions stand in relationships of domination, subordination, or equivalence to 

each other (Jenkins, 2002). The nature of positions is inherent in the forms of capital 

found relevant in a field. In addition, the very existence of a field presupposes that 

participants in that field believe in the legitimacy and validity of the capital at stake in the 

field (Jenkins, 2002). 

To conceptualise the various fields relevant to the cases, the study speCifically sought to 

identify the various positions constituting these fields. The power relations between the 

positions were also investigated, given the amount of capital (cultural, symbolic and 

cultural) relevant to the field and owned by the individuals in these positions. 

However, given the small size of the team being investigated, the number of individuals 

belonging to a particular field was small. To keep the focus on the group as opposed to 

the individual and report on the collective habitus and work practices, the researcher 

sought not to drill down to too Iowa level while identifying the positions relevant to these 

fields. For example, the Software Developers nested field (see Section 5.3) was reported 

as being constituted of the Technical Expert's position (with five individuals). It would 

have been possible to drill down to a lower level of analysis to identify more speCific 

positions in that field (e.g. PHP Experts, Front-End Technical Experts and Back-End 
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Technical Experts) as well as the habitus and work practices relevant to these positions. 

But doing so would imply identifying individual habitus and work practices, given the 

small sample size. The only exceptions were when the Scrum Implementer and Driver (in 

the C1 GASD Team field), Management (in the C2 GASD Team field), and Onsite 

Coordinator (in the Sanbi (C2 Organisation) field) positions were discussed. Given the 

key role that these position plays in their fields, they had to be discussed separately even 

though they were composed of only one member. 

However, to allow for a richer interpretation, the discussion around the amount of capital 

owned by each participant was drilled down to the individual team members. This 

allowed for a better understanding of the participants' position of power (dominance, 

equivalence, and subordination) in relation to each other~ Understanding the various 

positions of power was important to make sense of the forms of double-meaning 

strategies, symbolic violence, or misrecognition at play within the fields. It is 

acknowledged that for a bigger team, the power relationship between specific positions 

would have emerged as opposed to between individuals. The same analytical logic was 

employed for both Cl and C2. 

5.1. Overview of Fields Identified for Cl 

The following five key fields were identified for Cl: C1 GASD Team, Software Developers, 

Cape Town Team, Sao Paulo Team, and Brazilian PHP Software Developers. Since the 

team members from Cl engaged in work practices within the GASD context and formed 

part of a global organisation, four other fields were also identified, which influenced the 

key fields characterising Cl: HIM Group, GSD Community, Agile Community and Scrum 

Community. As can be seen in Figure 5.1, the different types of lines were used to 

distinguish between the various fields boundaries. 

r-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'"! r- •• - •• -".-."- •• - •• -~'-".- •• -"-.'-'.-.'-."-.'_ 

GSO Community I 
. . . . 

I Agile Community 
r----------------~ 
I . I : 

i I I Scrum Commumty I I 
.. I· 

j-'-'-'-'-'-r'-'-'-'-'-.-. r~~.-~~=~~~_~.~ ~=.~ ~~ ~=~~.~~:.-'~: ~~. '~~J _. _. -._., 
L.-.-.-.-.J-.-.-.-! C1 GASO Team Brazilian PHP 
,... ____ . ___ . .-J._____ .................................. .. 
. i i : : Software 
! HIM Gro~p i i GASD Software ~ Developers 
I !. : Develooers ! l I Sub-Team A : ................. ·~ .. ::: .. ::: .. :: ... ::: .. ::: .. j.,-----t==+---W 
I.-.-.-.-.-~-.-.-. (Cape Town) Sub-Team B (Sao PauIo) 

! _ .. _------------' 
~.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-

Figure 5-1- Overview of C1 FIelds: OverlappIng, Joint and Nested Fields 
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Figure 5.1 illustrates the fields of influence for Cl and the relationships between them. As 

can be seen in the diagram, team members at Cl belonged to a joint field C1 GASD 

Team. In addition, in line with the two geographic locations, they were also found to 

belong to two nested fields: Cape Town Team and Sao Paulo Team. Some software 

developers from Sao Paulo team also belonged to the PHP community, and were thus 

found to be part of a separate nested field: Brazilian PHP Software Developers. Team 

members who were software developers also formed part of a smaller nested field: 

Software Developers. The C1 GASD Team was also influenced by the HIM Group field, 

which encompassed employees of the overall group of companies belonging to the HIM 

group. In addition, the C1 GASD Team field was influenced by the GSD Community, the 

Scrum Community, and the Agile Community fields. The Scrum community field was a 

nested field of the Agile Community field. Each field had specific sets of capital (cultural, 

symbolic and economic) operating in them. 

The following sections describe the logic operating within the five main fields. The 

sections also detail the different forms of capital (cultural, symbolic and economic) 

operating in the fields. The HIM Group, GSD Community, Scrum Community and Agile 

Community fields have not been described In order to keep the focus on the Cl case. 

5.2. The Cl GASD Team Field 

The C1 GASD Team field is a joint field which emerged when the project was initiated 

and which is characterised by the following positions: Scrum Implementer and Driver, 

the MKX Application Requirements Coordinator and Software Developers. Sections 5.2.1 

and 5.2.2 describe the habitus and work practices for the positions of Scrum 

Implementer and Driver and MKX Application Requirements Coordinator. The habitus and 

work practices of the Software Developers are described in section 5.3 since team 

members holding this position also belonged to a separate nested field (sub-field) with 

specific forms of capital. These have thus been described separately in order to avoid 

repetition. 
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5.2.1. Scrum Implementer and Driver's Work Practices 

To shed light on the work practices of the Scum Implementer and driver, each element in 

Figure 5.2 is described. 

Position in the Field Internalised Habitus 
Scrum Implementer and Driver: 

Responsible for the 
implementation and 
coordination of the Scrum 
practices in the team 

.... . .. It is important to reflect on the 
Scrum and software 
development processes 
followed by the team 

Produced I Reoroduced Is Enacted by 

Practices 

• Identification of challenges experienced during 
sprints 

• Implementation of Scrum and software 
development process changes 

Figure 5-2 • Scrum Implementer and Driver's Work Practices 

The Scrum Implementer and Driver position was highly relevant but only encompassed 

one agent namely C1.Rl. When the MKX project was first initiated, the team was 

following the Waterfall approach to software development. Cl.Rl was the first to suggest 

the implementation of Scrum within the Cl GASD team. Cl.Rl perceived Scrum as a new 

and innovative software development trend, appropriate to the nature of the software 

development tasks that the team engaged in (high rate of requirements change with a 

need for fast delivery). Consequently, in spite of the lack of experience in Scrum of the 

whole team (including himself), he "pushed quite hard" (C1.Rs) for the adoption of that 

methodology. Initially, the Scrum methodology was implemented "without any structure 

or anything" (C1.Rl). Eventually, C1.Rl attended a Scrum Master certification course, 

and applied the knowledge acquired during that course within the team: "Then I went on 

a course, came back and put a little bit more structure to it and that's what we're doing 

now" (C1.Rl). 
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symbolic capital pertained to the extent to which an agent participated In the 

implementation of Scrum in the team. He always ensured that he was the one driving the 

changes made to the Scrum and software development processes. 

The economic capital relevant to the Cl GASD Team field pertained to an agent's degree 

of control of the MKX Application. The degree of economic capital owned by the agents in 

the Cl GASD Team field was not represented in a table, because C1.Rs was the only 

agent who owned this form of capital in the field. The economic capital for the Cl GASD 

Team field will be described in section 5.2.2.1. 

5.2.1.2. Habitus and Practices of the Scrum Implementer and Driver 

The habitus of the Scrum Implementer and Driver In the Cl GASD Team field was: 

• It is important to reflect on the Scrum and software development processes 

followed by the team 

The habitus was probably transposed from the Scrum Community and the Agile 

Community fields. In particular, agents joining Scrum Community and the Agile 

Community fields could embraced the habitus whereby it is recognized that any agile 

methodology, and particularly Scrum, requires that, at regular Intervals, the team 

reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and adjusts its behaviour 

accordingly (Koch, 2005). The practices that the Scrum Implementer and driver was 

predisposed to engage In, given this habitus, were the identification of challenges 

experienced during Sprints and the implementation of Scrum process Changes. The 

practices are further discussed below. 

• Identification of the challenges experienced during sprints 

Agents in the Cl GASD team were given the opportunity to express the challenges and 

issues they experienced during a particular sprint at a retrospective meeting. These 

meetings were held at the end of each sprint, as prescribed by the Scrum methodology. 

Prior to a retrospective meeting, team members would email a list of concerns 

(challenges and issues) to the Scrum Implementer and Driver (C1.Rl), who would then 

compile an agenda for the meeting. Through this arrangement, the Scrum Implementer 

and Driver coordinated the whole process and remained in control by always being aware 

of the concerns of the rest of the team. He was thus able to reflect and identify possible 

solutions to these challenges prior to the meeting and would present them to the team 

during the meeting. 
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During the retrospective meeting, team members discussed their concerns. They also 

pointed out what went well during the previous sprint, as a means of ensuring that the 

practices which they found useful were retained in the upcoming sprints. The feedback 

obtained during the meetings were consolidated into one list by the Scrum Implementer 

and Driver: "Usually during the retrospective we tend to look back and see what went 

well, what wasn't good, take that feedback and pass it on to Cl.Rl" (Cl.R7). The 

retrospective meetings were open to anyone who wished to attend. 

Some team members did not always wait for the retrospective meeting to express their 

grievances. This was particularly the case for team members with high amount of cultural 

capital pertaining to number of years of experience in the GASD team, and the forms of 

capital relevant to the degree of expertise on the MKX application or a particular type of 

programming language. The last two forms of capital were specifically relevant to other 

nested fields (Software Developers, Cape Town Team, and Sao Paulo Team as will be 

discussed later), but were nevertheless used to empower the team members to express 

their views: 

"Even if they're not happy about the way one has dealt with something, we've seen it 

before that even during sprints, they raise the issue. They don't wait till the 

retrospective. They will say: 'I will do this, but you know I wasn't happy with this and 

we shouldn't do this'" (Cl.RB). 

• Implementation of Scrum and software development process changes 

The Scrum Implementer and Driver ensured that changes to the Scrum and software 

development processes, followed by the team, were Implemented i'n various ways 

throughout the course of the project. For example, at the time of the case study, it had 

become an established practice within the Cl GASD team that a task would no longer be 

estimated in days but in hours. This decision, even though not unanimously approved by 

all the team members, was made by the Scrum Implementer and Driver, and was a 

strategic move allowing him to have a better perspective on the team's performance: 

''Actually Cl.Rl as the chief operations officer feels like he needs to have a look at the 

hours" (C1.R6). The team members also reported that during the first few sprints when 

Scrum was first implemented, the daily Scrum meetings, recommended by the 

methodology, were not always conducted. Given his high amount of symbolic capital as 

Scrum implementer in the team and his dominant position in the field, C1.Rl decided to 
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enforce these meetings: "One of the things that we need to stick to is to have the daily 

standups (don't skip it) have the sprint planning. That's when you get the feedback. 

Otherwise you wait for too long" (C1.R1). 

Other changes implemented by the Scrum Implementer and Driver were the adoption of 

the Scrum tool VersionOne to manage the task-board and product backlog, as well as the 

adjustment of the sprint length from two weeks to four weeks. The reasons given by 

C1.Rl for implementing these decisions related to the globally distributed setting within 

which the team members engaged in and the need to bridge the distance between them: 

"We just moved from two weeks to four weeks as we realized that especially with 

distributed, two weeks was just a little bit too short" (C1. R1). 

In all instances, it appeared as though the practices of the Scrum Implementer and 

Driver were triggered from a strategic intent to better manage the team and increase the 

chances of yielding project success. However, these practices served to reproduce the 

structure of the field that produced them, and reinforced the Scrum Implementer and 

Driver's position in the field as implementer and coordinator of the Scrum work practices. 

By implementing various changes to the Scrum process, the Scrum Implementer and 

Driver remained in control, reasserted his influence and dominant position in the Cl 

GASD field, and also acquired more capital within that field. All team members were 

under the impression that the Scrum process implemented In the team was always 

updated in a democratic manner given the requirements of the team members: "It's a 

group decision. We put forth recommendations ... " (C1.R6). However, an analysis of the 

situation showed that this was not always the case. Each particular form of process 

update was a strategy employed by the Scrum Implementer and Driver to maintain his 

dominant position in the field and thus reproduce the field's structure. 
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5.2.2. MKX Application Requirements Coordinator's Work Practices 

To describe the circuit of reproduction of the MKX Application Requirements Coordinator's 

work practices, each element Figure 5.3 is described. 

Internalised Habitus 
Position in the Field 

MKX Application Requirements 
Coordinator: 

Responsible for maintaining 
the standard of the MKX 
Application 

1----------3:.-. It is important to ensure the 
usefulness of the functionalities of 
the MKX application for the end
users 

" 
Produced I 
Reproduced 

Practices 

Is Enacted by 

• Final Decisions on user stories are made by the 
CEO 

• Testing and keeping up to date with MKX 
application deployment progress 

Figure 5-3 - MKX Application Requirements Coordinators' Work Practices 

5.2.2.1. MKX Application Requirements Coordinator Position in the Field 

The MKX Application Requirements Coordinator position was held by C1.R2 and C1.R5. 

Agents in this position were perceived as the ones responsible for maintaining the quality 

and usefulness standard of the MKX application in the Cl GASD Team field. C1.R2 was 

the Product Owner and was in a subordinate position. On the other hand, C1.R5 was the 

CEO and customer for the project and was in a dominant position. He also defined 

himself as the strategiC driver of the MKX application: 

"In terms of the guiding vision, I think that it's my responsibility to take this project, 

this particular product that you're referring to (MKX), and strategically position it to 

make sure that it meets the business needs of the company and also of this bUSiness 

unitH (C1.R5). 
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C1.RS's dominant position stemmed from the following cultural capital, of which he 

possessed a high amount: Degree of Domain Application Knowledge, and Years of 

Experience in the GASD Team. C1.RS also possessed a high amount of symbolic capital 

related to his Job Title; he was CEO. In addition, he was the only agent possessing a high 

amount of economic capital within the Cl GASD Team field. In particular, he was the 

initial founder and Product Owner of the MKX application. Funding money was not 

obtained from his salary but from managerial funds of which he had substantial control. 

Given that he had been the initial Product Owner of the MKX application for the past two 

years, he retained a high degree of Interest in the product. 

At the time of the study, C1.R2 had been a member of the Cl GASD team for only three 

months. He was in a subordinate position in the field given his low level of cultural capital 

pertaining to his Degree of Domain Application Knowledge and his Years of Experience in 

the GASD Team. He also possessed limited economic capital as he had limited control of 

the MKX application. 

C1.RS employed the MKX application as a tool to maintain his dominant position not only 

in the Cl GASD Team field, but also in the HIM Group field. In particular, C1.RS claimed 

that his involvement In the MKX project was purely at a high level where he was driving 

the vision of the product. However, in practice he was much more Invested In the team 

and prescribed both specific requirements and product priorities. This can be perceived 

as a form of double-meaning strategy whereby he claimed to be working in the interest 

of the Cl GASD team but was in fact pursuing his own agenda to maintain his position in 

the bigger HIM group as innovation leader. 

5.2.2.2. Habitus and Practices of the MKX Application Requirements 

Coordinator 

The habitus of the MKX Application Coordinator in the Cl GASD Team field was: 

• It is important to ensure the usefulness of the functionalities of the MKX 

application for the end-users 

The habitus internalized by agents in this position was the belief that it is Important to 

ensure the usefulness of the MKX application's functionalities for the end-users. In 

particular, agents in that position felt that the MKX application should be of a high 

standard, and strived to identify useful functionalities for the end-users. In turn, It was 

commonly perceived that the functionalities developed for the MKX application should 

contribute towards creating synergy across the different companies in the HIM group and 
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promote knowledge management: "We are very much into knowledge management. 

We've created a knowledge management tool and this is what we are working on. The 

tool is trying to get everybody from the different companies to talk to each other" 

(C1.Rl). The practices that agents in the MKX Application Requirements Coordinator 

position were predisposed to engage in were: Final Decision on User Stories are made by 

the CEO and Testing and Keeping up to date with MKX application deployment progress. 

These are further described below. 

• Final decision on user stories are made by the CEO 

The analysis Identified that, in his position of MKX Application Requirements Coordinator, 

C1.RS was the key agent responsible for the identification of the requirements, drafting 

the user stories, and determining the priority of these user stories. As previously 

mentioned, he defended his position in both the HIM Group and the Cl GASD fields by 

pushing for the implementation of his ideas on the MKX application. 

C1.RS gathered ideas pertaining to the requirements for the MKX application in many 

ways. For instance, he often travelled to the various sites at which the HIM companies 

were located, to personally meet key end-users and gather their views about the 

application: "[ pick up requirements from interactions with other people in the group. So 

there are things that [ pick up from some of the other executivesH (C1.RS). He also 

claimed that he not only obtained requests directly from users but also from the Product 

Owner (C1.R2), who was also tasked with ''picking up requirements from usersH (C1.RS). 

C1.RS defended his position in the field by always retaining control over the requirements 

gathering and elicitation process. He applied double-meaning strategies by claiming that 

he could not allow end-users to freely put forward any requirements to avoid chaos: 

"There's no way where [ could practically facilitate a system where anybody from 

around the world could actually put down their requirements. We could put up 

something, saying here's a website go put it down there, it would be chaos. Even 

though we want this application to be as useful as possible, it's not a free for all. So 

in that sense, we take strategic responsibility to where it's going and drive it in that 

way" (C1.RS). 

End users were often presented with functionalities, instead of the requirements which 

they requested: 
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"It's something that Cl.RS and 1 have discussed and it's something that I've also 

brought in: 'think in terms of the customer more~ 1 don't think that we actually have 

that interaction with users enough. It does come through on MKX as well, where 

people say 'why are we doing this? Why can't we do it like that?'" (C1.R2) 

Consequently, C1.RS had the final say about the requirements which would be 

implemented in the sprint and their corresponding priorities. When asked his opinion 

about the manner in which the requirements were gathered for the MKX project, C1.R2 

expressed his deSire to formalize the requirements gathering process: 

"I would like to make it a more structured process as well. 50 as soon as we get our 

sprint process stable as well, this is something that 1 want to look into more. To really 

connect with people more, find out what's working for them, what's not workingH 

(C1.R2). 

In doing so, C1.R2 sought to enhance his position in the structure of the field, and 

acquire more capital in terms of his current role in the Cl GA5D Team field. 

Nevertheless, C1.R2 was still able to discuss and share his opinion about the 

requirements during a meeting held with C1.RS prior to the sprint planning meeting 

where all the other team members participated. 

• Testing and keeping up to date with MKX application deployment 

progress 

Given their position as MKX Application Requirements Coordinators, C1.R2 and C1.RS 

regularly participated in testing activities. In particular, C1.R2 was responsible for 

integration testing while C1.RS handled the acceptance testing: "Cl.R2 will send stuff to 

Cl.RS who will do the acceptance testing and ... [Cl.RS] won't do the integration testing. 

[Cl.R2] must do the integration as wellH (C1.R8). The deployment of the new releases 

was also closely monitored by both C1.R2 and C1.RS. By partaking in these activities, 

both agents enabled the fields' structure to be reproduced. 
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5.3. The GASD Software Developers Field 

The software developers at Cl belonged to a nested field within the main Cl GASD Team 

jOint field which was labelled as: GASD Software Developers. The GASD Software 

Developers field was characterised by one position namely: Technical Experts. The 

position, habitus, and work practices the Technical Experts are described In section 5.3.1. 

5.3.1. Technical Experts' Work Practices 

In order to describe the circuit of reproduction of the Technical Experts' work practices, 

each element in Figure 5.4 is described. 

Position in the Field 

Technical Experts: 

Technical Experts are responsible for 
the MKX application code standard 

Technical Experts follow a well
structured Scrum Process 

Technical Experts are highly skilled 

Produced I 
Reproduced 

Practices 

Internalised ... 
,. . 

• 

• 
• 

Habitus 

Communication within the team is 
Important 
Code quality and standard are 
important 
Planning is Important 
Technical Experts' skills are important 

Is Enacted by 

• Constant communication is maintained 
• Coding strategy is chosen by technical expert 
• Code review 
• Tasks allocated to software developers according to 

skills 
• Structured process followed during the sprint 
• Practices to improve skills 

Figure 5-4 - Technical Experts' Work Practices 

5.3.1.1. Technical Experts Position in the Field 

In the GASD Software Developers nested field, technical experts were perceived: (1) to 

be responsible for maintaining the MKX application code standard, (2) to ensure that a 

well-structured Scrum process was followed, and (3) as being highly skilled. 

Agents belonging to the Technical Experts position within the Software Developers field 

also belonged to the Cl GASD Team field within which they were in positions of 
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equivalence (C lo R3, Cl.R6, and Cl. PS) a nd ,ubordinalion (Cl.P4 ilnd Cl.P?). When 

e-xamined at this level, t hese agents did not apppar to have much influe-nce- wilhin the Cl 

GASD Te<lm jOinl field. However, their degree- or innuence wa, highpr within the CASD 

Saftware Developers fipld il' this nested field hil d it , own set of relevilnt symbolic and 

cultu ra l capital, of which ,ome of the,e agent<; po,se"ed a high amount. 

Th" cultura l cap ilal in the field was r"lalive to lh<= agents' degree or expertisp an thp 

so ftware development tasks for the MKX application while the ,ymbolic capital was 

rpliltive t o the pxtent to which the ~gents hild ~ u.,p{ui MP,] Df pxpertise (s .... Table 5.2 

and 5,3 re-spective-Iy). 1n particular, CloP3, CloR6 and Cl,PS w"re in dominilnt position, 

in the GASD Softwarf' Df'veiap prs field. CI.P3 ~nd CI.P~ were- both perceive-d as the 

MKX application lechnical "xp.=rls, and Cl ,R6 l'Ia, the back"nd softwarp developmpnt 

e-xpert. CI.R7 w~s ',n an e-quivalent position and was pe-rce-ived a, the fronlend 

application developmenl experL while Cl,R4 -IS in a subord-,n~te po"ltion and was 

perce-ived ~s a novice within this part icular te-am pertaining to his "xperLise I"vel on the 

MKX applica t ion, 

Agent Degree of Expertise in software development ta5k§ for MKX application 

C·0D"""Ii'~I~vel or""p"rtis", In th ~ technic,;! asp"ct ofthe MKX project 

Cl,k-j I..DI·. Ip I'el of expert"", ~,_; he only JOln~d the tea~l 2,5 111"nt lls ago (novice) 

Cl ,R6 High experience in the back-end component of the ~1KX application 

Cl, R 7 Hiq~, leve l of expertise in front- end soft", ~r ~ d~"t" DI' ,"ent on th e MKX 

app lication ~'1e has been II,volved In tll a t role s ince t i,e beg inning ofthe 

praj ~(_t, La .... er I~v el of expe rtise on the bade-end a nd PHP development as she is 

ne .... .,., t l-. e rol e 

Cl "-8 T~"", nl~ti~ '.'.'IU, the ",ghest lel'ftl a / tech nical " xperti5e pertaining to t he 

saltw~r~d"veloprl1~nt ottl,e MKX ~pplic~tion 
....;.;.....;..;..;....;;.....;..;...;.;...."""""';;.;;;....---~.- .-~.-

Table 5-2 - Cu Itu ral Capital for the Software Developers sub·field 

Cl.R3, Cl R6 and CloPfl w .. re expert~ in th .. PHP progr~mming lilnguage-, while- Cl.R? 

wa~ an expe-rt in Javascript and CSS Cl PiJ was also an expert in the software 

architectu re. Cl, R4 had no spe-cific area of expertise. 

-------;;:;0=:------... - -_ .. -
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Agent HlIving II u!>eful lIr811 of expertise 

C1.R3 PHps~fuiar~-DeYejop-me~~.'-----------------, 
Cl.R4 No specifIC area of expertise except that his job btJe SilYS that he is the technical 

architect 

Cl,R6 PHP softwilre Development 

Cl,R7 Javascript and CSS (Cascading style Sheets) 

~8 PHP Software Dev~lopment and technical software architecture 

Table 5·3· SymboliC Capital for the GASD Software Developers field 

5.3.1.2. Habitus and Practices of the Technical Experts 

The habitus internalized by the technical experts in the GASD Softwi!lre Developers field 

related the f2lct th2lt communiCi!ltion withi n the team, work quality, planning, and 

software developers' skills were valued, These are illustrated in Figure 5.4 and are 

further discussed below along with the corresponding set of practices to which the i!lgents 

i!l re predisposed to eng~ge in, given the habitus, 

• Communiciltion within the team i5 importilnt 

Given thei r positions, whereby they were perceived ~s the ones responsi ble for the MKX 

application code standard, Technicill Experts internalized the habitus valuing the 

importance of communication within the team. Such is the case since, from past 

experience and various socialization processes (Jarwitz, 2008), Technicll l Experts M Cl 

'embrained' the knowledge th~t ~ hig h level of communication should be maintained to 

produce software applications of hi gh quality. They learnt the value of communication 

from their past interactions in the distributed team, as well as from the other software 

teams in which they were involved. This is in line with the transposabilty and du rabili ty of 

dispo~itions inherent to habitus whereby it C~n be relev ~ nt to other fields or social 

contexts than the ones in which it w~s originally created (Webb et al., 2(02). The 

emergence of the importance of communication Can also be explained by the fact that 

none of the software developers at Cl were novices, They all had prior experience in 

software development from other organisations where they learnt about the import~nce 

of communication within ~ softw~re development team. When they joined the Cl GASD 

team, ~ new field emerged Md their individual habi tus (pertaining to the importance of 

communication) was exposed to this speCific new field and the same ' logic of act ion" 

over an extended period of time (Bourdieu, 1990, p. 58). This gave rise to the collective 
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habitus favoring the importance of communication within the GASD Software Developers 

field. The practices which they were predisposed to engage in given this form of habitus 

are further described below. 

• Constant communication is maintained 

Without having been designed to that end, various schemes were generated to maintain 

constant communication within the GASD Software Developers field. In particular, 

Technical Experts at Cl were predisposed to maintain an open communication channel in 

order to avoid misunderstandings and clashes and to voice any concerns which they 

encountered during the sprint: "I think that I spend most of my day chatting to the 

Brazilians. Also, because Cl.R2 is not very technical, I am this in-between person for 

them to speak to technically and then translate that to Cl.R2H (C1.R3). Because of the 

geographical distance, various forms of communication tools were also employed to 

maintain that open communication channel. For instance, emails, video conference 

appl'ications, instant messengers and Skype phone calls were often used. They thus often 

identified potential requirements-related issues and misunderstandings earlier-on, and 

were able to produce complete and adequate functionalities for the MKX application. The 

structure was thus reproduced as they maintained the high standard of code being 

written. 

In line with the Scrum process recommendations, daily stand-up meetings were also 

organised throughout the sprint. Technical experts explained that this practice was 

followed as part of the requirements of the Scrum software development methodology, 

i.e. a Scrum rule. Through this rule, it was forgotten that the technical experts were 

trying to pursue some personal interests in the field. For Instance, while executing the 

daily stand-up meetings, the structure of the field was reproduced as the agents 

defended their positions as experts on the MKX application by striving to complete the 

requirements for the sprint accurately and with minimal number of bugs. The daily stand

up meetings allowed them to constantly monitor their progress, and leveraged their 

chances of successfully achieving their common goals i.e. completing a" the 

requirements for the sprint: 

"It's just basically to keep the communication channels open. So I have the daily 

meetings, make sure that you've got the ways and means technically to do itH 

(C1.R3). 
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• Code quality and standard are important 

The habitus calling for the importance of code quality and standard was also Internalised 

by the Technical Experts whereby they valued the need to maintain high quality and 

standard for the MKX application software code. Similarly to the communication habitus, 

they learnt about the importance of code quality and standard from past projects in 

which they were involved. Technical experts also expressed the need to maintain a good 

code standard to facilitate the work of the other team members who might also work 

with the same code base at some point: 

If everybody is involved with working with the same application, for example today 

you would be working on a piece of code. And tomorrow somebody else would be 

working with that piece of code. And because you know that other person quite well, 

you would rather make sure that it's done properly so that you make sure that it's 

easier for this person to work with it [C1.R4]. 

The practices which they were predisposed to engage in, given this form of habitus, are 

further described below. 

• Coding strategy, task al/ocat/on, and code review 

The set of practices to which the Technical Experts were predisposed to engage in (given 

their habitus valuing the importance of code quality and standard) related to the coding 

strategy employed by the team, the task allocation process and code reviews. Through 

this habitus, the interests of the software developers were harmonized and a common 

consensus on the meaning of these specific practices was derived. 

In particular, because of their high amount of cultural and symbolic capital pertaining to 

their degree and form of expertise, each team member was able to decide on his or her 

individual coding strategy in relation to how to complete a particular task or user story. 

In doing so, they also maintained their positions as experts in the MKX application. Each 

team member had enough capital to be trusted in making good decisions pertaining to 

the completion of software development tasks. Programming tasks were also allocated to 

the technical experts based on the amount of symbolic capital which they possessed 

(having a useful area of expertise). Through this practice, the structure was reproduced 

as it was ensured that the application produced was of high standard and the respective 

positions of the agents in the field were maintained. 
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Code reviews were also held regularly. For the code reviews, team members possessing 

high amount of symbolic capital (see Table 5.3) would review the codes and algorithms 

written by their fellow team members and advise them on how to Improve the quality of 

these codes: 

"because everybody works on the same code base, they would review each other's 

code and it might not be a formal review, it might just be something that they've 

seen and they would just IM somebody and say 'Listen, I saw that you're doing this in 

the code, please do that and that instead cause I've read this article'" (C1.R4). 

Code reviews could be perceived as a form of double-meaning strategy employed by 

some team members to ascertain their dominant positions as experts in the software 

development fields. Team members whose codes were being reviewed in turn reported 

that they were "motivated" [Cl.R5] when their code was being reviewed, indicating some 

form of misrecognitlon or symbolic violence with the agents' accord. They also stated 

that code reviews enticed them to "write good codes as other developers will be working 

on them later" [Cl.R5]. This practice, even though not consciously orchestrated to that 

end by the agents In the field, served to reproduce the GASD Software Developers field's 

structure. 

• Planning is important 

The habitus calling for the importance of planning was internalised by the Technical 

Experts and was transposed from another overlapping field influencing the relevant fields 

of Cl namely, the GSD Community field. Whilst having been part of the GSD community 

for some time, the technical experts had Internalized this habitus whose relevance was 

felt in their daily work: We plan in the beginning what we're going to release. If we've 

got stories that go into different sprints, we break everything into manageable chunks 

[C1.R6]. The practices which they were predisposed to engage in given this form of 

habitus are further described below. 

• Structured process followed during the sprint 

The set of practices, orchestrated by the habitus valuing the importance of planning, 

related to: the processes followed during the sprint to manage the bug fixing process, to 

handle task dependencies, and to work on the stories based on their priorities. These 

practices served to reproduce the structure and the agents' positions in the GASD 

Software Developers field whereby they always followed a well-structured Scrum 
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process. In particular the need to plan was a commonly accepted belief amongst the 

technical experts and they consequently made time provision for unexpected bugs which 

might need to be urgently fixed during the sprint. Various mechanisms were also put in 

place to manage situations when tasks were seen to be dependent on each other: 

"If a task is dependent on something that's quite a chunk of work, we'll either stop 

that task and do the work that's required before that, or if it's a small thing, we'll just 

do things side by side, giving that dependency to someone else to do and they can do 

that as their next task (C1.R6). 

In turn, stories of highest priority were worked on first: "the top priority things are sorted 

at the top in VersionOne and we work on the top priority stories first H (C1.R4). 

• Technical experts' skills are important 

The habitus valuing the Technical Experts' skills was internalised by the Technical Experts 

in the GASD Software Developers field. They were thus inclined to value the need to 

maintain their skills level within the team. Agents were expected to create and maintain 

an expertise niche for themselves and they were given the space and time to do so: 

Avery person is supposed to position himself or herself as an expert in a specific area 

(C1.RS) 

And we've recently tried to make everybody do everything so that we can all scale up 

in different areas but there's still people that has the expertise (C1.R6) 

The practices which they were predisposed to engage in given this form of habitus are 

further described below. 

• Practices to Improve skills 

Technical Experts were predisposed to engage in numerous forms of practices given their 

habitus valuing the need to improve their skills level. Firstly, in addition to allocating 

tasks to team members based on their skills, it was observed that tasks were also 

allocated as a means to promote learning. For example, C1.R7's area of expertise was 

front-end software development (Javascript and CSS), and most of the time she was 

allocated these related types of task. At the time of the study, she showed an interest in 

back-end software development and was thus at times allocated simple tasks using PHP. 
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Her interest in backend software development could be perceived as a strategy for her to 

improve her position in the GASD Software Development field, and gain more symbolic 

capital relevant to that field. This strategy was accepted by the entire team as all the 

members' interests were harmonized around the need to have highly skilled team 

members, which would in turn enhance the Technical Experts' overall position within the 

wider Cl GASD team joint field. C1.R7 was thus slowly eased into the back-end software 

development arena and was given non-complicated tasks in order not to compromise the 

quality of the work being produced for the MKX application: 

"Cl.R7 can't work on very complicated things at this stage, because she's only 

getting into the code. So we're giving her some tasks which are not as complicated, 

we need to take that into consideration. And also with other team members who have 

been moved from other projects, they also don't have a lot of exposure in the project, 

so we have to ease them into it" (C1.R3). 

Knowledge sharing between team members was promoted across the different sites. In 

particular, Technical Experts were either flown from Brazil to South Africa (or vice versa) 

for a month. During this time together, they focused on sharing their knowledge on their 

various areas of expertise: "They sat here for about a month and we actually ... the one 

time we had presentations where we had knowledge sharing with the people, and just 

work together for a month to get things going" (C1.R3). Again, this strategy allowed the 

Technical Experts to enhance their position within the field and their ability to better 

negotiate throughout the Scrum process. 

It was also observed that Technical Experts In a dominant position in the GASD Software 

Developers field were more likely to be placed in more influential job pOSitions. For 

example, C1.R3 had a high amount of cultural capital and symbolic capital pertaining to 

his degree of expertise on software development tasks for the MKX application and the 

degree to which he had a useful area of expertise. He was thus in a dominant position in 

the GASD Software Development field. Because of his capital, he was able to further 

enhance his position and be placed in the role of Scrum Master of the team. This strategy 

was in line with the habitus in the GASD Software Development field whereby team 

members should be highly skilled. The other Technical Experts justified this action by 

stating that they wanted to ensure that placing people in new job roles would allow them 

to learn: "what's important to note is that Scrum master is a fairly important job, so if we 
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ask somebody to be Scrum master, it is also for a specific purpose to teach that person, 

to give him the opportunity to learn or to get to a new position (C1.R5). 

The Technical Experts also enhanced their skills by learning from other members of the 

wider agile and PHP community. In particular, they attended conferences, followed 

technical discussion forums on line, and read experience reports written by members of 

the wider agile community: 

"I find twitter quite an important source of information. Just by following certain 

people, you really find that things come out. Of course, when you listen to certain 

people it becomes very apparent how their group strategy changes to adapt to certain 

thingsH (C1.R4). 

5.4. The Cape Town Team Field 

The team members at Cl, based in Cape Town, were seen to belong to a separate nested 

field labelled as Cape Town Team. The Cape Town Team field had one position namely: 

Cape Town Software Developers. The position, habitus and work practices the Cape Town 

Software Developers are described in section 5.4.1. 

5.4.1. Cape Town Software Developers' Work Practices 

In order to describe the circuit of reproduction of the Cape Town Software Developers' 

work practices, each element in Figure 5.5 is described. 

Position in the Field Internalised 
Cape Town Software Developers: Habitus 

Cape Town Software Developers have a 
high sense of control of the MKX project 

, • Cape Town Software Developers 
are output-oriented 

Cape Town Software Developers are 
equal and close to each other 

~ \ Produced I Reproduced 

Practices 

Is Enacted by 

• Responding to emails and phone calls outside of 
normal work hours 

• Volunteerlna to work extra hours if reauired 

Figure 5·5 - Cape Town Software Developers' Work Practices 
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5.4.1.1. Cape Town Software Developers' Position in the Field 

The position of C-,pe lown Softwar~ D~vel()pers WilS held hy Cl R2, Cl_R3, Cl R4 and 

CLR8, The Cape Town Team field had its own set of cultLlral and symbolic capitl!ll!nd lh" 

~rTlOllnt of c~pital possessed by ,,~ch agent d"terrnin"d whether tlll'Y were in 

equivalence, subordination, or dominance position No siqnificant form of economic 

capi t al was fomd relevant to the Cape Tow.-, Team fi"ld. Tablb 5.4 ~nd 5,5 de_,cribe the 

relevant forms of cultur~1 ~nd symhonc cilpital for the Cap~ lown le,-,m field, 

respectively. 

Aqcn! V"qr"" 01 [xp"rtbe in ~oflware 

development t~~k~ I<>r MKX 

~ppli<: ~ ti<>n 

Oeqt<'e uf [xpertl~e in NKX 

~uflw~r" ~pplic~tion ~tchitectute 

Cl, R2 ------r:;-0 teCli"ic~T expertise'-ifj -'so'itv, arE --Noexp;;rt;'S';'irit he 'MKX software 

dEvEkJpmErt tasks lor'''KX, HE is thE applic~tion architecturE 

Proruet Owner and is responsiblE for 

COr)(~ptu31Ising the USEr stoeies 

Cl,R3 High level of expErtisE 'n t"lE tEc rr~ c~1 Lo w expErt ise ill appiicatlC'n 

aspect of the MKX proj Ect ~rehitecture, ,;is main Job description I'; 

being ~ ,olt'_' 31 e develor'" and " Scrurn 

Maote' 

Cl,R4 Low expertise as ",E only jOT.ed t"lE 

team 2,5 mont".s ago 

His job tide is "technjdl 3rchitect' ~nd 

he thus has e~perience In gener~1 

softw~re architecture b,:t flat 

p~rticularl',' VJ(X "rch,teet' .. :re 

C l ,RS Team member _>itll the !''''JhE''' ~'e:'':':''''-:'~,:,,:, :,:ci"'''':C:' :d:':':'i':,,:, :C:'~':'C:':':ill:iIl9 thE 

oftechllical expertise pertainln'J to soitw3re 3"c ', ',tectLJre of the MKX 

the soltl'i~re de'iE'op--nent 0' the MKX ~pplicati()n 

~pplication 
~ 

Tabl .. ~·4· Cultural Capital f<>< th,. CapQ Town Sub Field 

The positions held by ~ge[]ts in the Cap" 1nwn I~,-'m nested f, .. ld were relative to their 

degree of expertise in software development tasks and application architectLlre of the 

I>1KX ~pplication (ccrltcrral capital) and y"ar~ of experience in the ~1KX application 

(symholic c~pit~I). The nurnb<>r or yeMs of exp"ri"nc" in the I>1KX appliciltion w~s 

perceived to be a form of _,ymholic C~pitill heCiluse, more th~n the knowledge th~t they 
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would hilve acquired while working on that ilpplication, it gave t he leam members some 

lorm of preslige and the right to be listened to by olhers in Ihe team 

C1. R3 and C1.R8 were in a dominilnt position in thill field and were regarded as 

"experts" on the MKX application, 60th C1.R3 and C1.R8 had a high degree of expertise 

in software developmenl lasks l or the MKX ilppliciltion_ Cl.R8 was responsible lor the 

maintenance of the MKX applica t ion's archited:ure and this role WilS h"ghly respected 

w iLhin lhe Cape Town Team A fi eld , C1.R3 hild low expertise in the MKX application 

architecture, but h',s poSi!',on as Scrum Milsler contributed to leverilging his overilll 

position of power w ithin that lield . Both CLR3 ilnd Cl RB had a high degree of symbolic 

capital w iLhin the Cilpe Town Team lie ld as they had both been involved wilh Ihe MKX 

project si nce ', Is i r\f:e ption (Ypar<; of pxperience in MK X ilpplicMion sym bol ic capi ta I). 

Given his role ilS Product Owner, Cl R) was considered t o be the experl in manag'lng the 

n.."quirements for the MKX application and held an equ ivillence position of power within 

the $ub-I-ield A (Cilpe Town) field Ilowever, in terms of cultu ra l capilal, he had no 

technicill experf lse in soltware development tasks and the MKX ilpplication architecture. 

In addition his atnount of symbolic capital relevant to Lhat lield was also low, ilS he hild 

only recently joined the teilm . His equ ivillence pos"lion in the field was only due to his 

expertise in the requirernents management of the MKX appl icalion, C1.R4 WilS the agent 

with the lowesl il mount of symbolic ilnd culturil l cilpital w ith in the Cape Town Team sub

fi e ld and was lhus in a position of subordination in comparison t o the other agents, l'lis 

degree of expertise in the MYX application was low ilS he had only been in t he teatn for 

three months. 

The habi tus and pract ices inherent to the Cape Town Team sub-field are further 

discussed in the next section_ 

Agent Ye,,~s of exper;ellce in MKX "pplic .. tion 

Cl .P'3 Has been i,wo f,,,d · ... 'ith :he MKX d~plical ion since tne bpo illn"'~ of!h~ rroJ~tl 

Cl.Pc4 :> ,~ montl1s 

Cl.R8 Has be~n invo>,ed WHl the ~lKX application since t he beginning oftne project 

T~ble 5-5 - Symbolic Capit~1 for the Cape Town Te~m Field 
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EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR DRIFT CASE (CASE 1) 

5.4.1.2. Habitus and Practices of the Cape Town Software Developers 

The habitus internalized by the Cape Town Software Developers in the Cape Town Team 

nested field related to the fact that these agents valued the need to be output-oriented, 

as illustrated in Figure 5.6. This habitus is further described below. 

• Cape Town Software Developers are output-oriented 

As part of their habitus, the Cape Town Software Developers valued the need to be 

output-oriented. This form of habitus appeared to be imposed on the agents within the 

Cape Town Team field as they felt that it was unconceivable for them not to be highly 

productive during each sprint and deliver whatever was expected of them by their 

Product Owner and the CEO: 

"If you've been given this task and if you say that this will actually take that long to 

do and you do meet those requirements, it's quite a good feeling, to actually meet 

the requirements that you've set for myself" (C1.R8). 

The practices which they were predisposed to engage In given this habitus are described 

below. 

• Responding to ema/ls outside normal work hours and working extra 

hours 

In response to the encounter between output-oriented habitus and its disposition, as well 

as the constraints, demands and opportunities within the Cape Town Team field, the 

practice of responding to emails whenever required, even outside normal work hours, 

emerged. This practice reinforced the structure within which the agents had a sense of 

control to the MKX project. In addition, the team members felt that in following this 

practice, they abided by the set of rules in place within the team specifying that the work 

of their fellow team members in Brazil should not be delayed, as can be seen from that 

extract: 

"Do you respond to their emails at lam? If I am awake yes. When they need me 

to be up, they will tell me during the day: 'catch you get me online later to do some 

stuff'" (C 1. R8). 

The invocation of this rule (the practice of responding to emails late at night) is a 

shortcut to delineate the relation between habitus and the socially constructed situation. 
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EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR DRIFT CASE (CASE 1) 

Through this rule, the agents responding to emails late at night forgot that they were in 

fact pursuing some personal interests which in fact related to maintaining their position 

of power and affirming their expertise level on the MKX project In the Sub-Field A (Cape 

Town) field as well as the overall GASD Software Developers field by advising other team 

members on pieces of codes. Team members within the Sub-Field A (Cape Town) field 

also volunteered to work extra hours whenever required: 

"We don't require this from our developers but if need be, for extra hours work, 

everybody is quite happy to do it. They'll even volunteer to do it. They'll say: '/ 

haven't managed to do this, it's really important so I'll finish this tonight'" (C1.RS). 

This practice appeared to be motivated by the need to complete the project on time but 

was also a strategy employed by the team members to acquire more expertise on the 

MKX application. In particular, by working extra hours, they demonstrated an ability to 

effectively complete the work assigned to them. This further implied that, in the next 

sprint, they could potentially be working on more complex tasks which would allow them 

to acquire more cultural capital pertaining to their degree of expertise on the MKX 

application. 

5.5. The Sao Paulo Team Field 

The team members at Cl from Sao Paulo belonged to a nested field labelled as Sao Paulo 

Team, with its own set of relevant symbolic and cultural capital. No form on economic 

capital was identified for this sub-field. This sub-field was characterised by one position 

namely: Brazilian Software Developers. The position, habitus and work practices the 

Brazilian Software Developers are described below. 

5.5.1. Brazilian Software Developers' Work Practices 

In order to describe the circuit of reproduction of the Brazilian Software Developers' work 

practices, each element in the Figure 5.6 is described. 
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Position in th e Field l"'ern~ I's!'d 
Habitus 

Brazili~ n Sof'w~re n evel op .,,~ • A r.';axed ..... ork ~t '11 osph,.,.e is 
t3ra7~iall Software Do",eloiJ o'l"S "''' i'n pC(ta nt 
Code Purisb • Pr"ci s ion d LXin g coding is 

'pn pC(,a nt 

• Canmcrication is i'11portar>t 

Proouced i 
Is Enacted hy 

Reprod uced 

Practices 

• 1 ~~m ,s s.';f-'narIJged 

• Always pu~hirl(J fur code optimization 

• Const<Ylt cum 'nun ic,)lio1 

Fi9ur~ 5-6 - Brazilian Software Developers' Work Practices 

5,5,1,1. Brazilian Software Develope,.,. Position in the Field 

The Sa" r " u!o Team fie ld w~s Cumpo~ed "f three agents, two or wh o m we re interv iewed , 

nilme ly Cl R6 and Cl . R7 . They were all c'pe rt in OnC speciric p rog'-i1mmln g I~ngu il ge 

Cl , R6 was il) ~ do mi n"nt pasiLion ..... h·,le Cl,R7 w~s in ~n eq uiva lel)t positiol). The 

ditrerence il) theIr respecti ve posi tions of power ca n be attributed to Lh e d iffe rellce in 

cul tur~ 1 cilpi t~ 1 which t hey possessed, 

- Ag--, -nt ' ",";;;;,'wC,C,O''',;'e of Prognunming Expertise In Software Development 
l(l.ngu(l.ge 

"C",C,.R, .... ir"p~rl in P'·l' --------i'~OC·~·,·;;;;;;";;C""~----Ex)!","ienced in distribu t~d Scrum prior W 

C1.R7 Hlg ~l )' ex~er i e nced ',n Ja ,'- a scri ),t 
and ess, bet W~ orl'y recently 
introduced t o PhP <L tile time of 

J:~~~':!~L __ ___ _ 

joi ri 1g tile Cl GP,SD team, 
Eq>e rt if' back-erd SOft,.,-dC" d~'i~lopm"nt 
us ir-.g Phl' 
"'ble to perform any prO<]rammn <) ta sk , 
re~ecj o f hnl. in .. cjCjt;ion to;, 1'1-;.'> 

H:gh ly expene l)ced in i ront -"nd ';01\'-,",," ~ 

de ve lopm!'l)t. Ne '.'i ly intro duc>' d to f'I W 

bdck-end ,oftwd r ~ d"vdo prn .m\ t as>: s 

Table 5_6 - Sao Paulo Team Field Cultural Capital 
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As c~n be sef'n in T<lble 5.6, CloR6 w~s ~n expert in PHP and held high degr~e of 

~xp~rLisc in compldion of g.,ntcral "ortWdr., d.,v~lopm€nt tasks. CloR7 wa5 ~ nOVice In 

th~ PHP I<lngu~g~ ~nd h~r ~xp~rtis€ w~s only relevant to front-cnd "OnWdr~ 

dev.,lopment. Th., ~xpcrtise in Lh~ PHP langudge was highly v~lued in that field 

Also, upon ~x~mining the r~l~vdnt forms of symbolic c~pit<ll for the Sao Paulo Team field, 

it could be seen that the seniority levels of the agents (symbolic capital) W<lS import~nt: 

while C1.R6 W<JS a SEnior ,oftwar~ develop~r, Cl.R7 w~s not (see Table ~.7). The agents 

b~longing to the Brazilian Software Developers position w~re pcrceiv~cJ ~s o.,ing cod€ 

puri5ts. 

Agent 

Cl.R6 

Cl,R7 

S"l1inrily 1,,,,,,,1 

Senior Software6e-vetoper----··~--

Software Developer (not ~"nlor) 

Table 5·7 - Sao Paulo Team Field Symbolic Capital 

5.5.1.2. Habitus and Practices of the Brazilian Software Developers 

The h~b'tus int~rnalis.,d by th~ Grd7i1idn Softw~rE De"vElopers r€l~ted to the fact that 

lhcy valucd a rdax.,d work atmospher." planning, pr.,c'lsion during coding, <lOO 

communication. Thes., Mc illu,Lral~d in Figure 5.6 aoo Me furth€r described below 

• A rel~xed wark ~tmosphere is i.mportdnt 

Brazilian Software Developers valu~d the feeling of freedom and being relaxed in their 

workspdc~. They explain~d thal lh.,y valu~d the facl lhal they were not in tlw S~mE 

spau' as the" bosses (C1.R6) ~nd bec~use of th<lt, felt that th~ir productiv~n~ss was 

leverag~d. Tt 'Na5 important for them not to be dictated on how to work and they valued 

Lh~ fe~ling of nol having any rules in place within lheir worhpace: 

It's not likE: r have to v"ark in this w~y or that way, It fElt better be"cause We" didn't 

have rules set in place. It felt like how you I'/ould I'/ork if you were not I'/orklng in a 

team (Cl.R6) 

Persond!!y for me I work in a mL'ch ,mOre relaxed WilY, mL'ch ,mOre pmdL'aive (Cl. R 7) 

Th., pracLices which th.,y w~r~ pr.,dispos~d lo ~ngag€ in giv€n lhis form of habitus M~ 

fUlther describ€d below_ 
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• Team is self-managed 

From the Interviews, it came across that it was important for the Brazilian team members 

to be self-managed. The Brazilian Software Developers valued this practice as it made 

them feel free. The work hours for the Brazilian team members also appeared to be quite 

flexible and they often started work later during the day than the normal starting time 

and left later than the normal ending time at night: "we will typically come to work at 

9am and work till 6pm, over there they don't do that. They'll come at lOam or 11am, 

and they work till very late, maybe till 8pm, 9pm at night" (CloR8). They also worked 

extra hours willingly and spontaneously whenever required: 

"it feels more natural for the team to work extra hours without being asked to. It's 

either I'm going to be sitting in the car, or I'm going to be sitting here doing 

something. So we tend to sit in the office. Not all of us, for example me, I don't use a 

car so I don't have that kind of limitations. But usually we stay in the office after 

6pm" (CloR6). 

These work practices served to reinforce the structure of the Sao Paulo Team field. 

• Precision during coding is important 

The Brazilian Software Developers felt that it was important to be as precise as possible 

while coding. They strived to abide by best coding practices (particularly relating to the 

PHP programming language), which they identified by participating in coding 

conventions, forums and conferences: 

"Historically, the Brazilian team members have worked more on the back-end 

component. And in the backend component, it's very much common to work in a 

precise fashion. They focus on coding procedures and best practices and so forth" 

(C1.R3). 

The practices which they were predisposed to engage in, given this habitus, are further 

described below. 

• Always pushing for code optimization 

The work practice that the Brazilian Software Developers were predisposed to engage in, 

given their habitus valuing a relaxed work atmosphere, was the constant push for 

opportunities to work on code optimization. Team members from South Africa described 

the Brazilian Software Developers as "code purists" because of this. This practice was 
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EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR DRIFT CASE (CASE 1) 

relevant to the Sao Paulo Team field but also impacted on the overall interaction between 

the team members of the Cl GASD team during the sprint planning meetings where 

tasks' duration had to be established. In particular, for code optimization to be performed 

tasks' duration was expected to be longer, which was not always approved by all team 

members. This will be further elaborated in Chapter Seven. 

o Communication is important 

The need to maintain constant and open communication amongst all the team members 

was highly valued by the Brazilian Software Developers. Given the fact that English was 

not their first language, they felt that communicating as often as possible and through 

various communication channels would maximise their chances of putting their point 

across to the rest of the team. Brazilian software developers described themselves as 

being much more defensive about [their] point of view and explained that they put a lot 

personal feelings into their work (C1.R6). Consequently, the need to communicate was 

highly valued, to allow them to express their opinion and to be heard. The practices 

which they were predisposed to engage in given this habitus are further described below. 

• Constant communication 

The Brazilian Software Developers reported that because of geographical distance and 

language differences, they sometimes had difficulties in fully expressing themselves and 

were not always understood by the South Africans: "English is not my first language and 

I am not really fluent in it. So I'm not always saying all the things I want to say." (Cl.R7). 

This situation could compromise their position within the larger Cl GASD field, and they 

therefore strategized (without any genuine strategiC intent) to ensure that they were 

equally able to voice their opinion within the team. The strategy involved communicating 

as often as possible through as many communication channels as possible: 

"English is not the mother tongue language for any of us. And at times we don't know 

how to express ourselves in English. We might miss a word here and there. It's not 

really major but every now and then we have to stop and think about the word that 

we are looking for. We are overcoming that and we strive to communicate as often as 

possible. Register everything, send everything by email, when someone does 

something we let the whole team know. Just keep all the information on the table as 

much as possible" (C1.R6). 
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However, the South African team members from the Cl GASD team felt that the 

Brazilians were at times abrupt in their communication: "the language difference is also a 

problem. For example, sometimes they'll type us an email. It will sound very funny to us, 

sometimes I've taken it to be very arrogant, and when you speak to them in person, it's 

not like that at all. And this is because their English is not as good as can be" (C1.RS). 

All three forms of practices that the Brazilian Software Developers were predisposed to 

engage in served to reproduce the structure. In particular, while strategizing to be self

managed, they had enough space and time to decide to implement particular coding 

practices (provided that they did not go over the time available to complete a user

story). The practice of pushing for code optimization, allowed them to defend their 

position as code purists, and while constantly communicating, they strived to entice the 

rest of the team to embrace their views about best coding practices. 

5.6. The Brazilian PHP Software Developers Field 

Some of the team members, based in Sao Paulo, also belonged to a separate field 

labelled as the Brazilian PHP Software Developers field, with its own set of relevant 

symbolic and cultural capital. Similarly to the Sao Paulo Team sub-field, no form of 

economic capital was identified for this sub-field. The Brazilian PHP Software Developers 

sub-field was characterised by one position, namely: PHP Experts. 

5.6.1. PHP Experts' Work Practices 

To describe the circuit of reproduction of the PHP Experts' work practices, each element 

in Figure 5.7 Is described. 

Position in the Field 
Internalised Habitus 

PHP Experts: 
.... • Technical aspect of coding is 

PHP Experts aim for highly 
,. 

important 
reusable codes 

1\ 
Is Enacted by Produced I Reoroduced 

Practices 

• Attending PHP conferences to learn about PHP 
standards 

• Communicating desired PHP code standards by 
email 

Figure 5-7 - PHP Experts' Work Practices 
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5.6.1.1. PHP Experts Position in the Field 

The Bralliian PHP Soft wale Dtvelopers lield was composed 01 two te ~ m memhers, C1.Rb 

~nd C1.R7, who both sh~red t he p o~itron of PHP f xpelt s in t hat field, Cl,R6 and Cl.R7 

held a po,ition of dominance and subordinat ion respectively in the BrdzllidD PHP 50ftvlare 

Developers fie ld, C1 .Rb was in ~ domi"a"t position because of his h'lgh amount of cultural 

c~pi ta l pertaining to hi' skills in the PHP l ang u~ge (see T~hle 5 R) ~"d hi ~ symbolic 

capi ta l pertaining to a high degree of influence w ithin the overall PHP communi ty (see 

Table 5,9), Cl. R7 was a novice a nd was newly acquainted with the PHP I~ngu~ge (see 

T~hle 58) She w~s therefore "ewly i lwolved in t he wider P!1P conllllUnity (see Table 

5.9). 

Age-n- '--PHP software development skills ---

Cl.R6---l-fig-hlY' skiHed and experienced in PHP: ------------ - - , 

(1,R7 

O.R? 

Low level of skills '"" PHP software development 

Table 5-8- Cultural Capital for the Brazilian PHP Software Duvelop .. rs Field 

Degree of Influenc .. within the overall PHP commuR'";'C',----------

fli c11 1y inf1u~ nti~l ""d oftQn <lV~ S kI <:tlJ"'QS ~ PHP cOnfQrQflC~~---------

NQ wly ilwolved ,·ilth", th~ Pflr COi"TlltllJl11ty 
----

Table 5-9 - Symbol;c Capital for the Brazilian PHP Software Developers Field 

5.6.1.2. Habitus and Practices of the PHP Experts 

c' Bting o"tpul orlenled is importil nl 

As part of their hahitus-, the PHP Fxpf'rK were predi~posed to v~lue the technical aspect 

of coding, In particular, they believed that any algorithm being written should be 

opt im,sed in order to achieve reusability and low execut ion t ime: "baSically I W OUld like 

reworked r ,/. We do have stories where we need ro refa cror the code of fea tures that 

iire i1Irtady working, but make I1 berter" iCl.R6~. They thus perceived them,elve, a, the onl y 

ones focused on code opt imizati on ~ nd re us~b ili ty in th~ te""' " nrl we re not always willing to 

c() mprumlSc dUrI"') sprlfll planr1ln~. ThiS form of ha bl t u~ wa~ formed ou t of ~oci~liz~tion 

processes w ith memhers of the wider PIIP community ~nd p~~t experiences in other PHP 

related projects. The practices which they were predisposed to engage in, given this form 

of habitus, Me further described below, 

• Attending PHP conferences 

---------------------------o,C""OC'~"ce·sisc---------------------------C,C,OOc----
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The PHP Experts within the Brazilian PHP Software Developers field often participated in 

international PHP conferences, where they acquired knowledge about the latest PHP 

standards and best practices: "the Brazilian PHP developers attend conferences on PHP 

and are very much on "avant-garde" concerning how to code in PHP" (C1.R2). While this 

work practice was in line with the habitus of focusing on the technical aspect of coding 

and served to reproduce the structure, it was also a strategy employed by the experts to 

defend their position in the Brazilian PHP Software Developers field as well as the Cl 

GASD main field. In particular, by attending these conferences, they acquired more 

cultural capital, allowing them to defend their positions as experts within both fields. 

• Communicating the required code standard by email 

Given their habitus of favoring the technical aspect of coding to achieve reusability and 

fast execution time, the PHP Experts were predisposed to communicate their 

expectations of the code standards for the MKX application to the rest of the Cl GASD 

team: "1 usually send email detailing the standards that I'm looking at, this is what we 

should be dOing, this is how it affects our work" (Cl.R6). 

Similar to the 'practice of attending PHP conferences, the act of communicating the 
", 

required code standard by email can also be perceived as a double-meaning strategy. At 

first sight, it might appear as if this practice was meant to enhance the code standard of 

the MKX application and served to reproduce the structure of the field. However, it also 

served to enhance the Brazilians PHP software developers' position within the Brazilian 

PHP Software Developers field and the Cl GASD field. 

5.7. Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, the various overlapping fields and sub-fields identified for the Cl case 

study have been described as well as their relationships with each other. In particular, 

five key fields were found relevant to Cl namely the: Cl GASD Team Field, Software 

Development field, Cape Town Team field, Sao Paulo Team field, and Brazilian PHP 

Software Developers field. The circuits of reproduction of the work practices prevailing in 

these fields and sub-fields have been described, paying particular attention to the 

pOSitions, habitus, practices and forms of cultural, symbolic and economic capital. 

Information provided from this chapter will be used as a basis to describe and explain the 

Scrum process breakdowns identified In Cl In Chapter seven. 
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6. EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR DESIGN CASE (CASE 2) 

The second case study (C2) undertaken for this research project is in line with Bonoma 

(1985)'s "design" stage of case study design. This chapter details the findings uncovered 

from the analysis of the data, and particularly focuses on the circuit of reproduction of 

the work practices at play within C2. The chapter is structured in six sections. In Section 

6.1, an overview of the various overlapping, joint and nested fields identified for C2 and 

the relationships between them is presented. In Sections 6.2 to 6.5, the fields are 

described, with particular attention paid to the pOSitions in the field, habitus, the work 

practices and the relevant forms of cultural, symbolic and economic capital. The chapter 

Is concluded in Section 6.6 

6.1. Overview of Fields Identified In C2 

Four key fields were identified for C2: C2 GASD Team, Pune Team, Durban Team, and 

Sanbi (C2 Organisation). Similarly to Cl, these fields in C2 were also influenced by larger 

fields relevant to the wider software development community namely: GSD Community, 

the Agile Community and the Scrum Community. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1. 

r-------------------' .. _ .. _ .. _ . . _ .. _ .. _ .. _.'_0·_ 

! GSD Community Agile CommlJnity 
I --------~---, 

I I 
I I Scrum Community I 
I I I 
I I I 

f---------j------------------------- ~---~ _1 _________ ., I 

I 

.. - I I . I I ! . L ____ .!... ___ ·---...1 : 
'L I L.. ! .----._-._1 .---.----_._-----_. ··-··-_·-·t-··--....---------r----------------------I 

• I 

~ (C2 Organis~on) C2 GA$J Team 

I Pune Team I ~D-ur-b ... -T.-ea-m--. 

L __________________________ ________________ • _________ J 

L-__________________________ _ 

Figure 6-1 - Overview of C2 Fields: Overlapping, Joint, and Nested Fields 
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It can be seen in Figure 6.1 that, given the dispersed geographic locations characterising 

the software development context at C2, the C2 GASD Team field is composed of two 

sub-fields namely Pune Team, Durban Team. The C2 GASD Team field was also 

influenced by the GSD Community, the Scrum Community and the Agile Community 

fields, given the nature of their work at C2. Similarly to Cl, the Agile Community and the 

GSD Community fields further formed part of the Software Development Community 

field, which has not been illustrated in Figure 6.1, in order to retain the focus on the case 

and agile software development. 

The circuit of reproduction of the work practices at play in the four main fields, C2 GASD 

Team, Pune Team, Durban Team, Testers and Sanbi (C2 Organisation), will be described 

in the following sections. The different forms of relevant capital (cultural, symbolic and 

economic) operating in them will also be detailed. 

6.2. The C2 GASD Team Field 

The C2 GASD Team field is characterised by four key positions which form the structure 

of the field: Project Managers, Testers, Customers and Software Developers. The circuit 

of reproduction for the Project Managers and Testers' work practices will be described in 

Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. Customers and Software Developers work practices circuit of 

reproduction will be described in sections 6.3 and 6.4 as they also form part of nested 

fields with distinctive forms of capital which will be discussed separately. 

6.2.1. Project Managers' Work Practices 

To shed light on the work practices of Project Managers in the C2 GASD Team field, each 

element in Figure 6.2 is described. 
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Position in the Field 

• Project Managers: 

Internalised 

Habitus 

Responsible for overseeing work 
processes implemented in the 
team 

• Tracking performance and progress 
is im portant 

Is the liaison between the software 
developers and testers offshore, 
and the customers onshore 

• Hierarchical organisational structure 
is important 

• Having highly qualified team 
members is important 

Produced I 
Reproduced 

Practices 

Is Enacted by 

• Implementation of performance and progress tracking 
mechanisms 

• Formal communication mechanisms between software 
developers, management and customers 

• Official and on-the-job training for team members 

Figure 6-2 - Management's Work Practices 

6.2.1.1. Project Managers' Positions in the Field 

An agent in the Project Manager position in the C2 GASD Team field was responsible for 

overseeing the work processes Implemented and followed in the team: 

If there are certain processes outside the project which need approval, 

[management] is here. Things like getting software, getting hardware. In such cases 

you do need your manager (C2.R9). 

In addition, this agent would act as liaison between the software developers and testers 

offshore and the customers onshore, on project management and offshore team 
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members' performance matters: It is my job to give suggestions. During discussion, both 

parties give their own suggestions. And what we mutually agree is implemented (C2.RS). 

C2.RS was the only agent in that particular position in the C2 GASD Team field. He also 

was in a dominant position in the field. Three forms of cultural capital, of which he 

possessed high amount, allowed him to be in this dominant position (see Table 6.1). He 

had two years of experience in the project team as he had been working in the team 

since its inception. He also had a high degree of experience in the Scrum methodology 

and project management in general. In addition, even though his technical expertise in 

the Colin application was low, he had a good understanding of the business logic of that 

application, which allowed him to monitor the productivity of the offshore software 

developers. He also held a high amount of symbolic capital. In particular, given his 

previous experience in other projects at Sanbi, he was promoted to a senior position and 

was given the job title of Project Manager, which contributed further towards giving him 

a dominance position in the field. 

C2.RS defended his dominant position in the field by ensuring that all requests from the 

software developers pertaining to the Scrum process were always passed on to him, prior 

to being forwarded to the customers onshore. He justified his actions by claiming that the 

software developers were too busy with development work to worry about meeting with 

customers to discuss administrative matters: Actually I take input from them because 

everybody [software developers] here is so busy in development and they don't have 

time to go to such meetings. That's why they give their inputs to me and I share the 

minutes of meetings with them (C2.RS). 
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~::::;:=:::::::;-=;::::::::::-.-- -Agent Number of Years of Experience in Agile Current Project 
Experience Experience in Softwilre Development 

~,~~ __ "rOject Tea~ _ _ ____ " _ - -
C2.RI l.S rnonths Experienced in agile 

softw3re development a., 

··~--"Limited exp-e- .-,e- oc- e 'a-~a 

tester for that qi~ell 

U.R2 1.5 rlOlllh, 

C2.RJ 2 years 

Cl.R4 2ye"" 

C2.RS 1 year 

C2.P6 2 years 

C2.R7 3 weeks 

C2.RS L years 

she has iJeen workillq on project, ~_, _,I", only 

Scrum project' in C2 for the recently joined lh~ 

past J years 3nd 5 months t~am 

Experienc~d in agile 

software developmenl and 
execuled a ca,~ study for (2 

011 varioll.' possible 3gile 
methodologies which could 

be lIsed prior to Scrum 
implemel1tation in the team 

Altend~d Agile tr~ining and 

Limiled exp~rience as a 
i~5ter for that given 
project, as he only 
r~centl\, joined the 

team 

Highly experienc~d in 
has been in~ol~ed with the busine.% 10g'Ic of 
Scrum sil1ce the beginning of the Colin applicaflol1, ~s 

lhe project he has been working on 

Never attended any agile 

training ~nd ha.' ) years of 

experience with the use of 
Scrum (only with the current 

project) 

Fir,t proj~ct ~xperience In 

lhe pro~~ct since the 

beginning 
Highly experienced 

beca uSe of good 
knowledqe of the 

project ~l1d h~d also 
worked as on,ile 

coordin"tor for 1 year 

Linliled experience in 
agile software Gevelopm~nl. the Colil1 application 
Graduated from Univer.'ity 1 projecl 

ye3rag o •. ., .... ., ......... 
Lxperiel1ced in agile 
software development prior 

to joining C2. 

Attended agile ,,,","";;, 
South Africa and has been 
involved in other Scrum 
proJ~ct, in other te~ms at 

C~ 

High degree of ~xp~ri~nce in 
Scrum ~nd project 
man~gement in gener31 
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Casper 2 years 

YO<]i 2 ye"rs 

Philllp 2 years 

Jilrred 1 5 month~ 

.. '. . .. 
understanding of the 

,,","oc .. ';"i,,,,;,c,;e~51ogIC 
Good Experience in Scrum High degree of 
arld has been irwolved jrl experience because of 
Agile in previous projects at 

the customer site 
excellerlt technicill 
knowledge of the Colin 
"pplic;oUon. Act;rl9 "5 
Scrum ~l~ster and 
Product Owtler. He was 

also the project jniti~tQr 

.-:,:,:~:-,,~'cc'ot~"~e Colin project 
Good E~perietlce i;;- Scrum High experiertce in the 

and hiOs beer! involved in Colitl ~pplication given 
Agile in previous projects at 

the custQmer site 

Gooo Experience in Scrum 
and has been involved in 

Agile in previous projects ~t 
the customer site 

his role "5 technic,,1 
leader and otlsite 
coord in,,\or 

High experi.mce in the 
bllsine~5 logic of the 
~pplic~tion, Acting as 

Product Owner for the 

Col:n ilpplicaliotl. 

Only joined the project wher! Limited experience il~ il 
the Qu"lity A%urimce (QA) tester for that giverl 

team was introduced to the project, "S he only 
Colin project te~m. Previou~ recently joined the 
experience in Scrum ;rl other team 

pr(}jects at the customer ~;te 
T~ble 6-1 - Cultural Capital for C2 GASD Team Field' 

Form s of cllltur~ 1 cap it ~ 1 relev~nt tQ the C2 GA5D ( eiJ m f ield are described in Table 6.l. 

As previously mentioned, these relMe to the agents' number of years of experience In 

the project teilm, their experience in agile software development, ~ nd the'" current 

project experience. The table identifies the forms of c~ pi ta l owned by e ~ch member nf 

th ~ t field. The "gents I"beled ~s Ci.lspcr, Yagi, Phi/fp, ~nd Jarred were named differently 

tQ the Qther~ (e.g. C2.Rl) bec~llse they were not re5flondents from the study, even 

though they still belonged to the C2 GASD Team field. 
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Agent 

C2 .Rl 

C2.R2 

C2.R3 

C2.R 4 

C2.RS 

n .R" 
C2.R8 

( asper 

PllIlIP 

Yo<) 

Ja rred 

Job Title 

Tester 

Senlc r festEr 

Te"m l0"dN 

Soft\'/are rJev0Iop,-,,' 

Softl'iare De\'eloper 

Senlo ' fecl""c a l Specialist 

Sertior Softw ar0 De"0IQ~N 

Project I~anager 

Scrure MastEr! PrOJECt Mart3ger 

Product Own"" 

Oll~ite Coord;rtatar 

Tester 
------------

Table 6-2 - Symbolic Capital for C2 GASD Team field 

The form of symbolic capital relevant in tile C2 GASD Team lielJ is presented in T~ble 6.2 

and rel~ted to the agents' job title. The economic cJpital relevant to that fielJ was the 

degree of contfOl in tile Colin ~pplic~tion project ~nd h~s been de~cribed in T~ble 6.3. It 

c~n be ~een in thJt tJble that the only ~gents posse~~ing some form of economic CJpit~1 

were C~~per ~~d Philip. 

Agent 

'c a l --
c? p 

!:V U 

C2.R4 

C2. ~ ~ 

C2.R6 

C2 .R7 

o R8 

~a~p~r 

Phdl,!, 

,'og' 

OWIlel"sh,1' " proj'>l'! 

u)','. 

lol"" 
low 

WW 

Lel': 

w 

Low 

Medium 

Ccw 

Table 6-3 - Economic Capital for C2 GASD Team field 
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6.2.1.2. Habitus and Practices of Project Managers 

The various habitus internalised by Project Mangers related to how the team valued: the 

tracking of performance and progress, a tall organisational structure, meeting the 

demands of the customers and producing highly qualified team members. 

o Tracking performance and progress is important 

Project Managers valued tracking of the progress and performance of team members, 

particularly of the software developers at the offshore site. Furthermore, Project 

Managers expressed a desire to have a detailed view of the time spent In completing user 

stories and the productivity level of each team member during a sprint. The importance 

of tracking performance and progress was visible through the various mechanisms put in 

place. For Instance: 

Each task is stereotyped, like development, unit testing, code review, test script 

writing and things like that. These are included as tasks. We include some time for 

design and some time for design review as well (C2.R8). 

By breaking down a user story into specific stereotyped tasks, the time spent by software 

developers or testers In completing their tasks could be monitored and their progress and 

performance recorded. Project Managers implemented various mechanisms within the 

team in response to the predispositions derived from this habitus. 

• Implementation of performance and progress tracking mechanisms 

One of these mechanisms was the review meetings which Project Managers had with the 

customers onshore, to discuss the performance of the software developers and testers, 

as well as code quality: 

In that review meeting, we talk about code quality, i.e. if there are any issues 

pertaining to code quality. Also, if the productivity of one particular team member is 

low, we talk about it. So basically we discuss around these two pOints. The 

productivity determines the speed or velocity. Code quality is basically the amount of 

rework. The number of defects will be a measure of code quality according to the 

client. And that will impact on rework (C2.R8). 

For progress tracking purposes, Project Managers recorded information about the 

progress of the software development and testing tasks on a dally basis. The information 
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was later used to track the velocity of the team on a burn-down chart. In the team, 

velocity was described as: whatever number of stories we have initially planned to 

complete, and against that, how many we have completed (C2.R8). Velocity was 

important not only to Project Managers but also to the customer, as a reassurance that 

the work was being done and that progress was being made by the team. Consequently, 

in providing the customers with a constant visibility of the team's velocity, Project 

Managers reinforced their position as liaison between the offshore team and customers. 

The tracking of progress and performance was also managed through the use of a wiki. 

In particular each user story scheduled for completion during a sprint was recorded in a 

wiki as well as the stereotyped tasks associated to it. As noted in the following extract, 

the name of the software developer or tester to which the task was allocated was also 

recorded: 

In the wiki we also have a break down. The analysis part is there, the design part is 

there, the UI part is there, coding part is there and testing part is there for a feature. 

The basic feature is given e.g. login implementation and then the sub task. Then we 

allocate the hours and we track who is doing what (C2.R4). 

Project Managers also carefully monitored the extent to which the requests put forward 

by the customers were being executed by the software developers and the testers. On a 

daily basis, the manager would walk around the office space and personally chatted to 

each software developer and tester, gathering feedback on how their work was 

progressing since the previous day. He asked specific questions on the issues which were 

raised by the customers onshore during the previous daily stand-up meeting and 

recorded their responses. These were then compiled in a report which was passed on to 

the customers during his private communications with them. He explained that in doing 

so, he ensured that the team members focused their attention on the right tasks which 

he felt would meet the customer's demands. 

The final mechanism introduced by Project Managers to track the performance level of 

the C2 GASD Team was the use of an onsite coordinator. Project Managers agreed to the 

introduction of an onsite coordinator for a different reason to that of the customer (to be 

discussed later). For Project Managers, the onsite coordinator would ensure that the 

offshore team obtained the right requirements from the customer. It would allow them to 

better understand the requirements and have someone onshore to discuss the feasibility 
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of some requirements from a technical perspective. This would ensure that the offshore 

software developers would obtain precise and feasible requirements, without which their 

productivity would be hindered: 

We should know what exactly the problems are, what exactly the client means and 

whether that feature is technically feasible or not, and the onsite coordinator helps us 

to do that (C2.R8). 

While the strategic intent for implementing the onsite coordinator role appeared to 

address the need to boost the chances of the offshore team to deliver functionalities, 

meeting the customer requirements and thus maintain a high performance level, this 

work practice also served to reinforce the position of Project Managers in the structure. 

In particular, by introducing the onsite coordinator as part of the work process, Project 

Managers reinforced its role as process coordinator, and reasserted its dominant position 

pertaining to being in charge of the work process update in the structure. 

Overall, Project Managers justified tracking the team's progress and performance level by 

the need to provide a good service to the customers onshore. However, this strategy 

served to reinforce their position in the C2 GASD Team field. Through these practices, 

Project Managers reasserted the importance of its role in the team by positioning itself as 

the coordinator of all practices geared towards tracking the team's progress and 

performance. Consequently, their dominant position in the team was maintained. 

o Hierarchical organizational structure is maintained 

Project Managers orchestrated a habitus whereby a hierarchical organizational structure, 

as opposed to a flat structure, was valued. This habitus could be identified from the 

formal manner in which software developers and the testers interacted with Project 

Managers. The software developers were restricted in the way they communicated with 

top Project Managers, as shown from this extract: 

Here we are very friendly, but some kinds of restrictions are there according to the 

management different levels. If [the manager] is there, I cannot just say anything in 

front of him. I have freedom, but before saying anything, I should think first. We are 

friendly, but we have some kind of hierarchy and we maintain the hierarchy levels 

(C2.Rl). 
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Given habitus, the practices which Project Managers was predisposed to engage in are 

described below. 

• Formal communication mechanisms between software developers and 

testers, Project Managers and customers 

Given the habitus valuing a hierarchical organisational structure, Project Managers was 

predisposed to follow certain work practices. Firstly, formal communication mechanisms 

were put In place between the software developers and testers, Project Managers and 

customers. For example, when software developers had to express grievances or issues 

which they were experiencing, they had to send official emails to Project Managers to 

request a meeting for further discussion on the matter, as can be seen in that extract: I 

send an official email saying that I want to talk to him. And then I meet him personally in 

the meeting room and then I can explain those things (C2.R4). Any managerial issues 

concerning the customer had to be passed onto Project Managers who then decided 

whether they were valid enough to be presented to the customer. 

Some team members were excluded from retrospective meetings, which then involved 

only the customer onshore and Project Managers offshore: 

Our manager C2.RB is having weekly meetings with the client. It's kind of a 

retrospective meeting. It's not sprint retrospective but it has the same purpose as a 

retrospective meeting. The kinds of things discussed in the meeting are: what are the 

areas for improvement, what are the lessons learnt (C2.R3). 

Project Managers justified this practice by stating that the exclusion of software 

developers and testers from the meetings was specifically requested by the customers. 

However, Project Managers also adhered to this practice as It served as a double

meaning strategy, allowing them to maintain their dominant position in the field as 

liaisons between the offshore software developers and testers and the onshore 

customers. 

In spite of these circumstances, the software developers and testers still believed they 

could express their views to the customers on how to improve the Scrum process by 

passing them onto Project Managers, as can be seen through this extract: 
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One day before the meeting, (C2.RB) comes to us and asks us if there are any 

improvements from the team side, or any problems or bottlenecks. For example in 

the last two months we needed a staging DB. So we put that forward to C2.RB and in 

that meeting [C2.R3]. 

However, the suggestions provided by the team, were not always passed on to the 

customer. These suggestions were instead filtered by C2RB who considered it his role to 

determine which suggestions were worthy. At times, the team only reported the 

challenges which they faced, and left It to C2.RB and the customer to come up with a 

solution: Yes, if we have a problem we can tell [C2.RB] and his job is to resolve it 

(C2.RS). 

o Having highly qualified team members is important 

The Importance of having highly qualified team members was valued by Project 

Managers in the C2 GASD Team field. By leveraging the team members' level of 

expertise and qualification, Project Managers believed that It would provide incentives for 

members to remain loyal to the team and to Sanbi. For example, when agile was first 

Introduced, an external organization, expert in the use of agile methodologies, was hired 

to evaluate the suitability and effectiveness of the Scrum work practices In place in the 

C2 GASD team and in Sanbi as a whole. In addition, this expert was also tasked to 

assess the expertise level of the team members on Agile and Scrum. It was found that 

the software developers did not have a good knowledge of Scrum and what it entailed to 

be agile: 

They basically tracked four parameters: processes, people, communication and 

environment. For the people aspect, what was found is that [the team] did not have 

theoretical knowledge of Scrum. The training was done on that so that they know 

what it means (C2.RB). 

Measures were then taken to leverage the team members' skills accordingly, and are 

further described below. 

• Official and on-the-job training for team members 

In light of their habitus valuing the need to have highly qualified team members, Project 

Managers were predisposed to organize training sessions on agile and Scrum to the team 
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members, whenever they lacked theoretical knowledge on that topic. In addition to that, 

Project Managers were also predisposed to organize both official and on-the-job training, 

on the Colin application, to the software developers and testers. The software developers 

reported that whenever they wished to acquire knowledge on a particular type of 

technology, they could always inform Project Managers about the matter and they would 

be sent on training provided that It did not impact on their workload and ability to deliver 

their tasks on time: 

If we are going to work on new technologies, we can ask the managers for extra 

training (C2.R4). When new members joined the team, they would receive a 

combination of official corporate training, as well as on-the-job training (C2.RS). 

6.2.2. Testers' Work Practices 

To shed light on the work practices of Testers in the C2 GASD Team field, each element 

In Figure 6.3 is described. 

• 

Internalised 
Position in the Field ... 

Testers 
, 

Habitus 

Ensure that the software meets the • Up-to-date and precise 

user requirements and that product requirements are valued 

quality is maintained 

1:\ 

Produced I 
Reproduced Is Enacted by 

Practices 

- • Constant requests for software developers and customers 
to provide up-to-date information on requirements 

Figure 6-3 - Testers' Work Practices Circuit of Reproduction 
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6.2.2.1. Testers Positions in the Field 

Agents sharing the Testers position in the C2 GASD Team field were the ones responsible 

for ensuring the quality of the Colin application, in terms of the extent to which the 

customers' requirements were being met: The testing team is responsible for clarifying 

requirements, asking and understanding a/l testing feasibilities, scenarios (TDD) and test 

execution of previous sprints (C2.R2). 

From the inception of the project to the end of sprint five, there were no quality 

assurance (QA) tasks included in the task breakdown of each user story and hence, no 

testers were present in the team. The Testers were only introduced In the C2 GASD Team 

field from sprint six. Three agents from both India (Pune) and South Africa (Durban) 

occupied the Testers position in the field namely: C2.Rl, C2.R2, and Jarred. 

All three agents held equivalence positions in the C2 GASD Field despite their limited 

amount of cultural capital relevant to that field. In particular all three agents had only 

been part of the team for the last 1.5 months (since the beginning of sprint 6), and thus 

had limited experience in and knowledge of the business logic of the Colin project. 

However, they were all experienced in the application of Quality Assurance in Scrum, 

given their participation in other Scrum projects In C2 (see Table 6.1). Pertaining to their 

symbolic capital, C2.Rl and Jarred were "testers" and C2.R2 was a "senior tester" (see 

Table 6.2). 

6.2.2.2. Habitus and Practices of Testers 

The analysis identified one form of habitus which served as the generative basis for the 

work practices of the Testers. The form of habitus is: 

o Up-to-date and precise requirements are valued 

The Testers demonstrated a strong belief in the need to obtain clear, precise, and up-to

date user requirements from the specification documents. The quality of information 

contained in these documents was crucial for them to compile accurate test cases and 

successfully complete their testing tasks. Testers often made statements in the line of: 

There should be proper documentation for everything, a/l the requirements etc. 

(C2.Rl) or I think that here there is not enough documentation. They have proper 

requirements, but it's not detailed enough (C2.R2). 
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Some even justified their beliefs by stating that: According to agile, there should be 

documentation (C2.R2). By aligning their values to what they thought was specified by 

the Scrum methodology, they sought to formalize the process of clearly eliciting 

requirements In the user requirements specification documents. The various practices to 

which the Testers were predisposed to engage in are described below. 

• Constant requests for software developers and customers to provide 

up-to-date information on requirements 

The Testers constantly strived to encourage all the other team members to provide them 

with up-to-date information on the user requirements, which they felt were never clear 

and precise enough. They tried to overcome these challenges by cross-checking the user 

stories (C2.R2) and by getting as involved as possible In the requirement analysis stage, 

as shown in this extract: 

During the requirement analysis phase, the testing team gets involved and we have 

questions and answers sessions (C2.R2). 

They also constantly asked for clarification from the business analyst or the person who 

wrote the user stories: 

If I have some doubts about requirements, I can always ask (C2.R4). If the 

requirements are not clear, I can send the queries to BA. So it's all written 

communication, or calls. So when we have a clear understanding of the requirement, 

then we implement the coding and the test cases (C2.Rl). 

The Testers engaged in these practices to successfully complete the tasks required of 

them (i.e. maintaining the quality of the Colin application project) and, in doing so, 

reinforced the structure. But at the same time, they also sought to acquire more cultural 

capital in terms of the current project experience, which would serve to improve their 

position in the C2 GASD Team field. 

6.3. The Pune Team Field 

The team members at C2, based in Pune, were seen to belong to a separate nested field 

labelled as Pune Team. The Pune Team field had one position namely: Software 

Developers. The position, habitus, and work practices the Software Developers are 

described in section 6.3.1. 
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6.3.1. Software Developers' Work Practices 

To shed light on the work practices of Software Developers in the Pune Team field, each 

element in Figure 6.4 is described. 

Position in the Field 
Internalised 

Habitus Software Developers 

Software Developers are 
Technological Experts 

,. • Productivity is important 

Software Developers deliver high 
quality products 

Software Developers deliver 
products on time 

~ , 
Produced I Reproduced 

• Product demo 
• Work extra hours 

Practices 

- • Impediments notification 
• Code reviews 

• Adherence to standards is 
Important 

• Collaboration is important 
• Planning is important 

Is Enacted by 

• Constant communication to promote group collaboration 
• Architecture and technology planning 
• Sprint Planning meetings 

Figure 6-4 - Software Developers' Work Practices Circuit of Reproduction 

It could be seen that agents in the position Software Developers in the C2 GASD Team 

field, were in positions of subordination or equivalence, in comparison to other agents in 

that field. However, their respective positions of power in the Pune Team field differed 

whereby some of them were in dominant positions in that field. This is because the Pune 

Team field was characterised by its own set of cultural and symbolic capital, of which the 

software developers possessed a substantial amount. 

Relevant forms of symbolic capital pertained to the agents' degree of technical 

knowledge of software development tasks for the Colin application, as well as their 

academic qualifications. The relevant forms of cultural capital related to their seniority 

level. No form of economic capital was found relevant to that field. The two agents in 
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6.3.1.2. Habitus and Practices of Software Developers 

The analysis Identified four forms of habitus which served as the generative basis for 

practice in the Pune Team field. These relate to the importance of productivity, the need 

to follow standards, collaboration and planning. Each form of habitus is discussed below 

along with the corresponding sets of practices. 

o Productivity is important 

Software Developers valued the need to be highly productive in the Pune Team field. 

Throughout the sprint, it could be observed that the Software Developers always strived 

to complete all the tasks which had been allocated to them, even during instances where 

they overestimated the amount of work which could be feasible in one sprint, as can be 

seen in that extract: 

Our goal as a team, whatever the problem is at the beginning of a sprint, is to deliver 

that part. If we really overestimated a large amount, then we try to negotiate with 

the customer. If not, if it is a small percentage, then we try to do it (C2.R3). 

C2.R6 even admitted that the Software Developers in the team had a "doers" mentality: 

This is a kind of "doers" team. So most of the time, it has to be done. That's the spirit in 

the team (C2.R6). The Software Developers systematically strived to, as much as 

possible, complete any work requested from them. Software developers strived to 

maintain their productivity level by being predisposed to engage in various forms of work 

practices which are discussed. 

• Product demo 

Given their habitus around the importance of productivity, Software Developers were 

predisposed to recognise the importance of having product demo as part of the Scrum 

process. They used the product demo as an opportunity to showcase their achievements 

throughout the sprint, thus obtaining formal recognition from the customers of the fact 

that they had completed what was expected of them, as shown from this extract: 

At the end of the sprint, we have this demo with the product manager and other 

stakeholders where they look at the features [. .. ] It is some kind of high level 

acceptance on whatever has been developed (C2.R3). 
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In cases where defects or opportunities for improvements were uncovered, these were 

further specified as user stories for the upcoming sprint. However, whenever possible, 

they tried to fix the urgent defects immediately: And during the demo, there are 

sometimes defects which are taken as features for the next sprint. Some defects are 

fixed immediately (C2.R3). 

Through these work practices, the Software Developers defended their positions in the 

field pertaining to always delivering high quality products. The product demo was 

particularly important to obtain formal recognition from the customer that whatever was 

being developed was approved and could not be flagged as being incorrect later in the 

project life-cycle, which would jeopardize their position. 

• Working extra hours 

Software Developers also predisposed to work extra hours given their habitus. For 

example, at the time of the study, the team had missed their project deadline and, given 

the fact that the stakeholders were very serious about delay (C2.R4), they were all 

expected to work during weekends and after normal work hours during the week, as 

shown from this extract: That is why during the past 1.5 months, we were coming on 

weekends and we were staying late (C2.R4). 

The Software Developers did not feel that working extra time was a burden to them. 

They felt that by working extra hours, they were enhancing their knowledge and 

asserting their commitment to Sanbi and the customer. However, the reason behind this 

work practice was that they were striving to maintain their productivity level, and 

consequently reinforced their position in the structure of the Pune Team field: 

If the work is there we will come during weekends, but we do not feel that we are 

working for the company. It is more as if we are acquiring knowledge. Whatever the 

company is giving to us, we also give back to the company (C2.R4) 

I think how we are looking at it is that we have to complete this at this day, and 

whatever the customers are asking we have to do that (C2.R3) 

If something goes wrong and we have to make up for that in terms of deadline, then 

we have to spend extra hours (C2.R6) 
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• Impediments notification 

Software Developers In the Pune Team field reported on any impediments that they 

experienced during the sprint whenever they occurred. Impediments often related to 

specific issues which prevented them from completing the tasks assigned to them on 

time (e.g. lack of information on a specific user story, technological issues etc.). Instead 

of waiting for the daily Scrum meetings where such impediments are usually reported, 

they immediately informed the customers onshore of the situation. 

Suppose that I've given an estimate of two days for my task. And after about half a 

day, I come to know that it is technically more difficult and I will require one more 

day, so I don't wait for the Scrum meeting on the next day. I talk to Casper over 

Skype and inform him about the problems that I am facing. If possible, he will 

contact the technical person there and try to get some resolution for me (C2.R3). 

Whilst reporting impediments, the Software Developers not only sought to inform 

everyone that their work was on hold, but also attempted to obtain quick resolutions to 

their problems. They employed various strategies to ensure that they obtained the 

resolution quickly. For example, C2.R4 explained that when he failed to obtain the 

required help from someone onshore, he would instead contact someone higher in the 

work hierarchy who would then "pressurize" the latter to collaborate. Informing all 

parties about impediments also exonerated them in case of delays: 

If the product manager is however very busy with some other projects, his responses 

might be slow. The project manager is also occupied with some other projects but his 

responses are more in time. So if the product manager is very busy and if we want to 

get our job done quickly, we communicate with project manager who can in turn push 

the product manager to give more timely answers (C2.R4). 

These practices enabled the software developers to deliver their work on time and thus 

maintain their position in the field. They also defended that position by ensuring that 

they would be exonerated in situations where their work was delayed due to external 

circumstances. 

o Adherence to standards is important 

The Software Developers also valued the adherence to standards prescribed by the agile 

community. They expressed the need to adhere to the agile precepts rigorously and to 
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learn about these principles either through formal training or from other colleagues who 

they thought were highly skilled on the topic of agile software development, as shown 

from this extract: 

I had very good lessons from one of my team leaders in my previous company. From 

the very beginning, I was doing the right thing when it comes agile. I wanted it to 

work. I wanted to be an agile developer when I learnt about it. Obviously, initially I 

did not understand everything about agile, but I found some things interesting just by 

instinct. And I started following it rigorously (C2.R6)]. 

At the same time, they also believed in the flexibility of Scrum as a methodology. They 

felt that some aspects of the methodology could be adapted based on the project 

conditions and requirements of the customer. For example, they wrote documentation as 

required by the customer and ensured (to some extent) that the documentation was kept 

up to date: 

Again it depends on the project on a case-by-case basis, but I wouldn't really put it 

as a disadvantage of agile or a disadvantage of scrum. Scrum never says that we 

cannot update the design. We can still follow the theoretical scrum, and still have 

design documents up to date (C2.R3). 

Software Developers also valued the quality and standard of the code which was being 

written. They felt that they always tried their best to maintain the quality of the product 

and the code standard for the task which had been assigned to them. As a team, they all 

shared the responsibility for maintaining a high code standard, as shown from this 

extract: 

Sometimes it happens that a customer complains about our code quality to Project 

Managers, so in that case we know that we must focus on quality. So doing the best 

is one kind of motivation that we have among all the team members (C2.R4). 

The practices which the Software Developers were predisposed to engage in, given this 

habitus, are described below. 
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• Code reviews 

Given their habitus on the need to follow standards, Software Developers were 

predisposed to engage in code reviews. Such a practice, put forward by the customers to 

ensure the quality of Colin application, was perceived as normal and even necessary by 

the software developers who valued the adherence to standards within the team. In spite 

of the distance, they managed to implement a code review process through the use of 

Skype, as shown in this extract: 

[The code reviewer onshore] opens the same code on his machine. You tell him that 

you've developed class X. He is a technical guy so he asks us about what happened 

and why we did such and such in the class. Then we explain the thought behind the 

methods and logic in the code. Skype is just to talk and we try to optimise the code 

and follow good coding standard (C2.R3). 

To facilitate the reviewing process and maintain good coding practice, the Software 

Developers also inserted comments in their methods: We usually comment the codes 

that we have done and the technical person can review our codes if he wants to (C2.RS) 

The practice of having code reviews reinforced the Software Developers' position in the 

structure as they could demonstrate the quality of the product they were implementing. 

In cases where the code standard was not good, they could learn on how to improve 

their algorithms and leverage their technical expertise and thus acquire more cultural 

capital, in turn strengthening their position in the field. 

o Collaboration is important 

The Software Developers had previous experience in GSD and understood the need for 

effective collaboration. They had thus applied this belief in their daily work on the Colin 

application. SpeCifically, the appreciation of collaboration across dispersed teams was 

transposed from the GSD community to this nested field. 

The Software Developers not only valued collaboration across the sites but also amongst 

themselves on a daily basis: We do tend to work in groups sometimes, I'm not sure if it 

applies to Indian people all across. But from what I've seen there is a tendency to work 

collaboratively (C2.R4). The practices which the software developers were predisposed to 

engage in given this habitus are described below. 
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• Constant communication to promote group collaboration 

Given their habitus on the need to collaborate across and within the two sites, Software 

Developers were predisposed to engage in various work practices around communication, 

to further enhance their subsequent collaboration. For example, they often engaged in 

discussions on task estimation prior to and during the sprint planning meetings. Upon 

receiving the list of user stories which the Product Owner and the Scrum Master wished 

to include in the sprint, an initial meeting was held onshore amongst the software 

developers, where they estimated the complexity and duration of each task for the given 

user stories: 

We are given user stories and 14 features are there. So we discuss among ourselves 

and we talk to our manager to say that this is our estimation (C2.R4). 

Collaboration across the sites was also achieved when all the stakeholders (onshore and 

offshore) then discussed each task over the phone to finalise its estimated duration: 

The people present are product manager, project manager, team lead and all the 

developers and QA. It happens over the phone. And we discuss the complexity of 

each task and we finalise the user stories we will work on. And after that we get final 

confirmation about our analysis within the next day. Because we do our analysis and 

then we raise some queries to the product manager and he finalises those queries 

and then we start (C2.R4). 

In addition, Software Developers also discussed amongst themselves the best way to 

complete a task in case of uncertainty. For example, if they did not have enough 

knowledge about a certain module while their colleague did, they often collaborated with 

that expert to identify how best to design the code: 

Suppose that the feature is very simple and I know the dependencies of the modules 

that I will be developing, then I go straight forward. But if I know that the feature 

might have some dependencies with some other module that I'm not familiar with, 

then I discuss with my colleagues and I get the feedback from him on how to do the 

design (C2.R6). 

The communication channel between the onshore and offshore teams was also open, and 
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Software Developers also collaborated with experts onshore in cases of emergencies: 

It's very easy and they [onshore team members] are very approachable. Whenever 

you are in difficulty you can directly call them. You can ping a message, saying that 

this is a requirement that I am a little bit confused with, please clear it. So it's very 

straight forward (C2.R6). 

While engaging in practices to enhance and maintain group collaboration across and 

within the sites, software developers maintained their positions in the field, as 

collaboration enabled them to deliver high quality software on time. 

o Planning is important 

Similar to the habitus pertaining to the need to collaborate, the need to plan was 

transposed from the GSD Community field. In addition, given the high importance of 

planning derived from the Scrum community, the software developers further valued its 

importance. The various work practices to which the Software Developers in the Pune 

Team field were predisposed, given the planning habitus, is described in the following 

sub-section. 

• Architecture and technology planning 

Given their habitus around planning, Software Developers were predisposed firstly to pay 

attention to the architecture and adequacy of the technology employed while embarking 

on a new software development project, as shown in this extract: 

Suppose that I am starting with some new project, I must investigate which 

technology I will be using? If we have suggested a Model View Controller (MVC) for 

the architecture, we need to do a study of that thing to see whether it is suitable for 

the project or not, and we also do proof-of-concept for some critical things (C2.R6). 

Such research tasks were included In the initial sprints prior to any software development 

work and were thus recognized as essential stages during the overall software 

development process: 

These could be conducted at the sprint level. For example, in sprint 1 we will do only 

proof of concept, whether this new technology will suite our project or not. But that 
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should not be more than sprint 1 and 2. And then the development part can start and 

that is covered in each sprint (C2.R6). 

• Sprint planning meetings 

The sprint planning meetings were divided into two parts within the C2 GASD team: 

"sprint planning 1" and "sprint planning 2". During the first sprint planning meeting, the 

Software Developers strived to obtain as much Information as possible on the user 

stories scheduled for the current sprint. They first listened to the explanations provided 

by the Scrum Master and the Product Owner and were then given the opportunity to ask 

for further clarifications. This meeting was sometimes held via video conference if the 

connectivity was good, or otherwise via phone conference calls: 

Time is given separately for analysis and design. For example, sprint planning is 

generally video conference and Casper and Philip on their side and the entire team 

here sit together during a video conference. And they explain what are the backlog 

items they are thinking of introducing for this sprint. For each item, they try to 

explain as much as possible the scope of that feature, and what the end user really 

wants. At that time we don't discuss anything technical. And after that session, time 

is given for raising out queries. Maybe after doing some feasibility study, we may 

come across some questions or queries (C2.R3). 

The user stories were assigned to specific developers at the end of the "sprint planning 

meeting 1". Often, experienced software developers were allowed to choose the user 

stories they wished to work on, provided that these were in line with their area of 

expertise. Software Developers with limited experienced were not allocated complex 

tasks in order to maintain the quality of the codes being written: 

For example Naveen is new and has never worked on calculation. If we give that 

feature to him, he will take more time. Quality will be lowered or I will end up always 

going at his desk to explain how to do that. So it will waste my time as well as his 

time. So it is better to allocate features based on expertise (C2.R4). 

Software Developers took care not to over-commit themselves to the number of stories 

which they could complete in one sprint and organised themselves so that the user 

stories were completed simultaneously whenever possible: It's done in parallel. One 

feature is given to a maximum of two people. If there is dependency between two 
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features then we do it sequentially. Otherwise things will not be completed in four weeks 

(C2.R3). In addition, they planned for user stories of high priority to be completed first. 

During the second sprint planning meeting, the discussion was centered on the technical 

aspect of the user stories. In particular, the Software Developers focused on breaking 

down each user story into specific tasks: 

The next day, we have another Video Conference (VC) to discuss the technical things. 

Based on our knowledge on the first VC, we create a design document and we upload 

that to the wiki. Each developer is given one or two features each and we will discuss 

that feature over vc. And then we try to explain our technical approach to handle 

that feature. We say what are the queries and what are the bottle necks. And after 

the second VC, the scope is finalised. Ideally there should not be any change in that 

feature (C2.R3). 

6.4. The Durban Team Field 

The team members at C2, based in Durban, were seen to belong to a separate nested 

field labelled as Durban Team. The Durban Team field had two positions namely: 

Customers and Onsite Coordinators. The position, habitus, and work practices of the 

Customers and On site Coordinators are described in Section 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 respectively. 

6.4.1. Customers' Work Practices 

To shed light on the work practices of Customers in the Durban Team field, each element 

in Figure 6.5 is described. 
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XP for the Colin application project as it was perceived in the field that it would enable 

them (the customer) to better manage the resources around the project. In contrast, 

they felt that XP empowered the software developers, and they wanted to avoid this 

situation: 

Why did we choose scrum and why we didn't go for XP? The basic thing was the 

management principle. If somebody is going for Scrum, management is more 

responsible than resources. But in XP, the management had more faith in the people 

driving that. That's why we went for scrum (C2.R9). 

Even the software developers felt that their onshore customers wanted complete clarity 

on the daily work progress: They want minute-to-minute clarity. They don't want to give 

control to the offshore team (C2.R3). The set of practices which the Customers were 

predisposed to engage in, given this habitus, are described below. 

• Deciding on user stories and priorities 

Given their habitus, whereby the Customers value the need to retain control over the 

project, the latter are predisposed to decide on both the user stories' content and their 

respective priorities. In practice, Casper and Philip communicated with the online casino 

owners (i.e. the end users) to obtain their views on what the new requirements for the 

software should be: 

They get the requirements from the operators directly. [The customers] have direct 

contact with the operators. They have 5 to 6 operators in Europe. Operators are 

casino owners. They have online casino owners which run multiple casinos. These are 

not physical casinos, they have websites. Players come online and lose money and 

the casino owners earn money (C2.R3). 

They also obtained new requirements by comparing the software with other similar 

products to determine what new features can be introduced (C2.R3). These requirements 

were then written in the form of user stories. 

In addition, the Customers also decided on the respective priorities for each user 

requirement. However, their decisions were at times influenced by other stakeholders 

(e.g. company owners) in Durban: Pertaining to priorities, that part stays more with 
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Casper and Philip I think. But then again, the stakeholders push them to increase the 

priorities. It's not always the ideal world that you live in. 

• Approval of new team members prior to them joining the team 

Customers retained their position in the Durban Team field by putting forward a rule that 

any new member introduced to the software development team offshore would need to 

be approved by them. They required that any new team member be temporarily involved 

in software development work for the team for one iteration, after which they would 

assess his or her performance. 

• Keeping database and web servers onshore 

Customers also retained control over the project by keeping all data bases and web 

servers onshore. Software developers in India did not have direct access to the test and 

live data. In the event of a web server being down, the software development work was 

often delayed as it was not always possible to re boot the server immediately. The 

Customers were aware of the negative impact of delays on the software developers' 

ability to meet the project deadlines, but they nevertheless refused to set up a testing 

environment with the adequate servers and test database offshore. They justified their 

decisions by the need to secure their data. 

At the moment, these people [software developers] have their code sitting on their 

machines. But the database is located in the client environment. Then their web 

services and webservers are still in the client environment. So we have discussed 

whether we can have this environment here [offshore] for testing purposes. But for 

security reasons, they [customers] don't allow it (C2.R8). 

While data security was a valid reason for keeping the database onshore, this practice 

also allowed the customers to control the process and retain their dominant position in 

the field whereby they still decided on all matters surrounding the project. 

• Decisions on the methodological processes followed by the team 

Customers also maintained their position in the field by enforcing specific decisions on 

how the Scrum process should be followed by the team. For instance, the burn-down 

chart, and task board were managed onshore. They would gather information about 

progress being made during the sprint during the daily stand-up meeting and update 

their task board and burn-down chart accordingly. Pictures of these artifacts would then 
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be sent offshore. They have a scrum board there with the post-it notes. They used to 

send pictures of those. They update the burn-down chart onshore (C2.R8). In addition, 

while all software developers were responsible for updating their personal progress for 

their allocated task on the wiki, the Customers ensured that they were the one 

responsible for creating new tasks in the wiki at the beginning of the sprint: Everybody 

has responsibility to update the wiki. But for the creation of the task, it is Casper 

(C2.RS). 

When project tasks completion was critical and the project delays were encountered, the 

customers also bypassed the update of the Scrum artifacts. They instead requested that 

the software developers dedicate all their time to completing the work at hand. For 

example, from sprint seven onwards, numerous bugs were identified which had to be 

fixed urgently. Consequently, the update of the burn-down chart and the task board was 

no longer undertaken and progress tracking via Scrum artifacts was bypassed: From 

sprint 7 onward, it is a mix of feature plus bug fixing. And it is difficult to track the bug 

fixing and the project estimates, and there are so many. So it was quite difficult to track 

and we stopped doing it from sprint 7 onwards [C2.R8]. 

o Project deadlines and quality are important 

Customers in the Durban Team field also valued project deadlines and quality. In 

particular, software developers felt that the customers expected them to complete 

whatever the latter requested: I think that they believe that whatever they ask for, we 

have to do it (C2.R8). The software developers also explained that no one was allowed to 

miss a deadline and that the project plans put forward by the customers had to be 

followed diligently: If the project manager has laid down some project plans, if 

something is making us miss a deadline, that won't be entertained. We are not allowed 

to miss a deadline (C2.R6). 

In addition to project deadlines, the Customers in the Durban Team field also valued 

system quality. This can be perceived in some of the practices which they had put in 

place in the C2 GASD Team and which have been described in the previous sections, 

namely: Code Reviews and Product Demo. As mentioned by C2.R3: the customers are 

very much concerned by quality. The practices which the customers in the Durban Team 

field were predisposed to follow, given this habitus, are described below. 
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• Weekly retrospective meetings In case of project urgency 

Given their habitus valuing the need to meet project deadlines and maintain quality, 

Customers were predisposed to implement work practices where they would be able to 

constantly monitor the work progress of the software developers. For example, when 

tasks had to be completed urgently or when the software developers had missed some 

deadlines, the Customers requested weekly retrospective meetings, to be held with the 

project manager offshore. Under normal Circumstances, these meetings were held 

monthly. Weekly retrospective was used by the customers as a means to closely monitor 

the progress being made and to implement any measures to ensure that the software 

developers are more productive: 

We have weekly review meetings or monthly review meetings that are happening 

with the customer. So there we are tracking whether we are going in the right 

direction or not. Currently, just because of time constraints, it is weekly. Cause we 

have to finish things on time and we do weekly (C2.R8). 
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6.4.2. Onsite Coordinators' Work Practices 

To shed light on the work practices of Onsite Coordinators in the Durban Team field, each 

element in Figure 6.6 is described below. 

Position in the Field 

Onsite Coordinators Internalised 
Habitus ... 

Onsite Coordinators are the link 
between the onshore and offshore 
team members and ensure that both 
parties understand each other 

• Providing project visibility to the 
customer is important 

,\ Produced I Reproduced Is Enacted by 

Practices 

• Informing customers of offshore team's views - • Managing customer's requirements requests 

Figure 6-6 - Onslte Coordinators' Work Practices 

6.4.2.1. Onsite Coordinators Positions In the Field 

Onsite Coordinators were in an equivalent position in the Durban Team field. In terms of 

their position in the field, onsite coordinators were perceived as the link between the 

offshore and the onshore team members. Their role was thus to ensure that there were 

no misunderstandings between the two parties, given the physical distance between 

them. Only one agent belonged to that position (Yogi). 

Onsite Coordinators held an equivalence position in the Durban Team field, given the 

amount of cultural, symbolic, and economic capital they owned. The relevant form of 

cultural capital for the Durban Team field related to the degree of expertise of an agent 

in the business logic of the Colin application. Even though the Onsite Coordinator was a 

technological expert, his knowledge of the business logic of the Colin application was 

limited in comparison to the other agents in that field. He thus held a limited amount of 

cultural capital in the field. The amount of economic capital held by the Onsite 

Coordinator was also limited as he had no control for the Colin application. However, 

given his job title, which was recognised as a key role within the team, he held a 

sufficient amount of symbolic capital which enabled him to be in an equivalent position. 
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6.4.2.2. Habitus and Practices of Onsite Coordinators 

Only one form of habitus was found relevant to the Onsite Coordinators work practices 

circuit of reproduction in the Durban Team field, namely: Providing visibility to the 

customers is important. This habitus is further described below. 

o Providing project visibility to the customers is important 

The role of Onsite Coordinators was primarily created because it was felt that the 

customers onshore wanted to have a constant visibility on what the software developers 

offshore were working on, their work progress and the amount of time spent daily on 

particular tasks. Given the fact that the daily stand-up meetings were not enough to 

provide the required degree of visibility, this specific role was created. Consequently, the 

main purpose of onsite coordinators was to introduce this form of visibility and this value 

was inculcated to agents belonging to that role because it had been collectively 

orchestrated: 

The client indicated that they not have a clear idea of what was happening offshore, 

even if quality was good and we were delivering in time. They wanted to know 8 

hours a day, which resource was working on what task. This was not visible to them. 

We were discussing how to send the status and in which format to send the status to 

them so that there is no misunderstanding. And we found that just the daily scrum 

was not enough for that. So we introduced a coordinator there (C2.R8). 

The practices which the onsite coordinators in the Durban Team field were predisposed to 

follow are described below. 

• Informing Customers of Onshore Team's Views 

Given the habitus of providing project visibility to the customers, Onsite Coordinators 

were predisposed to ensure that the views of the offshore team were always presented to 

the customers. Consequently, in addition to providing work progress feedback, On site 

Coordinators also strived to inform the customers about any Impediments which the 

offshore team faced, causing them to remain unproductive for some part of the day. The 

Onsite Coordinators thus acted as an advocate for the offshore team members, and 

maneuvered to resolve any impediments which they faced by liaising with the customers 

onshore: 
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If we are facing connectivity issues, he has to coordinate there. If we are facing 

connectivity issues, he has to coordinate there (C2.RS) 

Suppose [the customers] were not clear about why I was sitting idle for the first part 

of the day and they were suspicious, it is my responsibility to clearly detail my 

schedule to the onsite coordinator. And he will easily communicate that to the 

customer (C2.R3) 

• Managing customer's requirements requests 

Prior to the introduction of Onsite Coordinators in the team, customers would put forward 

user requirements to the offshore team which the software developers felt were not 

technically feasible or clear. The role of the Onsite Coordinators was thus to intercept 

these requirements, assess their technical feasibility and clarify them before passing 

them on to the software developers offshore: He should know what exactly the problems 

are, what exactly the client means and whether that feature is technically feasible or not 

(C2.R3). By ensuring that only clear and precise requirements were passed on to the 

offshore team, the productivity of the software developers was maintained as no time 

was wasted in to and fro conversation between the onshore and offshore team to obtain 

clarifications. 

6.5. The Sanbi (C2 Organsiation) Field 

Following analysis, it was found that an important position in the Sanbi (C2 Organisation) 

field is the Project Managers position, whose habitus and work practices influences the 

C2 GASD Team field circuIt of reproduction. Consequently, a description of the work 

practices of agents in the Project Managers positions in the Sanbi (C2 Organisation) field 

will be provided. Other positions are also relevant to the Sanbi (C2 Organisation) field, 

but have not been described as they were not found relevant to the research question. 
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6.5.1. Project Managers' Work Practices 

To shed light on the work practices of Project Managers in the Sanbi (C2 Organisation) 

field, each element in Figure 6.7 is described below. 

Position In the Field 

Project Managers 

Project Managers are responsible 
for maintaining the image of Sanbi 
in the eyes of the customers 

Produced I 
Reproduced 

Internalised 

.. , . 
• 

Practices 

Habitus 

Abiding by standards is important 
Meeting the customers' demands is 
important 

Is Enacted by 

• Adapting Scrum practices to industry best practices 
Negotiating with customers to understand and implement E-
their agile needs 

• 

Figure 6-7 - Management's Work Practices 

6.5.1.1. Project Managers' Positions in the Field 

As can be seen in Figure 6.7, the Project Managers position in the Sanbi (C2 

Organisation) field was such that they were perceived as the ones responsible for crafting 

and maintaining the image of Sanbl as an organization, to the eyes of the current and 

potential customers. Agents in the Project Managers position were In a dominant position 

and were able to make important decisions which impacted the entire organisation. They 

often implemented practices (e.g. the implementation of Scrum teams for specific 

customers) driven by a vision of where the organisation, as a whole, should be positioned 

worldwide. They also strived to maintain and increase the competitiveness of Sanbi 

worldwide. 
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6.5.1.2. Habitus and Practices of Project Managers 

Two forms of habitus were found relevant to the Project Managers position: abiding by 

standards is important, and meeting the customers' demands is important. The habitus 

are described below, along with their sets of practices. 

o Abiding by standards is important 

The analysis noted that the agents belonging to the Project Managers position valued 

highly the need to abide by various forms of standards in order to maintain their 

credibility in the eyes of the customers. For instance, upon deciding to adopt agile 

methodologies in some of the delivery units at Sanbi, they felt that it was important not 

to blindly follow any myths around agile software development and that an accurate 

theoretical understanding was rather required. Formal training was then undertaken to 

ensure that they abided by the correct agile principles and Scrum work practices: 

The only challenge is the way in which the agile term is used. When we are using this 

term, we need to be quite clear on what we mean because there are some myths in 

agile as well. Some people tend to think that there are frequent releases during the 

development phase then It's agile. So people sometimes have these kinds of myths. 

But then they get the formal training its fine (C2.R9). 

In addition, Project Managers felt that they had to abide by the CMMI standard. They 

believed that once that they had defined the software development practices which would 

be followed at Sanbi, and aligned them with agile work practices, it would not be difficult 

for them to adhere to CMMI practices: 

Actually, CMMI allows you to have agile processes. Once you've defined what you are 

going to do and if you can follow that it's fine. It's at a very high level of CMMI as well 

that you define what you are going to do. Of course you have to follow some 

principles which are prescribed by them. And then if you follow that, you are OK 

(C2.R9). 

They also valued the need to implement design and coding best practices, irrespective of 

the methodology being used. This habitus was transposed to the Pune Team sub-field: 

At the technical level, we have the design best practices, coding best practices. Those 

are still applicable irrespective of whether we are using agile or waterfall. Design 

principles may slightly change. But the coding guidelines and best practices will 

remain the same (C2.R9). 
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Project Managers also followed the trends set forth by experts and leaders in the IT 

industry, like Gartner. They believed that in doing so, they would diversify their service 

offerings and maintain their competitiveness In the market. 

• Adapting Scrum work practices to industry best practices 

Project Managers adapted Scrum work practices to the industry best practices in various 

ways. As previously mentioned, they attempted to merge agile and CMMI practices to 

ensure that the two did not conflict each other, as both standards were valued in the 

organization. 

As already mentioned they followed industry experts and trends established by them on 

IT best practices and attended agile training courses, in order to obtain the correct 

knowledge. However, the agile trainers were selected with care and they also clearly 

specified the type of knowledge they wanted their employees to acquire, prior to the 

training: We made use of outside consultants in this, and we made sure that they really 

taught us what we wanted. And the instructors are normally certified scrum masters and 

scrum practitioners so we were assured to get the correct knowledge (C2.R9). 

o Meeting the customers' demands is important 

Agents in the Project Managers position valued the need to be in tune with the demands 

and needs of their customers, in order to provide the right service to them. This habitus 

was transposed to the C2 GASD Team sub-field. For example, they were aware that 

some of their customer pools wanted faster product delivery to leverage their 

competitiveness and profitability. Project Managers thus ensured that the right practices 

were implemented to satisfy these customer demands: 

The customer needs depend on that. They want faster time to market. They want 

their product to go to the market. Let's say I'm a product organisation and I'm 

creating a product. Some other organisation has a similar product and they are 

having more advanced features, I need to adapt to those. So the competition is very 

high and then we turn to agile. They fit together very well (C2.R9). 

• Negotiating with customers to understand and implement their agile 

needs 

Project Managers strived to understand the demands of the customers, either based on 

direct requests from them, or from conversations geared towards uncovering their exact 

needs and proposing potential solutions to them: 
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Suppose the customer wants to go from the traditional to the agile. Then we can 

dialogue with them to get some form of understanding. Or in some cases, they might 

have implemented certain things in other projects, using agile. So it's a kind of give

and-take to come to a common sort of understanding with them and how would we 

go forward in such case. But as long as both us and the customer agree about the 

basic principles of Scrum or XP then we have less problems (C2.R8). 

6.6. Chapter Summary 

This chapter described the various overlapping, joint and nested fields identified for the 

C2 case study as well as their relationships with each other. In particular, four key fields 

were found relevant to C2, namely the: C2 GASD Team field, Pune Team field, Durban 

Team field, and Sanbi (C2 Organisation) field. The circuits of reproduction of the work 

practices prevailing in these fields have been described, paying particular attention to the 

positions, habitus, practices and forms of cultural, symbolic and economic capital. 

Information provided from this chapter and Chapter 5 will be used as a basis to describe 

and explain the Scrum process breakdowns identified in the two cases in Chapter seven. 
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7. SCRUM PROCESS BREAKDOWNS EMPIRICAL 

OBSERVATIONS 
This chapter describes the Scrum process breakdowns identified from the empirical 

analysis of the data from the two aforementioned cases. The Scrum process breakdowns 

described in this chapter are to be understood given the contextual description of the 

practices detailed in Chapters 5 and 6. The chapter also elaborates on the social 

conditions under which these breakdowns were seen to occur, in light of Bourdieu's 

Theory of Practice. The chapter is divided into three sections. The first section focuses on 

the breakdowns occurring during and after the sprint planning meetings. The second 

section focuses on the breakdowns occurring during and after the retrospective meetings. 

The third section compares the Scrum process breakdowns identified in the study to what 

was specified in the literature, to highlight similarities and differences. A theoretical 

discussion on the social conditions leading to the Scrum process breakdowns is then 

proposed in Chapter Eight. 

7.1. Scrum Process Breakdowns Occurring During and After Sprint Planning 

Meetings 

The Scrum process breakdowns occurring during and after sprint planning meetings could 

be categorised as sprint interruptions and collaboration breakdowns. Sprint interruptions 

pertained to impromptu changes to user stories content and priorities. Collaboration 

breakdowns pertained to Product Owner's low level of authority, different perceptions 

about task urgency between the software development sites, disagreements on software 

engineering practices, number of user stories to be completed in the sprint being 

imposed on the team, low level of communication openness, and disagreements on 

estimation mechanisms. Appendix 29 summarises the Scrum process breakdowns 

identified during and after the sprint planning meetings and the conditions and factors 

leading to them in the case studies. 

7.1.1. Sprint Interruptions: Impromptu Changes to User Stories Content and 

Priorities 

The interruptions during the sprint indicate that the agreements reached during the 

sprint planning meeting did not hold throughout the sprint, thus giving rise to 

breakdowns after the sprint planning meetings. The sprint interruption identified in both 

cases was the impromptu changes in user stories' content and priorities in the middle of 
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the sprint. The user stories and their respective priorities were agreed upon following 

negotiations between the team members and the Product Owner, during sprint planning 

meetings but sometimes changed mid-sprint. These changes could occur at any point in 

the middle of the sprint, and the later it occurred in the sprint, the more disruptive they 

were to the team. At Cl, the impromptu changes, in content and priorities, in the user 

stories were always put forward by the CEO. The Product Owner was aware of the 

problem as indicated by his statement: 

"What happened sometimes is that the CEO is very much involved with the project. 

In the middle of a sprint, requirements might change and he will reset the priorities 

of the tasks or change the user stories. This is a problem because it impacts on the 

programmers' workload and all the other tasks" (Cl.R2). 

Changes in user stories impacted the team members negatively and resulted in loss of 

development time and stress, as can be seen by the following extract: 

"I had a story in this sprint, and I had to throw it all away yesterday because they 

changed everything in there. They actually do not change the main concept of the 

story, but the story still changes. And this time I had to do it all over again (C1.R7). 

In C2, the software development team was also impacted by the modification of user 

stories in the middle of a sprint. The software developers felt that the onshore customers 

were themselves not fully aware of their own expectations from the Colin application 

project as they had inherited the project from another company. The software developers 

thus explained the impromptu changes in reqUirements by a lack of clear vision on what 

should be the core purpose of the project. They also attributed these changes to the 

casino operators' lack of understanding of the requirements and of the feasibility of the 

requests, as shown by the following extract: 

"That has been the real problem with this product. Because it was inherited, the 

whole team doesn't have an exact idea of what they need from this project. So there 

are some faults around the core idea of the project. So that's why there is a change 

in the user stories all the time. [The customer] will say: "this is what I requireD then 

suddenly they go "no that might not be the best way to do that". So because 

customers are not always very clear about what they want, there is always a change 

in requirements (C2.R6). 
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No provisions for possible sprint interruptions were made during the sprint planning 

meetings at Cl, thus exacerbating the negative impact of this Scrum process breakdown 

on the team and the project. 

In contrast, software developers in C2 tried to allow for some form of time buffer while 

estimating the duration of a task. They felt that as a team, they took care not to over

commit themselves during a sprint: Because companies don't over commit things in India 

because they like to have some sort of buffer (C2.R6). Consequently, even though the 

negative impact of the impromptu changes to the user stories was felt in the team, its 

effect was less intense. 

o Conditions Leading to Impromptu Changes In User stories' Content 

and Priorities 

In both case studies, the user stories' content and priorities were changing mid-sprint 

when dominant team members competed for more cultural, symbolic, or economic 

capital, and strategized to maintain their dominant position in the structure of the field. 

In the case of Cl, the CEO was well aware of the negative impact of such impromptu 

modifications on the team members and on the project but nevertheless requested for 

these changes. He justified his actions by claiming to be promoting the quality and 

degree of purpose of the MKX application and thus found it relevant to make any changes 

required to the user stories at any given time, as can be seen from this extract: 

"If I see that things don't work and that the flow is really not acceptable on the 

application itself, I will change the priorities. It's just important for me, the quality 

and the degree of purpose that's embodied in this application H (C1.RS). 

However, the empirical analysis revealed other motives for the implementation of these 

changes. It was noted that these impromptu changes allowed the CEO to defend his 

position as driver of the MKX application in both the Cl GASD Team field, as well as in 

the larger HIM field by constantly acquiring more economic capital (control over the MKX 

application) in both fields. C1.RS had a high amount of economic, symbolic and cultural 

capital in both fields and was thus highly influential. By changing the user stories mld

sprint, it allowed him to acquire more capital by strengthening his control of the MKX 

application. This further reaffirmed his dominant position and ability to drive the MKX 

product vision in the Cl GASD field. In the larger HIM field, it allowed him to defend his 
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dominant position as an "innovation leader" (C1.Rl) who would always provide useful 

requirements to the end-users whenever required. 

The HIM group was global and comprised several organisations working in silos and at 

times in competition with each other. C1.RS acquired the position of innovation leader 

within the larger HIM group by attempting to create synergies amongst these 

organisations through the use of the MKX knowledge management application. He 

stated: 

"We overlook at what these companies are doing and try to create synergies amongst 

them. If somebody developed a nice application, we see if we can use it for the rest 

of the group instead of re-inventing the wheel. We are very much into knowledge 

management. We've created a knowledge management tool and this is what we are 

working on. The tool is trying to get everybody from the different companies to talk 

to each other" (C1.Rl). 

The MKX application was thus an asset within the HIM field and given the CEO's high 

degree of command on that asset, he acquired a high amount of economic capital in the 

HIM field. Through the implementation of this tool, the CEO was also perceived as an 

innovation leader. He therefore defended this dominant position within the HIM field and 

increased his degree of command on the MKX application (economic capital) by changing 

the user stories at any time during the sprint to ensure that the MKX application 

contained any necessary functionality which he perceived as important to the group. 

The changes in the user stories' contents and priorities were encountered under similar 

conditions at C2. In C2, these changes were initiated by the customers, who were in 

dominant positions in the Durban Team field, and were perceived as the ones having the 

final say on all matters pertaining to the Colin application project. The official reason put 

forward by the customers for such impromptu changes in the user stories was that they 

only realized mid-sprint that the requirements (put forward by the casino operators) 

were not correctly understood. However, the empirical analysis revealed that this form of 

impromptu request also enabled the customers to acquire more economic capital by 

reasserting their control of the Colin application project. This form of capital was relevant 

to both the C2 GASD Team and the Durban Team fields. Consequently, the more capital 

they held, the more they maintained their dominant positions in both fields. 
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The empirical analysis showed that the conflict between the team members, as a result 

of the impromptu changes in the user stories' content and priorities, was accentuated 

when the software developers were forced to engage in practices that went against what 

their habitus predisposed them to, while dealing with the changes. In Cl, the habitus of 

the technical experts in the GASD Software Developers field predisposed them to expect 

that the plan which was agreed upon during the sprint planning meeting had to be 

adhered to during the sprint. They ruled out the possibility of the occurrence of mid

sprint changes to the user stories which had been finalized during the sprint planning 

meeting and thus never made provisions for such changes while planning. In addition, 

they resisted when faced with the need to deal with changes to the user stories. When 

forced to embrace work practices which their habitus did not predispose them to in order 

to handle the changes mid-sprint, conflict occurred between the team members. 

In contrast to Cl where the software developers resented changes to the user stories 

given their habitus, the software developers at C2 perceived that the changes in the user 

stories mid-sprint was an acceptable work practice in the team, as can be seen from this 

extract: 

"Yes the stories change. Ideally as per sprint principles, you should not change your 

stories. The scope should not change. But here, we do accept the changes. So that is 

one deviation that we do from the theoretical Scrum (C2.R4). 

Given their habitus predisposing them to meet the demands of the customers at all costs, 

the software developers in C2 were predisposed to consider this form of work practice as 

normal. The software developers also shared habitus predisposing them to plan ahead in 

the Pune Team field but their need to meet the demands of the customers was stronger, 

hence mitigating the degree of conflict arising because of the impromptu changes in the 

user stories. However, the software developers still strategized to avoid being blamed in 

cases of missed deadlines because of these impromptu changes to the user stories. They 

put forward disclaimers (C2.RS) to avoid jeopardizing their positions in the Pune Team 

field whereby they always delivered products on time as can be seen from this extract: 

"When the user story changes we also highlight the fact that this might delay things. 

Perhaps 3 or 4 hours extra will be taken for doing this. We highlight how we will 

implement and how much delay will be included and we start working" (C2.R3). 
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7.1.2. Collaboration Breakdowns 

The analysis identified various forms of Scrum Process Breakdowns, categorised as 

collaboration breakdowns, in both Cl and C2. These are discussed in the following sub

sections. 

7.1.2.1. Product Owner's Low Level of Authority 

According to the Scrum methodology, the Product Owner is responsible for managing the 

product backlog and deciding on the content of the user stories and their respective 

priorities, given the input of the customer (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). However, the 

empirical analysis revealed that at Cl, the CEO (C1.RS) was the key driver behind the 

product backlog's content and prioritization, and not the Product Owner (C1.R2) as can 

be seen from this extract: 

"Sometimes like I said, I really do have specific concerns. It could be certain flow 

issues, that I don't like that I could see really doesn't work, so I would address that in 

a very specific way as well. And often, there are some very new stories which were 

never in the backlog before. So I don't regard the backlog as sort of holy in any way, 

if things need to be changed, it gets changed and reprioritizedH (C1.RS). 

The Product Owner's perception of his ability to manage the product backlog was often 

that he was in control. However, further observations and questioning indicated that this 

was not entirely the case, as can be seen from this extract: 

"Maybe it's not right to say that I've got the final say. He tells me what he really 

wants to go into the next sprint and, depending on the time we have and my 

discussion with the team, some requirements might not make it into the sprintH 

(C1.R2). 

In reality, the Product Owner would always have a private meeting with the CEO prior to 

any sprint planning meeting. During that meeting, the CEO would inform the Product 

Owner of the user stories which he would like to have completed in the sprint and their 

corresponding priorities, as shown from this statement: 

"Cl.R2 is actually very much In contact with Cl.RS, who actually makes the call when 

it comes to user stories content and priorities. Cl.RS will communicate almost on a 

daily basis with Cl.R2, to make sure that Cl.R2 knows exactly what is required and 

what's in the pipelineH (C1.R3). 
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In C2, no such form of sprint interruption was encountered. The Scrum Master and the 

Product Owner, who both held the customer position in C2 GASD Team and the Pune 

Team fields, collaborated to identify the user stories' content and priorities. The Scrum 

Master was also involved In this process given his high amount of economic capital and 

symbolic capital in both fields. But given the fact that they both held the "customer" 

position in these fields, it can be said that no breakdowns were experienced, as the 

Scrum Process was followed as per the methodology's principles. 

o Conditions leading to the Product Owner's Low Level of authority 

The empirical analysis revealed that the Product Owner (C1.R2) had a low level of 

authority while deciding on the user stories content and priorities, given the fact that he 

had limited capital within the Cl GASD field in comparison to the CEO (C1.RS) who held a 

dominant position and possessed a high amount of symbolic, cultural, and economic 

capital. C1.RS had a high amount of economic capital pertaining to his degree of 

command on the MKX application, a high amount of cultural capital pertaining to his 

previous role in the Cl GASD team, and a high amount of symbolic capital pertaining to 

his job title. C1.R2 was new to the team and possessed no economic capital and little 

cultural and symbolic capital. 

C1.RS claimed that he decided on the MKX application's requirements and priorities 

based on his perception of needs and the requests that he obtained from the end-users, 

as can be seen in this extract: 

"If I perceive something to be particularly wrong in the application, (particularly in 

terms of the flow in the application), I would prioritise it. If I get a very strong 

requirement from one customer, for example, the head of MIH intern et or some 

members of the board of executives, I would certainly prioritise that (C1.RS). 

However, requirements were most of the time imposed onto the end-users, as opposed 

to being obtained from them. This was justified by the CEO as a means to maintain order 

and the strategic vision of the MKX application, as can be seen from this statement: 

"I receive some sets of suggestions and feature requests, but one has to be 

pragmatic about it [ ... ] There's no way where I could practically facilitate a system 

where anybody could actually put down their requirements. We could put up 
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something, saying here's a website go put it down there, it would be chaos. Even 

though we want this application to be as useful as possible, it's not a free-for-all. So 

in that sense, we take strategic responsibility of where it's going and drive it in that 

way" (C1.RS). 

The analysis revealed that this form of work practice, which appears to be drawn by a 

strategic intent of maintaining the MKX application vision was however geared by the 

CEO's need to retain control over the MKX application. In doing so, he maintained the 

high degree of economic capital which he possessed in the Cl GASD Team and the HIM 

fields and reaffirmed his dominant position in both fields. 

However, the Product Owner (C1.R2) perceived that it was normal for the CEO to dictate 

the user requirements and priorities. At times, he even believed that the decisions being 

made were mutual even though in practice this was not the case. He attributed the CEO's 

right to dictate the user stories' description and priorities to the latter's degree of 

experience in the MKX application. 

7.1.2.2. Different Perceptions about Task Urgency between the Software 

Development Sites 

The empirical analysis revealed that in Cl, the team members had different perceptions 

about task urgency at the various software development sites. This was particularly felt 

when user-stories changed unexpectedly mid-sprint, and the changes in the codes had to 

be implemented urgently to reflect the new requirements and not miss the sprint 

deadline. This situation can be interpreted as a breakdown when the unwillingness of a 

team member to treat a change request as urgent results in the sprint goal not being 

met and the number of tasks scheduled for the sprint not to be completed. In Cl, it was 

noted that even though the Brazilian team members were aware of the new content of 

the user-stories, they did not acknowledge the sense of urgency in implementing the new 

user-stories, in contrast to the team members at the South African site, as can be seen 

from the following statement: 

"Obviously the urgency in the South African branch will be properly passed on from 

person to person because C1.RS will come in and it's obvious that he wants 

something done. But the same urgency won't get transferred to Brazil necessarily. 

That sort of thing does create some problems" (C1.RS). 
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In Cl, the South African team members were physically located in the same office as the 

MKX application requirements coordinator, enabling them to be at the forefront whenever 

changes in the user stories' content and priorities were put forward by the latter. 

Consequently, in spite of the disruption induced by the change In user stories' priority 

and content, the South African team members nevertheless felt a sense of urgency in 

completing the new requirements for the sprint, and somehow appeared to be less 

negatively impacted by the disruptions. However, they felt that they could not completely 

communicate this sense of urgency to their Brazilian counterparts. The Brazilian team 

members appeared to be more concerned with the wasted development time as opposed 

to focusing on completing the new set of requirements. Under these circumstances, 

Scrum process breakdowns were experienced as team members no longer shared the 

same purpose, and conflicts and frustration arose. In C2, the sense of urgency arising 

when user stories' content and priorities changed mid-sprint was easily conveyed to the 

software developers offshore, despite the fact that they were not located in the same 

location as the drivers of the project onshore. 

o Conditions leading to different perceptions about task urgency 

between the software development sites 

The empirical analysis revealed that this particular form of Scrum process breakdown 

was particularly linked to the global nature of the team and the resulting nested fields 

emerging because of the distance. Team members in each nested field had different 

habitus as well as cultural and symbolic capital, which further induced discrepancies in 

expectations pertaining to the work practices. For instance, team members within the 

Cape Town Team field had habitus predisposing them to value the need to be output 

oriented, which, when faced with particular demands and constraints In the field, 

predisposed them to focus on completing any tasks required of them, at all cost. On the 

other hand, the team members within the SaD Paulo Team field valued precision during 

coding. In practice, this was reflected In their constant effort in writing optimised 

algorithms. Consequently, when having to discard software codes in which they had 

dedicated huge effort, they often did not acknowledge the need to nevertheless urgently 

complete the new set of requirements and were more focused on the issues of wasted 

code, thus causing conflict in the team. As such, even though team members belonged to 

a common Cl GASD field, the differences in habitus deriving from their respective sub

fields given the geographical distance, induced discrepancies in practice. 
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The influence of habitus on the perception of urgency when user stories changed was 

corroborated in C2, whereby the agents were predisposed to act on the urgency given 

their habitus. In particular, software developers in the Pune Team field internalised 

habitus which predisposed them to maintain their productivity level. The importance of 

productivity in that field predisposed them to adapt theIr work practices to ensure that no 

external constraints would negatively affect their productivity level. In additIon, software 

developers were in a dominant position in the Pune Team field and were known to deliver 

high quality products on time. By being in tune with any sense of urgency arising in the 

team, they were able to take the necessary measures to defend that position, thus 

maintaIning the structure of the field. 

7.1.2.3. Disagreements on Suitability of Software Engineering Practices 

The empirical analysis showed that during the sprint planning meetings, the team 

members disagreed on the suitability of some software engineering practices employed 

by the team. For instance, the South African and the Brazilian PHP software developers 

often disagreed on the nature of the tasks which the team should be focusing on during 

the sprint. While the South African team members were focused on completing the user 

stories quickly and efficiently, the Brazilian PHP developers were constantly asking for 

more time to refine and refactor the code base In order to create highly optimized and 

reusable algorithms, as can be seen from this extract: 

"For instance, yesterday during the spring planning, one programmer requested two 

days to do a task in order to be able to make it reusable. And they were arguing with 

the CEO because the latter wanted things to be done quickly because of deadline and 

he was unwilling to waste one day of a programmer just to write perfect code" 

(C1.R2). 

This situation gave rise to numerous discussions and debates during the sprint planning 

meetings. In addition, in spite of reaching a consensus, a feeling of frustration still 

prevailed among the Brazilian PHP developers based on the strong belief that the team 

was not engaging in important aspects of software development. 

The ceremonies (e.g. planning poker) implemented in Scrum are meant to facilitate or 

assist the team In reaching a consensus on various user stories and how these user 

stories are to be completed (e.g. which software engineering practices to focus on). 

When team members are not able to successfully follow these ceremonies to reach a 
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Table 7.2 shows that the relevant forms of cultural capital within the Sao Paulo Team and 

the Brazilian PHP Software Developers fields are the knowledge of programming 

language and expertise in software development tasks, and PHP software development 

skills respectively. The empirical analysis revealed that by trying to push for more 

attention being paid to code optimization in practice, Brazilian PHP software developers 

were trying to establish this form of cultural capital as being relevant to the Software 

Development field at Cl. In doing so, they also tried to enhance their position of power 

within the Software Development field. 

The empirical finding that breakdowns are experienced when software developers belong 

to overlapping and nested fields with diverging habitus and capital is further corroborated 

by what was observed in C2. In particular, no such instances of Scrum process 

breakdown were observed in C2 as the software developers all belonged to the Pune 

Team field. In addition, all the developers were not involved in external programming 

language forums and never attended conferences on any particular software 

development practices. This implied they were not subjected to conflicting habitus and 

competed for the same form of capital. 

7.1.2.4. Number of User Stories to be Completed During the Sprint is Imposed 

on the Team (inability for team to be self-organised) 

The empirical analysis showed that the onshore customers imposed the number of user 

stories which had to be completed in the sprint on the software developers in India. 

According to the Scrum methodology, the Scrum Master should shield the software 

developers from such interferences and software developers should be able to voice their 

opinion when a certain number of tasks are not feasible in the sprint. This is an Instance 

of a Scrum process breakdown since this Scrum principle was not always adhered to at 

C2: 

The one bad thing about our project is that, the decision about the sprint backlog is 

not made by the offshore team. Ideally, the sprint backlog should be decided by the 

development team. So the product manager will give us the backlog items and then 

we decide what features we would take are in this current sprint. But currently these 

decisions are made by Casper. He does not ask us, out of this ten how many is 

possible for you over this month or two weeks period, or whether we are able to 

finish this list or if we want to shortlist. We have to complete everything (C2.R3). 
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The software developers at times strategized to explain to the customers that some tasks 

might take longer than expected and that the required number of stories might not be 

feasible in one sprint. However, these negotiations often failed as can be seen from this 

extract: 

"If it is really not possible to complete everything in one sprint, you have to convince 

them. But it is not 100% in our hands. Many times, priority is so high and the 

operators really want these features and we must complete them anyway (C2.R3). 

This type of Scrum process breakdown was not encountered in Cl. In Cl, the software 

development team was able to express their views on the feasibility of certain tasks and 

was listened to, by the Product Owner and the CEO. 

o Conditions leading to the number of user stories to be completed 

during the sprint being imposed on the team 

The empirical analysis revealed that this form of Scrum process breakdown appeared 

when the software developers and the Scrum Master belonged to different fields and had 

Internalised habitus predisposing them to focus on conflicting tasks. For example in C2, 

the software developers belonged to the Pune Team field while the Scrum Master 

belonged to the Durban Team field. In addition, the Scrum Master also held the 

Customer position in the Durban Team field. This particular situation led to conflicts of 

interests and prevented him from fulfilling his Scrum Master role as required by the 

Scrum methodology, given the conflicting forms of habitus and predispositions arising 

from the two sub-fields. 

In the Durban Team field, the Scrum Master was in the position of customer and all 

agents in that position valued the need to retain control over the project and to meet 

project deadlines. Consequently, he was predisposed to ensure that as many stories as 

possible were completed in the sprint. Because of such conflicts of interests, he did not 

shield the team against negative Influences from the Product Owner and the other 

customers who usually requested large numbers of user stories. 

The agents in the customer position from the Durban Team field also defended their 

dominant position by imposing the number of user stories to be implemented in the team 

on the software developers. Even though the customers justified this work practice by 

the need to complete urgent requests from the casino operators, the empirical analysis 
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suggested that it was instead a strategy to maintain their dominant position in both the 

Durban Team sub-field and the C2 GASD Team field. The software developers could not 

successfully strategize against this, given their limited amount of relevant symbolic, 

cultural and economic capital in the C2 GASD field. In this case, the economic capital 

held by the agents in both the C2 GASD Team and Durban Team field were particularly 

relevant in determining their ability to decide on the number of user stories for one 

sprint, and the software developers possessed no such capital. 

In addition, the software developers were victims of symbolic domination whereby they 

did not perceive that they could strategize further and acquire more capital, thus 

enabling them to counter the customers' decision on the number of user stories. Most of 

the time, they ended up accepting the decisions imposed onto them by the customers 

and perceived that the situation was necessary in order to meet the customers' 

demands. 

In contrast, in Cl the Scrum Master belonged to the same field as the software 

developers (i.e. GASD Software Developers field) and he shared the same habitus and 

valued the same forms of capital as the rest of the software development team. In the 

absence of conflicting forms of habitus, he was able to more easily play his role of Scrum 

Master and shield the team from influences and inappropriate requests from the Product 

Owner. 

7.1.2.5. Low level of Communication Openness During Meetings Involving the 

Whole GASD Team 

The empirical analysis revealed a form of Scrum process breakdown whereby some team 

members were less open during meetings involving the whole GASD team, than during 

internal meetings held at one site. It was observed in C2 that the team members in India 

express themselves more freely and openly during internal meetings at the offshore site, 

than during the sprint planning meetings involving the entire team (all meetings were 

held in English). When meeting with the onshore customers, some software developers 

did not always freely expressed their opinions unless explicitly probed by agents in more 

dominant positions (e.g. Project Managers and customers) in the C2 GASD Team field. 

However, these same agents were more open during internal meetings as can be seen 

from this extract: During the internal scrum, whenever we have some difficulties, 

everybody tries to give their opinion and everyone is listened to (C2.RS). No such forms 

of Scrum process breakdowns were encountered in Cl. Meetings were always held with 
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team members from both sites, and all agents were seen to openly engage in debates 

during such meetings. 

o Conditions leading to a low level of communication openness 

The analysis shows that the degree of openness in a meeting involving the entire team 

was depended on the amount of relevant capital one had in the joint field, in addition to 

cultural differences. Team members would be more open in the nested field if they 

possessed more capital within that field. For example, agents in a dominant position in 

the Pune Team field possessed symbolic and cultural capital which enabled them to easily 

put their pOints forward while engaging in debates. These agents were experts in 

software development tasks for the Colin application and had high academic 

qualifications (cultural capital). They were also senior team members (symbolic capital). 

The high amount of capital which they possessed enabled them to debate and be listened 

to by their team mates during internal meetings. However, their capital was not equally 

valued in the joint field, and hence they could not discuss openly while engaging in work 

practices within that field. 

During the internal meetings the software developers discussed various issues which 

included: doubts which they might have about the user requirements, how they could 

use Scrum statistics (burn-down charts, velocity graphs, bugs reports etc.) to better 

convince the customers that some tasks were not feasible in the sprint given their 

manpower capacity, or they discussed how they could better use their particular area of 

expertise to convince the customer of the required duration of a task. These pOints were 

then presented to the customers during the meetings involving the entire team. Hence, 

even though the lack of open discussions in meetings Involving both onshore and 

offshore team members could be perceived as a Scrum process breakdown, it could also 

be seen that there was an attempt on the part of the software developers to express 

themselves. The internal meetings could be seen as a strategy used by the software 

developers to enhance their positions in the C2 GASD Team field by putting forward 

some of the ideas which they would have identified as a group. 

In contrast, the software developers in Cl had enough symbolic and cultural capital to 

put forward their ideas on the spot, during the meetings with both sites (Cape Town and 

Sao Paulo). They did not need to resort to internal meetings to consolidate any Ideas 

before expressing them to everyone else. 
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7.1.2.6. Disagreements on Estimation Mechanisms 

Another form of Scrum process was the disagreements between the team members on 

the estimation mechanisms. During the sprint planning meetings team members at times 

disagreed on the estimation mechanisms to work out the duration of a task. For example, 

the duration of tasks for the user stories was estimated in days. However, at the time of 

the case study, it was decided by the coo (C1.Rl) that the number of hours would be 

used as the estimation mechanism as can be seen from that extract: "actually C1.R1 as 

the chief operations officer feels like he needs to have a look at the hoursH (C1.R6). 

While the new policy was implemented and being used within the Cl GASD team, the 
, 

Brazilian and South African team members disagreed on its usability and effectiveness. 

As mentioned by C1.R6: 

"Hour estimation is something that does not feel natural to me. I really have 

problems with hour estimation. Estimating that a task is going to take X hours to do, 

it feels horrible to me, I can never get it right. We had a long discussion here in Brazil 

as to whether this was really the proper way to measure the team's process. I 

personally think that it doesn't really reflect reality Since estimating hours is always 

trial and error. And we usually end up estimating like it's going to take 4, 8, 16, 24. 

It's not like we say that it's going to take 1.2 hoursH. 

C1.Rl might be a member of the Scrum team but according to the Scrum methodology, 

the team should be self-organised and be able to decide on any changes made to the 

software development process together. This decision cannot be imposed by one team 

member on the rest of the team. 

In C2, task duration was Initially estimated in hours and It was then decided that it would 

be done in days by the customer, as can be seen from that extract: 

"We estimate in days. Previously it was happening in hours and now it is happening in 

days. I'm not sure why the change happened. Casper decided on the change (C2.R4). 

However, some of the software developers stili felt that they should give their estimates 

in hours In order to provide more precision: 
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"I do it in hours in order to get maximum amount of precision. Because if you say one 

day, then it becomes very difficult to convince the client that you have to spend extra 

amount of hours on a task. It's easier to say 'I did this for 4 hours' rather than 60% 

of the day. I feel that giving my estimates in hours is much more convenientH 

(C2.R6). 

The discrepancy and the change in estimation from hours to days did not induce any 

form of conflict in the team. Most team members accepted the change in estimation 

mechanism proposed by the customer, and those who did not were not forced to abide 

by the new standard. 

o Conditions leading to disagreements on estimation mechanisms 

The empirical analysis revealed that Scrum process breakdowns pertaining to 

disagreements in estimation mechanisms occurred when team members were forced to 

engage in practices which conflicted with what their habitus predisposed them to. For 

example in Cl, some software developers from the Cl GASD Team field also belonged to 

the Sao Paulo Team field in which they had internalised different habitus. Brazilian 

software developers from the Sao Paulo Team field internalised a habitus calling for the 

importance of maintaining a relaxed work atmosphere and thus, in practice, having a 

self-managed team. Estimation in hours appeared to induce a high degree of stress to 

the Brazilian software developers as it implied the existence of a highly controlled work 

environment where their work hours were carefully monitored. This contradicted the way 

they understood the world (their habitus) which valued a relaxed work atmosphere, and 

thus introduced conflicts in the team. 

No such breakdowns were experienced in C2 since all the software developers belonged 

to the same field - Pune Team and all shared the same habitus. In addition, software 

developers who felt that they had to estimate in hours, in spite of what was requested by 

the customers, did so in order to defend their position in the C2 GASD Team field and the 

Pune Team field. They strategized by providing as accurate estimates as possible, in 

order to maintain their productivity level and trustworthiness in the eyes of the customer. 

7.2. Scrum Process Breakdown Occurring During and After Retrospective 

Meetings 

The Scrum process breakdown instances identified during and after the retrospective 

meetings have been categorised as Collaboration Breakdowns. The two forms of Scrum 
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process breakdowns under this category, along with the social conditions leading to 

them, are next described., Appendix 30 summarises the Scrum process breakdowns 

identified during and after the retrospective meetings and the social conditions leading to 

them in both cases. 

7.2.1. Collaboration Breakdowns 

Two forms of Collaboration Breakdowns occurring during and after the Retrospective 

meeti ngs relate to decisions on Scrum process updates not made by the development 

team and selective invitations to retrospective meetings. These are further described 

below. 

7.2.1.1. Decisions on Scrum Process Update not Made by the Development 

Team 

The Scrum methodology requires that during the retrospective meetings the team 

members reflect on what went well, what went wrong and what should be improved in 

the sprint. The whole team is responsible for putting forward a list of actionable sets of 

measures to be followed to improve the Scrum process (Schwaber, 2009). This stems 

from the agile principle that the agile team should be empowered and at regular 

intervals, should reflect on how to become more effective, and tune and adjust its 

behaviour accordingly (Koch, 2005). However, the empirical analysis revealed instances 

where decisions on how to update the Scrum process were not made by the development 

team but were rather imposed on them. For example, within the Cl GASD team, 

decisions on how to improve the Scrum process were taken by the COO (C1.Rl). During 

the retrospective meetings, following a reflection process, both the South African and the 

Brazilian team members proposed some measures to be implemented for the next sprint. 

These measures were evaluated by the COO who would then decide on their validity and 

appropriateness. He would implement some of them or focus on the measures which he 

had decided himself, as can be seen from this extract: 

"Well I think that all of us have our own ideas that we come up with. And this gets 

communicated to the COO and he'll come up with some suggestions. Obviously, 

because he knows the process the best at this stage, he makes the call about what is 

changed and how it is changed" (C1.R4). 

In C2 a similar situation was encountered whereby the software development team 

attempted several times to request for specific Scrum process updates in order to 
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facilitate their work, but these were not implemented. For example, the request for 

setting up a test database offshore was refused as can be seen from this statement: 

"Environment issues in the sense that, at the moment, these people have their code 

sitting on their machines. But the database is located in the client environment. Then 

their web services and webservers are still in the client environment. So we have 

discussed on whether we can have this environment here for testing purposes. But 

for security reasons, they don't aI/owN (C2.R6). 

The Scrum process updates which were implemented were mostly geared towards 

meeting the demands of the customers. For example, the process was once updated to 

incorporate more code reviews as the customers wanted to ensure the quality of the code 

and product as can be seen by this statement: 

"So in that monthly meeting it also happens. Whether documentation is enough or 

not, whether code review is happening to the required level or not. Last time they 

decided to incorporate weekly code reviewsN (C2.R8). 

o Conditions leading to decisions on Scrum process updates not 

being made by the development team 

The empirical analysis revealed that the development team members were not able to 

decide on how to update the Scrum process when they lacked capital in comparison to 

more dominant team members who would then decide on the Scrum process updates. 

For example, the Inability of the Cl GASD team members to impose their decisions on 

how to update the Scrum Process at Cl was induced by the existence of one agent with a 

high amount of the relevant forms symbolic capital within the main Cl GASD field and 

consequently across all the overlapping sub-fields namely C1.R1. In particular, C1.Rl 

held a high amount of symbolic and cultural capital pertaining to his Scrum implementer 

role in the team and his Scrum Master certification title, and was thus in a dominant 

position of power within the Cl GA5D field. The other team members did not have 

enough of the relevant symbolic capital to impose their decisions in that matter. 

However, the team members felt that C1.Rl was entitled to make such decisions, given 

his high degree of experience in Scrum and the fact that he implemented Scrum for the 

team. For example, the decision of making use of VersionOne as a Scrum tool was made 

by C1.R1. The other team members felt that VersionOne was not an ideal tool. They 
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identified several flaws in the tool, but nevertheless believed that C1.Rl made that 

decision in the best interest of the team as can be seen from this extract: 

"I think that there are two products available on the market and Cl.Rl who used to 

be Scrum master evaluated them. He evaluated the tools available at that stage and 

he chose VersionOne. I'm not sure what the decision behind it was, but it obviously 

seemed to be the best tool at the time" (C1.R3). 

In C2, a similar explanation held, whereby the customers, being in a dominant position in 

the C2 GASD Team and the Durban Team fields, sought to retain control over the 

software development project and process by making decisions on how to improve the 

Scrum process. The software developers attempted to have some of their ideas 

implemented, and in doing so sought to enhance their positions in the C2 GASD field. For 

example they passed on their suggestions to C2.R8, who they hoped would put them 

forward to the customer, as can be seen from this statement: 

"We usually do not ask our customer to improve. Suppose one of the guys onsite is 

not following standards. I don't directly call the customer to tell them that they are 

not for example upgrading the wiki properly. Because they are our clients and we 

cannot talk to them like that. I will instead tell to C2.RB. He will also observe and he 

handles the situation. Life is easier then. So in the improvement meeting he will put 

that point forward. He will not say that X was saying that. Instead, he will say that in 

the team, everybody should follow the rules. In that way, it is always listened. Again 

maturity wise, he is the right person to decide whether this is really a problem or not" 

(C2.R3). 

However, given their lack of capital, they were not able to ensure that their ideas were 

implemented or were even considered. C1.Rl thus applied double-meaning strategies 

towards the other team members while deciding on how to update the Scrum process at 

Cl, in order to maintain his dominant position. In doing so, he also acquired more 

symbolic capital in the form of being a Scrum implementer. However, this was in a non

deterministic manner and he justified his actions by stating that he was acting in the best 

interest of the team. 

The team members within the Cl GASD team were victims of misrecognition when forms 

of Scrum process updates were imposed on them. In spite of not fully reaping the 

benefits of the changes being implemented within the Scrum process, the team members 
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felt that C1.Ri was entitled to make such decisions, given his high degree of experience 

in Scrum and the fact that he implemented Scrum for the team. 

In C2, a similar explanation held, whereby the customers, being in a dominant position in 

the C2 GASD Team and the Durban Team fields, sought to maintain their position by 

applying double-meaning strategies to retain control over the software development 

project and process. By ensuring that their decisions on how to Improve the Scrum 

process was maintained, they retained their degree of economic capital pertaining to the 

control of the project and consequently, their dominant positions in both fields. 

The customers at C2 were predisposed to strategize as such given their habitus (1) 

calling for a need to retain control over the software development project and (2) valuing 

project deadlines and quality. The double-meaning strategies allowed them to further 

their amount of economic capital pertaining to their degree of control on the Colin 

application project, as well as their degree of cultural capital as their degree of expertise 

on the business logic of the Colin application was leveraged. 

7.2.1.2. Selective Invitations to Retrospective Meetings 

The empirical analysis showed that the retrospective meetings did not always involve the 

entire team. For example, it was observed that in C2, the software developers were not 

invited to partiCipate in the retrospective meetings which were held only between 

management offshore and the customers onshore. This work practice contradicts Scrum 

work practices which states that all stakeholders with vested interest in the project 

(particularly the development team) should be allowed to partiCipate in such meetings 

and should be able to freely express their opinion on what happened in the sprint as can 

be seen from this statement from (C2.RS): C2.RB goes into retrospective meetings with 

the client. And we are not involved with that (C2.RS). Instead, C2.RS gathered 

information about what went well and what went wrong in the sprint, as well as the 

software developers' ideas on what should be improved prior to that meeting. He would 

then decide whether these are valid issues to be passed on to the customers. In contrast, 

all team members were allowed to partiCipate in the retrospective meetings at Cl, and 

they thus did not experience such a Scrum Process breakdown. 

o Conditions leading to selective Invitations to retrospective 

meetings 

The reasons provided for not involving the software developers in the retrospective 
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meetings was that the customers did not want to hurt the software developers' feelings 

when productivity issues were raised during the course of these meetings: What they're 

thinking is, let's say productivity of this person is not good. They think that if they 

discuss directly with that person, he will feel bad (C2.R8). However, their behavlor could 

also be attributed to strategies employed by dominant team members to retain their 

positions and prevent other members from acquiring capital. For example, in C2, 

customers employed this strategy to maintain their dominant position in the C2 GASD 

Team field and the Durban Team field, while management supported this practice in 

order to maintain their dominant position in the C2 GASD Team field. 

In particular, given the fact that C2.R8 was able to oversee the whole software 

development process and be the liaison between the software development team and 

customers offshore (from a management point of view), he was in a dominant position. 

He defended that position by acquiring more capital and thus maintained the usefulness 

of his role in the team. However, he justified this work practice by applying a double

meaning strategy, claiming that he was only following the process that was put forward 

by the customer pertaining to the retrospective meeting setup. The software developers 

accepted this retrospective meeting setup as normal: I don't directly talk to the 

customers to te/l them that they are not for example upgrading the wiki properly. 

Because they are our clients and we cannot talk to them like that. I will instead te/l to 

C2.RB. He will also observe and he handles the situation f. .. ]. Again maturity-wise, he is 

the right person to decide whether this is rea/ly a problem or not. Last decision is his 

(C2.R3). 

7.3. Comparison of Scrum Process Breakdowns with Literature 

The term "Scrum process breakdown" has not been used in the literature to date. 

Instead, past studies have spoken about 'social challenges' or 'socio-cultural challenges', 

both of which point to the existence of Scrum process breakdowns. Consequently, the 

Scrum process breakdowns identified in this study have been compared to the social 

challenges identified in the literature. The following sub-sections compare the Scrum 

process breakdowns identified during and after (1) sprint planning meetings and (2) 

retrospective meetings. Some of the Scrum process breakdowns identified in the study 

were similar to what was mentioned in the literature, while others differed, as can be 

seen in Tables 7.3. A theoretical discussion on the social conditions leading to the 

breakdowns is provided in Chapter 8. 
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7.3.1. findings vs. Literature: Scrum Proct':ss Brt':akdowns Rt':lativt': to Sprint 

Planning Mt':etings 

The study showed t h ~i team member, from t he various sites Ilael eli fferent perceptions 

~bou t the degree of urqency of certai n tasks. Th is was particularly visi ble when t~ sk s 

were updated b e c~use decisiort, made during the spr int plann ing meetings abou t 

requirements' content and priorities were overruled. This was corroborated by li teratu re. 

where it was reported th~ t the re c ~ n be a difference in percept ion perta ining to the ,ense 

of urgency ',n co mp leting ce rtain tasks in GSD (Clerc, Laq o, & van Vliet, 2007). It was 

also f ound tha t the re can iJ e a lack of con t ,-ol on the motivation level 01 th e particip"nts 

at t he disper,ed sites ( B~tra, 2009 , Batra et al., 2010) an d that dispersed team 

members can have eli fferen t senses of t irne (Sutllerlartd et al., 2008)_ 

Study Findings Literature Findings 

I Differen t pc-rceptioil-"- about task urgency at--lack ofcor.t rol on '';;-b'iiVatlon "atd iverse 

t he software development sites site (Batra, 2009, Baira et ~ I., 2010) 

Different sense of time (Sutherland et al 

Disagreements on , oftwM e engineering 

practices 

Low level 01 communication openness 

dur'lng meet ing' involving the whole GASD 

tearn compared to intern,,1 meetirtgs "t the 

,ites 

2008) 

GSD can result in a difference in 

perceptions pertaining to tile sense of 

urgency in completing some t~,ks (Clerc, 

laqo, & van Vliet, 2007) 

Differen t wor.; sty les and need for 

structure (Su ther land et al., 2007) 

Inability to engage in deiJates (Summers, 

2008) 

Hard to establish good interact ion, 

between the t""m member> (D~n"it, 

2005; Smits & Pshiqoda, 2007) 

1 m pro mptu c:,:,,:,:,g:::,:,~,:o·,:,,:,:,:-:,:'o:,:,:,:,'· :,:,:,,:,,:,:,,:-~ci,,:,i"!::m:c:,~s introduce modificat i 0 ns in the 

and priorities middle 01 a spr int as tiley are unsure of 

what they w~ n t (Cervone, 2010) 

Product Owner's low level 01 au t hori ty 

Dis~greement' on est imat ion mecllanisms 

Number of User Stories 10 be Completed 
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~ng thp Sprint is i'-;;posed on the tp ~ m 

NorlP Inability to communicate client IlUaIlCe~, 

context and priorities (Sutherland et al 

2008) 

None Inability to create common vision and 

~tr~ tegy (Holmstram et ai., 2006) 

L o,"'abl; "7 ~:l-:-Findi-"-,-,-v;: Lite-;~i;r;,~ S~r~m f'-:;;c;;; breakdowns re'lai~e -t~ Spri nt PI",'"' "' ,"' ,' 

Meetings 

Another Scrum process hrpakdown, not<"(i in both th .. liter~ turp ~ nd the 5tudy, relates te 

thf> f"ct that th" t"~ m membcr~ had divergent perceplions about the suitability oJ SOme 

~oJlware engineering pract ices followed by the team. For instance, the participants of the 

study disagr""d on the n ~ ture of the tasks which the team had to focus on during a 

sprint. The leam members also differed in their propensity to be technically-oriented 

while engaging in thp coding proce~~_ Liter~ ture employed more gener,,1 terms to 

describe this phenomenon, For example, Sutherland et al. (2007) reported that given the 

cultural (flstance, di5persed t .. am m .. mhprs at time~ had divergent working stylps and 

n .. ed lor structure The divergent propensity to be technical relates to the conflicting 

working slyles of lhe dispersed team members It can therf'forf' be said that tlw findings 

01 this study ~upport exi5ting li t er~ ture. 

Anether Scrum process breakdown identified in both the study and the literature is the 

low level of communication openne~5 of ~ome membef5 during joinl meelings, Some 

tf'am mpmbers were less open duting meetings involving all the dispersed team 

members lhan during internal m""t'lng~. I itf'rature has df'scribf'd this phenomenon ~ s 

thp tf'am membc,-s limited abilily to engage in debates during the sprint planning 

meeting5 (Summer~, 2(08), ~ nd the difficulty in eslablishing good rapport. between the 

di~persed team member~ ~Danait, 2005; Smits & Pshigoda, 2007), 

Both the ~tudy and literalure identified the impromptu changf's to the user storie5' 

content and prioritie5 ~ s one of the key challenges of a Scrum team, This occurred when 

user stor; .. ~ content ~ nd priorities, which were agreed upon during the sprint planning 

meetings, changed in the middle of the sprint. In line wilh lhe findings of lhis ~tudy, 

Cervone (2010), found that customers introduced ch ~ nge5 to the uSCr slorie5 in lhe 

middle of the sprint, bul he attributed this l>ehaV'lour to the fact that thf' cU5tomer5 wpre 

unsure 01 what they w~ nted. 
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The study also identified forms of Scrum process breakdown which were not reported in 

the literature review for this study. For example, no studies from the literature review 

identified social challenges relating to the Product Owner's low level of authority while 

deciding on user stories content and priorities, during distributed Scrum. The study also 

identified instances where the number of user stories to be completed by the team was 

imposed on them and where the team members disagreed on the estimation mechanisms 

to be employed. None of these were reported in the list of literature sources reviewed for 

this study. 

However, some social challenges which could give rise to Scrum process breakdowns 

identified in the literature were not identified in the study. In particular, the literature 

reported that, during GASD, it could be difficult for customers to communicate nuances, 

context and priorities to the dispersed team members (Sutherland et al., 2008). It was 

also noted that some GASD project teams find it hard to create a common vision and 

strategy for the project (Holmstrom et al., 2006). These forms of breakdown were not 

encountered in either case. This could be because the CEO (for Cl) and the customers 

(for C2) fully engaged in the Scrum process and project requirement definition phases. 

What was required of the team was made clear to the dispersed members and further, 

the project requirements were imposed onto them. In addition, the team members at C2 

felt the need to satisfy the customer's demands and requirements at all costs and were 

thus attentive to the vision and strategy of their customers and the requirements 

priorities presented to them. 

7.3.2. Findings vs. Literature: Scrum Process Breakdowns Relative to 

Retrospective Meetings 

The study identified two forms of Scrum process breakdowns relative to retrospective 

meetings; both were similar to the social challenges identified in literature. The study 

found that decisions on how to update the Scrum process were not always made by the 

team members. Instead, these decisions were made by more dominant stakeholders 

(e.g. COO in Cl and the customers in C2). While literature did not explicitly report on a 

similar challenge, it mentioned the existence of power imbalances within GASD teams 

(Therrien, 2008) and a lack of understanding of the term "self-organisation", derived 

from one of the agile principle (Batra et al., 2010). So, to some extent, this study offers 

further empirical examples of this form of Scrum process breakdown. 
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The seconct form of Scrum proce,s breilkdown identiftect W3S the selecflve inv'tiltion to 

retro'pective meetings notec' in C2.; i,e. not illl tile te~m members were inviteoJ' to t he 

ret rospective meet ings, Tllis Scrum process bre~kdown was justified by the clilim thilt 

the cu,tom er dic' not wilnt to offenct 3nyone when c'elicilte "sues wer'e r3ised c'uring 

these meetings, Liter3ture reported On 'imililr situations where by Ulere Wil' sometimes a 

feilr of conflict ilmongst GASD te3m member> (Uy & 10ilnnou. 2.00S) as well a, 3 [orrn31 

relationsllip lJ.etween the venc'or ~nrl the customer (Batra et ill., 2.010). It was also 

reportect that it was harrl to establisll il feeling of trust and gooo team-spirit among,t the 

teMn member, ilnd thilt the dispersed team members c",d not understilnd the 'Importance 

of teamwork (Holmstrorn et al., 2.006: Uy & IOilnnou, 2.008; Dorairaj et 31., 2.011). 'Nhil e 

nOne of the sociill chilllenges reportect by literature ,peciflc~lly reliltec' to retr'ospective 

meetings witllin the GASD con te xt, they were similar to the ones experiencec' during the 

retrospective meetings observe<l rluring the ,tudy. 

However, On e form of soci~1 chilll enge reporterl by literature w3s not ic'entifiec' in the 

stucty; the lack of control 3t rernote sites (Ramesll et ~I, 2.006; Abdrleevski, 2.007). In 

contrilst, the stuc'y founc' that the cust omers ret3inect 3S mucll con trol 3, possi b le On the 

project and the Scrum processe, followed ilt the remote sites, espec',ally for C2.. In Cl, 

even thougll t he software ctevelopers in Brazil were not 3s l'lglltly rn3n3gec', the (EO ilnd 

the COO regularly visited the remote site to ensure that things wer'e rllrlrlinq smoothly. 

Consequently, this study rlid not confirm a lack of cont rol at r'emote s',tes, 

Study Findings 

Update tlct made by the 

Development Team 

Selective inv itation tc 

retrospect'lve meetings 

literature Findings 

organ'lsaticn (Batra et aI., 2010) 

Agil~ Princ p le Iswe - Power Irnbalanc~ (lherrien, 2008) 

Agile Prin[9le l5Sue - Formal r'~lation~llip betwe~n 

venc'or and [U5tocner (Batra et aI., 2010) 

GASD Issue - Fear of conflict (Ur' & Io atlllru, 2008) 

CASD Issue - Hard to e~tabl,~ h a fe~ ~ ng of tru~t and 

gccc' team ~plr(, and per[ei"~ rnpc rtance of team',',ork 

(Hcltnitrcm et 31 , 2006; Uy & loanncu, 2008; DOI"airaj 

et 31" 2011) 

... gile PTin(~T~ l~~uo' - a~ ef tllntrd ~ r~mGt~ ~it~ 

_______ ~_"_r'~~2.:: . ~~_ :~_~l.:eV5l<1, ~:::})_._~ __ ~ 
T abl " 7_4 _ Scrum P'oc"ss B,,,akdowns during and as a ,,,suit of ov" rrul" d R"trosp"ctiv" 

m""tings 
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7.4. Chapter Summary 

This chapter described the various forms of Scrum process breakdown occurring during 

and after the sprint planning and retrospective meetings at Cl and C2. The social 

conditions leading to these breakdowns in Cl and C2 were also presented, drawing on 

information provided in Chapters 5 and 6, where the positions, habitus and work 

practices of the various fields inherent to the cases were described. The empirical 

analysis has revealed six forms of Scrum process breakdowns occurring during and after 

the sprint planning meetings namely: 

(1) Product Owner's low level of authority 

(2) Different perceptions about task urgency between the software development sites 

(3) Disagreements on suitability of software engineering practices 

(4) Number of user stories to be completed during the sprint being imposed on the 

softwa re developers 

(5) Low level of communication openness 

(6) Disagreements on estimation mechanisms. 

The forms of Scrum process breakdown occurring during and after the retrospective 

meetings were: 

(1) Decisions on Scrum process update not made by the development team 

(2) Retrospective meetings not involving the entire team 

Following from the empirical observations, these social conditions leading to the Scrum 

process breakdowns can be regrouped under five key categories namely: 

(1) The desire to acquire more capital 

(2) Divergent orientations towards capital acquisition 

(3) GASD project stakeholders' low level of capital in the joint field 

(4) Different beliefs and values because of multiple fields 

(5) Agents oriented to value the importance of planning 
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8. THE FINDINGS: A THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 
The empirical analysis has revealed various social conditions which may lead to Scrum 

process breakdowns relative to sprint planning and retrospective meetings. Following 

from the empirical observations, these social conditions have been regrouped under two 

categories, namely: 

(1) GASD project stakeholders low level of capital in the joint field 

(2) Different beliefs and values because of multiple fields 

This chapter discusses these social conditions. In particular, two theoretical propositions 

have been formulated based on the empirical findings. The propositions have been 

labelled TPl and TP2 respectively. Propositions also have sub-propositions (e.g. TPla and 

TPlb are sub-propositions of TP1). Evidence from literature has been sought to assess 

the validity of these theoretical propositions. 

This chapter is divided into four sections. Section 8.1 summarises the social conditions 

giving rise to the Scrum process breakdowns. Each social condition identified from the 

study, and the theoretical propositions derived for them, are then discussed in Sections 

8.2 and 8.3. The chapter is then concluded in Section 8.4 

8.1. Summary of Social Conditions Giving Rise to Scrum Process Breakdowns 

Table 8.1 summarises the two social conditions and the Scrum process breakdowns 

which they give rise to. Appendix 31 lists the Scrum process breakdowns and their 

corresponding social conditions. 
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Sod,,1 Conditions Scrum Process Bre1>kdOwnC,-====-:-===--
GASD project stakeho lders ' low level Nu rrtJeor 01 User Stories to be con11,ldN! 6.'"'09 
olca pital in the joint field the Sprint is imposed 011 tI1e te .• rn (TPla) 

CMffHentbeliefs 'mrl values because 
oi multiple fi e lds 

Lo ... · .. level ofcornmu:lication openne5S durlf1g 
meeJngs 'Invol"lf1g the entire GASD team 

comp""'d t o ... .tunal m"etir>9s ~t the sites 
(TPlc) 

De<:isions on SUlXl\ p,'ocess uprl"h' riot mad<, by 
the ~ev"lopment tc..rr, dur"'9 retrospec~ve 
meetings (,Pld) 

Disagre,'m(,nts on software en gin,' e Cln g pr ,drn" 
( TP2~) 

Different percep~ons "bout task urgency at the 
software deve lopmen t s ites (TP2b} 

Nu~er of Use r stories to be corn pleted dJ rin g 
the Sprint is imposed on the te"m (TP2cj 

Table 8-1 - Summary of Social Conditions Le~ding to Scrum Process Br,,~kdowns 

8.2. GASD project Stakeholders' Low Level of Capital in the Joint Field 

It h~s t>f>en "st~blish"d in this study th~t GASD '5 pr~cticed In ~ context characterised by 

ovcclapping and rlested fields of pra ct ice Bourdieu and Wacquant ( 1992) descri bed li1es" 

fields of pr~ ctlc" ~s comprIs ing constelliltions of ~gents shMlng prilct ices and competing 

for unlqu" forms of c~p it~l. It h~s ~Iso bf><>n est~blished, in line with L"vina and Vaast 

(200S) that when team members "ngage in a GA5D project, a rlew joint field is created 

for which a "rlique set of eco nomic, CUltural arid symbolic capital emerges. In addition, 

the team members' ~sition in the joint field depends on ho w th"ir c~p ilill in the nest"d 

~nd ov"rl~ppin9 fields r"lilte t o the cilpit~1 ill th" joillt fl"ld ~Bourdieu, 1996) 

The ~mpiric~1 findings of th is stud y showed that whe n the GA5D te-am members had a 

low le-vel of capital in the joirlt fie-Id, various Scrum pcocess breakoowns occurred. For 

example, those with a low level of capital were not al wa ys able t o negoliate the number, 

conten t ~nd priorities of the requir"ments They wer" ~ Iso less ope n during meetings 

involving the "ntire t"ilm, ~ nd few of their id e~s on how to update- the- Scrum proce-ss 
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were Implemented. Given these empirical observations, the following theoretical 

proposition was formulated. 

TPl When the Software Development Team Members (SDTM) have low level of 

capital, they will have limited ability to negotiate the requirements number, 

content, and priorities AND will be less open while communicating AND few of 

their ideas on how to update the process will be implemented 

The challenges to collaborate in a joint field because of a low level of capital is 

corroborated by Espinosa, Cummings and Wilson (2003) and Hinds and Bailey (2003) 

who have also acknowledged that it is difficult to simultaneously bridge multiple 

boundaries to achieve effective collaboration in global offshore projects. The study has 

attributed the difficulty in achieving effective collaboration to team members' low level of 

negotiated capital in the joint field in comparison to their degree of capital in the nested 

and overlapping fields. When dominant team members in the nested and overlapping 

fields are unable to establish the relevancy of their capital and position themselves as 

dominant in the new joint field conflicts arise in the form of Scrum process breakdowns. 

This theoretical proposition is also in line with Metiu (2006)'s findings that the existence 

of nested and overlapping fields and boundaries gives rise to differences between the 

team members (Metiu, 2006). Meitu (2006) further posits that these differences act as 

status markers and inhibit collaboration. Other studies have also found that boundaries 

between overlapping and nested fields are a source of distinction creating status 

inequalities. For example, Levina and Vaast (2008) found that status differences are a 

result of the accumulation of capital within and across the fields and hinder collaboration. 

Levina (2005) further explained that in the context of Information Systems Development, 

the status differences between the agents are exacerbated by the pre-existing 

differences in their backgrounds, given the composition of the team and the context of 

work. In this current study, the status differences relate to the differences in the degree 

of relevant capital held by team members in the jOint field and the nested and 

overlapping fields, which further lead to their different positions of power. Moreover in 

this study, when team members attempted and failed to use capital relevant to their 

nested and overlapping fields in the joint field to have their views accepted, 

disagreements and Scrum process breakdowns occurred. 
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The Scrum process breakdowns Induced by this social condition are summarized below. 

The theoretical sub-propositions have also been formulated and corroborated with 

existing literature. 

8.2.1. Number of User Stories to be Completed during a Sprint is Imposed on 

the Team 

According to Scrum, a team should negotiate and decide on the optimum number of 

requirements or user stories it believes can be successfully completed in an iteration. The 

team's decision is based on the current content of the product backlog, the information 

about the latest product increment obtained from the customer, its capacity (manpower) 

and performance (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). 

However, it was found in the study that the GASD team were not always able to 

negotiate these requirements and that consequently, a large number of requirements 

was imposed onto them at the beginning of an iteration. The GASD team members' lack 

of capital limited their ability to negotiate against the number of requirements imposed 

onto them. Consequently, when the team members did not have enough capital in the 

joint field, the number of requirements imposed on the team members was high. This is 

in line with previous studies which also recognised the strong imbalance of power 

between participants involved in offshore projects and belonging to different 

organisations (Levina & Vaast, 2006; Levina, 2006). Levina (2006) further explained that 

a project in this context can end up being a "market-like transaction" instead of being 

collaborative. The "market-like transaction" metaphor was particularly applicable to C2 

where the degree of collaboration between the customers and the software development 

team while deciding on the number of requirements to be completed for one iteration 

was particularly limited. Collaboration was more effective in Cl where the GASD team 

members all shared the same organisation affiliation. The empirical observations suggest 

the following theoretical sub-proposition: 

TPla When SDTM have low level of symbolic, cultural or economic capital, a high 

number of requirements will be imposed on the team 

For an agile team to negotiate the number of requirements they would be completing 

during an iteration, they should have some degree of autonomy over planning decisions 

(Janz, Colquitt, & Noe, 1997). Past studies have attributed the lack of autonomy and 

ability to self-organise to cultural disparities between project stakeholders (Batra, 2009). 

However, in line with this finding, other studies have also found that a team can have 
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limited ability to make certain types of decisions independently when they are 

pressurised by more dominant individuals (Drury, Conboy, & Power, 2012). In the case 

of this study, the dominant individuals were the customers in C2 and the CEO in Cl. 

Bourdieu (1990) attributes dominance to high capital acquisition, and consequently 

subordination to limited capital acquisition, which further supports the findings of this 

study. 

8.2.2. Product Owner's Low Level of Authority 

The analysis showed that the authority of the Product Owner depended on his or her 

economic capital within the joint field as compared to other agents in the field. The less 

capital the Product Owner had, the less authority he or she had. In line with Levina and 

Vaast (2008), the study also found that the Product Owner held less capital as he was a 

newcomer in the joint field (as he recently joint the team) and was thus unable to 

collaborate on an equal basis with other members of the field. 

It was noted in Cl that the Product Owner, in contrast to the CEO who possessed a high 

degree of economic and cultural capital, was not always able to decide on the 

requirements' content and priorities. The findings show that this can be attributed to his 

lack of control of the MKX application (economic capital), and a limited knowledge of the 

MKX application domain (cultural capital). The CEO was thus the one making requirement 

related decisions for the team. The empirical observations suggest the following 

theoretical sub-proposition: 

TPlb When the Product Owner has low level of cultural and economic capital, 

he/she will have limited ability to decide on the requirements content and 

priorities 

Scrum's principles recommend that the Product Owner role should be embraced by one 

person only, and not a committee of people (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). This principle is 

based on the premise that when more than one person is responsible for the 

management of a product backlog's content and priority, conflicting lists might be 

produced because of conflicting interests, resulting in frustration and confusion in the 

team (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). Instances of confused and frustrated team members 

were encountered in this study, especially when impromptu changes in requirements 

were enforced on the team in the middle of an iteration because of misunderstandings 

between the Product Owner and the CEO. 
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Beedle, Coplien, Sutherland, 0stergaard, Aguiar and Schwaber (2010) state that for a 

Product Owner to embrace his required role in the team efficiently, he or she should have 

a certain set of qualities. In particular, a Product Owner should have extensive 

knowledge of the application domain to make informed decisions about the requirements 

content and priorities. This is in line with the study where it was noted that the 

designated Product Owner for the team was not able to make such decisions when he 

lacked cultural capital pertaining to the knowledge of the application domain. Beedle, et 

al., (2010) further acknowledged that a Product Owner should have the required 

authority to prioritise the backlog so that maximum business value is achieved. This 

study has found that authority in that context is inherent to economic capital pertaining 

to the degree of control of the application project. 

8.2.3. Low Level of Communication Openness During Meetings Involving the 

Entire GASD Team 

The GASD team members' low level of capital also impacted on their ability to express 

themselves during meetings. In particular, the analysis showed that some team 

members faced difficulties in putting their point across during meetings involving the 

project stakeholders from all the software development sites. In contrast, they appeared 

to be more open and confidently voiced their opinions during internal meetings at their 

local sites. Rogers (1987) defines communication openness as the "message sending and 

receiving behaviors of superiors, subordinates, and peers with regard to task, personal, 

and innovative topics" (Rogers, 1987, p. 54). When participants engage in open 

communication, they should be able to broach topiCS relative to complaints, suggestions, 

good ideas, bad ideas, complaints as well as personal opinions (Rogers, 1987). 

This form of Scrum process breakdown occurred when team members possessed more 

symbolic and cultural capital in their nested and overlapping fields in contrast to the joint 

field (the GASD team). This breakdown also occurred when the symbolic and cultural 

capital they possessed in their nested and overlapping fields were not recognised as valid 

in the joint field. When they possessed enough capital in the nested or overlapping fields, 

they would easily express themselves within these work contexts, but would fail to do so 

in the joint field because of a lack of relevant capital. This was seen in C2 where some 

team members possessed low levels of capital in the joint field in contrast to the nested 

or overlapping fields where their level of capital was higher. In Cl, the team members 

possessed relatively similar levels of capital in the joint, nested and overlapping fields, 
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facilitating their degree of openness while communicating in the joint field. The details of 

these empirical observations suggest the following theoretical proposition: 

TPlc When the SDTM have low level of symbolic or cultural capital, they will be less 

open during communication 

Past GASD studies have also reported that team members in that context can face 

difficulties in engaging in debates and open communications. However, these studies 

have mostly attributed this behaviour to organisational structure and language 

differences. For instance, they stated that some team members remain silent because of 

a lack of language proficiency (Paasivaara et al., 2008) or because of the organisational 

structure of some teams (Summers, 2008). Language was not perceived to be an issue 

in this study as all meetings (both internal and joint meetings) were conducted in English 

and the team members reported that they understood each other easily. 

The findings from this study offer a different perspective and attribute the difficulties in 

being open during communication to a lack of capital. It has been demonstrated in past 

studies that a lack of capital or differences in capital ownership between team members 

lead to status differences in a team (Levina & Vaast, 2008). Edmondson (2003) has 

stated that when a team is composed of members with different statuses, training, and 

norms, open communication is impeded, thus confirming the findings from this study. 

The team investigated in Edmondson (2003)'s study did not involve software 

development. However, Similarly to a GASD team investigated in this study, the 

members had disciplinary differences. It was also further stated by Dougherty (1992) 

that when team members belong to different disciplines, communication challenges can 

emerge. 

8.2.4. Decisions on Scrum Process Updates not Made by Software 

Development Team 

As mentioned in Section 8.2.1, Scrum requires the team to identify and implement ways 

of improving the Scrum process by focusing on the people, relationships, processes and 

tools relevant to the team (Schwaber, 2009). Most importantly, the methodology expects 

the Scrum team members to be empowered to make such decisions (Schwaber, 2009). 

The GASD development team members in both Cl and C2 were not able to implement 

their ideas on how to update the Scrum process. Instead, such decisions were imposed 
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on them by more dominant agents (COO in Cl, and customers in C2). Their failure to 

Impose their suggestions was due to their low level of symbolic and cultural capital in the 

joint field. The details of these empirical observations suggest the following theoretical 

proposition: 

TPld When the SDTM have low level of symbolic or cultural capital, few of their ideas 

on how to update the software development process will be implemented 

Past studies have found that teams face obstacles when trying to make decisions and are 

unable to participate fully in decision making processes because of the domination of 

some individuals (Drury et al., 2012). For example, Project Managers was seen to 

interfere when the team attempted to embark in decision making processes 

(Blankenship, Bussa, & Millet, 2011), thus preventing the team from achieving true self

management (Tata & Prasad, 2004). In line with these past studies, the domination of 

project stakeholders (e.g. management and customers) and their influence on the team's 

decision making process has been identified in this study. However, the domination of 

these individuals and the subsequent subordination of the team members have further 

been attributed to a lack of capital. In particular, knowledge, which Bourdieu (1990) sees 

a type of cultural capital, was seen to impact the team's decision making ability. In 

support of this finding, other studies have also recognised that a team as a whole (as 

opposed to one individual member) is better able to make effective decisions, when it 

has a high degree of cumulated knowledge (Russo & Shoemaker, 1989; Wheeler & 

Valaclch, 1996). This further corroborates the findings from this study where it was found 

that a lack of capital hinders decision making. 

8.3. Different Beliefs and Values Because of Multiple Fields 

As previously mentioned, the study has shown that team members, involved in a GASD 

project using Scrum, engage in multiple fields of practice. These fields can be 

overlapping, joint or nested. The study has also found that given the habitus which the 

team members shared within their nested, joint or overlapping fields, a divide may 

emerge between them when they are pursuing conflicting interests, giving rise to Scrum 

process breakdowns. This is corroborated by Levina and Vaast (2006) who found that the 

different fields to which agents belong can shape their practical competencies and 

interests and can unite and divide them. In particular, the study has found that the 

different beliefs and values shared by the participants, given the multiple fields in which 

they inhabit, lead them to have disagreements on the suitability of software engineering 
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practices, and divergent reactions to urgency. It was seen when team members shared 

different beliefs and values because they inhabit multiple fields, a high number of 

requirements can be imposed on the team. Given these empirical observations, the 

following theoretical proposition can be formulated: 

TP2 When SDTM share different beliefs and values because they inhabit different 

fields, there will be frequent disagreements on software engineering practices 

AND divergent reactions to urgency AND a high number of requirements will be 

imposed onto them 

The study has found that team members internalised different beliefs and values for the 

different nested and overlapping fields because such beliefs and values are formed out of 

history, past experiences and socialisation processes (Jarwitz, 2007). In particular, it was 

noted in the study that in addition to the joint field, the team members also belonged to 

larger overlapping fields of practices namely the GSD, Agile and Scrum community fields. 

Their experiences in these fields were thus actively present and also determined the 

correctness of forms of practices (Bourdieu, 1990). For example, they would favour 

certain forms of software development practices because of past experiences in other 

projects or teams. In the joint field, they would thus seek to engage in work practices 

which felt like common sense (given their beliefs and values from their nested and 

overlapping fields), but which, when they conflicted with each other, yielded Scrum 

Process breakdowns. 

The Scrum process breakdowns induced by this social condition are summarized below. 

The theoretical sub-propositions have also been formulated and corroborated with 

existing literature. 

8.3.1. Disagreements on Suitability of Software Engineering Practices 

The empirical findings revealed that the GASD team members often disagreed on two 

forms of software engineering practices to be employed by the team: the GASD team 

members were found to disagree on (1) the nature of software development tasks to be 

undertaken by the team (recall Section 8.3) and (2) the estimation mechanisms to be 

employed by the team, leading to Scrum process breakdowns during collaboration. 

The team members often disagreed on the importance of refining software algorithms to 

achieve reusability (recall Section 8.3). In addition to being induced by GASD team 
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members' divergent orientation to acquire capital, this form of breakdown occurred when 

the team members shared different beliefs and values because they inhabited multiple 

fields. For example, the software developers in Cl belonged to three separate nested 

fields with non-overlapping and at times conflicting habitus: Cape Town Team, Sao Paulo 

Team and Brazilian PHP Software Developers. In Sao Paulo Team and Brazilian PHP 

Software Developers fields, the agents valued the importance of precision during coding. 

On the other hand, agents from Cape Town Team valued the importance of being output

oriented and were geared towards completing all the user stories as fast as possible. 

When faced with the need to collaborate in the joint field, these agents' actions were 

found to be driven by their beliefs and values from their respective nested fields. They 

thus pushed for work practices which at times contradicted each other, leading to 

breakdowns. 

Under similar circumstances, the team members also disagreed on the estimation 

mechanisms to be employed by the team. For example in both cases, it was found that 

some team members would prefer estimating in hours, while others would prefer 

estimating in days. Conflict arose when team members felt frustrated that their preferred 

estimation mechanism was not implemented. This breakdown occurred when team 

members in overlapped fields internalised habitus predisposing them to have conflicting 

expectations from the outcome and purpose of the estimation process. These empirical 

observations suggest the following theoretical sub-proposition: 

TP2a When SDTM share different beliefs and values because they inhabit different 

fields, they will have frequent disagreements on the suitability of software 

engineering practices 

Past studies have also acknowledged the impact of team members' beliefs and values 

acquired from multiple fields on their ability to collaborate in the GSD context. In 

particular, these studies have found that when team members do not share common 

beliefs and values, they face various forms of challenges while collaborating, as was seen 

from the findings from this research. For example, Bj0rn and Ngwenyama (2009) use the 

term "shared meaning" between a project team's participants to denote these common 

beliefs and values. Shared meaning helps team members make sense of each other's 

actions and is built over time and via face-to-face interactions. Bj0rn and Ngwenyama 

(2009) further posit that shared meaning can exist at three levels; lifeworld, 

organisation, and work practices, which are equivalent to the various fields to which the 
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participants of this study were seen to belong to. In line with the findings from this 

study, Bj0rn and Ngwenyama (2009) posit that when a project team's participants lack 

shared meanings, they do not understand each other, which in turn results in 

breakdowns. 

Similarly, other studies acknowledged that in the GSD context, cultural differences 

prevail and there is a lack of shared context and knowledge between the participants 

(Si mons, 2002). It was also found that these cultural differences can lead to inconsistent 

work practices across the dispersed sites (Holmstrom et al., 2006). These further 

corroborate the findings from this study where the GASD team members disagreed on 

the nature of the software development practices, given their inherent differences 

emerging from the various fields to which they belonged. 

Passos, Braun, Cruzes and Mendonca (2011), specifically studied the impact of 

practitioners' beliefs on software project practices. In line with the finding from this 

study, they found that when participants have conflicting beliefs, they disagreed on what 

estimation mechanism to adopt. In addition, Passos et a!. (2011) claimed that the 

practitioners' beliefs emerged from their current and past project experience, which also 

further corroborates the findings from this study. 

8.3.2. Different Perceptions about Task Urgency at the Software 

Development Sites 

The study also found that there were different perceptions about task urgency at the 

various software development sites. While some team members belonging to one site 

would be sensitive to what they felt was an urgent situation and would take necessary 

measures to complete the tasks quickly, team members at the other site would be less 

perceptive, thus leading to breakdowns. This form of Scrum process breakdown occurred 

when the habitus of team members at a site did not predispose them to take the 

necessary measures to complete any urgent tasks as soon as possible and instead 

predisposed them to focus on other issues which they believed to be more important. 

This gave rise to the following theoretical proposition: 

TP2b When SDTM share different beliefs and values because they inhabit different 

fields, they will have divergent reactions to urgency 
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As previously mentioned, other studies have reported the challenge of conveying a sense 

of urgency in completing certain requests to all the dispersed sites in GSD (Sutherland et 

al., 2008; Clerc et al., 2007). It was found in this study that this challenge is also 

experienced when Scrum is employed in the GASD context. While some studies have 

attributed the difficulties in communicating urgency to the use of inappropriate 

communication tools (Clerc et al., 2007) (e.g. through the use of asynchronous tools like 

emails instead of synchronous ones like the phone), others have found that culture plays 

an important role in it (Egan, Tremaine, Fjermestad, Milewski, & O'Sullivan, 2006). 

These studies, undertaken in the field of GSD, have reported that formal cultures tend to 

have a greater sense of urgency towards abiding by timetable rules and keeping to 

deadlines, in contrast to informal cultures. These studies have further posited that given 

that a GSD team can be composed of team members from both formal and informal 

cultures, conflicting perspectives and attitudes towards urgency, project deadlines and 

schedules can emerge in that context (Kayworth & Leidner, 2000). This corroborates the 

findings of this study whereby it was found that the beliefs and values shared by the 

team members, which also relates to culture, influence their reactions to urgency. 

Saunders, Van Slyke, and Vogel (2004) have also stated that it is not possible to 

separate perceptions about time from culture. In addition, in line with the findings from 

this study, Hall, Wailer, Giambatista, and Zellmer-Bruhn (1999), have found that 

individuals who are prone to being highly conscious about deadlines and urgency tend to 

attempt and persuade other team members to adhere to deadlines. 

8.3.3. Number of User Stories to be Completed during the Sprint is Imposed 

on the Team 

Section 8.2.1 described the Scrum process breakdown pertaining to the number of 

requirements being imposed on the team. It was mentioned that this type of breakdown 

occurs when team members have limited capital in contrast to more dominant team 

members and are thus unable to negotiate against these requests. The empirical findings 

have revealed that this form of breakdown can also occur when the Scrum Master 

belongs to multiple overlapping and nested fields in addition to the joint field. 

Beedle, et al., (2010) posited that an essential Scrum pattern (i.e. best-practice) is to 

select a Scrum Master who can enforce the Scrum rules onto the team, and shield the 

team from external interferences. The empirical findings suggest that when a Scrum 

Master has internalised beliefs and values from the overlapping and nested fields, other 
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than the importance of shielding the team members from external interferences (e.g. 

requests for excess number of requirements), he/she is unable to fulfil his/her role as 

required by the Scrum methodology (Schwaber, 2009). In such circumstances 

(particularly in C2), the Scrum Master was seen to face conflicts of interests. Under such 

circumstances, the team would receive a large number of requests for requirements at 

the beginning of the sprint. This was particularly relevant in C2 when the Scrum Master 

shared a different organisational affiliation to the rest of the team. This empirical 

observation suggests the following theoretical proposition: 

TP2c When the Scrum Master shares different beliefs and values because he/she 

inhabits different fields, a high number of reqUirements will be imposed on the 

team 

In line with the findings of this study, past studies have also found that the value system 

of an organisation is expressed in the choices made by its members (Whitworth & 

Beedle, 2007). In addition, Passos et al. (2001) specifically found that the beliefs of 

software practitioners significantly influence their practices. It is thus relevant to say that 

the beliefs and values of a Scrum Master, when the latter belongs to a different 

organisation to the rest of the software development team, might hinder the latter's 

ability to abide by the agile rules. This can consequently result in a large number of 

requirements being imposed on the team. 

8.4. Chapter Summary 

The purpose of this chapter was to summarise the social conditions leading to Scrum 

process breakdowns. In light of the empirical findings, five theoretical propositions 

pertaining to these social conditions were presented and corroborated with literature, in 

order to assess their validity and relevance. 
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9. CONCLUSION 
This chapter concludes the thesis, seeks to demonstrate the importance of the research, 

highlights the main findings and evaluates the theoretical contributions. The chapter is 

divided into eight sections. The first section summarises the study. In particular, the 

problem statement and rationale, research questions and research design are revisited. A 

summary of the findings is also provided whereby the Scrum process breakdowns and 

the social conditions under which they occur are reviewed. The second section details the 

implications of the findings for the distributed agile software development practice while 

the third section elaborates on the theoretical contributions of the study. In the fourth 

section, the contributions of the study are evaluated. The fifth section provides a 

reflective discussion on the research motivation and questions, theory development, case 

study design, empirical questions and analysis process. Sections Six and Seven highlight 

some potential limitations on the study and suggest further research respectively. 

Section Eight highlights the final conclusion to the study. 

9.1. Research Summary 

9.1.1. Problem Statement and Rationale 

It has been established in past literature that Agile methodologies and particularly Scrum 

are difficult to realise within the GASD context (Paasivaara et al., 2008). This stems from 

the fact that collaboration is a difficult endeavour during GASD because of the 

geographical, temporal and cultural distance separating the software project stakeholders 

(Esplnosa et al., 2003; Hinds & Bailey, 2003). Levina and Vaast (2008) have described 

this work environment as being composed of multiple and overlapping fields, and 

mention that collaboration is harder under such conditions. 

This study reviewed the literature on the application of Scrum and other agile 

methodologies In GASD between 2006 and 2011. The review noted that, because of 

Scrum process breakdowns, social challenges emerge when project stakeholders attempt 

to collaborate across the geographical locations. The existence of these social challenges 

revealed the need to further investigate the human-centred aspect of collaboration 

during GASD. 

The literature review has also shown a lack of understanding on the reasons for these 

social challenges. Past studies have mostly focused on describing the social challenges, 

and on providing mitigating strategies in the form of best-practices, without detailing the 
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social conditions under which they emerge. The objectives of the study were thus to 

investigate the Scrum process breakdowns experienced during and after Sprint planning 

and retrospective meetings. In addition, the social conditions under which these 

breakdowns were seen to emerge were investigated in light of Bourdieu's Theory of 

Practice. 

9.1.2. Research Questions 

This study investigated the following primary and secondary research questions: 

Primary Research Question: 

• What forms of Scrum process breakdown GASD teams experience during and 

after sprint planning and retrospective meetings, and what social conditions may 

lead to these Scrum process breakdowns? 

Secondary Research Questions: 

• What forms of Scrum process breakdown may GASD teams experience during and 

after sprint planning meetings? 

• What forms of Scrum process breakdown may GASD teams experience during and 

after retrospective meetings? 

• What social conditions may lead to Scrum process breakdowns during and after 

sprint planning meetings? 

• What social conditions may lead to Scrum process breakdowns during and after 

retrospective meetings? 

9.1.3. Research Design 

The study was empirical, qualitative and also followed the positivist research paradigm. A 

case study research method was employed and two case studies in line with Bonoma 

(1985)'s "drift" and "design" stages of case study design were undertaken to investigate 

the phenomena of interest and answer the research questions. 

The first case (Cl) investigated a distributed agile team executing a software project 

across South Africa (Cape Town) and Brazil (Sao Paulo). In the second case (C2), the 

team executed an agile software project across India (Pune) and South Africa (Durban). 
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The site selection was carefully thought out and the results from the first case informed 

the second case in order to add more richness to the data being gathered. 

In both case studies, data was collected through semi-structured Interviews, 

documentation, field notes and direct observation. This wide range of data collection 

mechanisms allowed for triangulation. A total of 16 interviews and one focus group were 

conducted with various project stakeholders (seven at Cl, nine at C2, one focus group at 

C2). Twenty-eight observation sessions of Scrum meetings, sprint planning meetings, 

sprint review meetings, pre-Scrum meetings, and meetings to discuss the way forward in 

teams (11 at Cl and 17 at C2) were conducted. 

The underlying theoretical framework employed for the study was the Theory of Practice 

(Bourdieu, 1990). The data analysis was divided into four stages, namely: (1) Analysis to 

identify Scrum Process Breakdowns at Cl, (2) Analysis to understand the work practices 

and the Scrum Process Breakdowns at Cl, (3) Analysis to identify the Scrum Process 

breakdowns at C2, and (4) Analysis to understand the work practices and Scrum Process 

breakdowns at C2. 

9.1.4. Summary of Findings 

The study has identified various forms of Scrum process breakdowns that occurred 

during and after sprint planning and retrospective meetings. Some of these findings 

corroborated what had already been identified in the past literature while others were 

new. In particular, the types of Scrum process breakdowns identified during and after 

sprint planning meetings pertained to collaboration breakdowns and sprint interruptions 

and are listed below: 

• Different perceptions about task urgency at the software development sites 

• Disagreements on the suitability of software engineering practices 

• Low level of communication openness during meetings involving the entire GASD 

team, compared to internal meetings at the sites 

• Impromptu changes to user stories' content and priorities 

• Product Owner's low level of authority 

• Disagreements on estimation mechanisms 

• Number of user stories to be completed during the sprint is imposed on the team 
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The types of Scrum process breakdown identified pertaining to the retrospective 

meetings related to collaboration breakdowns and relates to: 

• Decisions on Scrum process updates not made by the development team 

Various conditions were seen to lead to the emergence of the Scrum process breakdowns 

in the GASD context. The specific conditions leading to the particular forms of Scrum 

process breakdowns, as identified in the cases, have been summarised in Tables 8.1. The 

overall list of conditions is as follows: 

• GASD project stakeholders' low level of capital in the joint field 

• Different beliefs and values because of multiple fields 

9.2. Implications of Findings for Distributed Agile Software Development 

Practice 

This study revealed frequent disagreements on the suitability of software engineering 

practices, and perceptions towards urgency in GASD teams. These are due to the 

different beliefs and values of the team members who simultaneously belong to multiple 

fields of practice. In light of the findings, it can be posited that agile software 

development involves team members who possess various beliefs and values given the 

various fields of practices to which they simultaneously belong. GASD teams should thus 

be aware and reflective about the beliefs and values of their respective members in order 

to create a more cohesive and constructive work environment. Thus, instead of being 

prone to conflicts, the team could become a space where team members' views are 

valued and promoted. Team members could become more open about their colleagues' 

opinions and could listen to them in a non-critical manner, allowing for the identification 

of best possible work practices which could contribute to achieving project success and 

leveraging the teams' productivity. In doing so, conflicts and frustrations, resulting from 

team members pushing for the implementation of conflicting software development 

practices, could be mitigated. 

At an individual level, GASD team members should be aware of the various fields of 

practice in which they personally engage. In doing so, they might become more reflective 

about whether their actions are geared towards achieving their individual goals as 

opposed to fulfilling the team goal. This could further raise awareness in the team of the 
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need for each member to be aware of and work towards the team goal, in order to 

achieve higher team cohesion (Whitworth & Biddle, 2007; Moe et al., 2008). 

Given the principles behind the agile methodologies, an agile team is expected to be self

organised, trusted, supported, reflective, and be given the space to adjust its behaviour 

at regular intervals in order to increase productivity (Koch, 200S). However, the findings 

from this study have shown that, due to power imbalances prevailing in GASD teams, it 

is difficult for agile team members to freely embrace these values. 

Power imbalances result in the agile team facing a high number of impromptu change 

requests mid-sprint, being denied access to resources and opportunities, and a limited 

ability to be open during meetings. It also impacts on the team's ability to be reflective 

and to implement innovative ideas on how to update the software development process. 

It is therefore important for GASD software teams to be fully aware of the power plays 

prevailing in their work contexts. In light of the findings where it was found that power 

imbalances mostly occur because of lack of capital or fights for capital, GASD team 

members should be reflective about the forms of capital which they could acquire in 

order to be empowered, enhance their ability to effectively engage in the Scrum work 

practices, and fully abide by the agile values. 

In Appendix 32, a set of best-practices have been proposed to overcome existing social 

challenges experienced when applying Agile and Scrum work practices. The proposed 

best-practices take into consideration the social conditions under which particular social 

challenges are experienced. These best-practices could be validated in future studies to 

assess their relevance. 

9.3. The Contributions of the Study In Terms of Llewelyn (2003) and Gregor 

(2006) 

The study contributed to research by looking at the topic of Scrum usage during GASD 

from a different perspective to what has been done in most past studies. As 

demonstrated in the literature review, while most studies have to date solely focused on 

identifying social challenges experienced during GASD, and on proposing mitigating 

strategies and "best-practices" to overcome these challenges, few studies have examined 

the social conditions leading to these challenges or Scrum process breakdowns from a 

practice perspective. In this study, a practice perspective has allowed for the 
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identification of local habits, tacit knowledge and assumptions of various social groups 

engaging in the distributed Scrum projects for the two cases. This perspective also 

allowed for an understanding of how the various stakeholders involved in the distributed 

Scrum projects interpreted their world given the shared practices which both constrained 

and enabled them. The study has sought to produce a theory following the standards of 

Llewelyn (2003) and Gregor (2006). An evaluation of the theory being proposed based 

on the guidelines put forward by these two authors are presented below. 

9.3.1. The Theoretical Contributions as per Llewelyn (2003) Guidelines 

In this study, a theory formulated at Llewelyn (2003)'s fourth level (context-bound 

theorising settings) was developed. The proposed theory can be categorised as context

bound as it is set in the context of GASD and is particularly geared towards 

understanding the social conditions leading to breakdowns experienced while engaging in 

specific Scrum meetings in that context. In particular, the theory attempts to create 

meaning by exploring the relationship between particular Scrum process breakdowns and 

the social conditions under which they occur. This is in line with Llewelyn (2003) who 

stated that the aim of a Level four theory is to provide an understanding of how wider 

contexts for activities are socially organised, while simultaneously revealing the social 

conditions under which practices occur. 

As per Llewelyn (2003)'s recommendations, the theory was formulated so that it is 

partially independent from the empirical data, and described the social conditions under 

which the Scrum process breakdowns occur at a higher level of abstraction' from the 

empirical world. This allowed for a shift in focus to the social conditions under which the 

team members pursued their projects (Llewelyn, 2003). 

9.3.2. The Theoretical Contributions as per Gregor (2006) Guidelines 

This thesis proposed a mid-range theory detailing the social conditions giving rise to 

Scrum process breakdowns in the GASD context based on what was observed in the case 

studies. These components of the theory based on Gregor (2006)'s guidelines are 

presented in Table 9.1. 
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transferability of the arguments has been proven by comparing and contrasting the 

findings to other theoretical insights obtained from similar studies employing the Theory 

of Practice in the software development context. The theoretical propositions have also 

been formulated in such a way that they could be falsified in future research. 

9.4. Evaluation of the Contributions of the Study Using Whetten (1989),s 

model 

According to Whetten (1989)'s model, seven questions can be posed to evaluate the 

contributions of a research study: What is new? So what? Why so? Well done? Done well? 

Why now? Who cares? In an attempt to demonstrate that the thesis is making a valid 

contribution to field of IS research, a brief discussion around Whetten (1989)'s seven 

questions is proposed. Answers to these questions can be found in several discussion 

points addressed in various sub-section in this thesis. In order to avoid repetition, the 

reader will be pointed to these relevant sub-sections. 

9.4.1. What is New? Does the Research Make a Significant Value-Added 

Contribution to the Current Thinking? 

The study makes a significant value-added contribution to the current thinking as it has 

addressed research questions which were found to be both relevant and persisting (see 

Sections 1.2 and 2.7), which have been answered through the formulation of theoretical 

propositions which abide by the guidelines of Llewelyn (2003) and Gregor (2006) (see 

Section 9.3). As per the guidelines of Llewelyn (2003), a context-bound theory, set in the 

context of GASD, was developed. Given Gregor (2006)' guidelines, a mid-range, 

descriptive theory was proposed. The study makes a significant contribution because it 

has bridged an important gap in the literature by providing key Insights on the social 

conditions giving rise to Scrum process breakdowns using a practice perspective. The 

theoretical propositions have been summarised in Sections 9.1.4 and 9.3.2. 

9.4.2. So What? Will the Theory likely Change the Practice of Information 

Systems Research? 

The theoretical propositions derived to answer the research questions have been found to 

have general implications for the field of distributed agile software development as 

discussed in Section 9.2. In particular, the theory can assist GASD teams create a more 

constructive work environment. It could also encourage team members to be more 

reflective and focus on achieving the team goals as opposed to individual goal, thus 

leveraging team cohesion. 
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Why So? Are the Underlying Logic and Supporting Evidence 

Compelling? 

The Theory of Practice was employed as theoretical framework to investigate the 

research questions. The Theory of Practice focuses on the relationships between people, 

social structures and the influences present in their interactions (Bourdieu, 1990). This 

theory was thus ideal to understand and theorise about what people do in their daily lives 

as a means of identifying the social conditions leading to the emergence of the Scrum 

process breakdowns. In addition, Bourdieu's theory of practice enabled identification of 

the differences between the agents involved in distributed Scrum in the GASD context, 

which also contributed to shedding light on the social conditions leading to the Scrum 

process breakdowns. Concepts from Bourdieu's Theory of Practice were also useful in 

formulating a set of empirical questions which guided the data collection, empirical 

elaboration and theoretical elaboration processes 

The research questions and theoretical framework required a thorough understanding of 

the usage context of distributed Scrum work practices. The case study research method 

was thus ideal for that purpose. By spending time in the field to engage in discussions 

with the various project stakeholders and observe various meetings and interactions 

between them, invaluable insights were gathered and a deep understanding of the 

particular cases was obtained. In addition the concepts from the frameworks informed 

the researcher on what to look and probe for during the interviews and observations 

sessions. In the research methodology chapter (Chapter Four), the research paradigm, 

method, sampling, unit of analysis and data collection methods chosen have been 

justified. 

9.4.4. Done Well and Well Done? Does the Thesis Reflect Seasoned Thinking? 

It is believed that the thesis reflects seasoned thinking because firstly, the researcher 

has undertaken a systematic review of literature between 2006 and 2011 to Identify a 

valid gap in the body of knowledge (see Chapter Two). The literature review was focused 

on the topic of social challenges experienced during GASD as it formed the basis of the 

whole research. 

Secondly, the researcher also reviewed literature on the chosen theoretical framework 

(see Chapter Three). The concepts from Bourdieu's Theory of Practice were explained. In 

addition, the framework was particularised and a set of empirical questions (designed to 

guide the data collection, analysis and interpretation process) were provided. Upon 
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formulating the theoretical propositions in Chapter Eight, the validity of these 

propositions was also assessed based on theoretical insights obtained from other studies 

employing Bourdieu's Theory of Practice in a systems development context. This allowed 

for a verification of the claims being made in the theoretical propositions. 

Thirdly, the research approach and method have been applied in a systematic manner 

and have been documented to allow for replication or corroboration by other researchers. 

In the research methodology chapter (Chapter Four), a detailed account of the data 

analysis process was provided. In essence, the concepts from the frameworks were used 

to interpret, categorise and label the phenomena. Relevant relationships between the 

concepts were also identified. It is hoped that the stages described in Chapter Four have 

been documented enough to allow for replication in situations where the Theory of 

Practice is to be applied. 

9.4.5. Why Now? Is the Topic of Contemporary Interest to Scholars in this 

Area? 

It is believed that the topic is of contemporary interest to scholars in the GASD field 

because It has addressed a set of questions which were found to be both relevant and 

persisting. The proposed research questions were derived after having undertaken a 

thorough review of past literature where gaps in the distributed agile research space 

were identified. The relevance of the research questions was based on the fact that 

nowadays, both agile software development and distributed software development are 

popular approaches to software projects and the number of distributed agile projects 

being undertaken is rising (VersionOne, 2012), hence the need for further research on 

the matter. In addition, given the fact that agile methodologies integrate social concerns 

and behavioural concerns into software development (Whitworth & Biddle, 2007), the 

need to understand the social dynamics at play while applying Scrum in the GASD 

context is relevant. The persistence of the research question has been demonstrated 

through a review of the literature between 2006 and 2012 where it has been 

demonstrated that few studies have focused on examining the social conditions leading 

to Scrum process breakdowns using a practice perspective and theorised about it. 

9.4.6. Who Cares? What Percentage of Academic Readers are Interested in 

this Topic? 

The theory proposed in this research study could be relevant to academic readers 

interested in the field of GASD, GSD, agile software development and Scrum. The study 

could also be of relevance to researchers investigating virtual teams. From a theoretical 
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point of view, the study could be relevant to academic readers interested in Bourdieu's 

Theory of Practice, as well as those interested in the topic of capital acquisition and 

retention during project work. 

9.5. Researcher's Reflections 

This section is devoted to a reflection on what I learnt while undertaking this PHD study. 

An initial version of this thesis was submitted for examination in January 2012. This 

current version has been written following the recommended changes put forward by 

three examiners. The comments put forward by the examiners were crucial in helping me 

to reflect on my perspectives on my research topic, identify several flaws in various 

aspects of my study, and point me in the right direction in order to address these 

shortcomings to the best of my ability. This reflection section is focused on (1) how the 

research motivation and questions of this study evolved, (2) my understanding and 

interpretation of Bourdieu's Theory of Practice as a theoretical framework, (3) the case 

study design and how it could have been improved, and (4) the findings of this study. 

9.5.1. Research Motivation and Questions 

The research motivation was carefully re-thought in order to produce a compelling and 

justifiable research contribution. This required careful reflection on the gaps in the initial 

research motivation. In the previous version of this thesis, I based my research 

motivation on the claim that practitioners' research lacked scientific rigour and that the 

best-practice approach which they employed did not take into account the usage context. 

This research motivation was not clearly articulated and substantiated. 

In this current version of the thesis, a different approach was employed to identify a 

compelling research motivation. In particular, I wanted to investigate the social 

challenges present while employing the Scrum methodology within the GASD context, 

but at this stage, had not identified an appropriate research angle to investigate this 

issue. I thus decided to undertake a thorough literature review around social challenges 

while engaging in GASD, to understand what current literature had focused on to date on 

that issue. 

I understood how crucial it was to undertake a focused literature review, for one to 

identify and formulate a compelling research motivation. It was following this literature 

review that I identified that few studies had been geared towards investigating the social 

conditions under which Scrum process breakdowns emerged during GASD. I chose the 
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term "Scrum process breakdown" to represent various forms of deviations from the ideal 

Scrum process within the GASD setting which lead to conflict and disagreements between 

the GASD team members. I also chose to focus on sprint planning and retrospective 

meetings, as I saw from the literature on Scrum that these meetings required rich forms 

of interactions and negotiations between the team members and were thus ideal 

mediums to investigate social conditions leading to Scrum process breakdowns. 

I was thus able to provide a focused research motivation, backed up with evidence from 

the thorough and focused literature review which I undertook. In particular, I realised the 

importance of having a research motivation which stemmed from the gaps which are 

clearly perceived from the literature. 

An important point was raised by the examiners around the question of what would 

contribute to making this dissertation more "scientific" than practitioners' research. While 

I do not claim that my study is "superior" to other practitioners' or other scientific studies 

on GASD, I do believe that my study has contributed to filling a gap in the current 

literature on GASD. By theorising and formulating a theory on the social conditions 

leading to particular forms of Scrum process breakdowns, I have provided a theoretically 

informed understanding of the Scrum process breakdowns and Scrum work practices in 

GASD, and this had not yet been achieved in current literature as has been demonstrated 

in Chapter Two. This study therefore does not to claim that the "best-practices" being 

proposed by current literature are inadequate or inferior. Instead, the study attempted to 

provide a more theoretical understanding of the social influences occurring during GASD 

while engaging in Scrum. 

I also understood the importance of producing focused and well-articulated sets of 

research questions based on the research motivation. It is recognised that the initial sets 

of research questions were too loosely formulated to articulate a concrete answer and 

provide a compelling contribution. Consequently, after reflection, it was decided that a 

specific phenomenon of interest had to be identified and Scrum process breakdowns 

during and after sprint planning and retrospective meetings were found appropriate. The 

definition of a Scrum process breakdown was also clearly articulated in the literature 

review and the methodology chapters. Sprint planning and retrospective meetings were 

chosen given the rich forms of interaction taking place between the participants during 

these meetings (as is required by the Scrum methodology). 
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9.5.2. Theory Development 

In the initial version of this thesis, I based my analysis on a highly fragmented model of 

Bourdieu's Theory of Practice. My understanding of Bourdieu's theory has deepened and 

matured after I spent time re-reading his work, as well as other researchers' application 

of his theory in their studies. In doing so, the flaws in my initial interpretations became 

apparent. It became evident that a simpler model, as proposed by Schultze and Boland 

(2000), was more representative of the essence of the Theory of Practice, enabling me to 

identify the power plays inherent to the GASD team members' collaboration. This simpler 

model allowed me to see how practice and structure were mutually constitutive and how 

they shaped each other in the data. 

My understanding of the Theory of Practice also deepened, the more I immersed myself 

in the data analysis and interpretation process. Concepts which initially were still abstract 

to me became more real and concrete as I saw their enactment in the behaviour of the 

agents engaged in GASD for my two case studies. The data analysis and interpretation 

phase thus sharpened my understanding of Bourdieu's Theory of Practice, while this 

deepened understanding further served to produce a more precise interpretation of the 

data. This circular process between data analysis and interpretation on the one hand, and 

understanding and internalisation of the theory's concepts on the other, was mutually 

constructive. 

The initial version of this thesis also made use of the Work Systems Framework (WSF) 

for data analysis purposes. However, after reflection, that framework was not found 

relevant to answer the proposed research questions. In particular, I found that the WSF 

would not give the social perspective required in order to understand the behaviour of 

the various groups engaging in Scrum work practices during GASD. The WSF intent did 

not fit the research purpose as that framework was more geared towards assisting in 

designing information systems as opposed to understanding the social behaviour of 

actors in an information system. 

9.5.3. Reflections on the Case Study Design 

I am fully aware that the main limitation of this study is the case study design and the 

limited time spent in the field collecting data. An ideal case study should have 

incorporated the following design elements: 
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Following a GASD project for which the Scrum methodology is employed, from the 

project initiation phase, until the project completion phase. This would have 

provided a deeper understanding of how the joint field was created, how the 

various forms of relevant capital were negotiated, and how the joint practices and 

habitus were produced. 

Spending time at all of the project sites, to obtain a deeper understanding of the 

work practices of the team members located In Sao Paulo (Cl) and Durban (C2). 

Undertaking a third case study in line with Bonoma (1985)'s "prediction" stage to 

evaluate the theoretical propositions put forward at the end of the design stage. 

For this third case study, the chosen organisation would have similar dimensions 

to the organisations chosen for the two case studies already undertaken 

Undertaking a fourth case study in line with Bonoma (1985)'s "disconfirmation" 

stage to evaluate the limit of the generalisations proposed at the end of the 

prediction stage. This would serve to evaluate the generalisations made against a 

broader set of cases. 

I acknowledge that the case selection process followed during this study was not entirely 

purposeful but rather opportunistic. I chose the two organisations because they were 

available, convenient and willing to participate In the study. However, the characteristics 

of the GASD project teams In which the case studies were conducted were also 

appropriate to answer the research questions in a credible way, and allowed me to 

gather the right type of data which could be interpreted using Bourdieu's Theory of 

Practice. The characteristics of the project team and the sampling dimenSions have been 

summarised in Table 4.3 in Chapter Four. 

It is also acknowledged that, while the case studies were not initially designed and 

executed with the explicit purpose of identifying Scrum process breakdowns, this 

phenomenon systematically occurred during the empirical observations. I could observe 

that forms of Scrum process breakdowns occurred while I was in the field, but did not 

explicitly label them as such. Hence, in addition to having identified gaps in the literature 

review, reflecting on the initial sets of findings from the previous version of this thesis 

also helped to further affirm that the investigation of Scrum process breakdown 

phenomenon was a valid research angle. I acknowledge that an Ideal case study should 
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have been specifically designed for the purpose of investigating the Scrum process 

breakdowns and thus further propose that two additional case studies (as previously 

mentioned) be undertaken to further validate or negate the findings. 

9.5.4. Reflections on the Analysis Process 

The analysis was an iterative and reflective process. In particular, it required several 

iterations and deep reflection to obtain a complete understanding of the overlapping 

fields and the positions, habitus and practices at play within these fields. I found that by 

writing about these fields and their various work practices and by re-reading my own 

interpretation of the data, my understanding of the conflict and strategies employed by 

the various agents became clearer and more precise. I was able to revise and refine this 

interpretation as my understanding of the concepts from Bourdieu's Theory of Practice 

became more grounded. 

However, I battled with the description of this iterative and reflective phase of the data 

analysis. It was difficult for me to convey a sense of this iterative cycle without giving to 

the reader a feeling that the analysis process was top-down. 

9.6. Limitations of the Research 

In this section, limitations of the research are noted. This research was undertaken using 

multiple case studies. Ideally, to obtain a deep understanding of the complexities 

inherent to the usage context, a longitudinal case study would have been ideal. However, 

because of financial and practical constraints, a longitudinal case study was not feasible. 

In Cl, the project team was constrained by time and was not available to the researcher 

for more than three weeks. In C2, the researcher could not spend more than three weeks 

in the field due to finanCial constraints. However, being aware of the consequences of not 

being suffiCiently immersed in the field, care was taken to be diligent with the capturing 

of dally field notes on personal impressions of the surroundings. Further details about the 

data collection techniques employed have been provided in Chapter Four. 

Ideally, to obtain a better understanding of the Brazilian culture and context (for Cl) 

time should have been spent at the Sao Paulo office. However, a trip to Brazil was not 

possible due to financial constraints. To mitigate this limitation, video Skype interviews 

were undertaken with the Brazilian developers, during which they were not only 

questioned about their agile work practices but also about their culture, views and 

opinions. However this did not fully provide the richness which could have been gathered 
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through a field visit and its resulting impact on the data analysis. In C2, interviews and 

field trips to the SA site were not feasible due to confidentiality clauses and restrictions 

put forward by the organisation's top management. In particular, the organisation only 

agreed to participate in the study provided that their client was not made aware of the 

researcher's presence at the Indian site. I am aware that this might have introduced 

some degree on bias in the data. However, I tried to mitigate the negative impact of this 

limitation by carefully questioning key informants (especially those who visited the 

Durban site on past occasions) to obtain their input on important issues concerning the 

South African team members. These inputs were compared to each other and 

discrepancies were handled through deeper probing and observations of meetings and 

documentations. Also, even though I did not interview the SA team members, I could 

nevertheless evaluate their conversations, tone of voice, and approach to the work 

during the daily Scrum meetings and sprint planning meetings where they were 

communicating with the Indian team over the speaker phone. These observation sessions 

were invaluable for me to understand the nature of the relationship between the team 

members of both sites. 

9.7. Future Research Work 

It is hoped that future research will be undertaken to assess the validity of theoretical 

propositions describing the social conditions under which Scrum process breakdowns can 

be experienced, during and after Sprint planning and retrospective meetings in the GASD 

context. In particular, the following future research work is proposed: 

• A case study in line with Bonoma (1985)'s "prediction" stage to confirm or negate 

the theoretical propositions put forward at the end of the design stage. For this 

third case study, the chosen organisation would have similar dimensions to the 

organisations chosen for the two case studies already undertaken. 

• Case studies in line with Bonoma (1985)'s "disconfirmation" stage to 

confirm/negate the limits of the generalisations proposed at the end of the 

prediction stage. This would serve to evaluate the generalisations made against a 

broader set of cases. In particular, this current study could be replicated on a 

bigger GASD project involving more sites. In-depth longitudinal case studies 

would be undertaken at all the distributed sites to validate the generalizability of 

the findings. 
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• Still part of Bonoma (1985)'s "disconfirmation" stage, the study could also be 

replicated in a co-located setting, and the results could be compared to identify 

whether there exist fundamental social differences within the two contexts. 

• The study specifically focused on the Scrum methodology. Further research can be 

undertaken to identify whether process breakdowns occur because of similar 

social conditions in other forms of agile methodologies like XP or Kanban. 

9.8. In Conclusion 

This study sought to describe the social conditions under which Scrum process 

breakdowns may occur in GASD while engaging in Sprint planning and retrospective 

meetings. It is hoped that the utility of the findings will be established by its uptake 

amongst the IS community and GASD professionals. To conclude, I would like to assure 

the reader that the conclusions and knowledge claims made in this study are the result of 

a thorough and detailed data analysis and triangulation to ensure consistency and 

reliability of the findings. Keen (1980) mentioned that good IS research should 

demonstrate rigour and relevance. I hope that the rigour and relevance of the study has 

been proven throughout this thesis and that the findings will prove useful to agile 

practitioners and IS researchers. 
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APPENDIX 2: Summary of Social Challenges Experienced while Applying Agile 
Principles in the GASD Context 

Agile Principll'ls 

Motivilted team 

members 

Self-organising 

tl'lams 

Distancl'l 

Geographical dist~nce 

Socio-cultural 

Social Challenges 

_ ... - ...• . . ." ---_. 
- lack of control on motivation at 

diver"" site (B ~h~ , 2.009~ Biltril 

et ill, 2.010) 

No per~onal relationship to 

build on (explanation for lack of 

motiv~t ion) (PhillnikM et ~ I", 

200S) 

lack of undersLanding of lerm 

"self-organisation" (BaLra et 

~ I_, 2010) 

Cul t ural di~parities (l3at ra , 

2.009) 

FQrm~ 1 reliltionshi p between 

vendor and customer (B~tr~ et 

Mitigating Practices 

-" Short ite',,",',,',' ...... - .-- .. -... .. . ----

Frequent build 

Continllou~ integration 

(Dullemond et ai" 2.009) 

Record meetings (Diln ~ it, 2.005) 

Use of filcili t ~ tQ r (Therri en, 2008) 

M~ n ~gement support (Beruu k, 

2007) 

~ I". 2010) 

r,·,·,·.·_·,·"·_f".·,·.--------.,.-.,.-----CfNk'""'"TeC'~'"N"'C"',",f"-----~-"C""m;;;;m"'"m""G'"'C,,',', "",<"",JlT>,""';;o;"",C",,C, I 
y Geographic~1 disLance 

conversations lools (Danait, 2005; Ph~lnikM et 
Temporill distance 
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Cont inuous code Integ ration 
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APPENDIX 3: Summary of Social Challenges Experienced while Applying Scrum 
work practices in the GASD Context 

Scrum Practice Distance Social Challenges Mitigating Practices 

-~~~~;;;:~n~~-~---~-c-o-C-~-C-"-"-'-"-'-' --~"C"C,Cb"il;",yc>"ccc,CyCCOc"c,c,c,,=>o-e-'-ke-r~----c-,,-'-o-, -,--,,-,-,,-,,-,,-,,--{,-~~::-,,-, 

(P~ ~ SiV~M~ et ~I" 2008) Meeting Distance 2008) 

Geographical 

Distance 

Differences in L~ngu~ge ~nd 

culture (Drummond & Unson, 

2008) 

(Summers, 2008) 

Lack of cultur~ 1 underst~ nding 

(Drummond &. Unson, 2008) 

Hard to e~tabli~h good 

interaclion between te ~ m 

members (not explained why) 

(Dilnait, 2005; Smils & 

Pshigoda, 2001) 

Use of communication tools 

(Danait, 2005) 

Bring people together during 

eMly sliIges or project (Smits & 

Pshigoda, 2007) 

rake holidays into cons',deration 

while planning (Ho~sain et ai, 

2011) 
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Review 
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5oelo OJI~u.a l 
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SOda-cultural 

dl~l<,nce 

- Cultu . ,,1 diffe. ences "nd 

mlsu fl(jerst~ n d ings (PiI"siv",,'il 

cl aI., 2008) 

. Ten,;e pilrtk ip"nt.-. (Voung & 

Ter"shim", 20(8) 

- Not ... ~.:tIve but no 

t h .. '()risation about why thi 5 is 
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Greeting prio. 

beginnIng of meetings (Voung 8. 

Terashl ..... il, ],008) 

The u~e user-slorle.-. 

(Summers, 2008) 

Emall answers to t h ree dally 

SUlnd-up meetIngs proor \0 the 

lime (Pil ilSlvililr.;J et (11 , 2008, 

Suthertand et at , ],007) 

Inrorm .. 1 conver!;~tions 

(ShI1l1'<Istall'<1 &. D<lt e, 70 10) 



--- ----.,-----------:--:-- - ------=-----,-_._._. --
APPENDIX 4 : Summary of Social Challenges Experi enced while Common GSD Work 

Pract ices in t he GASD Context 

. ----_. -----------
GASO 

Communl~tion 

Prilctite5 

Olstan« 

SOd o-cultur"31 

Tempo,a' 

distance 

Gcooraphlcal 

(!,~I"nCc 

Sod,,1 Influence Mltlgiltln g Pr;II;:Uce 

- VlI rying attltude·-_;;;;Oo;,,,,;o;;,~---"'-'T'.;.~m;-;;m;'.Om;;;;b;.;r represe"iitation at dispersed site 

hie rarchy {Holmstrom "'I il l. . (L"ym,," et "I. , 2006) 

2006 ; Sut he rla nd et " I., Z008) Pro mpt and conclu~ive rf'<,ponse to em,,;. 

Dinerent sertS'" of to"ne (Layman et aI., 2006) 

(Sutherland et " I., ;;'007) Onc point Of cont8ct between ~"m membe r ~ 

Diffe rent commlJnicaUon sty le "nd customers (Andr~tl cvsk i. 2007 ) 

(S uther l,lnd et " I. , L007) Flexitime (por"I.,,) et 31., 20ll} 

D,rr"rent need fo r structu re AddrcssinQ 1'1I19(.1;;ge b<l rrier (Vax & Michal1d, 

(Sutherland d al. , 2007) 2008 : Thern un, 2008) 

Different \'iOrk style Increasing fo rm ~ 1 ~ nd Informa l commu nic~tioll 

(Sutherland et al , 2007) (Du llemond et ~ I , 7. 009) 

Lack of shared me~n"'g (Bjorn Usu of t t.-.: llIl0Iogy (Du llemond et ~ I., 20(6) 

& Ngwenyama, 2009) ~ro mote cultur<l 01 openlle~ s (Sutherland et 

al. , 7.008) 
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Coordination 

practices 

Team cohesion 

Geographical 

distance 

Gcogr~phiU!1 

distance 

" l ack of informal contact 

(Holmstrom et al., 2006) 

- Inability lo communicate client 

nuances, context and priorities 

(Sutherland et al , 2008) 

- Cultural Differences (Si mons, 

2.002.; Yap, 2005) 

Inconsislent work practices at 

diverse sites (RobM lz, 2008, 

Holmstrom et al., 2006) 

Inability to create common 

vision and strategy (Holmstrom 

et aI., 2006) 

- VariO<.ls IOnllS of 'Implicit 

assumption from the leam 

members (Paasiv ~ara & 

lassenius, 2006) 

- l1,m1 to e5t~bli<;h ~ feeling of 

trust and "te~mness· 

(Holmstrom et ~I, 2006) 

Lack 01 understanding of 
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Regular travel (Sutherland et al., 2.008) 

Always-on Skype connection (Sutherl ~ nd et 

aI., 200e) 

Use Project News Gazetle (Sulherland et ai" 

2008) 

Understand motivation (Robarts, 200e) 

Use Unit Test Script (8ecczuk, 2007) 

Divide work into mc-dules (Paasi\laara & 

lassenius, 2.006) 

sponsors (Cottmeyer, 200e; Ramesh et al" 

2006; Sulherland et al. .. 2008, Dorairaj et al .. 

2010) 



Knowledge shM ing Geographical 

di5t~ nce 

-. - ~-, -' -,'_ .. _. 
imp<lrtance of team work (Uy & 

loanno<l, 2008; Dorairaj et al., 

2011) 

Fear or conflict (Uy & Joannou, 

2008) 

Lack of commitment (Uy & 

Io ~ nnou, 2008) 

- Avoidance of account~bility (Uy 

& loan nOLI, 2008) 

- Inallention to results (Uy & 

l oo nnou, 2008) 

- Oifferent perception~ of 

hierarchy (Holmstrom et al., 

2006) 

- Not mentioned 
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Use soci~1 network profile (Abb3tist~ et ~I .• 

2008) 

Establish safe work environment 

(Cottemeyer, 2008) 

Show respect and support towards each other 

(V~x & Mich~ud, 2008; Cottmeyer, 2008) 

Produtl repo~ilory (Shriva~tava & Oate, 2010) 

Te~ m members rot ~ liQn (Collmeyer, 2008) 

~air programming (Urdangarin et ~ I" 2008) 

Provide feedback to entire team (Whitworth & 

81ddle, 2007) 
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APPENDIX 6: Summary of Gregor (2006) Theory 
Classification Scheme 

Theory Typ<> _ ... _---
Anftlysis 

Explanation 

Prediction 

Expl"",,tion 
ilnd 
Prediction 
O<l5ign ilnd 
Action 

Attributes 

The Theory does nlOt extend analvs's aa1 ·1e5[r'l'tic~. No causal 
relationships among phenGmen~ .>re spec. fled .. ;>1 :10 prediction, are 
made. 
S~1'5 whilt is, ho w, why, when, all~ where. 
Tile them" , provides explanations but does not all" t e predict with any 
precis;oll. ""hNe ~re 110 lestable propositions. 

Say. wh"t IS and wh~t will be, 
The Thee . ..-y provides prediction" and ha" test~IJle propositions bJt does 

not ',ave ";e~ developed justificatory call"a""~'l" ~'~",'~C~O"''''· A _____ _ 
Says w~,>t IS '-.01'1, why, when, where, and what will be. 
Provi1e, pred;c"ons and has both testa ble propositions and C3,rs~1 

exp!a~3tloll' 

Sa'!s hey; te de ,cmet~irlg, 
T'le theory gives explicit pre5crrptlOns (e q rne:ho·1" ter-'",iques, 
pr,nClp!es of fOI'" an-:! fJnctien fer cOrl5trucbn'J an artefac:), 
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APPENDIX 7: Summary of Llewelyn (2003) Theory 
Classification Scheme 

Theorv Tvpe Description 
-------.~.~--.-

LevlIIl 1: Metaphor A metaphor is "a ba,ir ,lructural form of cxperiencc, through 

Theories which hUlllan beings engage, Org~l1ile ~nd underst~nd their world" 

(~10rgan, 1983, p_ 601), Metaphors can be used la exprcss how 

organi,atiOll, MC understCK>d or perceived. 

Level 2: 

Differentiation 

Theories 

Gregar (2006) po,its that in the social science field, concepts ~re 

established through the uSe 01 metaphors and arC further 

developed through dilferentialion or- by contr-astlng concept~ with 

other- concepts, DUil/'/sm refer, to the "oppo'ing" nature 01 the key 

p<l;red terms in differentiation lhcory, Categorisation can al,o be 

u,ed to repre,ent peolJle'~ under'it<lnding 01 the >Dcial world 

Level 3: Concepts Concepl> can be part of other the(}ries and can be lheoreticallool, 

Thf'lOriei themselves, They arC uscd to observe and repre'ent the world <lnd 

ad and work ill it. During level three theorizing, new concepts Me 

introduced in order l(} improve thc discu,sion on the practical 

world and to prov'lde new w~ys ollhinking and acting in the world, 

and exi~ting ones arC r-dined 

Level 4: 

Theorizing 

Settings 

level 5: 

Theorizing 

Structurei 

In this form of thcoriling, the contextu<ll inlluences On the 

ind'lvidual, a,-g<lni7~tional, or social phenomena are defined_ Jt 

reveals the social conditions under which practice emerges. 

Thcorizing ~tructure' is ,,1'0 referred to as grand theorizir>g_ In this 

level of theoriling, the imper<i(}nal, large-scale, and enduring 

",pects 01 ,ocial lile are explained, for instance, ~ocl~1 institulions, 

culture, and cl"" hierarchics, Theorizing ,tructures ope'-ate~ ill the 

"world of ide~s" rather than in the "world of practice" ~rd are 

derivcd frOlll thinking about i,sues and relationships In an abstract 

.~_ ... _w;.;'~'.'~',',",e,'.',",',";.;e,m",Pi rically (Llewely n, 2003). 
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APPENDIX 8: Classification of Literature Type 
P~pcr 

Code 

[51) 

[510[ 

[513] 

[514] 

[516] 

[521] 

[522] 

[523] 

[524] 

[526] 

[527] 

[528] 

[529] 

[530] 

[5H] 

[534] 

P~per Refe rence 

.~~=-
H~77~n t, Duhln_,ky, lCO(i 

D~nait, (CO.S 

SLJ(hNland, ~[hoonheim, Hustenburg, & Hijk, 21:(18 

Suth ~ rland, Viktorov, ~Io"nt & l'lIn t ikov, 2001 

(anniuo, Marcionetti, & Mo\~r, ~008 

Shiiva\(~v~ & Date, (OlU 

Williarm & StolJ t, (I};JB 

DrUll1rl1ond '" Un)l)n, (co s 
Vax & Mich~ud, (008 

Srni!s '" P \h'IBOd ~ , ((~J7 

Bercwk, 1007 

SlIll1mers, ((~JS 

(ottmeyer, (UOS 

Therrien,/IXJB 

Jain,2()(l(i 

Andr7("'''',ki,2IX)7 

[536] Young, '" Terashill1~, 21:(1S 

[5H] Hob~n<, lIX)S 

[53B] Uy & lo~nnoll, 1m8 

[539] Fd wards,lUUS 

[S41] Shelh, I(XJ9 

[S42] Chu hov , & Dculljkuv, 2007 

[54S] Miller 

[S46] ~ertci~ 

[S9J I'hu Ini,ar, D~'hp" ode, & Joshi, 1008 

[511] Dullcrnond, vun Garl1 e r~ n, & van Solingen, ((~)') 

[512] Rj0rr\ '" NBwen,'ama, l(X),) 

[515] Pa~_'iv •• ," & lassenius, 2iXl6 

[517] I\bb.tt i,ta , (uldata, G~odarrni, & lunubil~, 1008 

[SIBJ Whitwurlh & B iddl~, ,007 

[S19J Dor~iraj, NolM, & M~lik, (UlO 

[52J R~(r~, 2mg 

[S20i Dorair~j, Nubl~J, & Malik, 2011 

[525] la,'rnal1, Williarns, D"rniuo, & BlIiCS, 1 iXl6 

HOSluin, Bann~rrnu n, & J~ rf~ry, 10] J 

(unfur", (imi l il e , Di Lucca, & Vi_,aggio, 2IX~; 

[532] Yad~v, Adya, Nalh & Sridhor, 2(~J7 

[535] ~i.<on, & Yang, 2007 

[54] I-lolm,tram, FitlB~ruld, Agcrfalk, & ConchL,ir, 2006 -_.- ._ .... _. __ .= 
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Year Indu<try Academic 

--.... --.-
'"" 2(X)C, , 
200S , 
2001 , 
lOOS , 
llJlO , 
I(X)S , 
2(~JS , 
lUOB , 
2(~J 1 , 
2(~J7 , -2008 , 
200S , -2008 , 
2000 , 
1007 , 
,oo~ , 
2008 , 
200~ , 
2002 , 
2cm , 
>cm , 
'002 , 
(007 , 
"'" 

, 
2(~)9 , 
1009 , 
200c , 
2002 , 
1eo/ , 
1010 , 
H"'" , 
2011 , 
lOCH; , 
20ll , 
,00<> , 
2002 , 
2m2 , 
200G , 

'" 
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APPENDIX 9: Literature Using Gregor's Classification 

._---_.- ---, -- ---_ .. - .. ----~ ._-_ •... - -
Paper Year Analysis Explanation Explanation Prediction Design and 

Coo. • Action 

Prediction 

iSH} 2010 , 
ISH] 7"," , 
[513] 2111)8 , 
[522] 201)8 , 
[SH] 2111)8 , 
[524] 21 Xl8 7 

[526] 211117 , 
[528] 2111)8 , 
[529] 2111)8 , 
[536] 2111J!l , 
[537] 21X18 , 
[538] "'" 

, 
[541] "'" 

, 
[S42] "'" 

, 
[S1J 7"'" , 
[59J m," 7 , 
!531 2011 , 
[518] 2007 7 

[539] 700S , 
[517] 700S 7 

[5191 2010 , 
[5301 200S , 
!S43) 2009 , 
[544] mM 

[S3S] 70n , 
1511} ''''' , 
[512] "CB , 
!m} 21107 7 

[525) 7"" 7 

[527) 7007 

(52J " CB 7 

;0' 2001) 1 
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[SS ] H Xl 8 

[S8] H Xl6 

[SlO] H Xl'; 

[S14] <an 
[S16] 1(Xl 8 

[S20] lOll 

[S31] ''''' [S34) mn 
[S15 ] """ -------

-- - -

- - .- - . 
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APPENDIX 10: Literature Using Llewelyn's Classification 

Paper 

coo" 
[51] 

[52] 

153] 

[54] 

[SS] 
[56] 

[57] 

[58] 

[59] 

[510] 

[511] 

[512] 

[513] 

[514] 

[515] 

[516] 

[517] 

[518] 

[51'}] 

[520] 

[521J 

[522] 

[5H] 

[S36J 

Ism 
[538J 

__ ._ M".~ 

Year level 1 level 2 Level 3 level 4 level 5 none 

'006 
WOO 

"". 2011 

''''''' 2010 

""" """ """ "'" "'" "X" 
WJR 

WJe 

WJR 

1010 

2(Xl9 ;C,,, 
;cm 
2010 

2011 

2010 

200~ 

200' 

1(XJ8 
2((J1 

1 
1 , 
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[539) 

[540] 

[5411 

[5421 

[543] 

[544] 

1545) 

[546] 

'OO~ 

''''' 
'"" """ """ """ ''''' 
2007 

Total , , 
'" -~. - ... - -.-.... - ---
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Th",or"'tical 

[ con0mic 
Gopila' 

, T 

!\PPc NC IX 

.......... _------------

APPENDIX 11: Summary of Purposeful Sampling Dimensions Chosen for this 
Study 

Th",oreticai constr'. 'ct'- Sampling Dim",nsion ----- ,-.-,-.-,-- Case 2 

I Or space I 
l e~ '" ",~ l'r D~ '" a nd lh~ ir ,oci~1 

posi t i0n, ~ r~ lo"~te d '~Bourdi ~ LJ, 

1990} 

" p re sti ~e , honour, orthe tight to be 
IlS te n ~d t o 

[ conorric c"pi la l rel" l cs 10 t l1C 
01 corrma nd ti1,,1 an eQ ent 

O', er economic 

" 
I , ~ nj 

advenl ages th"t a n eQcnt 
posses se s, thus Qiv'"" IIIm IIIQber 
,;t~t LJS ;n "'"i ~ty 

of cul t u ra l dive r~ i ty at 

~t'~:'~'ethodoIO-g i e S employed 
so fLware develo pmerll 

, 

11i er. rcl1ical 
Level of experience 0' team 
m e mbers with software project 

Tc " m mcm bel""" 'l~k ~llOl d ~ " 
monetuy invest menl in l lle p roj~ ct 

membe r~ with Scrum 

:~''":c'': '~', of tee m n' en, be rs 'n 
w r l0us communi t ies of pract ice 
y"th in t b ~ s 0It W " r~ de ve l o p rn~ nt 
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Turn members frorr d i" ~"e 

clllt ur~ 1 b~ c kg r OJn d " ~nd 

be lo "" i n~ to diverse 
c:o mmuni t l ~s of pr~ "ti"~ 

Scr ll m 
Watcrfa ll 

Tea n' m~m!) ~r5· ~xp er1 e nte 

',a .-i ~d r-0m b ~ i n g limit~d lo 

h igh 
Tc~ rr rn c rnb ~ ,, ' rro n ~t~'" 

in'fcstn'c nt In t l1C proJ~ct 
vY ied f -om be ing limi td to 

T~ " m rn~rnb ~" fm m 
di'.'c"~ CJltu r~ 1 

backgrou nds, and be lo ng ing 
t o d i',erS~ C0mrnu n i l i ~s of 
pr" ct lCC 
5 cr" n' 
Wet ~rfe l : 

Te~ m men,bers' cxpen ence 
w rie d f rorn t·e·ng lirril"," to 
high 
Tc ~rn n'c n' t>c ,,' mortCt~ ry 
inve,tmcnt in t h~ projcct 
vuied f ron' bcin ~ li n, 'ted 10 

" ,"rn". ,. ,.;,",.",,,,,,,,, .• C"--1\~, ~g~!,~;;;-,,,,.",,,~,,,,,s' e x peri ~ n"e 
v " ~ ~ d fm m h ~ i ng li m il~d l ~ wlled frorr being lirni te d to 
l1' gh high 
Tc~n' membcrs' cxp~n~ n cc T ~"m n' orr bcrs' ~xp~ci~ n c~ 
varied from be ing li m itd t o vuied f ro n' bCi"" limit~ d to 
big h high 



APPENDIX 12: Interview Guidelines 

What is the context in which distributed agile projects are being implemented? 
. __ .-.. _" _._. -. --· · · · - -·-~------BickSl round Informiiiio-n -,-•... - ~~--

• How old ~re you? 

• How long hav" you b"en working for the company' 

• How long hilve you b~~n working in th~ t~ ~ m' 

• What ar~ your qualifications? 

• What is your ~re~ of experti5e? 

• Whilt you do ilnd whilt is your rol~ in th~ t~am7 

• To what extent ~re you e)(perienced with the use of Scrum? 

• How would you describ~ th" country X cultur~7 What kind of p~opl~ ar" th"y to 

work with? 

• How would you d"scrib~ your t~am cultur~' 

The Org;llnisiltion 

• Tell me dbout your orgdnisiltion 

• How would you describ~ the manaqement structure of the orqanisation 

• How would you describe the orgdniSil t ional cul t ur"? 

• How would you describ~ th" "mind-set" behind software development in country X 

[::~ Thf! Tf!;IIm 

• How WilS th ~ t~dm form~(P 

• How m ~ ny people do you hilve In the te~m? 

• How do you ensure thd t everyone is communica t ing as much as possible' 

• How much input does the te ~ m give during the d"vdopment process7 

• Do you feel th~t you Me li5tened to? 

• Do you feel that your opinion is importilnt ~nd Y~lued? 

• To what ~xtent are you able t o communicilte if you ~re not happy ~ lJout 

something7 Why? 

• H" ve you ever m"t th" t" ~ m members dt th~ other site? Who visited? How olt~n? 

• How M e the teilm members b~ing motiva t ~d' 

Tf!chnology 

• What communication tools do you use' 

• How ;mport~nt are each of them7 
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• How frequently do you use each of t llem? 

• Do you u~e a Scrum Tool' Which one' 

• Tell me abou t the advantages of the Scrum Tool 

• Te ll me ~ boutlhe d,, ~dvanl~ges of the Scrum Tool 

• Which features of the Scrum tool do you use? 

• Who chose the tool and why' 

• Can you tell me how your development infrastructure is set up" 

Thl! Project 

• C~n you ple~se tell me about the purpose of the project 

• Why was the project initiated' 

Why are particular distributed Scrum work practices adapted and followed? 

Why do some of these distributed Scrum work practices differ from traditional 

agile practices~ 
~.----.-- -------... -""-........ ---------------Scrum Implementation 

• Why was Scrum chosen as a methodology' 

• H~ve you been using Scrum since the beginning of the project? 

• Describe the software developmenl approach being u~ed in the beginning? 

• How has it changed? Why? 

• Who decide, on the ch~ nges' Why' 

The Requireml!nt:li 

• Who decide on the requirement~ ' Why" 

• Who has the fin~1 say about the requirements? Why? 

• Who prioritise the requirements? Why? 

• How do you decide on lask priorily' Why 

• How do you h ~ ndle ch ~ nge~ in requirement,? 

• What are the problems that happen during the user requirements elicitation? 

• To what e~tent do requirements ever change in the middle of a sprint? Does the 

customer interfere in the middle of a sprint"' Why' 

• How can thal process be improved") 

The Distribution Environment 

• How is the work distribution organised across the disp.crsed site? 

• What are the challenges that you e~Derienced while eng ~ging with agile in ~ 

distributed environment' 
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=::-:;;:~~~:::=;::-:-=-=-= --.. ~.~ .. 
• HDW do you overcome those challenges? 

• How do you coordin~te everyth·,ng ? 

• Can you lhink of ways of improving whal you are doing now' 

• Do you feel any I~nguage bMriers? How do you overcome them ? 

Agile 

• How do you feel abou t following an ag ile approach wh·,ch does no t require so 

much documentaflon? 

• Are you ,upposed t o be CMM certified? How Me the two reconciled? 

• Ag ile prescribe tha t you ~ hould have a 10l of ·,nler~ clions wi t h your customers, to 

wh~t extent does th~t happen here? 

• Do you feelthal inleraclion at your level' Exp l ~ in 

• Do you feel that you are ·,n fluenced by the pra clice~ or the ~gi l e ~ lli ~nce? [xplain 

• Do you atLend ag ilc conference,? Rf'ad agllf' industry reports? Explain 

• Do you adapt your practices based on w hat you read' Exp l ~ in 

• In wh~ l ways ~re you ad~ptin g the t r~dlt ion ~1 Scrum work pra cti ces lo filthe 

distributed sett ing? 

The P~ocess 

• How long does one s prinl l a~l;"'~·"":':'i'';';';';;;';;;" 
• Does it happen that ,t la5t~ longer? Why? 

• Te ll me where is the analysis done, the development, do you do iL bolh side~) 

Why did you df'Cide t o follo w th~t appro ~ c h ? 

• How is t ask allocation performed? W hy? 

• Who df'cl de on how to Improve on thf' software devf' lopment process" 

(RNrospeclive mecling) 

• I'ihen ~nd by whom ~ rf' decision, made? Why? 

• How is t est ing pe rformf'd in distributed environment' 

• What kind of documentation do you use ? 

• How does deployment occu r ' 

• How do you ma,,~ge t hf' t~sk bOMd ? 

• How do you t ake t hf' d ist ribu t ion setting into consid er~ tion while est imating t a~k 

dur~ tio"? 

• How does the retrospect ive happcn? 

• Do you use parlicular l echniques during the rcl rospective m f'e ling ? 

• Who ~lte"d s the retro~Pf'C livf' ? 

• To what ex lent i~ everyone comrort~b l e r~ ising con::: ern , du ring t he ret rospect ive 
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meeting? 

• How do you handle the bug fixing? 
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APPENDIX 13: Sample Field Note 

Case Number 1 

Date: 28th May 2010 

General Comments: 

Team info 

XXX is the project manager. But he is currently also working as the Scrum Master. The 

original Scrum Master was YYV. But XXX took over the role since sprint 5. We are in 

sprint 9. The Product Owner is ZZZ. Casper publishes the stories, but he first confirms 

with Philip before publishing them. 

Team members behaviour 

People help each other out. Programmers move from their desks to their colleagues' desk 

to discuss and help. 

At some point during the day, C2.R2 went round the table to see how each developer 

was progressing. 

Security 

The team seems very wary of security. They are unwilling to send snapshots of screen 

without approval from C2.R2. 

Scrum Process 

The Scrum board is at the client site. They used to send a snapshot of it to the team 

every day. But during the last couple of months, they were so busy in India that SA 

people did not send the Scrum board. I'm not sure about how a busy schedule can stop 

them from sending one email with a Scrum board as an attachment. I need to investigate 

that further. 

The tasks are stored on a software called FogBugz. 

Shridhar used to send a burn-down chart to the team dally to measure performance. But 

they are so busy that they don't do that anymore. 

90% of design done in India. 
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Two planning meetings are performed. In the first one, they decide on the task 

complexity and assign the tasks. In the second one, they decide on the duration 

In India, they don't keep track of the complexity but SA does. 

High level tasks are decided by the project manager 

Tasks breakdown are decided by developers 

And in the sprint planning 2, they all give the estimates. 

ApPENDIX 

All these tasks might or might not be posted onto Fogbugz. If they are published on 

Fogbugz, it will be as a feature. If it's not published, they keep track of what they are 

doing in the daily Scrum meeting. 

User stories come into play before breaking down the tasks. The Product Owner provides 

the user stories. 

During sprint planning 1, user stories are not usually ready. Since this is a re-engineering 

project, the user stories are not available. 

Office Space 

The team moved to their new office today. I was waiting in the old office before realising 

that they had probably moved to the new office. 

I can feel a change in atmosphere. The seating arrangement is so much better. I can see 

everyone and I feel part of the group even though I am not really one of them. I can only 

imagine what a difference it must make for all the team members. 

Communication flows easily. Someone is singing. My impressing is that it will create 

better team cohesion. 

C2.R2's desk is now far (as opposed to before) to the developers sitting place. 

There are no phones on the desk of the developers. 

Technology 

Personal computers 

Emails 

Conference call 

FogBugz 

FogBugz: Feature list, Bug List and all cases assigned to everybody. 
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Milestone = Specifying when the task should be done 

E.g Undecided, Testing, Development, Sprint 

The milestone list is created by the product manager. Get more information 

about how the work is carried out 

Automation category not used 

From FogBuz you can access the Wiki website 

Cases can be marked as duplicate if two people opened the same case 

Fogbuz can be used to manage the whole Scrum process. They use it without the 

Scrum board 

Everyone can create a task in the Fugbugz application. 

Tasks statuses are changed accordingly as they progress through the Scrum. A bit 

in a similar way as a task would be physically moved on the Scrum board. 

The main tools that they use are FugBugz, Wikl, and the Burndown chart 

The main screens of the FogBugz application has been sent by email 

Under list, we have the different sprints info. 

Wiki is a content management program. 

The QA guys mostly use the Wiki as it is easier to track. But in FogBugz, they 

have to see all the cases. 

The Wiki can also have drawings of the screens with comments about the fields. 

The Product Owner is mainly the one who come up with the drawings, but 

sometimes the developer also provide the drawing. 
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APPENDIX 14: Summary of Stage One of Data Analysis 
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APPENDIX 16: Summary of Stage Three of Data Analysis 
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APPENDIX 17: Summary of Stage Four of Data Analysis 
,----- -- - .. 
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Ap P'CNJIX 

APPENDIX 18: Examples of Possible Scrum Process 
Breakdowns 

- -------- -
Sprint Planning Meeting; 

Team should only select requirpments which they 
can commit to complptp duriny that sprinL 
(Schuh, 2006) 

Sprint Planning Meeting; 

The team and th e Product Owner go throuyll f'ach 
'Item methodic~lly t o pn5ure th~ t t hf'Y unclf'rslancl 
the product requirement (Schw~bf'r, 2009) 

Sprint Planning Meeting; 

The enlire leam should engage in the pstimation 
process and each team member should bf' givf'n 
the chance lo express their opinion on thf' task's 
complexity (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002) 

Sprint Planning Me .. ring: 

Once that the tpam ~nd the Produd Owner have 
agreed on thf' storie, lo be complded during the 
sprint, H'f',e ,lorie, are not supposed to changf' 
throughoul Lhe iteration ,:Schwabf'r, 2009) 

Retrospective Meetings: 

Upon completing a retr05pective meeling, lhe 
team should have idf'nlifif'd a list of actionable set 
of mea5ure5 to bf' followccllo improve the Scrum 
proce5s for t he nexl sprinl (Schwaber, 2Q09) 

Retrospective Meetings: 

Tp~m is unablf' to complete all 
requirements that they committed to 
during the sprint planning meeting 

Lack of understanding of the product 
requirements from the team member5 
leading to user requirements not being 
me< 

Only ,ome leam memlJers are able to 
express their opinion during the spril1g 
planning meeting's estimation process 

Team memlJers are una blf' to pngagp in 
delJates (Summprs, 2008) 

HM d to establish goocl interadion 
betwf'en te~m membprs (Oanail, 2005, 
Smits & Pshigoda, 2007) 

Lack of cultural understanding between 
Leam memlJers (Orummond & Unson, 
2008) 

User Requirements discusspd ;:md <Igrpecl 
upon during 5prinl planning meeting 
ch<lnge in the middle of the ,prinL 

Sprint procps~ not improvecl as per the 
recommendations of t hp team members 

Lack or understanding of term 'self
organiSdtion" (Batr~ et al., 2010 
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TfWllm~ ~r.ouId be self-or"i8niiMd 

"-'iJ..,ltffW"uU S 
Sc;rum ~ should encoutaQa the lNm to 
..aect (1ft thdr currwnt Servm 91"0("'" 

ApPE~IX 

Formal relation~hip between vendor and 
cu~tomer (Batra et al., 2010) 
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Ap'EMlIX 

APPENDIX 19: Examples of Interview Statements for 
the 'Impromptu Changes to User Stories Mid-Sprint' 

Category 
Interview Category: Impromptu Changes to User Stories mid-sprint 

Transcript 

,..---'- - ._------
Interview 2 The Product Owner ~nd the C[O should ens"re that they have a 

common underst~nd;ng on the stories beforehand. Whal h~ppened 

some limes is Lhalthe CEO is very much involved w"th tl,e rroject. In the 

middle of a sprint, requirements might change and he will reset tl,e 

priorilie, 01 the I~sk> or ch"nge the user stories This is a problem 

beca"se it impacts on the programmers work lo~d "nd ~II the other 

t~sh 

InLervi<ew 3 

Interview 4 

Inle rview 5 

This is our second sprinl now, and On the firsl sprint, '" [11,e C[O] w"s 

"w~y on multiple trirs, only [llle Product Ownerl was available. And lthe 

ProducL Owner] had creaL<ed the priorities. And the ~ clu ,, 1 description of 

the stories, he h"d "ctually created from an old discussion with [the 

CEOJ, so obviously, the communication IMdn·t been happening for a 

week or two. And when [ the CEOl actually came back rrom the visits 

afLer ~ week Or lwo, ,ome of th<e slories ch~nged dr"m"tic"lly 

Does it h,-,ppen th,-,t the story ch,Jllges durillg one iter,-,tioll? 

II has lli,prened TI,e previous one it did happen a couple or time 

C"n you ch"1lge priorilies in the middle of ,-,n it eration? 

I shouldn't ,,; I try not to, but if somebody tri<es says Oil has lo be done" 

~ nd it becomes very appMenlthat it is, Ihen we I,ave to ,hift;t. [Jut I 

p"y the price for that because we have to sl,ift ur the backlog. Because 

realistically speaking, one can only do so much. 
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APPENDIX 20: Scrum Process Breakdowns Code 
Book from Cl 

Occurrence Category 

-------- - ---------
After Sprint Impromptu Ch"ngps to LJs.f'r 
Planning meetings SLories mid-sprinL 

Category Description 
... -----,,---------

Ch"ngps in User Stories content and 
priorities mid-sprint 

Product Owner'$ low level of P,-oduct owner's low level of authority In 

~uthority deciding On uSer slories contpnt "nd 

priority in the leam 

During Sprint DiffprenL perceptions ~bout Team members shared diffprent 
PliJnning meptings task urgency at the software perceptions aboullhe urgency of 

devplopment sitps 

During Sprint Dis"greements on softw"re 
Planning meptings pngineering practicPs 

During Sprint 
planning Mpetings 

During 
Retrospective 
~1eetinys 

Disagreements On 

estimation mechanisms 

Scrum process updates 
decisions not made by 
development team 

completing thp usp,- stor',ps (ilfter mid 

sprint ch~nges to uSer sto(,es) 

GASD tp"m mpmbers dis"grepd on the 

n~ture of the tasks which the whole tp"m 

should engage in during the sprint. For 
p~~mple, codp ,-pf~[tonng to pnsu,-p 

reusability vs. writing of simple 
"'gori t hms in ordp,- to complete thp usp,
slories ~s qu',ckly as possible 

GASD tc~m members disagreed On 
what's the best way to estimate the 
duraL',on of ~ task 

Decisions on Scrum Process Update not 
made by the Development Team 
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Sprint Planning Meetings 
Scrum Process 
Breakdowns 

ApPENDIX 

APPENDIX 21: Summary of Categories and Themes for Scrum Process 
Breakdowns for Cl 

Sprint Interruptions 
Impromptu Changes to User 
Stories' content and priorities 

Collaboration 
Breakdowns 

Product Owner's low level of 
authority 

Different perceptions about task 
urgency at the software 
development sites 
Disagreements on suitability of 
software engineering practices 

Disagreements on estimation 
mechanisms 

PhD Thesis 
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Change requests to user stories' content/description mid-sprint 
Change requests to user stories' priorities mid-sprint 

Product Owner's low level of authority pertaining to story elicitation 

Product Owner's low level of authority pertaining to story prioritisation 

Disagreements about code optimisation tasks 

Disagreements about tasks duration 

Preference for Task Estimation in hours 
Preference for Task Estimation in days 
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Retrospective Meetings 
Scrum process 
Breakdowns 

Collaboration 
Breakdowns 

Decisions on Scrum process 
updates not made by the 
development team 
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Scrum process update decisions made by COO 

Non implementation of team members ideas about Scrum process update 
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Arr=N ~IX 

APPENDIX 22: Code Book for Theory of Practice 
Concepts 

Theory 01 Practice 
Concepts 

Explanation 

- field ~~~~F,4&;;;;;;;-' or ~ P' C~ 10 ;::-"-ic-'-' -"-~-Dtea m member5 arid tl' ei-' -'-" -i"-' -Po-"-'-"-r,;;-' 
orc bco td (~ourdicu, :990}_ 

Position in the field R,"sul t of th " i ot~," elio" l"'I", ,,",, r', t l1 e JemaoJ , arid co"s t r dint s i" t l1 e f ield , t hc 
l' dbitUS of th c GA5D t e~ m mer nb~ rs , , nd the ~ rno u o t 0/ c" pi l ~ 1 wh ich they 
p:,,~e~, _ Gt\5D tedm mcm t:-c rs con ~Iso be :n aom;n~nt, sul;-ordir.)te, or 
e-q ulv o l ~ nt p oeilio"~ in ti"e tielJ ( S:lurJ ieu , ~ 9 90), 

H.bitus Be l'le r~, value, allJ disposi t io"s t l10 t sl'o pe t l,c cenauct, though ts , fc"lin g5, 
ona :'udg mcnt5 of t i" ~ GA';D t,,,,,, rn ",nl"' r'; , Th e~e Cdn be id e "ti t i e ~ t hr:lugh 
t l'e prd ct iccs w hic h cnoc t t ic" hoblt us (I)ourdi ~ u & W' cqu,o t 1997) 

Symbolic Capital 5ymbe ie c ' pi t~ 1 is wh~t give, ~orne GA';D team meml",,, more po .... er over 
othcrs.:t rcl~tcs to prc5tig e, honeur, or the 'I gi"t t o b~ li st~od t o ( Bourd i ~ u, 

1993) 

Cultur,,1 C"pit,,1 R~fe" to ~"owl e-d q e , sk ill s, cd ucot i~n, o"d oav~ntoges t l'ot 0 GA5D t~~m 
m~mb~ ' po",~ ,""e ",1~ which give" hm or 11er 11iql1er StdW' ill society 
( Soudicu, 19Uti), 

Economic C~pit,,1 

Practice 

Ec'o":lInlc ca pi'.al relatcs to the dcq rec of wmm~rd th ~t 0 C"'-SD t~ ~rn 
m~ rn b~ ' p:lS~"~'~~ over economic resources (casl1 or dSSCCS ) ( Soud icu, 
1ge6) 

Rclo,es to 'h ~ ' ct ion, t h' l GA5D t~",Tl 1H~ ",b ~ ,,; ~ ny . ye in, ~r Wlldl '.il ~y do. 
Prdet iee is pwaucca by r~bi tus (Bourdl ~ U & I'i ' cqu , w, 1997) 'Pr;,cti c'e, 
~","\:". be de-J ue e-d citi'er twm t l,c P"CSCllt co rdit ion, w i" icl, ",~y s~~rn t e 
hove pl'Gv e k~ d t i" ~ ", or fr:)(n t l'e pde'. coll d i ~ on s Wl1icr moy rove produced 
t l1e rabicus, the d urobl ~ princip , 1 of ,h ~ i r produc'.ion They eaO t h e ret~re :)(1: Y 
I,., i>Ccounl e·(j fO" by ' eld'i"q tl,c 5Oclol mnai'i~ns in which t l,c hobitus th ' 
qe ncr~tca them w ' s ~on<;lilul e;j, l:l tl'e eo cial c:,"di t iolls in whcl, it is 
implement ea" :I%urd,eu, 1990), 

strate;;" ,.;-;,------;" ;Oborotc or syst~ rn "", p l ~ n of ~ c'.i:lo , foll:lw e-J by aiet ri butea dqile , c om 
mcmbers ( l)o urd l ~ U, 19'30) 

Symbo!l~ VIOlenc" 

Double-Meaning 
Strategy 

Mlsre cognrtion 

WI,cn tc ~rtt t n ~ rnb~ ... -, witI' rttnr~ c. pi '.a T, .n c~,~~ irr t~ e lieM ~ pp!y !:ne 
power cenfcrr~d by it ' g, in" oti" e" ,.,-ho bl,j le,", TI1 ey try '0 Impose t heir 
cul,urc, w~ys 01 b~hwing, ~ rld / :lr t hOi<ir1g :)(1 oll'e" ",110 I'cl~ le" 
(B:lUrdi eu, 1990; l c"~ins 2002) 

Wi" cn GA';D t~~ rn rn ern t", ,,, e mpl~y 5trate-q ies ona clo;m trot trq O '~ 
working in the : nt~ r~st 0/ '. he ' i ~ l,j, ",hie in rea l'lty ti' ey are pu rsu inq ,hei own 
agcndo t e imp''''· th,· i r own v , l u~ e in I he 'i ela : webb e'. di" 2002 ', 

Whn GASD lea m me mbcr5 wl'~ orc v ictims 01 symb oTi ~ vio: ~ "c" p:"c~ ;v ~ I~ '" 
"" legi'irr,,' e d n~ beinq accoding t o t l,c no turol odc' Gf thng, (W~ b b et ~ I , 
2002) 

F'ract ice is p oducd b cc~u,,' ot ti"~ ~ "co u nt ~r b ~ I"' ~"" habit ue allJ ilS 
Jisposilio", os ,.,-cl! os ' hc const," i"t " d ~ rr" n d, , od O pp :lrt u "'lli e~:lf '.I1 e " Ki al 
f ,elJ in ,.,- hich t he a ct~ r is movi ng ( I)o u'd ;~ u & W~cqu ' o " 1 9~ 7) 
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ApPENDIX 

APPENDIX 23: Summary of Categories and Themes for Cl 
Field: Cl GASD Team 

Position in the field: Scrum Implementer and Driver 

Meta - category 

Habitus 

Practices 

Meta - category 

Capital 

Field: Cl GASD Team 

category 
It is important to reflect on Scrum and software 
development processes following by the team 

Identification of challenges experienced during 
Sprints 

Implementation of Scrum and Software 
Development Process Changes 

category 

Cultural Capital 

Symbolic Capital 

Economic Capital 

PhD Thesis 
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Concept 

Reflection on sprint length update 

Reflection on technology usage 

Reflection on estimation mechanism 

ad hoc emailing of concerns 

Emailing of concerns at the end ofthe sprint 

Discussions during retrospective meetings 

Task estimation update 

Adoption of Scrum tool 

Adjustment of sprint length 

Concept 

Degree of Domain Application Knowledge 

Scrum Certification 

Experience in GASD Team 

Job Title 

Scrum Implementer Role in Team 

Degree of control of MKX application project 
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Position in the field: MKX Application Requirements Coordinators Work Practices 

Meta - Category Category 

It is important to ensure the usefulness of the MKX 
Habitus application functionalities for the end-users 

Practices Final decisions on user stories made by CEO 

Testing and keeping up to date with MKX 
application deployment progress 

Field: Software Developers 

Position in the field: Technical Experts 

Meta - Category 

Habitus 

Practices 

Category 

Communication within the team is important 

Code Quality and Standard is important 

Planning is Important 

Technical Experts' skills is important 

Constant Communication is maintained 

Coding Strategy chosen by technical experts 

PhD Thesis 
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ApPENDIX 

Concept 

Importance of MKX applications standard 

Importance of MKX applications' functionalities' standard 

Decisions on user stories priorities made by CEO 

Decisions on user stories content made by CEO 

Travel to gather requirements 

Overlooking testing tasks 

Overlooking deployment tasks 

Concept 

Importance of Code Quality 

Importance of Code Standard 

Open Communication Channels to avoid misunderstandings 

Daily Stand-up meetings 
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Tasks allocated to technical experts accoding to 
skills 

Code Reviews 

Structured process followed during sprint 

Practices to improve skills 

Meta - category category 

Capital Cultural Capital 

Symbolic Capital 

Field: Sao Paulo Team 

Position In the field: Brazilian Software Developers 

Meta - category 

Habitus 

Practices 

category 

Importance of a Relaxed Work Atmosphere 

Importance of Precision during Coding 

Importance of Communication 

Team is self-managed 

Always pushing for code optimisation 

PhD Thesis 
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ApPENDIX 

Structured process to handle bug fixing 

Structured process to handle task dependencies 

Working on high priority stories first 

Allocation of tasks to team members to improve skills 

Travel to promote knowledge sharing across team 

Leaning from experts from the wider community 

Concept 

Degree of expertise on software development tasks for MKX 
application 

Having a useful area of expertise 

Concept 

Importance of being able to chose work style 

Importance of flexible work hours 

Defensive about point of view 

limited diplomacy while communicating 
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Constant communication 

Meta - category Category 

Capital Cultural Capital 

Symbolic Capital 

Field: Cape Town Team 

Position in the field: Cape Town Software Developers 

Meta - category category 

Habitus Importance of being output oriented 
Responding to emails and phone calls outside 

Practices working hours 

Volunteering to work extra hours if required 

Meta - category Category 

Capital Cultural Capital 

Symbolic Capital 

Field: Brazilian Software Developers field 

Position in the field: PHP Experts 

PhD Thesis 
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ApPENDIX 

constant communication but abrupt style 

communication through multiple channels 

frequent communication 

Concept 

Knowledge of Programming Language 

Expertise in Software Development Tasks 

Seniority Level 

Concept 

Concept 

Degree of expertise on software development tasks for MKX 
application 

Degree of expertise on MKX software application architecture 

Years of experience on MKX application 
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Meta - Category 

Habitus 

Practices 

Meta - Category 

Capital 

Category 

Technical aspect of coding is important 

Attending PHP Conferences to learn about PHP 

Communicating desired PHP Code standards by 
email 

Category 

Cultural Capital 

Symbolic Capital 

PhD Thesis 
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Concept 

Concept 

PHP Software Development Skills 

Degree of Influence within the overall PHP community 
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APPENDIX 24: Summary of Scrum Process Breakdowns 
and Social Conditions Leading to them in Cl 

Scrum process 
breakdown during 
and after sprint 
planning meetings 

Social conditions leading to 
breakdowns 

Empirical observation in 

" 
_ .- -.....--- , ._-,.......,.-- ";;;C;;:;;;;;;;;-'--' 

Impromptu changes • ~e~i'~~nt~ t:~q~i~e;~re;s • ;;,~r:~~"~~ t~°e'~;~;~ct 
to user stories' 
content and priorities 

Product Owner's low 
level of aulhority 

Different perceptions 
~ bollt t ~ sk urgency ill 
the software 
development site5 

Di5agreements on 
suitability of software 
e"gineering practices 

capital 

• Software developers forced 
to e"gage in practices that 
go against what their 
hab'ltllS predispose them to. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

L~ ck of c ~ pital in 
compM ison t o other team 
members 
I e~m members H~ bitus 

predisp<Jse them to focus 
on confliding tasks 

Team members Habilus 
predispose them to focus on 
conflicti"g lasks 

Conflicting Strategies 10 
acquire capital 

• Co"flid accentuated when 
software developers were 
forced to deal with 
cha"ges in user-stories, a 
work practice which was 
against their habitus 
predisposing them to plan 
ahead. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Product Owner's low level 
of allthority ',n comparison 
to CEO 
Software developers 
belonging to sep~r~ te 
fields a"d i"ternalised 
conflicting habitus 

Software developer5 
belo"ged to separate 
field5, a"d had 
i"ternalised divergent and 
conflicting habitus 
Software developers 
belo"ged to separate 
il-~"d for 

[~~~~:::'~o~'--"·"l'~O~,~"~g~,;g~C~'~"~TI~~· :'h~'~'~-"·~developcrs forced to work go against" their in il controlled 
h~bitlJs predispose them to. environment when they 

• Lack of capital in 
comparison to other 
team members 
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~ Iso belonged to ~ sub-
field within whid, ttICy 
had internalised habitll5 
predisposing them to 
villue il rel~~ed work 
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decisions of the COO 
because of a lack of 
capital 

......... -ao.. .... ..... _ ._. ___ _ 

I 

Summary of Scrum Process Breakdowns during and after sprint planning meetings and social 
conditions under which they occur 

Scrum process 
breakdown during 
and after 
retrospective 
meetings 

Social conditions leading to 

breakdowns 

Empirical obselVation 

in Cl 

-··----~---·~,.~ ·"~o~",-",i~,,,~,','"'",";;n ~~mpa;:i $On to sofiw- ,- ,-' - D,-, -, -"-p-,-,-s ~ 
D~cisions on Scrum 
Process Update not 
mad" by th" 
D~velopment Team 

other team m"mtJf'rs Cl I~ck"d c~pit~1 in 
comparison to Cl.Rl 

who ownL'ti more c~pital 
and could implement 
vi~ws on how to update 
the Scrum process 

Summary of Scrum Process Breakdowns during and after Retrospective meetings and social 
conditions under which they occur 
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ApPENDIX 

APPENDIX 25: Summary of Categories and Themes for Scrum Process Breakdown 
for C2 

Sprint Planning 
Meetings Scrum 
Process Breakdowns 

Sprint 
Interruptions 

Impromptu Changes to User Stories' 
content and priorities 

Collaboration 
Breakdowns 

Number of User Stories to be completed 
during the Sprint is imposed on the team 

Disagreements on estimation 
mechanisms 

PhD Thesis 
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Change requests to user stories' content/description mid-
sprint 

Change requests to user stories' priorities mid-sprint 

Large number of requirements requests from customer 
Team's limited ability to negotiate against large number of 
requirements 

Sprint backlog decision imposed on team 

Team's limited ability to convey task complexity to customers 

Preference for Task Estimation in hours 
Preference for Task Estimation in days 
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Retrospective 
Meetings Scrum 
process Breakdowns 

Low level of communication openness 
during meetings 

Collaboration 
Breakdowns 

Decisions on Scrum process updates not 
made by the development team 

Selective Invitation to Retrospective 
meetings 
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ApPENDIX 

team members lack of communication during international 
meetings 

opinions not easily communication 

open communication during internal meetings 

debates during internal meetings 

Scrum process update decisions made by COO 
Non implementation ofteam members ideas about Scrum 
process update 

Indian team members non involvement in retrospective 
meetings 

filtering of communication via project communication in india 
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ApPENDIX 

APPENDIX 26: Summary of Categories and Themes for C2 
Field: C2 GASD Team 

Position in the field: Project Managers 

Meta - Category 

Habitus 

Practices 

Meta - Category 

Capital 

Category 

Tracking Performance and Progress is Important 

Hierarchical organisational structure is important 

Producing highly qualified team members is important 
Implementation of Performance and Progress Tracking 
mechanisms 

Formal communication mechanisms between software 
developers, Project Managers and customers 

Official and on the job training for team members 

Category 

Cultural Capital 

PhD Thesis 
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Concept 

Importance of having a detailed view of effort being made 

Importance of tracking project completion progress 

Review meetings to discuss performance and code quality 

Tracking of team velocity 

Using of technology to track who is doing what 

Monitoring the execution of customers' requests 

The use of an onsite coordinator 

Requests for official emails from software developers to 
express grievances 

Retrospective meetings between customers and 
management only 

Organising training sessions on agile and Scrum 

Organising training sessions on the Colin application project 

Concept 

Number of years of experience in project team 

Experience in agile software development 

Current project experience 
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Field: C2 GASD Team 

Position in the field: Testers 

Meta - Category 

Habitus 

Practices 

Field: Pune Team 

Symbolic Capital 

Economic Capita 

Category 

Up-to-date and precise requirements are valued 
Constant requests for software developers and 
customers to provide up to date information on 
requirements 

Position In the field: GASD Software Developers 

Meta - Category 

Habitus 

Practices 

Category 

Productivity is important 

Adherence to standards is important 

Collaboration is important 

Planning in important 

Product Demo 
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ApPENDIX 

Job Title 

Ownership of project 

Concept 

Constant communication to obtain clarifications on 
requirements 

Participating in daily stand-ups to understand requirements 
Pushing for documentation requirements to be kept up-to-
date 

Concept 

"Doers" mentality 

Importance of satisfying the customer 

Importance of abiding by agile standards 

Importance of abiding by coding standards 

Importance of code quality 

Showcasing achievements throughout the sprints 

Obtaining feedback from customers 

Identifying opportunities for improvements 
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Meta - category 

Capital 

Work extra hours 

Impediments notification 

Code Reviews 
Constant communication to promote group 
collaboration 

Architecture and technology planning 

Sprint Planning Meetings 

category 

Cultural Capital 

Symbolic Capital 
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ApPENDIX 

Informing the entire team that work is on hold 
Mechanisms to obtain fast feedback on information 
requested 

Discussions on task estimation prior to and during the 
sorint olannina meetinas 
Phone discussion to finalise estimation process 

Group discussion on how best to complete a task in case of 
uncertainty 

Attention paid to adequacy of architecture 

Attention paid to adequacy of technology employed 

Sprint planning meeting 1 

Sprint Planning meeting 2 

Concept 

Degree of technical knowledge on the software 
development tasks for Colin Aoolication 

Academic Qualification 

Seniority Level 
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Field: Durban Team 

Position In the field: Customers 

Meta - Category 

Habitus 

Practices 

Meta - Category 

Capital 

Category 

Retaining control over the project is important 

Project deadlines and quality are important 

0 

Deciding on user stories and priorities 

Approval of new team members prior to them joining 
the team 

Keeping database and web servers onshore 
Decisions on methodological processes followed by the 
team 

Weekly retrospective meetings in case of project 
urgency 

Category 

Cultural Capital 

Symbolic Capital 

Economic Capital 
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ApPENDIX 

Concept 

Importance of daily clarity on project work progress 
Importance of daily clarity on software developers time 
management 

Software developers not allowed to miss deadlines 

Importance of maintaining code quality 

Deciding on requirements based on demands of end users 

Deciding on requirements priorities 

Burn-down chart and task board maintained in onshore 
Bypassing Scrum work practices to focus on completing 
project tasks 

Choosing Scrum as a methodology 

Wiki update 

Concept 
Degree of expertise on the Business Logic of the Colin 
Application 

Job Title 

D~ree of control on the Casper Application Project 
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ApPENDIX 

Field: Durban Team 

Position in the field: Onsite Coordinators' Work Practices Circuit of Reproduction 

Meta - category category Concept 

Habitus Providing project visibility to the customer is important 

Practices Informing customers of offshore team's views Liaising with team members to obtain status update 

Informing customers of team members' status update and 
requests 

Managing customer's requirements requests Assessing technical feasibility of customers' requests 

Obtaining precise requirements from the customer 

Field: Sanbi (C2 Organisation) 

Position in the field: Project Managers 

Meta - category category Concept 

Habitus Abiding by standards is important Importance of abiding by agile standards 

Importance of abiding by design and coding standards 

Importance of abiding by industry standards 

Importance of meeting the demands of the market 

Meeting the customers' demands is important Importance of meeting the customers' agile needs 

Importance of satisfying the customers' demands 

Practices Adapting Scrum work practices to industry best practices Merging of Agile and CMMI practices 

Negotiating with customers to understand and 
implement their agile needs 

PhD Thesis 
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Following IT industry experts and trends 

Careful selection of agile trainers 
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ApPENDIX 

APPENDIX 27: Decision Tables used to Formulate Theoretical Propositions 
IniIiiII Version of Deci:;jon Table 

Conditions 
Retention of economic 

Differentorientations towards 

Umited Svn1bollic 

Irnr.nr!'Aftl"JI:II of nlAlrlnirlD 

.,h .. ,1'inIr different be llefs and values because 
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fields o o 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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Pi P2 P3 P4 PI PlO P12 PS 

o 0 000 o o 0 

o 0 o 

000 

100 

0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 



Final Versions of DecIsIon Tables 

• TPl - When SOT stakeholders seek to acquire economic capital, the SOTM will face 

high number of requests for impromptu requirements changes AND will have 

limited access to resources and opportunities 

o TPla - When SOT stakeholders seek to acquire economic capital, the SOTM 

will face high number of requests for impromptu requirements changes 

o TPlb - When SOT stakeholders seek to acquire economic capital, the SOTM 

will have limited access to resources and opportunities 

• TP2 - When SOTM have different orientation towards capital acquisition, there 

could be frequent disagreements on software engineering practices 

PhD Thesis 
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Conditions 
Umited C;:VI'nhoir1olil' 

Umited Cultural 

me nts are ontheSDTM 

limited to decide on mentscontentand nnr1oril-iac. 

limited 

few ideasfromSDTM implemented on software development process 
unr'''''''''-ment 

• TP3 - When the SDTM have limited capital, they will have limited ability to decide on the requirements number, 
content, and priorities AND will be less open during communication AND few of their ideas on how to update the 
process will be implemented 

o TP3a - When SDTM have limited symbolic or cultural capital, a high number of requirements will be imposed 
on the team 

o TP3b - When the Product Owner has limited cultural and economic capital, they will have limited ability to 
deCide on the requirements content and priorities 

o TP3c - When the SDTM have limited symbolic or cultural capital, they will be less open during 
communication 

o TP3d - When the SDTM have limited symbolic or cultural capital, few of their ideas on how to update the 
software development process will be implemented 

PhD Thesis 
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ApPENDIX 

... u.uu .... fields 

ment on software anllrin,lI!Arina 

resistance to 

numberof nts are iml[)()S;edon the SDTM 

ntreactionto 1I"" ... nl_ 

• TP4 - When SDTM share different beliefs and values because they inhabit multiple fields, there will frequent disagreements on 

software engineering practices AND divergent reactions to urgency AND a high number of requirements will be imposed onto 

them 

o TP4a - When SDTM share different beliefs and values because they inhabit multiple fields, there will be frequent 

disagreements on the suitability of software engineering practices 

o TP4b - When SDTM share different beliefs and values because they inhabit multiple fields, they will have divergent 

reactions to urgency 

o TP4c - When the Scrum Master shares different beliefs and values because he/she inhabits multiple fields, a high 

number requirements will be imposed on the team 

• TPS - When SDTM value the importance of planning, there will be high resistance to impromptu requirements changes 
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ApPENDIX 

APPEN DIX 28: Interview Consent Form 

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 

Department of Information Systems 

INTERVIEW PARTICIPATION CONSENT FORM 

Leslie Commerce Building 
Engineering Mall. Upper Campus 

OR Private Bag. Rondebosch 77001 
Cape Town 

Tel: 650-2261 
Fax No: (021) 650-2280 

As requirements for completing a PhD at the Department of Information Systems in the Faculty of 
Commerce at the University of Cape Town the researcher, Maureen TANNER, is performing a study 
entitled "Understanding the social and contextual influences on Distributed Agile Software 
Development: A Theory of Practice Perspective". 

The main research objectives of this study are to: 
• To reveal the social and contextual factors influencing and shaping the manner in which 

agile practices are being followed in the GSD context 
• To understand why particular distributed agile practices are being devised and followed 
• To understand why do some of these distributed agile practices differ from what is generally 

prescribed by traditional agile standards 

• 
An issue that is of utmost importance to the researcher, the department, the faculty and the 
University of Cape Town at large is research ethics. Consequently, the researcher guarantees the 
confidentiality and anonymity of the details and comments you provide, which will strictly be used 
for the sole purpose of the aforementioned research report. Furthermore, your partiCipation in this 
study is entirely voluntary. You may choose to be excluded from the study at any pOint in time 
without incurring any adverse consequences. If you so choose to be involved with this research 
project, please sign the consent form below. 

,----,--------------
PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 

By signing this participant consent form, you are agreeing to partiCipate in a research project 
entitled "UNDERSTANDING THE SOCIAL AND CONTEXTUAL INFLUENCES ON DISTRIBUTED AGILE SOFTWARE 

DEVELOPMENT: A THEORY OF PRACTICE PERSPECTIVE' conducted by Maureen TANNER as 
requirement for the course entitled PhD in Information Systems. The researcher guarantees the 
confidentiality and anonymity of the details and comments you provide, which will strictly be used 
for the sole purpose of the aforementioned research report. Should you wish to contact the 
researcher for any reasons whatso&ver, please do not hesitate to email heratM.tanner@uct.ac.za 
or call her on +2778 620 9418 

Contact Name: ____________________________________ _ 
CompanyName: ______________________________________________ __ 
Signature: __________________________________________ _ 
Date: __________________________________________________________ _ 
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ArroNDIX 

.. __ .. _------

APPENDIX 29: Summary of Scrum Process Breakdown Occurring During and After 
Sprint Planning Meetings and their Social Conditions in Cl and C2 

Scrum Proce5s 
Breakdown during 
and ~fter 5print 
planning meetings 

Sprint I"r.,.,."ptions 

ImpromptLJ Ch " ~gC5 to 
user >tories' co~t~ nt 

""rl pnoritic< 

Conditions and Facto's leading to 
Breakdowns 

Conditions and F~ctor5;1l Condition5 and F~C!O'5 in 

Yes • 
-.. ---.. -

rJnmi'l . nt t~ " m m~rnhccs scckifl9 

to "cquirc more Cilpit " 1 

• Lack of c.nit.1 In comparison to 

other t~ ~ rn m . m b<'" 

• Soltwilre developers lorcM to 

Cl? 

Y~ 5 [EO s . .. kinq to , . tain 

CDfltrol ov . , th . proj ~ ct 

Yes -- Soitwue Cevelopcrs 
lacked (apital at>d their 

" tt~ mrt< ;'1 storpiny tl,<, 

[EO from Ch ~ llg;llg ,toties 
mid-sprin t I"ilcd 

cng . gc '" n,"ctic '" I h. t go . " . ir"t 'Nh . n soflwar .. d .. velopers 
wh"t the'r hilbitlls prC'(fISp<lSC them I'IC''-C' forcerl to rl • • 1 wilh 

10. chilnQes in uscr-s:ories, " 

work practice which w"s 
. qa1nst tlleir hab ills 
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nr .. di'fXl'inq th .. ", 10 nl.n 

. hc.d . 

C2? 

,C"'- 'C'c','"'mOO,c,,C-se' ei;,';5t;; .
r .. ~ai~ con~rol OVer the 
pro~ .. ct 

rlo - ~o "t:C'mp' to stop the 
ch"nges 

r,o - I. " conflict a, software 
developers were no: lorcC'rl to 
b. hav . dirr .. ren~ly to whilt 
their h. b,ILJS nr .. disposed 
them to ':i'ronq habitlls of 
h"vi~g to plC' ';. ' h .. 
cllstome,-, henc. Mcept1nq 
the lIser ,to"es ch . tKJ .. , 



D,fferr.nl oe.~c01'O"S 
aboul lasl( u'gencv at 
lIle software 
"evelor.m~nt ~~r"" 

Co /flliHK.r; on 
IJr_kdo""ns 

D;sag ... ·~m"nls SO'\Wilr<: 
IOngl-l~crl-19 cril~I I~C5 

CollllboNtlon 
., .. ltd"""g 

~u mb,", o'u,,·. 510Me< 
In ~e ~,omp l ~t .cl ~urln9 

I"" Sprlnl 1$ Imc05"11 0" 
!tic software developers 

Yes No • Thm mr_mb"r~ H~b~u~ nr4!dispose Yes - sc>nwa,e develc>c>cf$ 
t'l .. m 10 tealS "., <:on'lict'fl9 1".1<s b"long,ng 10 ""P~'II\'- fi"ICIS 

a.,d '"!I'-ma Is.cl alOfhcting 
ha~'lus 

", • lr,am rncrn ~"r!i H<'I~;tus 

l>o:d l5CO"", Ihcrn to fcals 0 " 
<XIn~ ;ct;"9 tasks 

Yes - Softv. ~'" "~v"'ope" 
b~ ong~.d 10 S~:'I~r~I" ~~Ids. 

~nd hac ' ntcmillls<>e 
C I "crg~ ·lt MC ~011~I~tln9 

h~ttu . 

" ", 

• eo.,9 ir_h ng stc. t"gi~s tn 
acq u; f~ oc ~ el 

• 

• 

Tee m mem bers -f" t it us 
prdi<po ,,", them In 'ocus 0" 
co·,flirting I",b 

Lac" 01 (-' pilal i., (-omo .. i,on l e 

~tI"'fte"m m"m~" ," 
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Yes - "(">ftwar4! de'lelooe .... 
b" I(">"ge:I,p ,,· n. ,"le ~d:l ~ 

~nd c ompct~ d fer 

oO "' li(tin g ca pita l 

'10 - Sc ru m M ast~ 1 a"e 
so ft ", .. " d"v" I ~n"rs 
bc lo"9oc to U~ fle l(: and 
i" ter "8Ii sec sa me Illb ltus 

'1 0 - 5.:rurn r·laste, Irld 

SOftWM" "ev"'OI'" r, 
t<>lor,,),'d 10 ... m,· field ~"cI 
ccmpPlcd for ~me CIIP~~I 

'" 

No _ Sonware dev~!OD~ffi all 
~~·onged to one ,_ ... 'd dn<i 
w",,' m t ,u'J"cte:1 to 
OO "1fl lctl' 9 h~ ~;tus 

NO _ solt ..... ~r<: deve looeffi aH 
C~"'jH1te" I"r l1,e §.3",e lorm 
of h ~b~u, 

Yes _ S~' u '" M.~~ r belonge:! 
to differnt fi eld to sof twar" 
deve loners and i·'t~r,",lisd 
,~b itu s I"'d i < po s", ~ I,im to 
Meu, cl I" '"" (-o Mlicli"9 with 
hi s ro le ~"~::f\Jm Mast ., 
Ye5 Soft '".,,, j)"ve'cp" " 
lacke:) C~C il ,, 1 ~nd U'<Jki "",I 
s"ccess ·"I>y ",-,,,c-t i " l~ the 
"un"e' cl ,,~. 'I~"'" whic h 
Ihe¥ ,",olJ'd be <:om'ort"!>I,, 10 
c.c>mpl<>' I' "U.i"\Ilh~ sprint 
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• L""* of calli, .. 1 in com" .. , ;..., ,, to 
olhN t~" '" ",~", be ", 

V~, _ S"m~ l~a ,,., m" mt>ers 
hilt! more c .. p ~ ~ 1 in t beir '~Jb

fields In C""'pilr'!iOn t o t he 
"' ~ 'n field, ~ nd _r~ thus 
"' o'e o;)c" tht'" 

NO - Te~"" m"mDoers "ad 
enough ("plt,,1 In t he In ~ 'n 

field 10 o~nly eXl>ress.ed 
IheM s .. I ... !!'!. and De I ,~\ened 

" '~~~"~"""""""''"''''''''''''.''''''''''''"'''''_'.''''''''''''''''e'rr'_,,",,0---,,----------------------,,',"-,.," .. ""_"000""""_'0000'0---. Ye~ - Arar,l<an !.rfl .. a'~ 
pnga9C' in pr"cti<,,~ that 9<' dcvCIOPCf'$ forced m worli. W,,:~,~ ~~~I,~~:~" In 
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pred'sp"",," th"m 10. 
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they hnd Intc'''ftli'lCd 
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A PP ::NDIX 

APPENDIX 30: Summary of Scrum Process Breakdown Occurring During and After 
Retrospective Meetings and their Social Conditions in Cl and C2 

Scrum Process 
Breakdown during 
and after 
Retrospective 
meetings 

Colllfborlftion 

BreiJkdowns 

Decisions on Scrum 
Process Update not 
made by the 
Development Team 

Collaboration 
Breakdowns 

Selective Invitation to 
Retrospective 
Meetings 

c, C2 Conditions and Factors leading 

to Breakdowns 

Conditions and Factors Conditions and Factors 

in Cl? in C2? 

Yes Ye~ • Lack 01 cllpital in comparison to SOltw-,-,-e-6e:;f' loo,eC",C,",~-······-··"----~~-~ 
Software Df'velopers at CL 

other team members Cl IlICked cllpilal in lacked capital ·'n 

Yes • Dominllnt team members 

~eeking to prevent other team 

members from acquiring capital 
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compllriSCIn to Cl.Rl comrarison to the 
who owned more capit"l customers who retained 
a"d could implemf'nt control Qverthe Scrum 

process by deciding on 
view~ on how to update 

ch<lnge~ to be 
the Scrum process implemented 

No - Software 

developer~ had e"ough 
capital to attend the 

meetings 

Yes - C2, customers 
employed this stratf'gy to 
mllintain their dominant 
position", the CL GASD 
Te<lm field IInd the Durban 
Team field, while 
management supported 
this practice in order to 
mai"tain their dominant 
positior in the CL GASD 
Team rield 



APPENDIX 31: Summary of Scrum Process Breakdown 
and their Social Conditions 

Scrum Process Breakdown Social Conditions leading to Breakdown 

,--"---'---7 
Impromptu cllange requests in user 

~torits' conttnt and priorities 

Product Owner's low level of 
authority 

Different pe rcept ions ~bout t~sk 
urgency aL the software 
development s',tes 

Disagreements on software 
engineering practices 

Number of U~er Storie5 to be 
completed d"r',ng the Sprint i5 
',mposed on the te~m 

Low level of communication 
openness 

Disagreement~ on estimation 
mech~nism5 

• Oriented to value the importance of pl~nning 

(TP5) 

• L mited capital in the joint field (TP3b) 

• DifferenL belief~ and values because of multiple 

field5 (TP4b) 

• Different belief5 ~nd v~lue5 bec~use of mulLiple 

fields (TP4a) 

• Divergent orientations towards capital acquisition 

:.TP2) 

Different beliefs anc! va lue5 etau~e of m tlltiple 

f,eld~ (TP4c) 

• LimiLed capital in tile ioinL field (lP3a) 

imited capital in the ioint field (TP3c) 

• Team members Habitus predi~pose tllem to focus 

on conflict ing t~sk~ (T P4~) 

1""'''""'''',",'''00'0 retr'o""",C,"""C,,,",.C",~,,,o.C,,.>,C'"ce,,,,,""7,,'oC,C,,,"OC>"m',',C,C,O,',","""o7,7,,C,'."P"""'"'-' 

update 
not made by the development te ~m 
during retrospective meetings 

(TPlb) 

• GASD project stakeholders' low level of capi t al in the 
joint field (TP3d) 
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Ap~~~D'X 

APPENDIX 32: Proposed Best Practices while Implementing Agile and Scrum work 
practices in GASD 

Agile P~inciples 

Motivated team 

members 

Self-organising 

teams 

Social Challenges 

- lack of control on motivation at diverse 

site (Batra, 2009; Batra et al., 2010) 

No personal relationship to build on 

(explanation for lild of motivation) 

(Phalnikar et al., 2008) 

- I ad< of understilnding of term "5elf· 

organisation" (B~tril et aI., 2010) 

- Cultural dispilrities (Batril, 2009) 

- Formal relationship between vendor and 

customer (Elatra et al . 2010) 

Proposed 

Practices) 

improved Mitigating Practices {Best 

"" - - " - - " " .. - " ~.-~ 

TP4b 

Scrum Master should strive to understand the VilriOUS I:>elief5 

ilnd values of the teilm members from all the dispersed sites 

(e.g. why they react in certain WilYS when f~ced with urgent 

situdtion) as a medns to motivate them and leverilge 

productivity. 

Distributed Scrum team members with limited ability to 

pilrticipate in the self-orgilnising aspect of the team 5hould 

re l lect of the types of cilpital recogni5ed in the distributed 

Scrum team il,>d strive to acquire more 01 those for their 

opinion to be recC>gn",s.ed. 

Working software - Clashing cultural values (Dullemond et ill., TP4a 
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Welcome 

changes in 

requirements 

Reflec;tion 

2009; Berteig, 2007) 

Inability to negotiate contract (not 

explained why) (Batra et aI., 2010) 

Cultural clilshes (Biltril, 2009) 

Power imbal<lnce (Therrien, 2008) 
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Organise the work ouch lh~l leam mCmb~rs witll similar 

beliefs and v~lue-; coll~borate more closely to<]ether on 

certain parts of the project so th<lt software el)Qineering 

pr~ctices ilre better ~Iigned. 

Distributed Scrum team members with limi ted ability to 

negot ia t e rluring the sprint pl<lnning meetings refl ect of t he 

types of capital recognised in the distributed Scrum te<lm anrl 

strive to acquire mOre of lhose for their opinion to be 

recogni'erl 

In order to effectivdy empower offshore team members to 

fully p~rticip~te in the decision milking process, lhey should 

be rjiven the opportunity to acquire enoogh recognised capital 

within the GASD teilm, Alternatively, measure' should be 

taken so that their current c~pital is valued by <Ill onshore 

te~m member<;, 
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